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Abstract
The aerospace industry is beginning to use advanced composite materials for prim ary load 
bearing structures and their failure mechanisms must be better understood to  predict them 
behavior in service. The Combined Loads Tests (COLTS) facility is being constructed a t the 
NASA Langley Research C enter to characterize these failure mechanisms. Laser based ul­
trasonic NDE can monitor th e  samples during dynamic loading without interfering w ith the 
structural tests. However, the constraints o f implementing laser ultrasound in  a  structures 
laboratory reduces the efficiency of the technique. The system has to  be “eye-safe" because 
many people will be present during the structural tests. Consequently, laser light has to 
be delivered through fiber optics and a  significant amount of light is lost. Also, th e  nature 
of the composite materials makes laser ultrasonic inspection difficult. The composites of 
interest are formed from woven layers that are stitched through the laminate thickness and 
bound in  a  resin matrix. These materials attenuate ultrasound strongly and exhibit a  high 
degree o f scattering.
Generation mechanisms in  laser based ultrasound must be better understood to  improve 
generation efficiency and consequently improve the signal-to-noise ratio. A lthough some 
experimental and theoretical studies have been conducted to characterize generation mecha­
nisms, more extensive work is needed for composite materials. Specifically, we are concerned 
w ith generation mechanisms in  thick, stitched composite structures. We describe a  theo­
retical and experimental investigation of laser generated ultrasound in complex composite 
m aterials. We first develop a  mathematical model describing the thermoelastic generation of 
ultrasound m a general anisotropic material. We then present a  wide range of experim ental 
data  investigating the effects o f laser and m aterial parameters on the generated ultrasound. 
We specifically consider th e  relationship between laser pulse w idth, laser wavelength, and 
m aterial composition. Finally, we compare th is data to our mathematical model.
xviii
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C hapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Laser Based U ltrasonic
Nondestructive Evaluation
Nondestructive evaluation (NDE) for investigating m aterial integrity and for pro­
cess control has become increasingly im portant. For example, nondestructive testing of our 
nation's aircraft has become critical as the  aircraft continue to age. A t the same tim e com­
panies, have begun to  realize the economic benefit of real-time process monitoring during 
“high-value-added processing". There are strong incentives to develop techniques th a t allow 
rapid and accurate inspection of m aterials without interfering w ith the function or opera­
tion of the product. Laser based ultrasonic NDE is one of the techniques that has many 
attractive characteristics for NDE and process control because it is completely remote and 
therefore can be used to monitor moving parts and complex geometries. Although laser 
based ultrasonics is relatively new, it is now being studied extensively by many groups. 
In this chapter, we will describe laser based ultrasonic NDE. discuss its advantages and 
disadvantages compared to conventional techniques, and present the  motivation for further
2
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research.
For an excellent comprehensive review of laser based ultrasonics, the reader is re­
ferred to Laser Ultrasonics: Techniques and Applications, by C. B. Scruby and L. E. Drain 
[1] Here, we will summarize some of the important features.
Several different physical processes may occur when laser light is applied to a  solid 
surface. In the thermoelastic regime, where incident power densities are below the damage 
threshold of the  sample, these processes include sample heating, generation of thermal 
waves, and the generation of elastic waves (ultrasound). This last effect is the basis for 
laser ultrasonic NDE. In this process, the incident laser causes a localized heating and 
volume expansion in the sample which generates thermoelastic strain fields that act as an 
elastodynamic source for ultrasonic waves. These waves can then be utilized to characterize 
the sample as in conventional ultrasonic NDE.
At power densities that exceed the damage threshold of the material, the ablative 
regime, other processes may occur. The surface of the sample can be ablated and the 
sample may m elt, plastically deform, and exhibit crack formation. In general, the processes 
in the therm oelastic regime are more appropriate for nondestructive evaluation since the 
sample is not damaged. In some cases, however, surface ablation may be acceptable and 
even desirable since larger amplitude waveforms can be generated. For example, in the 
inspection of concrete structures, a  small amount of surface damage may be permissible.. 
Also, special coatings can be applied to some samples so that only the coating is damaged 
and the sample is unharmed. For our purposes, we would prefer not to alter the sample 
and will restrict further discussion to  only the thermoelastic regime.
Laser based ultrasonic NDE uses lasers to generate and detect elastic waves in a  
sample. Typically, one laser is used to  generate ultrasonic waves while a second laser is 
used with an optical technique like interferometry to measure the surface displacements.
3
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The two lasers can be applied on the same surface of the sample or they can be arranged 
on opposite sides of the sample in either a  pulse-echo or pitch-catch configuration. These 
two modes o f operation are illustrated in Figure 1.1. Laser based ultrasonic NDE offers 
significant advantages over conventional ultrasonic NDE methods because it is a  completeiy 
non-coniaci technique and does not require dose proximity to  the sample. Laser based 
ultrasound can remotely measure samples in environments th a t are inaccessible to  contact 
techniques because physical couplants are undesirable or impossible. For example, samples 
can be examined in environments at elevated temperature (>  500 degrees Celsius), where 
there is no suitable fluid couplant. Similarly, samples in high vacuum systems can be 
monitored, possibly even during aggressive chemical or plasm a processing. Also, since no 
couplant is required, signal variability due to bonding quality is eliminated.
Furthermore, laser based ultrasound can be used to remotely examine structures in 
hostile environments th a t are hazardous to  human operators and equipment. For example, 
measurements can be made on samples in radioactive or chemically corrosive environments. 
Similarly, laser based ultrasound can be used during experiments where other methods 
might interfere with the experiment. For example, samples can be monitored in wind 
t u n n e k  without affecting aerodynamic tests.
Laser based ultrasound can evaluate small and very th in  samples th a t would be 
difficult to investigate with conventional contact techniques. Ultrasonic waves can be excited 
and received on small samples because the diameter of the laser beams can be made very 
small. Contact transducers tend to have a  dead zone ju st below the surface so that they 
cannot measure defects immediately below the surface. The small probe area of laser based 
ultrasonics leads to  a  much smaller dead zone so that this is not a  problem.
Samples with complex geometries or confined spaces can be inspected more easily 
with laser based ultrasound. The laser beams do not have to  be normally incident to the
4
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Scattered Light 
To Interferometer 
Detection Laser
Generation Laser
Sample 
Scattered Light 
To Interferometer
Detection Laser Generation Laser
Sample
Figure 1.1: Illustration of the two modes of laser based ultrasonic NDEL Top: Detection 
and generation on the same side. Bottom: Generation and detection on opposite sides.
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sample surface so that both the detection and generation lasers can be delivered by mirrors 
o r fiber optics around awkward geometries o r into regions that would be inaccessible to large 
contact probes. Similarly, delicate samples can be investigated since no physical contact 
is required. Laser ultrasound can inspect samples with sensitive surfaces o r surfaces that 
must be kept clean and free of scratches.
Laser ultrasound can also be used for area inspections at speeds that cannot be 
obtained by mechanical techniques. Since the lasers can be rapidly rastered, large areas can 
be quickly scanned. Also, quickly moving parts can be investigated. For example parts on 
an assembly line can be scanned or the rotor blades of a helicopter can be examined while 
the rotors are spinning.
The directivity of laser generated ultrasound can be modified by optically changing 
the laser source. In contrast a  conventional contact probe has a  fixed directivity. Also, the 
bandwidth of laser generated ultrasound is larger than for contact probes. The bandwidth 
of laser generated ultrasound can also be modified by adjusting the laser source to better 
match attenuation characteristics of the test m aterial. Furthermore, any type of ultrasonic 
wave can be generated with a  laser source.
Finally, laser based ultrasound solves difficulties encountered by other non-contact 
ultrasound techniques. Electromagnetic acoustic transducers (EMATS) require conducting 
specimens. Similarly, magnetostrictive devices require ferromagnetic materials. Capaci­
tance transducers require locally polished parallel surfaces, close proximity, and precise 
handling. In contrast, laser based ultrasound does not require close proximity to  the sam­
ple and is not restricted to specific materials or very careful sample preparation [Ij.
6
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1.2 M otivation
1.2.1 G eneral C onsiderations
Contact techniques have some advantages over laser based ultrasound. Contact 
techniques are considerably less expensive than laser based ultrasonics. Also, special safety 
precautions like eye protection are not required for contact techniques but are required to 
use laser based ultrasonics.
Perhaps m ost significantly, contact ultrasound techniques currently provide a supe­
rior signal-to-noise ratio than laser based ultrasound. Peak displacements of laser generated 
ultrasound are estim ated to be about 12 db less than those of a  resonant piezoelectric trans­
ducers but of the  same order of magnitude as short-pulse (i.e. damped) piezoelectric probes. 
This leads only to a slight loss in sensitivity. However, the sensitivity o f laser detection of 
ultrasound is significantly lower than contact techniques. Consequently, the overall sensitiv­
ity of contact techniques is several orders of magnitude better than laser based ultrasound
M-
To be competitive with contact techniques and to fully realize its potential, laser 
based ultrasonics must be better understood. Considerable work has been done to improve 
the sensitivity o f laser detection of ultrasound but less attention has been devoted to op­
timizing the laser ultrasound source. In most cases, ultrasound is generated by whatever 
laser is available, with m inim al consideration of matching laser and m aterial parameters 
so that the ultrasonic source is m axim ized . This research is an effort to more fully under­
stand generation mechanisms so that ultrasonic generation can be optimized for a given 
laser/sample system .
7
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1 .2 .2  Specific C onsiderations
The aerospace industry is beginning to use advanced composite materials for pri­
m ary load bearing structures and the failure mechanisms o f these materials must be better 
understood to  predict their behavior in service. The Combined Loads Tests (COLTS) facil­
ity  is being constructed a t the NASA Langley Research Center to characterize these failure 
mechanisms. Illustrated in Figure 1.2, the COLTS facility is designed to test large struc­
tures like an aircraft fuselage up to  13.716 meters (45 feet) long and 4.572 meters (15 feet) 
in diam eter. It will be a  large open area with multiple testing bays and many experiments 
occurring simultaneously. To illustrate the scale of the COLTS facility. Figure 1.3 shows 
a  composite wing box structure that was tested in a  similar facility. Laser based ultra­
sonic NDE is desirable because it can monitor the samples during dynamic loading without 
interfering with the structural tests.
However, implementing laser ultrasound in a  structures laboratory further reduces 
the efficiency of the technique. In general, there will always be design constraints when 
trying to implement laser based ultrasound outside o f a  laser laboratory. For example, 
the COLTS system has to be “eye-safe” because many people will be present during the 
structural tests. Therefore, laser light will be delivered through fiber optics and a  significant 
amount of the  initially available light is lost. A description of the laser based ultrasonic NDE 
system developed for the COLTS facility along with some preliminary results is presented 
in the appendix. A much more powerful detection laser could be integrated into th e  system 
but this is generally not a  financially  feasible solution. Instead, it is preferable to  maximize 
the available technology.
Furthermore, the nature of the composite materials makes laser ultrasonic inspection 
difficult. The composites of interest at COLTS are formed from woven layers th a t are 
stitched through the laminate thickness and bound in a  resin matrix. Figure 1.4 shows
8
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Figure 1.2: Schematic illustration, of the COLTS facility- (Rom  the NASA/Langley Web 
Site.)
9
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Figure 1.3: Facility similar to the COLTS facility where a composite wing is- being tested. 
10 
is r i  
photographs of composite pieces from the wing box in Figure 1.3 after it had been stressed 
to failure. The sample in the bottom of Figure 1.4 is a  piece of the wing box skin and the 
rows of translaminar stitches are clearly visible. The skin is approximately five inches square 
and consists of ten stacks o f [45/-45/02/9G/02/-45/45J AS-4-3501-6 graphite epoxy material 
stitched together, resuiting in a  0.58 inch total thickness. The stitched reinforcements of 
Kevlar are in rows spaced 0.2 to  0.5 inches apart with a  stitch spacing of approximately 
0.1 inches. The structure on the top is a  seven inch square piece of the wing box skin that 
has been bidirectionally T-stiffened. These materials strongly attenuate ultrasound and 
exhibit a  high degree of scattering. They are difficult to inspect with conventional contact 
or immersion techniques.
Although some experimental [2j, [3{ and theoretical studies (e.g. [3j - [7]) have been 
conducted to characterize laser ultrasonic generation mechanisms, more extensive work is 
needed for composite materials. Specifically, more effort is required to understand genera­
tion m echanism  in the anisotropic composites that will be studied at COLTS. The purpose 
of this research is to better understand the generation mechanisms in these complex com­
posite materials. Consequently, we hope to maximize the laser ultrasonic source so that 
generation efficiency and therefore signal-to-noise ratio is improved.
1.3 Summary
Laser based ultrasonics offers significant advantages over conventional ultrasonic 
methods because it is a  non-contact and remote technique. However, it is more expensive 
than conventional techniques, requires safety precautions, and is currently not as sensitive as 
contact techniques. In order for laser based ultrasonics to be competitive with conventional 
contact techniques, its signal-to-noise ratio must be improved. Generation mechanisms must 
be better understood to optimize the laser ultrasonic source for a  given laser/sample system.
11
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Figure 1.4: Composite samples from the ACT wingbooc after being dynamically tested to 
failure. Top: Bidirectionally stiffened skin sample with interlaminar failure. Bottom: Skin 
sample with impact damage.
12
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The purpose of this work is to characterize generation mechanisms as a  function of laser 
and material parameters through a  theoretical and experimental investigation. Specifically, 
we are concerned with generation mechanism in anisotropic composite structures.
1.4 Overview o f the Present Work
In this chapter, a  brief introduction to laser based ultrasonic NDE was presented 
and the motivation for our work was explained. Chapter 2 will provide a  comprehensive 
literature review as background for our work and chapters 3 and 4 will develop a  theoretical 
model for laser generated ultrasound in isotropic and anisotropic materials. Chapter 3 will 
present an experimental investigation of laser generated ultrasound as a function of laser 
and material parameters. These theoretical and experimental results will be analyzed and 
compared in chapter 6 and conclusions will be made. Chapter 7 will summarize the work 
and suggest directions for future efforts. An appendix will include computer code used in 
the theoretical modeling and a  discussion of a  field-deployable, laser based ultrasonic system 
developed during the course of this work.
13
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C hapter 2
Literature Review
For many practical cases in laser based ultrasonics, the laser source can be approxi­
mated as a point source or line source in a  plate or half-space. The problem of determining 
the elastic response of a  half-space (or plate) due to an applied point or tine toad belongs to 
a  class of problems referred to collectively as “Lamb’s problem.” Furthermore, the solution 
to Lamb’s problem for an impulse point source is by definition, the Green’s function for the 
problem and may be used to construct more complicated sources.
Lamb’s problem has been studied extensively, and the first part of this review sum­
marizes some notable and recent contributions. A  comprehensive list of references is also 
provided for the reader’s benefit. Following this, some of the major theoretical and exper­
imental studies of laser generated ultrasound in solids are reviewed in detail. A separate 
section reviews efforts to apply laser based ultrasound to nondestructive evaluation. A final 
section sum m arizes other contributions to the field of laser based ultrasonics.
14
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2.1 Lamb’s Problem
In 1904, H. Lamb [8j presented the classical analysis of the elastic response of a  half­
space due to line and point loads applied at the surface and below the surface. Harmonic 
loads were initially considered and then superposition techniques were used to analyze pulse 
loads.
A thorough review of Lamb's analysis can be found in Ewing et al. [9[ and more 
recently, in Miklowitz [10}. Reviews of some of results can also be found in chapters six and 
seven of Graff [11} and Achenbach [12}, respectively.
In 1957, Pekeris and LIfson [13{ presented an exact solution describing the surface 
motion of a uniform elastic half-space produced by a vertical point force buried beneath the 
surface. Both vertical and horizontal displacement components were represented in terms 
of complex integrals which were numerically evaluated. From this analysis, plots of surface 
displacement as a  function of distance from epicenter were presented for both components.
Kraut [14} was the first to  use the Cagniard de Hoop [15}, [12j method to study 
Lamb's problem with a line source in 1963.
Pardee [16} presented a mathematically rigorous derivation of the frequency domain 
Green's function for an infinite isotropic media and an isotropic plate in 1977. The details 
of this derivation are complicated and we only summarize some of the main results; an 
expression in the form of an integral equation was generated for a  stress Green’s function 
for the infinite isotropic media. This stress Green's function was constructed to  include 
stress free boundary conditions for the case of a  finite solid. An expression was presented 
from this result for the usual displacement Green's function. It was claimed that the integral 
equation for the stress Green's function could be analytically integrated but that it was only 
necessary to partially integrate it for the plate problem. Subsequently, the infinite space 
stress Green's function was used to  construct the stress Greens function for the isotropic
15
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slab which was also in the form of an integral equation. It was noted that the displacement 
and stress Green’s function tensors for the case of body forces could be derived from this 
expression by suitable differentiation.
In  1979, Pao et aL [17} used generalized ray theory to  model acoustic waves generated 
in infinite isotropic plates. Three buried point sources were considered; a  single force, a 
double force, and a center of dilatation. Additionally, a  fourth source considered was a  single 
force on the surface of the plate. The radial and normal surface displacements generated 
by these forces were calculated with a  generalized ray integral te chnique described by Pao 
and Gajewski. [18} Plots were presented of both displacement components for the various 
sources. I t was demonstrated that a  single vertical force buried in the midplane of the 
plate generated antisymmetric plate motion about the midplane, producing a  fundamental 
flexural mode of the plate. It was also found that it was difficult to distinguish between a 
surface source and an interior source from the displacements on the opposite surface of the 
surface force. However, there were differences between surface sources and buried source 
when displacements were observed on the same surface as the surface source. Specifically, 
displacements on the same side as the surface source were characterized by an abrupt change 
caused by the arrival of the Rayleigh wave. This change was absent on the opposite side of 
the plate. In the case of the buried double force, symmetric motion about the plate midplane 
was generated. It was observed that the plate response to th e  double force and buried center 
of dilatation were similar, but completely different from the  response due to a  single force. 
The double force and center of dilatation produced nearly periodic waveforms while the 
single force generated a  steadily increasing wave. Finally, it was found that the epicentral 
response of a  concentrated force (nonequilibrium force) was characterized by a  steadily 
increasing in intensity while a  double force or center of dilation (self-equilibrium force) was 
nearly periodic. At off center observation points, the nonequilibrium force exhibited a  slow
16
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rise in. intensity while the self-equilibrium force showed a  strong initial signal.
Also in 1979, Sinclair [19| presented a  derivation of the Green's function for an 
isotropic half-space. It was noted tha t expressions had previously been given for the elastic 
Green’s function of a  half-space [13[, [20{, [21[ but that these solutions were in the form 
of a  single integral that was generally not expressible in closed analytic form. In contrast. 
Sinclair derived a closed analytic expression for the Green's function of an isotropic half­
space with source and receiver on epicenter. We summarize the main features here. In 
Sinclair's notation, G ij(t;x;xr) is the Green's function giving the i th  component of the 
displacement at position x  and time t  due to an impulse point source in the x t direction 
applied a t point x/ at time t — 0. Then, the displacement field due to a  multipole source 
can be obtained from appropriate spatial derivatives of the Green's function. For example, 
the vertical displacement due to a  horizontal force dipole is given by It was noted
that the reciprocal relation for Green's functions given by Burridge and Knopoff [22[ gives
-0)
so that the response due to a  buried multipole source could be determined from a point 
force applied to the surface. Following the formulation by Willis [20}, the equivalent surface 
force was specified and used to determine spatial derivatives of the Green's function for an 
isotropic half-space with source and receiver on epicenter. It was noted that the final form 
could be expressed analytically because of the restriction to an isotropic solid with epicentral 
source and receiver position. Once the Green’s function was obtained, displacements were 
calculated and plotted for a variety of buried multipole sources including: a  tangential (i.e. 
parallel to  the surface) single force, a vertical single force, an infinitesimal horizontal edge 
dislocation loop source (equivalent to three orthogonal force dipoles), and a force quadrupole 
source.
In 1983, Scruby et aL [23{ examined the elastic response of half-space to defect
IT
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sources. The defects were represented as distributions of force dipoles and a  Green’s function 
analysis was applied to obtain resultant displacement. Nearly identical work applied directly 
to laser ultrasound is reviewed in more detail in the next section.
In 1984t Yeatts [24] determined a Green’s function for an unbounded anisotropic 
elastic medium. In this work, the equations of motion were Fourier transformed in time 
and then the Radon transform was applied to obtain an ordinary matrix differential (wave) 
equation in transform space. Tensor algebra was used to solve this equation and the solution 
was implemented in the inverse Radon and Fourier transforms. The final result for the 
displacement was written explicitly as a summation of a  surface integral over a function 
containing the forcing function and the elastic constants. For numerical implementation, 
integration was taken over a  unit sphere. Subsequently, an approximate expression was 
obtained for the displacement field a t points sufficiently far from the source. The integral 
was taken over a  slowness surface and differential geometry was used to transform this 
integral to an integral over the “spherical image” of the slowness surface. Then, successive 
integration by parts was performed to  generate a  series in powers of 1 /r , where r  was the 
distance from the source. The lead terms varying as 1 /r  were taken as the asymptotic 
approximation. The Hilbert transform was used to write the final solution for the complex 
displacement field. This solution was used to compute group velocity and displacement 
amplitude in transversely isotropic media, specifically, Apatite and Cobalt.
Work by Chang and Sachse [25] in 1985 considered the forward and inverse problems 
of extended finite line sources in thick elastic plates. Line sources were mathematically 
described as the superposition of time dependent point sources. These point sources were 
expressed as integrals over a  Green’s function that had previously been determined by Pao 
et aL [17], [26]. The expression for the normal displacement component were discretized and 
presented in matrix form. Numerical calculations were presented for various distributions
18
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of line sources ( ie . the forward problem). Following this, it was demonstrated that both 
the source spatial distribution and time-dependence could be determined from the normal 
surface displacements (t.e. the inverse problem). Two cases were considered; if the time- 
dependence was known, the Green’s function matrix was convolved with the source-time 
function, the product matrix was inverted, and then the inverted matrix was multiplied 
with the normal displacement to obtain the source distribution. If the time-dependence 
was not known, an initial guess of the distribution was made and the time-dependence 
was computed. Then, new values of the source distribution were generated by the above 
procedure and the process was iteratively repeated until a  desired accuracy was obtained. 
The displacements computed in the forward problem were analyzed by this method and the 
source spatial and temporal dependence were accurately recovered for all cases considered.
Tverdokhlebov and Rose [27J, [28] discussed Green’s functions for elastic waves in 
anisotropic media in 1988 and 1989. A weak anisotropy was assumed and approximate 
plane wave solutions were obtained for transversely isotropic materials. Subsequently, the 
exact frequency domain Green’s function determined by Radon’s method was written in 
terms of these approximate plane-wave solutions. It had been noted that a generalized 
Helmholtz decomposition could be used to separate the Green’s function into three terms 
corresponding to wave propagation of a  quasilongitudinal and two quasitransverse plane- 
wave modes. The weak anisotropy condition allowed sin analytic expression for each of 
these components. The main restrictions of this formalism was it was limited to weakly 
anisotropic materials that had no cusps in the energy velocity profiles. In the later work, 
a  scaling transform was proposed so tha t this technique would not be restricted to weakly 
anisotropic materials.
Wu et aL [29] derived expressions for the far field radiation in a  semi-infinite elastic 
anisotropic solid due to a point source acting on the surface. In this work, first an incident
19
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plane wave originating w ith in  the half-space and incident on the free surface was consid­
ered. Reflection coefficients were calculated for the three wave modes (quasilongitudinal 
and two quasishear) reflected at the boundary. Then, the reciprocity theorem [30j, [31] 
was employed to write the  displacement field in the solid due to  a  point source on the free 
surface. These expressions were in terms of the reflection coefficients determined above and 
the undetermined amplitudes of the reflected waves. Then, the Green's function analysis by 
Tverdokhlebov and Rose along with Lamb’s approach were used to  calculate the wave am­
plitudes. Directivity patterns generated from these solutions were presented for aluminum 
and nickel crystal and isotropic aluminum.
In 1992, Tewary and Fortunko [32] presented an exact solution of the Christoffel 
equation [33] for wave propagation in anisotropic elastic solids that was designed for nu­
merical computational efficiency. This representation was used to derive Green’s functions 
for an infinite anisotropic solid and an anisotropic half-space. Subsequently, the elastic 
response of a cubic solid was determined separately for a  point source with a  delta func­
tion time dependence and a  step function time dependence. It was noted that traditional 
methods based on Fourier or Laplace transforms (see for example, references [12] and [34]) 
were computationally difficult. The Fourier transform method required a  four-dimensional 
integration over space and time. For anisotropic solids, this integration had to  be performed 
numerically, except possibly over one coordinate, leaving three numerical integrations. In 
contrast, the method described in [32] involved only three-dimensional integrals, one of 
which could in general be determined analytically. Consequently, only a  two-dimensional 
numerical integration was necessary. Furthermore, it was argued that the basis functions 
used provided better convergence than the oscillatory functions used in Fourier techniques..
In 1994, Every and Kim [35] obtained the displacement response function tensor 
for an infinite elastic anisotropic solid subjected to a  point source with Heaviside step
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function, time dependence. Here, a  quadruple space-time Fourier transform was applied 
to the Christoffel equation to obtain the time-domain GreenTs function for the Heaviside 
step function source. The resulting expression involved three integrals that had to be solved 
numerically. I t  was noted that the time derivative of this solution would generate the Green’s 
function for the Dirac delta function source. Following this, wave arrival singularities were 
discussed in detail for various slowness surfaces. Numerical examples of waveforms were 
presented for zinc, diamond, and silicon.
Also in 1994, Spies [36] examined elastic waves in layered transversely isotropic 
materials. Plane wave solutions of the equations of motion were derived for transversely 
isotropic materials using a  coordinate-free representation. W ith this formulation, reflection 
and transmission coefficients were calculated for plane waves at the interface between two 
arbitrarily oriented transversely isotropic media This work was continued by the same 
author [37], [38] to determine the elastodynamic dyadic and triadic Green’s functions for 
transversely isotropic materials. It was assumed that the displacements could be represented 
as plane waves discussed previously. Then, the equations o f motion were Fourier transformed 
in space and the resulting system was solved for the transformed Green’s function with 
tensor algebra. However, the transformed solution could not be completely inverted because 
of its complexity. Instead, only one of the transformed dimensions was inverted to  obtain 
a  two-dimensional Fourier transformed version of the Green’s function, called a  “space- 
time spectral representation” (STSR). A similar procedure was used to compute a  two- 
dimensional STSR of Green’s triadic function. Subsequently, Huygen’s principle was used 
to develop an algorithm to back propagate the entire displacement field from measured 
surface displacements. This was referred to as elastodynamic holography.
In 1995, Mourad and Deschamps [39] used the Cagniard de Hoop method to solve 
Lamb’s problem for an anisotropic half-space with orthorhombic symmetry. It was argued
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that the Cagniard de Hoop method was more appropriate than previously employed methods 
[40], [32], [41], [42] because it included diffraction effects in a  simple way, was suited for 
numerical implementation, and was analytically rigorous. Drawing on early results [43], the 
Laplace transform of the Green’s tensor for a  line source was given without derivation. Then, 
it was argued that the case of a  point source could be obtained by considering a large number 
of line sources scanning a limited area of the free surface. Subsequently, the transformed 
Green’s tensor for the point source case was expressed in terms of an integral over the 
transformed line source Green’s function. This expression was inverted by the Cagniard de 
Hoop method to  obtain the real space Green’s function for the point source. This result was 
in the form of an integral that was numerically calculated for zinc (hexagonal symmetry) 
and silicon (cubic symmetry). The computed displacements were compared to experimental 
results presented by Kim and Sachse [44] and showed good agreement. Furthermore, it was 
indicated that this method had more accurately modelled the experimental data than an 
earlier model by Every and Kim [35{.
Also in 1995, Nayfeh [45] studied Lamb’s problem and wave propagation in layered 
anisotropic media. Specifically, Nayfeh considered a  line load in a  material with monoclinic 
symmetry oriented so that displacement was independent of one of the coordinates. He 
considered a  hypothetical interface containing the applied line load and enforced continuity 
boundary conditions across this interface. Consequently, the line load was essentially con­
verted into am equivalent set of boundary conditions. The homogeneous field equations and 
artificial boundary conditions were Laplace transformed in time and Fourier transformed in 
space and the algebraic system was solved for the transformed displacements. The trans­
formed displacements were inverted using the Caignaird de Hoop technique. Although this 
technique was able to model wave propagation due to the transient line source, it was very 
difficult for problems that did not exhibit the symmetry of this example.
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In 1996 and 1997r Spies [46jr [47j presented a  solution to Lamb's problem for a  point 
source in an anisotropic material. Following an identical analysis to  earlier work [37J, the 
full-space, two-dimensional, space-time spectral representation of the Green's dyadic and 
triadic functions were considered. From these solutions, the half-space Green’s functions 
in the transform domain were determined. An ansatz composed of the sum of the Green's 
function for the homogeneous and inhomogeneous problem was postulated and traction free 
boundary conditions were enforced at the surface. From this analysis, a  complete solution 
of Lamb’s problem in the transform domain for any anisotropic half-space was obtained. 
Results were specifically calculated for a  generally transversely isotropic medium from this 
representation.
In 1998, Bescond and Deschamps [48} used the Cagnaird de Hoop technique again 
and presented another solution for the surface response of an anisotropic half-space to an 
impulsive point source or line source on the free surface. The applied point force was 
specified as a pure normal force so tha t it was suggested that loading was consistent with 
laser generation in the ablation regime. Following work by Van der Hijden [49}, the Laplace 
transform in time and a  double Fourier transform over space was applied to the equations 
of motion and boundary conditions. An expression for the Laplace transform of the normal 
displacement was obtained. The Cagniard de Hoop technique was used to analytically 
invert this transform. The solution was still in terms of an integral that was evaluated 
numerically. A -similar analysis was performed for a  line source. Also, a  detailed discussion 
of the propagation of the generated Rayleigh waves was presented. Finally, numerical results 
for copper crystal were computed and agreed very well with experimental results.
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2.2 Laser G enerated Ultrasound in Solids
W hite [89] is generally cited as the first to  investigate laser generated ultrasound. In 
his 1963 letter, he considered several one-dimensional problems of ultrasonic generation in 
an isotropic elastic solid including: uniform heating of a  semi-infinite body, uniform heating 
of the end of a  thin rod, nonuniform heating of a  semi-infinite body, and nonuniform heating 
of a  thin lamina. W hite noted that it is difficult to obtain formal solutions to the equations 
of motion for many temperature distributions of interest. Consequently, it was argued 
that the principal effects could be most easily described by solving the equations of motion 
for a  harmonically varying power density applied at the surface. We can summarize the 
formulation for the case of a  sem i-infinite  body as follows. It was assumed that the surface 
(x =  0) uniformly absorbed a  harmonically varying power density given by the real part of
p„(t) =  Po exp[t(wt -i- eo +  tt/4)} (2.1)
so that the harmonic temperature rise in the solid was given by [90]
@harmcmtc(&•> t) -  exp[i(iut +  q>)] X e x p [ - x ( ^ ) 1/2( l  +- *)] (~2)
where J  is the mechanical equivalent of heat (4.185 J/cal), K  is the thermal conductivity.
k is the thermal diffusivity (k = -jg , C  is the specific heat, p is the density). Then,
it was assumed that the displacement, u(x) had a harmonic time dependence, and the 
one-dimensional equation of motion for an isotropic body with a  heat source [91]
QQ
P—  =  { X  +  W — - B a -  ( 2-3 )
was solved with 0 determined from equation (2.2). Here. X and p. are the Lame parameters, 
a  is the linear thermal expansion coefficient, and B  is the bulk modulus. Solutions were 
obtained for the two separate cases of a  stress free surface and a  constrained surface. From
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these solutions, it was found that the generation of elastic waves depended on the frequency 
of the applied harmonic power density and the material properties of the sample. Also, 
it was found tha t the functional dependence of the stress wave amplitude was governed 
by the boundary conditions applied to the heated surface, specifically that the stress wave 
amplitude for a  constrained surface was much larger than for a  free surface.
This early work provided some insight about the laser acoustic source, but had some 
significant limitations. It could not predict the generation of shear waves because it only 
considered one-dimensional motions. Also, it was restricted to isotropic materials and it 
ignored thermal diffusion and the finite extent of the laser source.
It was not until work appearing in 1980 by Scruby et al. [3] that the theoretical 
modeling of laser generated ultrasound in solids was explored more extensively. A simple 
th ree -dim ensional model was developed to describe laser generated ultrasound in aluminum. 
The model treated the thermal expansion due to the laser pulse as the instantaneous ad­
dition of a small volume at the sample’s surface. It was assumed that the laser pulse was 
instantaneously and uniformly absorbed a t the surface throughout a  cylindrical volume ele­
ment with the same radius as the laser beam and a  depth equal to the electromagnetic skin 
depth. The consequent temperature rise and bulk strain were calculated and this strain was 
approximated by a  distribution of dislocation loops [19{. Then, a  Green’s function analysis 
was used to  calculate epicentral displacements.
The computed epicentral displacements matched the features of experimentally ob­
served waveforms. Specifically, the computed waveforms correctly predicted an overall de­
pression of the back surface of the sample (i.e. towards the acoustic source) and matched 
the overall shape of the experimental waveforms. The model also predicted that the longi­
tudinal wave would have an amplitude four times greater than the shear wave amplitude. 
This ratio was measured as 3.8. The model was also used to determine the source func-
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tion (i.e. time evolution of the expanding volume) from experimentally measured surface 
displacements. An analysis of this source function predicted that approximately 9% of the 
incident radiation was absorbed and converted into elastic waves. This value was also in 
good agreement with experimentally determined data.
However, this model could not predict the detailed time dependence of the longitu­
dinal and shear wave arrivals. In particular, it did not predict a  small “precursor" positive 
pulse which represented an initial expansion a t the back surface of the sample that appeared 
at the beginning of the arrival of the longitudinal wave. The authors suggested that this 
failure was because the model neglected thermal diffusion and the finite dimensions of the 
laser source. This was later confirmed in the work by Doyle [5| and described below-.
In the same paper, Scruby et aL included an experimental study of laser generated 
ultrasound. Laser parameters were varied to characterize their effects on laser generated 
ultrasound. First, ultrasonic displacements generated with a  multimode and a  TEMoo mode 
laser, were compared. Observations suggested that the displacements were independent of 
laser mode at constant energy. Laser pulse area was also varied and it was determined that 
the amplitudes of the longitudinal and shear waves were proportional to  the total energy 
of the pulse. Laser power density was also varied, from which it was concluded that the 
amplitudes of the longitudinal and shear waves were proportional to the laser pulse energy 
and consequently, the optical power density. The final comments were that variations in 
laser energy and area of irradiation were of secondary importance in determining the shape 
of the epicentral acoustic waveforms in the thermoelastic regime.
In 1982, Dewhurst et aL [92} extended the experimented and theoretical work by 
Scruby [3} to investigate the effects of higher incident power densities and surface modifica­
tion of metal samples. From experimental results in the thermoelastic regime, they observed 
that changes in laser power density a t the surface did not significantly affect the acoustic
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amplitude. However, when the plasma generation threshold was exceeded, they found that 
both the shape and amplitude of the epicentral waveforms changed as a  function of incident 
laser energy and power density. In the presence of a  plasma, the incident optical power den­
sity determined the shape of the acoustic waveform, while the amplitude was proportional 
to the absolute laser energy. When the surface was constrained, both, the amplitude and the 
shape of the longitudinal waveform was changed while the shear wave amplitude remained 
relatively unaffected. The amplitude of the longitudinal wave increased and changed from 
a  step-like depression to a  pulse like elevation at the free surface.
Using sim ila r  analysis techniques as in Scruby et aL [3{ the authors presented theo­
retical waveforms for the epicentral acoustic displacement. They showed preliminary work 
which suggested that diffusion and the finite dim ensions of the source generated the pre­
cursor positive longitudinal pulse that was not predicted by previous models. They also 
extended the model to the ablative regime by including an additional force acting normal 
to the surface. This force modeled the momentum transfer that occurs when material ab­
lates away from the free surface. The theoretical waveforms could only capture general 
trends of the observed waveforms but seemed to confirm that lateral forces dominate in the 
thermoelastic regime while normal forces dominate in the ablative regime.
Although they did not extend the model to account for a  constrained surface, the 
authors discussed effects of surface modification. They suggested possible effects that a 
transparent constraining layer on a  surface could have on the acoustic source. First, the 
coating could increase the amount of absorbed energy. This would increase the generation 
efficiency and consequently increase the amplitude of the acoustic waveform but not affect 
the shape of the waveform. Second, the coating could generate forces normal to the surface 
during evaporation or ablation. Consequently, the waveform would show characteristics of 
the ablative source. Third, the constraining layer could undergo thermal expansion and
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act as an additional thermoelastic source. Consequently, the acoustic source could exhibit 
characteristics associated with a  buried source in addition to a  surface source. Finally, the 
coating would change the boundary conditions by constraining the  surface. This would also 
act to generate additional normal forces. Since all of these mechanisms were expected to 
produce forces normal to the surface, the authors argued that the longitudinal mode should 
be enhanced. This was confirmed experimentally in waveforms generated when a  layer of 
oil was applied to the surface of metal samples and when a  glass plate was bonded to the 
surface of the samples.
In the same year, Wetsel [93] may have been the first to discuss laser generated ultra­
sound in a  composite material. He developed a  simple one-dimensional model for a  sample 
consisting of a  backing material, an absorbing bulk or surface film and a sample. Harmonic 
heating and displacement functions were assumed and implemented in the equations of mo­
tion. The resulting equations were solved numerically for the elastic wave amplitude in each 
of the three regions and the computed values were in good agreement with experimental val­
ues. The variation of elastic wave amplitude with the optical-absorption coefficient and the 
film thickness were computed for a  sapphire-molybdenum-quartz sample. It was found that 
the elastic wave amplitude increased with increasing optical absorption and with increas­
ing film thickness. The effects of thermoelastic parameters on the  amplitude of the elastic 
waves were also examined. A parameter dependent upon the material density, thermal 
conductivity, and specific heat was identified as an indicator of generation efficiency.
In 1984, Rose [4] developed a more rigorous point-source model of laser generated 
ultrasound in an isotropic solid from first principles. We summarize the main features of 
this work here. Following work by Aid and Richards [72[, the components u„ (n =  1,2,3) 
of the elastic displacement in Cartesian coordinates were represented by
«rt(x,t) =  f  Cijktf&fct) * J-GniCx^t) (2.4)
J v
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where Cijki are the elastic stiffness constants and e] i s  the unconstrained (or stress 
free) transformation strain specifying the source. t) is the Green’s function giving
the n th  component of the displacement at position x  and time t  due to  an impulse point 
source parallel to  the x t axis applied at point ? at time t  =  0. By considering a point source 
for the isotropic case, equation (2.4) was reduced to
u(xTt) =  r gH(x; 0; t) (2.5)
where gH(x; 0; £) was the appropriate Green's function and the scalar parameter T depended 
upon the to ta l heat input and the thermoelastic properties of the sample.
Subsequently, the Green’s function for the displacement field due to a  surface point 
loading on a  semi-infinite isotropic half-space was d e term in ed . Axial symmetry was assumed 
and a  Helmholtz decomposition was used to represent the Green’s function in terms of two 
scalar potentials fields. The Green’s function was applied to the equations of motion with 
a buried impulse source function. Stress free boundary conditions were assumed at the 
surface so tha t four coupled partial differential equations were obtained. Hankel and Laplace 
transform techniques were used to solve these coupled differential equations. Subsequently, 
the buried source was replaced with a  surface source by a  limiting process. Therefore, the 
thermoelastic source was considered only at the surface of the half-space and was described 
as a surface center of expansion or “SCOE.” Then, the Caignard-de Hoop [I5{, [94{ method 
was used to analytically invert the transformed solutions and wave-front expansions were 
used to approximate the Green’s  function. Axial displacements produced by the SCOE 
along the axis normal to the half-space were calculated and plotted using equation (2.5). 
An expression for the surface displacements was also derived from this relation. A similar 
formulation was applied to laser generated ultrasound in an isotropic plate and for the case 
of surface modification by a  transparent overlay. In each analysis, the  axial displacement 
at the back face of the plate was computed and plotted.
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Predictions from these models were in good agreement with, the waveforms computed 
in earlier theoretical work by Scruby et aL and also agreed with the experimental data. 
However, this model was still a  point-source model and neglected the finite extent of the 
laser source and the thermal diffusion into the sample. Consequently, it could not predict 
the precursor pulse observed in the experimental waveforms.
In 1986, Doyle [5] included the finite extent of the laser source and thermal diffusion 
in his model and showed that this generated the precursor pulse not accounted for in previous 
theories. Work by Bachus and Mulcahy [95} was followed to represent the displacement field 
due to the extended source as the convolution of a  stress glut and an appropriate Green's 
function. The stress glut was a  function of the thermoelastic material parameters and the 
temperature rise induced by the laser pulse. The temperature rise, in turn, was modeled 
by an equation determined by Ready [96). Generalized ray theory detailed by Ceranoglu 
and Pao [26] was considered to develop the appropriate Green's function. The resultant 
displacement field was in the form of a  triple integral and was numerically evaluated for a  
25 mm thick aluminum block. The computed epicentrai displacement exhibited the initial 
positive pulse that had been experimentally observed in earlier work. One limitation of 
this work was that only two “generalized rays” were used in this derivation; the direct 
longitudinal wave and the longitudinal wave reflected from the front surface. Consequently, 
the model was only valid up until the arrival of the first shear wave.
In 1989, Bresse and Hutchins [97], [98], [99] investigated elastic waves generated 
by a  disk shaped thermoelastic source on the surface of a  solid. It was assumed that a 
laser beam with a  finite radius and with an optical power density that was a  function of 
radius, was incident on the surface of a  semi-infinite solid. The Green's function for a point 
source in a  semi-infinite solid (obtained by Laplace and Hankei transform techniques [12], 
[34]) was convolved with the spatial power density function to  obtain the normal and radial
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displacements (in transform space) due to the extended source. Several source power density 
distributions were examined and Cagniard’s technique was used to invert the transforms and 
obtain displacements in real space. These computed displacements were in good agreement 
with experimental aata.
A comprehensive general model for laser generated ultrasound was outlined by Schle- 
ichert et a/, also in 1989 [100|. First, the intensity of a  monomode laser pulse was determined 
in terms of the laser parameters including optical energy, mode indices, frequency, pulse du­
ration, beam waist, and spot radius. Then, the electromagnetic interaction of the laser with 
the sample was considered to obtain the thermal power density generated in an isotropic 
solid. A Greens function analysis was outlined to solve the heat equation and determine 
the generated thermal field. Subsequently, a second Green's function analysis was described 
to determine elastic displacement from this thermal field. This second analysis involved a 
four-dimensional integral (integration over three-dimensional space and time) including off- 
epicenter Greens functions which was solved numerically. The calculated waveforms were 
presented as a function of observation angle and compared to experimentally obtained wave­
forms. The computed waves agreed very well with the experimental data, even predicting 
the precursor pulse. The maximum amplitude difference between the experimental and 
theoretical waveforms was less than thirty percent.
Also in 1989, McDonald [101( presented a  model for laser generated ultrasound in an 
isotropic material based on generalized thermoelasticity. The models described above were 
s im itar in that the elastic and thermal problems were solved separately: first, a  thermal 
field was determined and then techniques of elasticity were used to determine ultrasonic 
displacement. In contrast, this work modeled the laser source by solving the coupled ther­
moelastic equations. A hyperbolic form of the heat diffusion equation developed by Green 
and Lindsay [102f was employed to avoid an infinite thermal propagation velocity. The
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particle displacement was Helmholtz decomposed in terms of scalar potentials and applied 
in the equations of motion with a  thermal source. Laplace and Hankel transforms were 
performed on the differential equations for the potentials and the hyperbolic heat diffu­
sion equation. Then, thermal and elastic boundary conditions were imposed to solve for 
the transformed displacement potentials. These transformed solutions were then inverted 
numerically. Results were presented for the displacement along the z-axis in an infinite 
medium caused by a  unit instantaneous point and  ring heat source in the plane z =  0. 
Subsequently, heat sources in a  semi-infinite solid were considered. Displacements were 
determined for a  buried unit impulse point source and then for an instantaneous Gaussian 
surface source. During this work, it was also found that the thermal mode terms did not 
appreciably affect the final results. Consequently, it was concluded that the a priori neglect 
of thermal conduction in previous models was justified.
In 1990, Telschow and Conant [6] reconsidered the precursor pulse and showed that 
it's shape depended upon the optical penetration and thermal diffusion into the material. 
Initially, a  one-dimensional model was formulated describing the elastic response of a  half­
space to  a  suddenly applied temperature rise occurring in a  thin layer at a depth h  below 
the surface. Subsequently, a  one-dimensional model was described to account for optical 
penetration of a  laser source without thermal diffusion. It was assumed that the laser 
heat source was axi-symmetric, exhibited a  delta function time dependence, and decayed 
exponentially into the bulk of the material according to the optical absorption coefficient. 
This heat source was applied in the heat equation to obtain the resulting temperature 
distribution which was in turn applied in the equations of motion to  obtain displacements. 
The resulting waveforms contained the precursor pulse. Furthermore, it was found that 
the magnitude of the precursor pulse depended upon the optical absorption coefficient. A 
similar analysis was carried out for the case of thermal diffusion without optical penetration.
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The computed waveforms again showed the precursor pulse and it was concluded that the 
precursor pulse results from the penetration of heat into the material. A two-dimensional 
analysis accounting for optical penetration was also formulated for a  plate geometry and 
the computed waveforms compared well with experimental data.
In his 1991 PhJD. thesis, Spicer [7j continued McDonald's work[I01) and modeled 
laser generated ultrasound by considering the coupled thermoelastic equations. Spicer ar­
gued tha t the coupled equations of thermoelasticity should be solved to obtain an accurate 
representation of the laser ultrasonic source. Initially, Spicer described the mathematical 
formalism for treating the interaction of electromagnetic fields with a  general anisotropic 
sample. However, when calculating the functional form of the laser heating source, he 
assumed that the sample exhibited either isotropic or cubic crystal symmetry since elec­
tromagnetic waves propagate the same in either medium. Consequently, the rest of his 
discussion was restricted to these two simple crystal symmetries. Spicer then presented 
a  first principles derivation of the classical differential equations of thermoelasticity and 
for “temperature rate dependent thermoelasticity,” which incorporated the hyperbolic heat 
diffusion equation derived by Green and Lindsay. [102} These equations differed from the 
classical equations in that a  modified Fourier law that limited the rate of heat flux was 
used in their derivation. This modification had no physical basis except that it resulted in 
a  finite speed of heat propagation.
Subsequently, Spicer solved both the fully coupled classical and temperature rate 
dependent thermoelastidty equations for the case of an isotropic, cylindrically symmetric 
system. A point impulse heating source in an infinite space was considered. A Helmholtz 
decomposition was applied to the displacement which was in turn applied in the thermoelas­
tic equations. Integral transform techniques were employed to solve the resulting equations 
for the  potential fields. A perturbation method was used to evaluate the strength and
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significance of the coupling of the differential equations. It was concluded that the classi­
cal equations led to the unphysical result of a  finite amount of energy travelling at speeds 
approaching infinity. AIsor it was determined tha t the coupling between the thermoelas­
tic equations was small so that “partially-coupled” equations of thermoelasticity could be 
employed. As a  result, a  “thermal stress-  approximation was proposed that eliminated the 
coupling between the elastic field to the governing thermal differential equation.
After an analysis of appropriate boundary conditions, laser heating of an isotropic 
half space was considered, with the laser heat source computed from the earlier work. 
Integral transform techniques were used to solve the partially-coupled differential equations 
of thermoelasticity along with appropriate boundary conditions. Several approximations 
were made to simplify the resulting transformed solutions which were finally numerically 
inverted to obtain displacements. It was suggested that an equivalent elastic boundary 
source could be specified in place of the laser source for observations outside of the heated 
volume. These equivalent sources were then presented.
Laser heating in an isotropic plate geometry was also considered. However, in this 
analysis, it was argued that for practical plate thicknesses, the laser source could be accu­
rately modeled by the equivalent elastic source previously described. A similar analysis was 
applied to laser heating of a  semi-infinite half-space exhibiting cubic symmetry.
Experimental waveforms generated in thermally thick, isotropic plates were com­
pared with the theoretically computed waveforms. Epicentral waveforms showed very good 
agreement when both the thickness of the plate and radius of the laser spot was varied. 
Experimental surface waves were also compared to theoretical waveforms with good agree­
ment. It was observed that surface wave amplitude dramatically decreased with increasing 
source size. A final comparison was made between experimentally observed “Lamb” waves 
with theoretical predictions, again showing good agreement.
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Work by McKie and Addison in 1994 [2] was an initial effort to characterize the laser 
acoustic source as a  function of laser and material parameters. The acoustic sources gener­
ated by a NdrYAG laser and a  CO2 laser in coated and uncoated graphite/epoxy composite 
materials were compared. The lasers were adjusted so tha t energy within each pulse was 
equal. By examining the spectral components of the laser pulses, it was determined that the 
Nd:YAG laser pulse could efficiently generate ultrasound within a  frequency range of DC 
to >  20 MHz while the longer pulse CO2 laser was efficient from DC to ~  10 MHz. It was 
noted that composite materials attenuate ultrasound strongly and that this attenuation 
increases with frequency. Consequently, without any other factors, it was expected that 
the CO2 laser would be a  more efficient generation source in composites since its energy is 
concentrated a t the lower frequencies.
However, it was found that the wavelength of the lasers had a significant effect 
on the generation sources. Cured Hercules 3501-5A resin, typically used as the binder in 
composites was analyzed with a  spectrometer. It was found that the resin transmits 92.8% 
of the Nd:YAG wavelength (1.06 /xm) but only 2.7% of the CO2 wavelength (10.6 /im). 
Consequently, it was expected that during.irradiation of a  graphite/epoxy composite with 
a  similar resin, the NdrYAG wavelength would transmit through the resin and be absorbed 
mostly by the first layer of graphite fibers, resulting in a  buried source. Conversely, the 
CO2 wavelength would be exponentially absorbed within the resin layer and produce a 
volume ultrasonic source. Both a  buried source and volume source were expected to be 
more efficient acoustic sources than surface sources (i.e. as occurs in irradiation of a  metal 
sample). However, the relative generation efficiencies of a  buried source versus a  volume 
source were not known.
Subsequently, the relative generation efficiency of the two different laser sources was 
experimentally determined. I t was found that the NdrYAG laser had a  higher ultrasonic
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generation efficiency than the CO2 laser when applied to an uncoated graphite/epoxy sam­
ple. Furthermore, it was found that the ultrasonic pulse amplitude increased approximately 
linearly with pulse energy of the NdrYAG laser until the damage threshold was exceeded. 
After this point, no further increase in ultrasonic amplitude was observed. The damage 
threshold was never exceeded with the CO2 laser because of the longer pulse length.
However, it was noted that in practice, samples will often be coated and this affects 
the acoustic source. A thin coating, like paint, modifies the surface boundary conditions 
and affects the absorption of laser radiation and consequently changes the acoustic source. 
Therefore, two different coatings were applied to the composite and the generation sources 
were again compared. It was found that a  white polyurethane paint increased the generation 
efficiency of both wavelengths, and actually caused the CO2 laser to be more efficient at 
all measured power levels. Furthermore, at higher powers, the NdrYAG laser exceeded the 
damage threshold and the ultrasonic amplitudes could not be increased. In contrast, the 
CO2 never exceeded the damage threshold because of its longer pulse length. Consequently, 
significantly greater ultrasonic displacements could be generated than with the NdrYAG 
laser since more power could be delivered to the sample. Similar results were obtained with 
a  coating of grey paint, except that the CO2 laser was only more efficient at higher energy 
levels.
Several conclusions were made from this research. First, the ultrasonic genera­
tion efficiency of the NdrYAG laser was higher than tha t o f the CO2 laser in an uncoated 
graphite/epoxy, but the power density a t which damage occurred was lower. Second, for 
rapid inspection of uncoated graphite/epaxy composites, the  CO2  laser may be better suited 
because at a  sufficient pulse repetition frequency, the NdrYAG would cause damage.1 Third,
the CO2 laser could generate significantly larger ultrasonic amplitudes than the NdrYAG
l It was noted for this application, an ideal laser might be a  NdrYAG with a  longer pulse width.
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with the application of an appropriate constraining layer.2
Also in I994r Dubois et aL [42] modeled thermoelastic generation of ultrasound 
in a  medium with orthotropic symmetry. In contrast to previous work (see for example, 
ref. [39]), it was argued that Green's function techniques or Laplace and Hankel transform 
techniques (i.e. Cagnaird de Hoop) were not appropriate to  investigate the thermociastic 
source in anisotropic media. Instead, the coupled equations of motion and hyperbolic heat 
equation were solved with Fourier and Laplace transform techniques. A Laplace transform 
in time and a  double Fourier transform in space were applied and the resulting partial 
differential equations were solved. Although part of this derivation could be performed 
analytically, some portions had to be derived numerically. Also, the Laplace transform was 
inverted numerically. Waveforms generated from this model agreed well with experimental 
values measured with an alum inum  sample and a  graphite/epoxy plate.
In 1995, Sanderson et aL [103} investigated the effects of using hyperbolic heat equa­
tions instead of classical equations in laser generated ultrasound models. In addition to the 
classical thermoelastic equations, two alternative formulations were considered; the Lord- 
Schulman [104] equations and the Green-Lindsay [102] equations. A simple one-dimensional 
model of a  uniformly irradiated half-space was used to illustrate the differences in the  gener­
ated temperature fields and mechanical displacements. It was concluded that the benefit of 
using the hyperbolic equations was that numerical inversions of Laplace transforms could be 
simplified for large time scales. However, on smaller time scales that were not determined, 
the hyperbolic equations could require more computational effort.
* It was also noted that this could be a  retroreflective coating to enhance the detection of ultrasound.
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2.3 Applications to  NDE
A considerable amount of work has been done to apply laser ultrasonics to nonde­
structive evaluation [2j - [201] and interest in this technique continues to grow. We briefly 
summarize some examples and provide references to  other efforts. For a  more comprehen­
sive review, the reader is again referred to Scruby and Drain [1] who present a thorough 
discussion of laser based ultrasonic NDE.
In 1977r von Gutfeld and Melcher [114] presented one of the earliest examples of laser 
ultrasonic nondestructive evaluation. In this work, they investigated using a  constraining 
boundary to en h an ce  laser generated ultrasound. A  40 dB  increase in signal was observed 
when compared to generation in a  free surface. In a  specific example of flaw detection, they 
bonded a  chin glass layer to an aluminum sample and were able to identify 0.04 cm diameter 
holes, 0.04 cm deep at the aluminum/glass interface..
Wickramasinghe et aL [115] applied laser ultrasonics in a modified transmission 
acoustic microscope in 1978. A laser was used as the generation source instead of a  piezo­
electric transducer. Ultrasonic waves were generated with frequency as high as 1.05 GHz 
but experiments were performed a t 840 MHz. Images from this microscope compared well 
with images from both optical transmission and reflection microscopes.
In 1982, Wadley et aL [108] measured the  speed of extensional propagation in 
metallic glass ribbon with laser based ultrasound. Consequently, they could extrapolate 
the degree of crystallization as a  function of isothermal annealing. Later in 1984, Tam[118[ 
used laser generated ultrasound to investigate thin films. A laser with a  0.5 ns pulse width 
was used to generated ultrashort acoustic pulses. Using the laser as the generation source 
and a specialized transducer in a  pitch-catch configuration, the thickness of stainless steel 
films as thin as 12 pm  was measured with 1% accuracy. Also, the ultrasonic wave speed 
and attenuation were measured. These quantities are highly correlated with film properties
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like porosity, strain, grain size, and microstructure.
In 1986, Monchalin and Heon [123} described a  fully laser based ultrasonic system 
intended as a tool for nondestructive evaluation. This system consisted of a  Nd:YAG laser 
as the generation source and a  colinear HeNe laser used with a  confocal Fabry-Perot inter­
ferometer to detect surface displacements. Experimental waveforms were presented from 
inspection of a  half-inch thick plate of steel and a 3 mm thick plate of aluminum. However, 
both of these were two sided measurements where the generation laser and detection lasers 
were on opposite sides (i.e. transmission mode). Furthermore, a  water film was applied to 
the steel plate to enhance the ultrasonic generation. Only one waveform was presented for 
the steel plate where both lasers were incident on the same side but this signal was pro­
duced in the ablative regime. Operated in this manner, the system clearly wasnt suitable 
for nondestructive evaluation. The authors indicated that the  system was limited by the 
low power of the detection laser and expected that a  better detection laser would make 
the system useful for nondestructive inspection- Nevertheless, the system demonstrated the 
feasibility of using lasers to remotely generate and detect ultrasound in a solid sample.
Work in 1987 by Dewhurst et aL [125] demonstrated the ability of laser generated 
Lamb waves to d e term ine  the thickness of thin metal sheet. A  Q-switched NdrYAG laser 
was used in the thermoelastic regime with a  cylindrical lens to produce line sources on the 
surface of a lnm innm  plates. This generated Lamb waves with a  preferential propagation 
direction perpendicular to the line source. Both antisymmetric and symmetric modes were 
generated simultaneously. Consequently, the plate thickness could be estimated without any 
prior knowledge of the elastic properties by measuring the sheet velocity and the frequency 
dispersion of the long wavelength antisymmetric modes. Using this method, an accuracy 
better th a n  2% for a  30 pm thick aluminum sheet was obtained.
In 1988, Bresse et aL [129] [130] reported on a technique to determine elastic con-
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stants from experimental waveforms generated with laser based ultrasonics. A Q-switched 
ruby laser was used to  generate acoustic waves in an aluminum plate. Simultaneously, a 
Michelson interferometer was used with a  HeNe laser to detect the resultant surface dis­
placements. A simple theoretical model was described to predict the normal component of 
displacement. Then, a  least-squares Et to of this theoretical m odel to  experim ental wave­
forms was used to extract the longitudinal and shear wave velocities which in turn provided 
the Lam§ parameters.
Also in 1988, Telschow [131] discussed microstructure characterization of metal and 
ceramic materials with laser based ultrasound. Here, microstructural scattering was calcu­
lated by measuring ultrasonic attenuation. To measure the small grain sizes, high frequency 
ultrasound was required and it was noted that lasers could generate high frequency ultra­
sound more easily than piezoelectric transducers. In fact, it was found that at these high 
frequencies, the laser produced larger amplitude ultrasound than could be obtained with the 
piezoelectric transducer. Measurements were made on three Inconel samples that were 0.25 
inches thick. The nominal grain size in each sample was 22 pm, 76 pm, and 106 pm, respec­
tively. The laser based measurements of these grain sizes agreed well with measurements 
made with the contact transducer.
In 1989, laser generated Lamb waves were studied by Hutchins et aL [133]. Here, 
Lamb waves were used to interrogate household aluminum foil and metallic glass with a  
mechanically measured thickness of 15 and 22 pm, respectively. A technique was developed 
to fit the theoretical dispersion relationship to dispersion curves obtained via a  fast Fourier 
transform of experimental waveforms. With this technique, both the thickness and the 
elastic constants of the sample could be determined. The estimated error in the laser based 
measurements was between 3 and 11 percent.
Aussel and Monchalin [134] studied laser generated surface acoustic waves (SAW) in
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thick and thin metallic substrates. In this work, SAW waves were generated by a  ring source 
and the amplitude was detected in the center of the ring. The SAW waves from the ring 
source converged at the center to produce larger amplitudes. Also, a  time-domain signal 
processing technique was used to measure both phase and group velocity as a  function 
of frequency. It was suggested that this technique could be used on-line to measure the 
thickness of a  zinc layer deposited by a hot-dip galvanization line.
Bresse et aL [135] used laser ultrasound to inspect composite panels constructed by 
attaching a  thin layer of aluminum to a  rigid foam substrate with an epoxy resin. Laser 
generated Lamb waves were used to detect delamination at the aluminum/ epoxy interface. 
Bulk waves resonating in the epoxy were used to determine material properties of the epoxy 
layer.
In 1989 and 1990, Tittmann et aL [136J, [137], [138] used laser based ultrasound to 
investigate graphite/epaxy composites. An acoustic-optic modulator was used to modulate 
a CW laser at a  frequency of several MHz. Consequently, the generated ultrasound was 
confined to a  narrow band around 2.25 MHz. It was found that this was a  less efficient 
generation source than a  Q-switched laser. However, it was argued that with a better laser, 
this technique should be more efficient than using a  Q-switched laser. The effect of surface 
reflectance was also studied. A simulated delamination was detected in a  graphite/epoxy 
plate and a  C-scan image identifying the flaw was presented.
In 1990, Rmgermacher et oi. [139] discussed laser ultrasonic evaluation of bonding 
integrity. C-scan images were presented of various thin films and substrate combinations. 
Disbonds and defects a t the bonding interface were detected. Also in this year. Every 
and Sachse [140] used laser based ultrasound to determine elastic constants of anisotropic 
solids. Specifically, materials with cubic symmetry were considered and elastic constants 
were measured for silicon.
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Ia  1991, Addisoa et al. [142} applied laser-based ultrasound to investigate large area 
graphite/epoxy composites. Angular diffraction effects were measured for aluminum and 
graphite/epoxy samples. Also, angular diffraction was compared for free and constrained 
surfaces. A synthetic aperture technique was used with an array laser source to produce 
sector scans in both the graphite and aluminum samples. In the same year. Davies et 
al. [143} investigated the phase change of laser generated ultrasound after interaction with 
either a hole or slot defect.
In 1992, Tas et al. [145} used femtosecond laser pulses to detect ultrathin interfadal 
layers of fluorocarbon (CFX) at the interface of aluminum films on silicon substrates. An 
ultrafast dye laser with a  pulse width o f200 & was used to generate ultrasound at a frequency 
of 210 GHz in 150 A thick aluminum films. It was reported that a  5 A interfacial layer of 
CFX was easily detectable.
Scaia and Doyle [146} presented a  method to measure seven of the nine elastic con­
stants needed to characterize interfadal waves in unidirectional orthotropic composites. 
Specifically, elastic constants for unidirectional boron-epoxy composites were measured with 
laser-based ultrasound. Subsequently, these constants were used to determine if leaky in­
terface waves were supported when the composite was bonded to various metals.
McKie and Addison [151] discussed using laser based ultrasound to  inspect complex 
geometries. In this work, they studied the effect of the angle of inddence of the detection 
laser with a  variety of surfaces. For example, a  20 dB reduction in the ultrasonic signal- 
to-noise ratio was observed when the probe laser beam angle of inddence was varied from 
0 to ±  45° on surfaces coated with a  white polyurethane paint. Also in this work, the 
laser-based system was successfully used to scam a  contoured part that required angles of 
inddence of 0 to ±  45°.
Later in 1993 and 1994, McKie and Addison [152], [2{ described a  laser based ultra-
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sonic system for inspecting composite materials without surface damage. Here an argon-ion 
laser was used with a  confocal Fabry-Perot interferometer to detect ultrasonic displacement. 
Both a  CO2 and Nd:Yag laser were separately used as generation sources (see above, p. 2.2). 
An impact damaged graphite/epoxy plate was imaged and compared to  a  transducer im­
mersion tank C-scan. The laser based scan agreed well with the immersion scan and took 
only 5 minutes to acquire. The immersion scan required 2.5 hours, a  scanning time about 
a  factor of 30 larger.
A graphite/epoocy “hat section" was also inspected with both the laser and immersion 
tank systems. The hat section exhibited a  complex geometry that made the immersion tank 
inspection difficult because the system was not equipped with contour-following capabilities. 
Consequently, manual reorientation of the sample was required to inspect the diagonal 
planes, resulting in five separate C-scans. Conversely, the ability of the laser system to 
conform to the part geometry, even without mechanical contour-following, allowed the part 
to be inspected with only one scan.
In 1993, Edwards et at. [154} used laser generated Lamb waves to measure the 
sheet thickness of thin sheets. In particular, measurements were made of plastic film while 
it was being extruded. The film thickness ranged from 10 to 150 fan and was measured 
with an accuracy of ±0.1 fan with signal averaging. Similarly, Ringermacher et aL [155} 
used laser generated Lamb waves to measure the thickness of silicon nitride coatings on 
carbon/carbon surfaces at 1200 aC. The calculated thickness was within 5% of the actual 
values. This work represented a preliminary effort to implement laser-based ultrasound in 
a  Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD) reactor environment for on-line process monitoring. 
Costley and Berthelot [159} also studied laser generated Lamb and Rayleigh waves. A 
Fresnel fpns was used to produce curved line sources to generate the guided wave modes. 
A two-dimensional Fast Fourier Transform method was applied to the d a ta  to determine
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dispersion curves and the propagating modes. Huang et a l [149] used a  cylindrical lens 
and a  holographic diffraction grating to  generate narrow-band surface acoustic waves with 
a  laser. This acoustic source was applied with a  dual probe interferometer [202] to detect 
artificial cracks (EDM notches) emanating from rivet holes in a  simulated fuselage panel.
Still in 1993, Monchalin [163] reported on two laser based ultrasonic NDE systems 
that had been successfully used for two separate applications. The first system was used 
for on-line thickness gauging of seamless steel tubes with wall temperatures of ~1000°C. A 
KrF excimer laser was used in the ablative regime as the generation source. A long pulse 
Nd:YAG laser was used with a  confocal Fabry-Perot interferometer as the detection system. 
Wall thickness was calculated from the time-of-flight measurements and thickness profiles 
were generated- The laser based ultrasonic profiles agreed very well with profiles generated 
from a  hand held ultrasonic thickness-gauge. It was found that the thickness variation along 
the tube had two spatial frequencies associated with the initial piercing process and to the 
stretching/rolling operation.
The second system was used to inspect large area polymer matrix composite parts. 
This system was identical to the first, except that a  TEA CO2 was used as the genera­
tion source. The distance between the surface of the sample and the optical scanner was 
approximately 1.5 m and a  scan area of 1.8 m x  1.8 m was possible. Results from a com­
posite panel representative of an actual aircraft wing part were presented. The panel was 
curved, had stiffeners on its back surface, and had a  complicated thickness profile. A laser- 
ultrasonic time-of-flight C-scan image clearly indicated the stiffeners, thickness variation, 
and implanted flaws. A laser-ultrasonic B-scan resolved the individual fiber layers.
In 1994, Char and Wu [167] detailed a  method to determine anisotropic elastic con­
stants using laser generated surface waves. Specifically, surface waves in a  single-crystal 
silicon with orientation [111] were studied. Schindel et al. [168] also studied laser generated
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surface acoustic waves. Measurements of surface wave velocity were made on poly crystalline 
aluminum and single-crystal silicon both at room temperature and at 800°C. The uncer­
tainty in the measurements was quoted as 0.5% at room temperature and neglibly different 
up to 500°C. In that year, Huang et aL [169] continued earlier work to use laser ultrasound 
to detect cracks around rivets with a  fiberized dual-probe interferometer.
Also in 1994, Lu et aL [170] discussed a  possible laser ultrasound technique to 
measure substrate temperature during wafer processing by molecular beam epitaxy. As 
proof of principle, laser generated Lamb waves were used to measure temperature in 0.6 
mm thick Si substrates that were radiatively heated from room temperature to 310 °C. 
From the results of these experiments, it was estimated that a  5 °C and 3 °C precision in 
temperature measurement could be achieved at 0.5 MHz and 1 MHz, respectively.
In 1995, Weiss and Sigrist [174] described a technique to use laser generated acous­
tic waves to perform coating adhesion measurements. In this work, the laser generated 
ultrasound was used to spallate the coating (t.e. separate the coating from the substrate). 
By measuring the resultant surface displacement with an interferometer, adhesion strength 
could be quantitatively determined in the range of 0.2-2 Gpa.
Karabutov and Podymova [176] used laser-based ultrasonics to characterize damage 
in glass-fiber-reinforced plastics used in helicopter rotor blades. Both freshly prepared 
samples and samples that had been subjected to cyclic loading were investigated. Ultrasonic 
attenuation was measured and damage mechanisms responsible for observed differences 
between the loaded and unloaded samples were suggested.
In 1996, Abbate et al. [181] showed that laser generated dispersive surface waves 
could be used to characterize chrom ium  coatings that were electro-deposited on copper 
and steel substrates. Here, dispersion curves were generated by a time-frequency wavelet 
decomposition of the measured waveforms. The surface wave group velocity was computed
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from this dispersion curve and the Knoop hardness was extrapolated. Values obtained 
with the laser based system agreed very well with the values determined by conventional 
ultrasonics.
Walter and Telschow [182] described a  laser ultrasonic system to detect the solid­
ification front during casting of tin and a  tin-lead alloy. A NdrYAG laser was used as 
the generation source and an argon laser was used with a  Fabry-Perot interferometer for 
detection. Simultaneous measurements were made with a  contact technique for compari­
son. Both techniques were used to determine the position of the solidification front which 
was systematically altered by changing the thermal gradient in the metal. The laser based 
method accurately reproduced the positions determined by the contact technique. Laser 
based measurements were also made on a  moving solidification front.
Also in 1996, Dunning et aL [184] described a laser based ultrasonic system to inspect 
weld joints for high volume industrial applications. The system included two NdrYAG lasers 
for the generation source and detection beam. Displacement was measured with a  double 
phase conjugate mirror and balanced optical heterodyne detector described in their work. 
The fusion weld width was measured for two parts of approximately 2 and 3 mm thick 1010 
steel tha t were lap-welded together by a  5kW CO2 laser. A neural network was developed to 
classify the  fusion weld width from the laser based measurements. This system was tested 
on actual automotive t r ansm ission production parts and correctly distinguished between 
two different weld widths with a  91% recognition rate.
Laser based ultrasonic inspection of concrete was described by Jacobs and Whit­
comb in 1997 [191]. Four different concrete mixtures with different coarse aggregates were 
examined. All other ingredients were the same for each mixture. A pulsed ruby laser was 
used as the generation source. An argon laser was used with a heterodyne interferometer 
to measure displacements. A small amount of reflective tape was applied at the observation
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point on the concrete to increase the amount of reflected detection light. Also, an oil film 
covered by a glass slide was applied to the generation side to enhance acoustic generation 
in the thermoelastic regime. It was observed that the frequency content of the generated 
ultrasound had little dependence on the coarse aggregate size. It was noted that the high 
frequency of the laser generated ultrasonic waves made the technique more suitable than 
conventional techniques to measure smaller defects.
Also in 1997, Audoin and Bescond [195] presented laser ultrasonic measurements of 
stiffness coefficients of an anisotropic sample at elevated temperatures. An NdrYAG laser 
was used as the generation source and a  Mach-Zehnder heterodyne interferometer was used 
to measure displacements. Elastic constants were obtained by measuring phase velocities 
and employing Christoffers equation [33].
In 1998, Coulette et aL [196] demonstrated a laser based ultrasonic technique to 
optimize coatings on substrates. An analytical description of laser generated ultrasound 
in two-layered materials was presented by applying Hankel and Laplace transforms to the 
equations of motion for dynam ic  thermoelasticity. Waveforms from the model were com­
pared with experimental data taken from both a carbon/epoxy plate covered with a  resin 
layer and an aluminum plate with a  paint coating. Both sets of computed waveforms agreed 
very well with the corresponding experiment. Rom this analysis, it was suggested that the 
model could be used with experiments to  characterize the mechanical and physical proper­
ties of the coating. Furthermore, the model could be used to  optimize the thickness of a 
coating used to enhance laser generated ultrasonic signals.
2.4 Other Contributions
There have been many other contributions to the field of laser uitrasonics.[203]- [254] 
We briefly review some of these efforts here and provide references to others.
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In 1965, Ready [205} addressed the thermal interaction of lasers with solids. One- 
dimensional models were presented for the temperature rise in metals due to irradiation by 
realistic laser pulses. This work was later summarized in a  more comprehensive discussion 
of laser interaction with solids in 1971 [96|.
Many others have investigated various problems in the field of laser generated ul­
trasonics. In 1964 and 1966, Carome et aL [203], [204] discussed laser generated acoustic 
signals in liquids and showed good agreement between theoretical and experimental results. 
Also in 1966, Goumay [206] developed a  one-dimensional mathematical analysis of laser 
generated elastic waves in liquids tha t showed excellent agreement with experimental re­
sults. Penner and Sharma [207] developed a one-dimensional model for the laser generated 
temperature and stress fields produced during material ablation. In 1967, Brienza and De­
maria [208] generated microwave frequency (2 GHz) ultrasonic waves in a metal film with 
a  mode-locked laser.
Later work by White and Lee in 1968 [209], examined laser generation of surface 
elastic waves. It was argued it would be possible to maximize the elastic wave output at 
any desired frequency by temporally modulating the laser. Furthermore, it was suggested 
that one could increase the efficiency of generating a  surface wave of a  given frequency by 
producing an  array of sources having a  period equal to the surface elastic wavelength.
In 1971, Cachier [210] also reported the generation of microwave frequency ultra­
sound in dielectric crystal and a  metal film deposited on dielectric crystal. In 1975, Kohan- 
zadeh et aL [211] developed a  rigorous mathematical model for laser generated ultrasound 
in fluids contained within a  ceramic cylindrical cavity. In their work, this cavity was in fact 
the transducer that measured the ultrasonic signals. To develop this model, a Helmholtz 
decomposition was used to represent the ceramic cavity displacement. An harmonic time 
dependence was assumed for both the potentials and the generating source. These poten-
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tials were applied in the equations of motion and the resulting differential equation were 
solved numerically to model the  stress fields.
In  1979, Ledbetter and Moulder [212} observed laser generated Rayleigh waves in 
aluminum. However, this was accomplished with powers in the ablative regime. Later in 
1981, Aindow et aL [213] experimentally investigated laser generated ultrasound and found 
that longitudinal, shear, and Rayleigh wave modes were generated simultaneously in the 
thermoelastic regime. Furthermore, they found that the time duration of the Rayleigh wave 
was dependent on the effective width of the irradiated area. Specifically, it was observed that 
increasing the irradiated area broadened the Rayleigh wave pulse. This work also studied 
the dependence of acoustic amplitude on laser energy. Experiments again confirmed that 
the acoustic amplitude was proportional to the applied laser energy. It was noted that 
operating in  the ablation regime enhanced the longitudinal mode amplitude but not the 
shear wave amplitude.
Theoretical work by Berthelot and Busch-Vishniac [216] in 1985 demonstrated that 
modulating a  laser source a t a  specific frequency should increase the amplitude of tha t 
frequency component in the generated ultrasonic displacement. A narrow bandwidth source 
was desirable because the sensitivity of a  detection system is often inversely proportional 
to the bandwidth and an unmodified laser source is a  broadband source.
Several general reviews of processes related to laser generated ultrasound were pre­
sented in 1986. McDonald [218] discussed the broad topics of photoacoustic and pho- 
tothermal techniques. Tam [219] provided a  detailed review of many photoacoustic sensing 
techniques and theories. Hutchins [220] presented a  review of the mechanisms for laser 
generated ultrasound. He noted that the form of the acoustic source depends upon the 
optical-absorption characteristics of the sample. For a  high absorption coefficient, as in 
metals, the absorbed energy is localized near the surface of the sample. Consequently, the
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thermoelastic source can be modeled as a  thin disc. If the absorption coefficient is low and 
the laser can penetrate into the bulk o f the sample, the thermoelastic source is modeled as 
a  cylinder and the  optical absorption coefficient determines the characteristic length of the 
cylinder. Hutchins also presented directivity measurements of the thermoelastic source in 
aluminum. It was found that the combination of using high frequency components and a 
wide source diameter enhanced the directivity in the normal direction for both the shear 
and longitudinal modes. Hutchins later summarized this and other work in a comprehensive 
review of laser ultrasound generation mechanisms presented in 1988. [255]
In 1988, Addison et aL [223j, discussed using an array of laser sources to generate 
a tone burst of ultrasound in solids. In the course of this work, it was estimated that 
in the frequency range of 1 to 10 MHz, the amplitude of laser generated ultrasound in a 
constrained surface would be four times greater than the amplitude in a free surface. In 
1988 and 1989, narrow band laser generated ultrasound was produced in the ablative regime 
by repetitively Q-switching a  pulsed laser in work by Wagner et aL [224j, [225{.
In 1989, Dewhurst and APRubai [228[ used a  laser with a  30 ps pulse width to gener­
ate ultrasound in thin structures. The pulse width was small enough so that high frequency 
longitudinal waves were generated and waveforms could be obtained in materials less than 
120 fan. thick. In this work, the laser source was in the ablative regime. Jarynski and 
Berthelot [229] investigated using fiber optics to deliver the laser source. It was suggested 
that fiber optics were a  convenient way to  spatially and temporally control multiple laser 
sources if an array of sources was desired. I t was demonstrated tha t the signal-to-noise ratio 
could be improved by properly adjusting the relative phase of laser sources from two optic 
fibers.
In 1990, Wagner et aL [230] investigated using spatial and temporal modulation of 
the laser source to control the directivity o f the generated ultrasound. By carefully arranging
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an array of line or point-sources [222 j, it was found that the ultrasound amplitude for a  given 
frequency could be increased in a  desired direction. It was shown that ultrasound generated 
in aluminum had significant energy in a  narrow frequency band centered around the pulse 
repetition frequency. Berthelot and Jarzynski [232j continued work with arrays of optical 
fibers for directional generation and detection o f ultrasound. A method was described to 
use fiber optics to generate narrow band directional ultrasound. Furthermore, a  method 
was described to use an array of fibers as a  detection system to increase the signal-to-noise 
ratio.
In 1990 and 1991, Deaton et aL [233}, [234} continued work to generate narrow-band 
ultrasound. In this work, a  Iong-cavity mode-locked laser with a  pulse repetition frequency 
of 13.4 MHz was used. This was compared to the 50 KHz repetition rate obtained previously 
with the Q-switched laser [225j. Similarly, in 1992, Huang et aL [237} studied narrow-band 
laser generated surface waves using an array of line sources. It was observed that the 
characteristics of the generated ultrasound could be adjusted by varying the number of line 
sources, the width of each line, and the separation distance. Optimum generation conditions 
were experimentally determined and it was found that the amplitude could be increase by 
a factor of iV, the effective number of array elements. By bandpass filtering the detected 
ultrasound to match the narrow band generation frequency, a  significant improvement in 
the signal-to-noise ratio was obtained. In the same year, Deaton et al. [238} also explored 
improving signal-to-noise ratio by digitally filtering narrowband ultrasound obtained with a  
Iong-cavity mode-locked laser. In 1993. Noroy et aL [240} measured directivity patterns of 
ultrasound generated by a  phased array and compared the results to theoretical modeling 
based on Roses work [4{. The theoretical predictions closely matched experimental values 
obtained with, duraluminum and steel samples. It was found that the phase array increased 
the ultrasonic amplitude by a  factor of 15 in the duraluminum sample.
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In  1994, Murray and Wagner [243] reviewed techniques to produce arrays of laser 
sources to improve laser generated ultrasound. They described a  laser that used an extra 
cavity White cell delay that produced an array source from a  single laser and provided both 
temporal and spatial control of the array elements. Surface and longitudinal waveforms 
generated with this system were presented and demonstrated significant improvement over 
a  single laser source.
In 1995, Lee and Burger [245] presented a  finite element analysis of laser gener­
ated lamb waves. In  1996, Caron and Sterner [250] investigated the transition between 
the thermolelastic and ablative regimes in laser generated ultrasound in graphite/polymer 
composites. Hector and Hetnarski [251] modeled the thermal stresses in an elastic half­
space due to a  laser pulse. In this work, it was assumed that the spatial distribution was 
a  superposition of the two lowest order modes from a cylindrical laser resonator and that 
the energy was absorbed at the material surface. Khan and Diebold [252] modeled laser 
generated ultrasound in an isotropic cylinder surrounded by a  fluid medium. Also in this 
year, Duffer and Burger [249] examined generating narrow band ultrasound with lasers.
In 1996, Murray et al. [253] studied an array of laser sources to enhance laser 
generated ultrasonic waves. In this work, two methods of applying the array were described. 
First, the array was used to create a  spatially and temporally modulated source where 
incident laser pulses were carefully separated in time and space so that the wavefronts from 
each pulse arrived a t the observation point simultaneously. The superposition of the pulses 
resulted in a  larger ultrasonic displacement. It was theoretically demonstrated that the 
increase in surface displacement was on the order of the number of elements in the array. 
This was confirmed with experiments on aluminum. The authors noted a disadvantage 
of this technique was that spatial resolution might be lost because a  larger volume of the 
sample was being interrogated. For this reason, small defects near the source might be
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missed. A further disadvantage cited was tha t the source-to-detector distance and the 
acoustic velocity must be know to  calculate the appropriate spacing parameters. However, 
in practical applications, these values may not be  known a priori.
In  the second method, the incident pulses were separated in time or space so that 
there was a  fixed temporal spacing (At) between wavefronts a t the point of observation. 
This resulted in a  narrow-band tone burst with the acoustic energy centered around the 
fundamental frequency, I  /A t .  The bandwidth o f the optical detection system was then 
matched to  this frequency resulting in an increased sensitivity. I t  was theoretically shown 
that the increase in sensitivity was on the order of the square-root of the number of pulses 
divided by the number of harmonics filtered (used) by the detection system. This was also 
experimentally verified with an aluminum specimen. The authors noted that in. contrast to 
the first technique, material parameters are not required. However, it was also noted that 
care was required when matching the bandwidth of the detector to the signal to maintain 
the integrity of the signal.
In  1997, Sanderson et al. [254] presented a  thermoelastic analysis of the laser source 
for ultra-short laser pulses in isotropic materials. Here, the authors motivated the study 
by noting that current lasers with very short pulses (ps rise times) were being used to 
generate ultrasound for inspection of very small dimensions. (See for example, Morath et 
aL [194] and the included references) Abo, fiber optics with small diameter cores were being 
used to  deliver the lasers so that the laser source was beginning to approach the spatial 
and temporal impulse functions used in point source models. Consequently, the authors 
argued tha t it was important to determine the time scale and spot size limits for which 
the point source models were still valid. In addition, this work was a  continuation of their 
previous effort to determine the minimum time scale for which hyperbolic heat equations 
could be accurately used. [103] In this work, a  parameter was determined that defined the
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largest Gaussian rise times and highest modulation frequencies for which hyperbolic heat 
conduction effects were negligible. Also, results indicated that metals respond much faster 
thermally than mechanically. Consequently, it was asserted that the temporal point source 
limit is a  mechanical rather than thermal limit. It was also found that approximately a  I ns 
rise time in temporally Gaussian pulses was the point source limit for a  SCOE in aluminum 
or steel. F inally, the temperature field due to a  Gaussian laser pulse was used to estimate 
the shape of the laser generated acoustic source. It was found that the radial dimension of 
the acoustic source would not exceed 1.65 times the Gaussian radius in metals.
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C hapter 3
Modeling the Thermal Response: 
The Temperature Field in an 
Isotropic Half-Space due to a 
Q-Switched Laser Pulse
In thfo section, we model the thermoelastic generation of ultrasound in isotropic and 
anisotropic half-spaces. For a  general anisotropic body, the governing field equations of 
thermoelasticity are given by [91}
Can uk,ij +  pft +  Pt j9,j =  put (3.1)
( k A i ) . t -cp 9 ± p h + - Ta0i:iUirj  =  0 (3.2)
The first expression represents the elastodvnamic equations of motion with a  thermal forcing 
function and the second equation is the classical equation of heat conduction. The param­
eters are the stiffness tensor, Cijkir the material density, pT the thermal moduli tensor, 3tJ.
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the thermal conductivity tensor, kij, and the specific heat a t constant strain, c. The field 
variables are the body force per unit mass, / , ,  the heat produced by internal sources per 
unit time and unit mass, h, the displacement, Ui and the change in temperature, 9 defined 
by
9 =  T  — Tq
where T  is the absolute temperature above the reference temperature, lb- In both equations, 
the summation convention is used for repeated indices, the subscripted comma denotes 
differentiation with respect to the following index space variables, and the superscipted 
dot represents differentiation with respect to time. The system of differential equations 
defined by (3.1) and (3.2) are coupled and consequently must be solved simultaneously 
for an exact solution. Although this approach has been used to describe laser generated 
ultrasound for a  few specific cases [7f, the complexity of these equations makes their general 
solution prohibitively difficult. Instead, we partially decouple the thermoelastic equations 
by suppressing the term  in equation (3 .2). This is equivalent to assuming that
the elastic fields do not affect the temperature fields. This approximation is reasonable for 
describing laser generated ultrasound because this term is very small when compared to the 
other terms in equation (3.2). This approximation has been verified in earlier work [7].
We sum m arize  our solution technique for modeling laser generated ultrasound in 
an anisotropic material in the following steps. First, we assume that heat diffusion in the 
material behaves as if the material were isotropic. This approximation can be adjusted later 
if we find that more complexity is required to accurately model the thermoelastic process. 
Next, we suppress the term To0ijUi>j  in equation (3.2) and use the point source solution 
of the resulting differential equation to develop analytical equations describing the thermal 
fields generated by a  Q-switched laser pulse. We numerically solve these equations to obtain 
the generated thermal fields and the resulting thermal forcing function. Subsequently, we
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consider the elastodynamic equations of motion in an anisotropic material. We replace the 
thermal forcing function in equations (3.1) with an impulse forcing function. We Laplace 
transform these equations in time and Fourier transform in space, and then solve the re­
sulting algebraic system for the transformed displacements. We numerically invert these 
transformed displacements to obtain the Green's function solution. Finally, we convolve this 
Green's function with the thermal forcing function to compute the elastic fields generated 
by the laser pulse.
3.1 Instantaneous Surface Source
Following the work by Ready [96) we derive here the temperature field in an isotropic 
semi-infinite half-space due to an incident Q-switched laser pulse. We use point heat sources 
to construct ring sources. We then use these ring sources to construct a surface disc source 
with a  Gaussian radial intensity dependence.
If we assume that there are no internal heat sources and that the material is isotropic, 
equation (3.2) reduces to the classical homogenous differential equation for heat conduction
V2T (x ,y ,z ,t)  =  ~ T { x yy ,z yt) (3.3)
K  C tt
where k is the thermal diffusivity and where we have set To =  0  so that 0(x ,y ,z , t) =  
T (x ,y ,z ,t)  is the temperature rise of the sample. From Carslaw and Jaeger [90J, the 
temperature field due to an instantaneous point source of strength g[m3 -°CJ at (xr, , z') 
at t =  0  is given by
r(x ,y ,2,t) = ------------------------------------------------------------- (3.4)
8 (x k £) 2
For a  semi-infinite solid that does not radiate into its surroundings the corresponding tem-
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d O
R d  6
Figure 3.1: Defining a  ring source as a collection of point sources.
perature field will be twice as large or
T {x ,yy z, t) =  — (3.5) 
4(7DCt) a
We use this solution to construct the temperature field due to an instantaneous ring source 
of strength O' and radius R  in the plane zr = Q. We rewrite equation (3.5) in cylindrical 
coordinates as
T (r ,9 ,z rt) = ---- 2- 2rr'«*(»-*')l/w (3.6)
4(7T K t)3
where rJ =  y/xf 2 -f-y*2. We distribute point sources along a  ring with radius R  as illustrated 
in Figure 3.1-We set the strength of each point source to Q Rdff where is the heat
source strength per unit length and R dff is an infinitesimal length, along the circumference 
of the ring. We integrate these point sources over 0:
T ( v r e r Z y t ) =  f 2* -------* L _ e - K = - £ ' ) 2 + r 2 + -r '  2 - 2 r r ' c a S( f l - 0 ' ) | / 4 * t / f c 0 ,  ( 3 . 7 )
In stan tan eo u s J0  4 (7 T k £ ) aK a
surface ring
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Along the ring, r' = R  and 2/  =  0 so that we have
T (r ,6 ,z , t )=  i  f 2* e-l^+ ’z +R2- 2r&<xa(°-o')\/**td0 '
Instantaneous 4(ffKt)t J0
surface ring
(3-8)
which we can rewrite as
T (r ,0 , z , t)=  Q R  3 exp [* * erft«*O-0')l/2«‘dg'
Instantaneous 4(7T*t£)5 \  4Kt J Jq
(3.9)
#
surface ring
Evaluating the integral we obtain
27tQH /  r 2 -!-f? ^ z 2^ f r R \  .T (rt 8 rz rt)=  — - j e x p l  — ------- ) Io I —  ) (3.10)
Instantaneous 4(7TJC£) 2 \  4k£ J \~Kt /
surface ring
where Io is the zeroth-order modified Bessel function. This can also be written as
r ( r ,6, z, t ) = _ 0 L T e c p ( - ^ ± 5 2 ± £ )  (3 .11,
Instantaneous 4(7TKt)2 \  )  V J
surface ring
where Q  =  2ttRQ. Then, the total quantity of heat absorbed is cf =  pCQ' and we can 
write
r ( r . e ,z, 1) =  - - f - x° f i § )  <3-12>
Instantaneous 4pC(7T/Ct)5 \
surface ring
Here, p [ ^ |  is the mass density, C  is the specific heat, the units of O' are [m3~°C], and 
the units of q1 are [W-s{. Now, we express the area of the ring source as the circumference 
multiplied by a thickness, dR  and we write <{ in terms of the instantaneous heat flux, /( r )
q' = f{R )  x 2-KRdR (3.13)
We assume a  Gaussian distribution for f(R )  of the form
/ ( * ) = / 0 e x p ( - | ^  (3.14)
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where /o is the maximum flux density at the center of the Gaussian spot and d  is the 
Gaussian spot radius. This describes the intensity profile of a  pure TEMoo mode laser. In 
practice, the generation laser may not be a  pure TEMoo but this is typically the dominant 
mode. Then, we can rewrite equation (3.12) as
_  . . 2-R dRfo f  R z \  (  r 2 -!- R z + 2? \  f r R \
r ( r ,5 ,z , t ) =  —   - j  exp ( - - ^ 2 ) exp I  — ------- ) Io I x— ) (3.15)
Instantaneous 4 p C (ltK t)z  \  ® /  V ^  J  \2#Cfcy
surface ring
To obtain the temperature distribution for an instantaneous surface source with a  Gaussian 
radial dependence, we integrate equation (3.15) with respect to R. This is graphically 
illustrated in Figure 3.2 and we obtain
™  ^  r  2iriMR/ 0 (  R2\  (  r 2 +  R 2 H -r1^  r ( tR \
T (r,0 ,z ,t)  =  /  —  ---- - j e x p l —r ^ i e x p l ---------—  I r0 ( 7T Z  I (3-16)
Instantaneous J0 4pC{lTKt)2 V “  /  \  4fCt )  \ZK tJ
surface gaussian
We rewrite this equation in the form
T ( r ,0,z ,f )  = --- —----- j-ex p  x
Instantaneous 2pG (7r/C2t 2 ) a  \  4/Ct J
surface gaussian
r ^ h 2(^ +^ )] <3-i 7 )
To evaluate the integral in equation (3.17) we set x  =  R  2 so tha t dx/2  =  RdR  and rewrite 
it as
[°°  ^  exp [-ax] Jq iby/x) dx  (3.18)
J o  2
where J„(x) denotes the Bessel function of order n  , we define a  and 6 as
I 1 
a ~  d2 + 4Kt
6 = 2Kt
and we have used
r„ =  i~nJn(ix) (3.19)
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Gaussian
Radial Intensity
Figure 3.2: Describing a surface disc source with Gaussian radial dependence as a  collection 
of ring sources.
From integral tables [256] we find that the solution to equation (3.18) is
f t 2 'W -£)
so that equation (3.17) gives
Instantaneous 2pC(lCK?t*)* \  4 k £  /  2tt V J
surface gauss inn
fo  (
e x p ( - ^ r J x4pC(ffK3t3) l
4/erif* f l  (  r  4/tfrf2 |
i ^ 5 “ P [4  f e J  4K t+d?j (3'20)
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which can be simplified to
T (r ,9, z t t)  ---------------  exp (  (3.21)
Instantaneous pC^TTKt) 2 (4K t +  (P )  V 4 « f  -f-rf2  4 K tJ
surface gaussian
2
Using the relationship between the thermal diffusivity and the thermal conductivity. 
Err w i
* =  £  (3.22)
we can write equation (3.21) as
surface gnussian
Now, from the units of / ( r )  we see that it is the energy per unit area incident on the half 
space. The total instantaneous incident energy (i.e. the laser pulse energy) is then given
by
r 2rr ro c  /  r 2 '
E  =  jT jT °  / oe x p ( - ^ r r f r d 0  =  7rd2/o (3.24)
so that we can write
T{ryB ,z,t)  =  -§  ( ^ ) I/2- t --------------e x p f - — ^ - 2 5  -  (3.25)
Instantaneous 1C VTT3 /  £2 (4/c£ 4 -  d 2 )  \  4 /C t - f d 2  4 /C ty
surface gaussian
3.2 Instantaneous Buried Source
The previous expression is valid if the laser energy is absorbed entirely at the surface 
and agrees with the expression given by Ready [96J. If the laser light penetrates into the 
bulk of the sample, then the radiant flux density or irradiance, F  varies with depth 
according to [257{
f( z )  = f 0e-x=  (3.26)
where x  is the absorption coefficient. To include this effect, we use a  distribution of point 
sources to construct a  buried ring source of strength O' and radius R~ We set the strength
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of each, point source to Q {£)R dff where Q(z/)[m^ 'c ] is the heat source strength per unit 
length. Then, for a  ring a t depth 2!  we have
T (r ,0 ,z ,* )=  e-l(.z-z')2+r2+r' 2- 2^ 0 0 6 ( 0 - ^ 1 /4 ^ ^  (3 .27)
In stan tan eo u s J  0 4 ( lT K t)2  
buried  ring
Along the ring, r' = R  so that we have
, RQ(zr) (  (z — zf)2 + T2  +■ R 2\
T (r ,9 ,z rt) =  / * v ' exp [ - ± ------- }— ----------  x
Instantaneous 4  (7 n c £ )2  \  ^  J
buried ring
r2ir
I  0 -2S,
Evaluating the integral, we obtain
r M ,z,t)= io ( g )
Instantaneous 4 ( lT K t)2 V /  V J
buried ring
( 3 .2 9 )
or
(  ( i - 2/)Z + r2  +  l ? 2’\T  ( r R \  zoomT(r, z, t)=  —— ---- - j  exp ( -------------— ----------- ) I0 ( I (3.30)
Instantaneous 4 pC(ltKt)* \  ^  /  \ —KtJ
buried no g
where Q ^z^m 3 -°C] =  2trRQ(zr) and the heat absorbed is g,(z')[W-s] =  pCQ'(z). We write 
the liberated heat source in terms of the instantaneous flux as
q'(z') =  f (R ,  z') x 2-kR  dR  (3.31)
where now f ( R f zT) has the form
f (R ,  z') =  /o exp ( “ j r  “ X2')  (3-32)
so that the flux has a  Gaussian radial distribution and is exponentially absorbed into the 
bulk and we have
q'(z') =27r/0exp ^  R  d R (3.33)
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Then, we can construct the buried Gaussian disc source from equation (3.30) as 
T (rr9 ,z , t) =  1 3 f  f o e x p ( - ^ - x A  *
Instantaneous 4pC7(TTKf)5 j 0 \  “  /
buried Gaussian 
disc
(3 -3 4 >
We rewrite this as
T(rr0 ,z ,t)  =  -
Instantaneous 2 pC(TTK?fi)
buried Gaussian 
disc
/o (  (z  ~  zf)2 -i-r2 J \r^l « O
r ,i,p[-rf(?+s)]h(s)“B (3-m>
and see that the integration over R  in equation (3.35) is identical to that in equation (3.17). 
Then, we have
n \ f o  (  T2  \  (  (z — / ) 2  A
~  2pc(**v)t *^ +<p “ p  ^  m  xz)
buried Gaussian 
disc
/o d2 (  r 2 z2 ^
- 7 3 7 T 3 2 - 7 7 7  xpC(7TKt)i 4/ct-rd2 4k£ -f-d2 4k£/
(3-36)
which we can rewrite as
( r t ) JeX p(  4«t +  <P 4« i)
buried Gaussian 
disc
-•[-(s^^^r^)] (3 -3 7 )
We note that if z' =  0 so that the disc source is at the surface and consequently is not 
attenuated, we regain the solution for the surface source in equation (3.21). The burned 
disk is illustrated in Figure 3.3. Now, we construct a  buried volume thermal source by 
stacking the buried discs as in Figure 3.4.
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Gaussian
Radial Intensity
/ * \
Exponential
Absorption
Figure 3.3: Buried disc source with Gaussian radial dependence and exponential absorption 
with depth.
We start with equation (3.30)
T(r,M , t),  - ^ L ^ p  p  -  u  ( £ )  (3.38)
Instantaneous 4 p C (K K t) i  \  4 k £  J  K - K tJ
buried ring
and write the heat source in terms of the energy density, n(r,z)[^U , as
q'(z') =  2im(fl, z')RdRdz' (3.39)
where
n(R . z') — n0 exp (3-40)
We want to  express no in terms of /o. We found horn equation (3.24) that the energy of
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Gaussian.
Radial Intensity
Exponential
Absorption
Figure 3.4: Describing a  buried disc source with Gaussian, radial dependents and exponential 
decay as a  collection of disc sources.
the laser pulse is given by
B  — icdPfo (3.41)
If we integrate the energy density over the volume in which the pulse is absorbed it must 
equal th is total energy so th a t we require
ird^fo =  2tt J  j ° °  n(Rr2?)RdRdz!
=  2im0 jT °  j f °  exp -  x ^ j  RdRdz =  ^ 3 .  (3.42)
Therefore,. we must have
no =  x fo  (3-43)
Then, plugging equations (3.39). (3-40), and (3.43) into equation (3.38) and integrating we
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obtain
T M . M )  =  A^ d \ ,
Instantaneous A p C f jT K t)  2
b u ried  Gaussian 
volume
Perfonning the integration over R  gives
y fn  dP f  r 2 \
b u ried  Gaussian 
volume
r  * *  [~ & 1 *  (2x^ ~ ** ^  * ^ ) ]  ^
The integral in equation (3.45) is of the form
J~ e-(“J+far+c)<£r
with
1a =  -—
4 Kt
6 =
z2
C “  iKt
From tables [256] the solution to this integral is
so that the integral evaluates to
2x<ct - zj* *  {- - -} dz’ =  (iCKt) i  exp [x (*k£ -  z)] erfc
(/tfp
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Combining equations (3.45) and equation (3.47) gives
T(r,Byz,t) =  — — - i ,  ^  .ge x p f -  ** ^ x
Instantaneous p<7(7TKt)2 - f  d 2 \  4 / r t  +  (P J
buried Gaussian 
volume
(7net)* exp[x(x«* -  *)I erf c [ l ~XKt t z j (3.48)
\ 2 («*)* )
which we can write as
H Z L Z l  =  ^ (4 K t+ < P )eXp( " 4 ^ T ? )  *
buried Gaussian 
volume
exp (x2^  -  x«) erf c [ x («*)* I (3-49)
V 2 ( K t ) * J
or as
-  xk  (4<it+ < p )s t p (  4 « i+ < p ) x
buried Gaussian 
volume
exp (x2** -  x*) erf c ( x  («*) ’ -------— r ) (3-50)
V 2 ( « t ) V
3.3 Verification o f Instantaneous Buried Source Equation
To verify this result, we take the limit as x  —* 0 0  so that the input energy is absorbed 
entirely a t the surface. In this case, we should regain the previous result derived for a  surface 
source in equation (3.23). For targe arguments, the complimentary error function can be 
expanded as [258]
. e_l2 ( 1  1 1*3 1 -3 -5  \
{X) ~  Xy/ir V 2x2 +  (2r2)2 (2a.2)3 - * * J
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so th a t in the lim it of large x equation (3.50) can be expanded as
with
T(r,B,z, t) =
Instantaneous 
buried Gaussian 
volume
Urn
X— o o
XfoKS e x V ( ~ 4 ^ ? )  (X2^  -  xz)
K  (4k£ -f- a2)
exP [~ a 2 ] A  1 1
v/tFA V 2A2 (22
-3 l-3 * o
( A2) (2A2)
(3.51)
A = l x (Kt)t
V 2(Kt)5 /
As x  —*■ oor the first term in the expansion dominates and we can neglect the other terms 
and write
T (r ,9 ,z ,t)  =
Instantaneous 
buried Gaussian 
volume
lim <x—oc
X-fo« d2 
K  (4/ct +  d2) exp
(  j-2 ^ exp (jTKt -  X*) exp (-X 2** +  X* -
\  4k£ +  (P)
v * ( :x ( « t ) 2 - )
(3.52)
After collecting terms and simplifying, we have
T (r,8 t z ,t)  — lim <
Instantaneous ^  ,oc 
buried G aussian 
volume
X/o« &
K  (4Kf-bd2)
exp
exp (-*) ► (3.53)
Evaluating the limit, we obtain
T{r,9,zt t) =
Instantaneous ^  ( 4 ^  +  d 2) 
buried Gaussian 
volume
(3.54)
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and after simplifying this result, we have
= K i t f +  &  ( £ ) ;  exp ( ~ z ^ p  ~  & )  (3-55>
buried Gaussian 
volume
which is identical to  equation (3.23) as desired.
3.4 Q-Switched Laser: Surface and Buried Sources
Next, we use the instantaneous sources given by equations (3.25) and (3.34) as 
convolution kernels to construct laser therm al sources with a  finite temporal extent. If P (t )  
represents the normalized time dependence of the power per unit area (flux) of the laser 
pulse, then a laser thermal source acting at the surface of a  half-space can be written as 
the convolution integral
T { r , 9 , z r t)  =  r ( r ,0 ,z , t )  * P { t )
Surface Instantaneous
Gaussian surface gaussian
=  fo<P ( K\*  r °  * * ( * - 0  (  r 2 z~
K  J -o a P  k{A K t?+ <P) \  4k£* Jr ( P  Ak P J
Similarly, for a buried laser thermal source we have the convolution integral 
T{r ,9 ,z ,t)  =  T{r,9,z,t) * P ( i)
Buried Instantaneous
Gaussian buried Gaussian
volume volume
(3.56)
x/o*  r  \ *
K  J-<xi t  (4/ci'-i-d2) V AtcP + d1)  
exp (x2^  ~  X*) erf c [ x  {kP ) * -------— r  j 1 dP (3.57)
However, the functions P(t) and T{r, 9, z , t) axe one sided so that
T(r,9Tz.P)  = 0 ,  f 'c O
P ( t - P )  =  0, P > t
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Consequently, all of the contributions to the integral come when 0 <  tf < t  and we can 
rewrite the previous equations as
T{r,9rz , t )— ( - ) *  exp ( -  f -- =  -  dt! (3.58)
Surface K  JO f ' 2 (4 K t ' +  <P) V 4 / r f '  +  d 2 4Ktf J
Gaussian
and
Gaussian
volume
exp (x2*rt' -  xz) erf c ^x  ( « 0  5 “  0 ( ^ ) 7 )  }  ^  3^-59^
From Rose [4] and Ready [96], the time dependence of a Q-switched laser can be described 
by
p(t) =  ^  exp j  (3.60)
where r  represents the rise time of the pulse. Normalizing the amplitude to unity, we have
P (t)  = ^ e x p ^ l - ^  (3.61)
Figure 3.5 illustrates the function in equation (3.61) with r  =  20 x 10-9s. We see that the 
intensity of the laser pulse reaches a  maximum around 20 ns and then decays exponentially 
until it is zero around 150 ns. The full width half maxim um  (FWHM) is approximately 
50 ns. Typical Q-switched laser pulses in our experiments exhibited a  similar shape with a 
FWHM between 20 and 200 ns.
W ith this time dependence, the surface and buried source convolution integrals re­
spectively become
T ( r , 8 , z , t )  =  n « p ( 1 _ f i z £ n _ r _ i --------- x
Surface K  W J  JQ T  \  T J f? 5 (4/rf^d2)
Gaussian
(3M»
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Figure 3.5: Normalized Q-Switch pulse time dependence
x m  ( t - o \  /  r» \
K  Jo {  r  r  )  (4Kt' + d2)e3CPV 4lrf'-rd*J
exp(j'2/ct/ - x z ) e r f c  ^  ^
3.5 Num erical Convolution and Results
These equations were numerically integrated with Mathematica which uses an adap­
tive Gaussian quadrature technique with error estimation based on evaluation at Kronrod 
points. The resulting solutions agree with the work by Ready [96j. However, this procedure 
is very slow and there is some concern tha t the numerical integration is not robust. Conse­
quently. an alternative method of evaluating the convolution integrals was employed using 
discrete Fourier analysis. According to Fourier analysis theory (for details see [259j. [260])
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the Fourier transform of the convolution of two functions /  and g  is equal to the product 
of their individual transforms F  and G:
* i m * g ( t ) \  = F(L,)G(u) (3.64)
Consequently, the convolution of /  and o can be determined by taking the inverse Fourier 
transform of the right hand side of equation (3.64)
/(£) * g(t) =  5 T l [F(uf)G(co)} (3.65)
Weaver [260] describes how to calculate the Fourier transform of a  function /(£) 
from the discrete Fourier transform of the sequence {/(£)} obtained from the samples of 
the original function. We assume that the function /(£) is zero outside of the interval [O.Tj 
and say that /(£) has “bounded support" over the time interval [0,Tj. We also assume that 
/(£) is band limited over the frequency domain interval of [—Q.Qj. Then, the function is 
sampled a t the Nyquist rate which is the minimum sampling rate to recover the function
without aliasing. This sampling rate is A t  =  1/2£1 and the number of samples is chosen so
that
ATAt>2T
The sampling theorem states tha t we can recover the function /(£) from its sampled sequence 
{/(fc)} according to
t f- i
f { t ) =  Y  /(fc)sinc (2irft (£ -  kAt)) (3.66)
fc=0
If we Fourier transform both sides of this equation we obtain
AT-1
F V )  =  Y  / ( fc)S  l*iac (£ ~  *Ai))l (3-67)
fc=0
Now, if f{ t)  and F  {uj) are Fourier transform pairs then
a [ /(u t) l  =  ^ M  (3 .68 )
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F  (ur — a) =  /  (t) exp [2iriat] (3.69)
so that we may rewrite equation (3.67) as
1 N~1
F(u)  =  5 1  / ( fc) “ P [~2iriwfcA£l p1/2n  M  (3.70)
Jt=0
Here, we have used the fact that
3[sinc(t)] =  irp1/2n(a/) 
where Pi/m  (u) is a  sequence of Dirac delta functions defined by
_ / nA  W ^  v n *
( 0 ,  otherwise
However, we have assumed that F(u>) is nonzero only in the interval [-f2.fi] where
Pi/zn M  — 1
so that we have
1 s ~l
F{u)  =  2n  5^/(fc)exp[-2iriu;fcAt{
fc=0 
I Ar_I
=  —  /(fc) [cos (2iriwfcAt) — is in  (2iriwfcA£)J (3.71)
fc=o
Next, we sample F(ui) given in equation (3.71) with sampling rate Aui =  2fi/iV. 
This sampling rate is adequate to uniquely recover F ( u )  because
_ 2 D ___ 1 _ _  J _
N  ~  N A t ~  2T
which is equal to the bandwidth of F(ci/). At this sampling rate, equation (3.71) gives
N - l
F ( j )  =  o n  Z  K k) « P  [ -2 ^ * A o ;A £ l (3.72)
k=o
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we obtain finally
m  = N A t  ( - L )  £  m  exp =  V A tS l  [{/(*)}) (3.73)
> '  Jt=o L J
Equation (3.73) indicates that the samples F(j)  of the Fourier transform F(u/) (using 
sampling rate  Aw =  2CI/N) are equal to the discrete Fourier transform of the sampled 
sequence {/(&)} multiplied by AT AT. This result is based on the symmetric transform pair 
defined by
/ M  =  r  m e - ^ d t
J-OQ
m  =  r  f (u j)e2iriu,t(Li 
J—OC
so that we can write the inverse relationship
/(fc) =  ATAw5-l [{F(j)}l (3.74)
which states th a t the samples f{k)  of the function /(£) (using sampling rate At =  2T(N)  are 
equal to the discrete inverse Fourier transform of the sampled sequence (F (j)}  multiplied 
by iVAw.
The entire procedure of computing the Fourier transform of a general signal can be 
summarized in six steps. Assume that /  (t) has bounded support over the interval [—A. T\ 
and is band limited over the frequency domain interval [-f2.fi}.
1. If A  r  0 form the new function g(t)  by shifting /  (£) to the right by an amount A
3 ( t ) = f ( t - A )
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2. Sample the function g{t) with sampling rate at least A t =  1/2f t  and choose the 
number of samples such that
iVAT > 2 (T  +A)
3. Calculate the discrete Fourier transform of this sampled sequence and multiply the 
result by IVAT  to  obtain the sequence (G  (j'Aa/)}.
4. Use the fact that for discrete Fourier transform pairs { / (k)} and {F(j)}
F (—j)  = F ( N - j )  (3-75)
f ( - k )  = f ( N - k )  (3.76)
to obtain transform values for the negative indices j  that represent values for the 
negative frequencies.
5. Recover G  (u) from (G(jAur)} from the sampling theorem (equation (3.71)) or by
constructing a  smooth curve between the sampled values.
6. Recover F  (w) from G  (u/) from F (u )  =  G (w) exp [2mAm],
The discrete Fourier and inverse Fourier transform of an N th  order sequence are both 
periodic with period IV. Therefore, the discrete Fourier transform assumes that the sequence 
repeats itself periodically outside of the domain of definition. This is equivalent to assuming 
that the laser pulse has been tu rn in g  on and off since the beginning of time without any
time between each pulse. If we do not account for this, the computed thermal fields will be
incorrect at early times because the material has never cooled down to  zero temperature. 
To accurately represent a  single laser pulse and reproduce the thermal fields generated 
immediately after its application, the sequences obtained from equations (3.25) and (3.61) 
must be padded with zeros on the left-hand side before they are Fourier transformed. The
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discrete Fourier transform still assumes tha t we have a  sequence of laser pulses that started 
from the beginning of time but now there is a  long enough time between the laser pulses so 
that we can compute th e  reaction of the material to an individual pulse.
The described technique was used with the convolution rule (3.65) to evaluate the 
integral in equation (3.62) and compute thermal fields generated by a  laser incident on 
an aluminum half-space. The material and laser parameters used to compute the thermal 
fields are listed in Table 3.1. The discretization values used in the calculations are also 
listed. Figure 3.6 shows the temperature computed at the x-y origin as a  function of time 
at three different depths: 0, 0.7, and 2.0 fim. These temperature curves agree with curves 
obtained from numerical integration of equation (3.62) which are represented by the dashed 
lines. These results are also consistent with similar results published by Ready [96] and 
Scruby [1{. Figure 3.7 shows a contour plot of the temperature rise on the surface of the 
aluminum sample (z.e. the x-y plane). Figure 3.8 shows the time evolution of the thermal 
field in the y-z plane. The horizontal axis (z-axis) represents depth into the aluminum and 
is measured in microns. The vertical axis (y-axis) is perpendicular to  the incident laser 
pulse and is given in millimeters. Each successive contour plot represents a  time step of 
16 ns. As expected, we see the heat source start at the surface and decay in strength as it 
diffuses into the depth of the half-space.
Similarly, therm al fields generated in Pyrex were computed from equation (3.63). 
Figure 3.9 shows the temperature at the x-y origin at depths of 0.0 and 1.75 and 3.25 mm 
as a  function of time. Again, there is good agreement between the temperatures calculated 
using the discrete Fourier transform (solid line) and the temperature values obtained by 
numerical integration (dashed lines). We see that the temperature rise is significantly lower 
than the temperature rise due to the surface source in aluminum. This is expected because 
the incident energy is distributed over the entire volume instead of just the surface area.
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K z = 0 . 0 / f t n
8 0 0
7 0 0
6 0 0
5 0 0
=  0.7 f j  m4 0 0
3 0 0
2 0 0
100
n s
20 . 0 40 . 0 6 0 . 0
Figure 3.6: Temperature as a  function of time due to a Q-switched laser applied to alu­
minum. Calculated horn equation (3.62). Depth as a parameter: 0.0,0.7, and 2.0 /im. Solid 
lines represent solutions from discrete Fourier analysis technique. Dashed lines represent 
solutions from numerical integration.
We also see that the thermal fields do not decay as rapidly as in the aluminum. This is 
also expected because the thermal diffusivity is between two and three orders of magnitude 
smaller than in aluminum. Figure 3.10 shows the surface temperature (0.0 mm) found in 
Figure 3.9 over a much longer time scale. Mathematica was used to integrate equation (3.63) 
to generated this plot. We see that the temperature decays exponentially over a  period of 
over five seconds. The sharp cutoff at 4.5 seconds is a  numerical artifact generated when 
Mathematica attempted to handle numbers that were outside of its precision range.
Figure 3.11 illustrates the time evolution of the thermal field in the y~z plane. The 
horizontal axis (z-axis) represents depth into the Pyrex and is measured in millimeters. 
The vertical axis (y~asds) is perpendicular to the incident laser pulse and is also given in 
millimeters. Each successive contour plot represents a  time step of 0.5 ns. Figure 3.12
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Figure 3.7: Top view of temperature rise in aluminum.
shows the a dose up of one of these cross-sections at 25 ns. Here, we see that the generation 
source is buried beneath the surface and that the heat source diffuses much further into the 
bulk of the sample.
To further verify our equations describing the buried thermal source, we use the 
buried source equation (3.63) with the material parameters appropriate for aluminum [1{. 
We set the absorption coefficient to 1.0 x 108 so that the laser doesn’t  penetrate into the 
bulk and we expect that the buried source should reduce to a  surface source. We found that 
it was cumbersome to use the Fourier analysis technique to solve the buried source integral 
with these parameters. In equation (3.63) the argument of the exponential, (x2^  ~ X Z)- 
gets very large as x  gets large. For example, at z  =  1.0 x 10~5 m, tf =  10.0 x IO-9 s, and
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Figure 3.8: Calculated from equation. (3.62) with discrete Fourier transform technique. 16 
ns time steps. Vertical axis is perpendicular to incident laser pulse and is measured in 
m illim eters. Horizontal represents depth into the sample measured in microns.
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Parameter Units Aluminum Pyrex
K  =  Thermal conductivity "W 240.0 1.177
k =  Thermal diSusivity * 1.0 x  10-4 5.94 x 10“7
d  =  Gaussian spot radius m 7 x  10"* 7 x 10"*
/o =  Maximum incident flux density MWm* 2.0 x  10u 2.0 x 10“
t \ — Laser pulse rise tim e s 6 x  10~s 6 x 10~s
X =  Absorption coefficient 'J . 1.0 x  10* 0.001
nx =  number of steps in x-direction 16 16
ny =  number of steps in y-direction - 16 16
^  =  number of steps in  z-direction - 20 32
nt =  number of time steps - 128 32
Ax =  x-increment m 0.0025 0.001
Ay =  y-increment m 0.0025 0.001
Az =  z-increment m 1.0 x  10-7 0.25 x 10-3
At =  t-increment s 0.5 x 10"* 1.0 x 10"*
Table 3.1: Material and laser parameters used to calculate thermal fields
K
0.0 mm1 . 7 5
1 . 5
1 . 2 5
1.75 mm
0 . 7 5
0 . 5
0 . 2 5 3.25 mm 
— ns
5 10  15 2 0  2 5  300
Figure 3.9: Temperature as a  function, of time due to a  Q-switched laser applied to Pvrex. 
Calculated from equation (3.63). Depth as a  parameter: 0.0T 1.75. and 3.25 mm. Solid 
lines represent solutions from discrete Fourier analysis technique. Dashed lines represent 
solutions from numerical integration.
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K1 .5
1 . 2 5
0 . 7 5
0 . 25
1 . 0  2 . 0  3 . 0  4 . 0  5 . 0
Figure 3.10: Temperature in Pyrex as a  function of time at the surface.
X =  1-0 x 108 m-1 we obtain
(x2^  -  Xz) — 9900.0
The intrinsic routines in Fortran cannot compute the exponential of this argument because 
the resulting number requires greater precision than the largest available d a ta  word length. 
Mathematical, employs “multiple precision routines” th a t allow it to handle this situation. 
Figure 3.13 shows the resulting temperature computed a t the x-y origin as a  function of time 
at the three depths; 0.1r 0.7, and 2.0 pm. The solid lines represent temperature computed 
by numerically integrating equation (3.63) while the dashed lines were computed by numer­
ical integration of equation (3.62). We see that the two equations produce indistinguishable 
results with these parameters. Although multiple precision packages exist for Fortran, we 
chose not to implement them because they require significantly more memory and compu­
tational time. We have shown previously that when the absorption coefficient grows large.
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Figure 3.11: Calculated from equation (3.63) wrtir discrete Fourier transform technique.1.0 
ns time steps. Vertical axis is perpendicular to incident laser pulse and Is measured in 
millimeters. Horizontal represents depth into the sample measured in millimeters.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Figure 3.12: Close up of temperature cross section in Pyrex at 25 ns.
the equation describing a  buried source (3.63) analytically reduces to the equation for 
surface source (3.62)2.
2 See page, 68
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z  = 0.0 u m
800
70 0
6 0 0
50 0
4 0 0 z =0 . 7  f i  m
3 0 0
2 0 0 z  = 2.0 f i  m
100
n s
60 .040  .020 .0
Figure 3.13: Temperature as a  function of time in Aluminum with depths as a  parameter. 
The solid lines represent solution from buried source equation and dashed lines represent 
the solutions from the surface source equation. Curves are identical.
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C hapter 4
Modeling the Elastodynamic 
Response
4.1 Green’s Function Solution
4 .1 .1  G overning Equations
We first review the governing elastodynamic equations for a  general anisotropic ma­
terial. In Cartesian coordinates, the equation of motion for a material is given by
o2fT
V-cr = p ^ r - p f  (4.1)
where or is the stress tensor, u is the displacement vector, p is the mass density per unit 
volume, and /  is the body force per unit mass of material [1IJ. This may be written more 
compactly in tensor notation as
*r*i.i=P*i-Pfi (4-2)
where the subscripted index after the comma denotes differentiation with respect to the 
corresponding space variable, and the superscripted dot represents differentiation with re-
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spect to  time. The stress tensor is related to the strain tensor, et} through the fourth rank 
stiffness tensor, C ^k t  according to the generalized Hooke’s law
aij = C ijk l£k l  (4-3)
The strain  tensor is in turn  related to the material displacement through the relationship
=  (4.4)
If equations (4.4) and (4.3) are substituted into equation (4.2), we obtain the equations of 
motion for the material
-rC ijk lU t'kj) —P^H—p f i  (4-5)
However, in the absence of couple stresses, the stress and strain tensors are symmetric and 
this requires that
Cijkt =  C ijc t =  Cjiki (4-6)
Then, since I and k  are dummy variables, the second term in equation (4.5) can be rewritten 
as
Cijkitti,kj — C ijik tik ,lj  (4*7)
Now, since
Cijtk ~  C ijk t
we have from equation (4.7)
C ijk tu t,k j = C ijk iU k ,t j  (4-8)
so tha t equation (4.5) can be simplified to [261}
CijklUk.lj =  P&i— Pit  (4*9)
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We see tha t this equation is identical to equation (3.1) without the thermal forcing termT 
T he symmetry of the stiffness tensor allows us to refer to its components with only 
two subscripts in an abbreviated form according to the convention [33]
I i j
1 11
2 22
3 33
4 23r32
5 13,31
6 12,21
(4.10)
Then, the stiffness tensor can be represented as a  symmetric 6 x 6  matrix of the form
C t j k i  — C i j  —
C i z C t4 C ts C l  6
C 2 3 C 2 4 C 2 5 C 2 6
C 3 3 C 34 C 3 5 C 3 6
C 44 C 4 5 C 4 6
C 5 5 C 5 6
C s s
(4.11)
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For completeness, we apply this convention and write out the three coupled equations of 
motion in equation 4.9 :
<-7» ^ + c '6s^ " i' c ’55S f +
+  2Cl53 g g j  +  2c « ^ g j +
7i6‘ , /-r ya-------- i  J_ A ----------
(Ca  +  CM) +  (C „  +  Cm) +  (C «  +  Cm) <4-12)
Ci * + c ^ t s ? + c “ ^ +
(C „  h- Cm ) j g g j  +  (C,3 +  Cm ) +  (C m +  C«)
= P % l - - P h
✓*» SP-ui . c  S^ut i c  t^utC l 6 - g g  -r C /2 6 - ^  +  < -4 5 -^ -
 i_ i r * . .  _l. z ^ - - )  "   t_ i r * ____a. r r — \  _ h _ h i _ .
*
(4-13)
s~  ,ie-g^- *-g|F-
(CB +  Cm ) j g f c  +  (C m +  Cm ) j g f c  +  (C<6 +  Cm ) s g f e  
Cm ^ + C b ^ + C « ^ +
2C» j g f e  +  2 C « f e  +  2CMf e +
Cm § ? + C m £ | + C m^ ‘+
(C k +  C k) ->A?- +  (Cas +  Cts) +  (Cra +  Cm)
9xj ^  ^
« m m « m „
=  P^p? - P h
Cis^ -  +  C « ^ -  +  Cm ^ +
(Cm h- Cm) g§^£j +  (C13 +  Cm) +  (Cm ■
Cm ^ + C m ^  +  Cm ^ +
(C« +  Cm) , g g j  +  (Cm +  C«) j g f e  +  (Cm +  C„) sg g j-r  
C m ^ j?  +  CM^jjF +  C m ^£?+
o r .  flg?3 — o r7 ic -^ a _ -u o rv -81^
C « ) f e +
(4-14)
P % ? - - P h
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4 .1 .2  Solution, in  T ra n sfo rm  D om ain: Isotrop ic C ase
We now consider the elastic response of an isotropic half-space due to an impulse 
forcing function. For an isotropic material there are only two independent stiffness constants 
and the abbreviated stiffness tensor takes the form [33]
with
Ci j  =  
isotropic
C n  C 12 C 12 0 0
Ci2 C n  C\2 0 0
C\2 C 12 C\i 0 0
V
0
0
0
0
0
0
C44 0
0 
0
0
0
0
0
C44 0 
0  C44
C 12 =  C n  — 2C44
(4.15)
(4.16)
If we substitute these constants into equations(4.I2). (4.13), and (4.14) we obtain
C n§& t +  Caa§&% +  Ct4^ ‘+
« * 2 + C 4 4 ) a i f e
(Ci2 +  C 4 4 ) ^ ^ J
=  Pl&t  ~  Pf l
(4.17)
C<4-gZt +  C u - g ?  +  
( C i 2 + C 4 4 ) ^ ^
(4.18)
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(C 12 +  C44) a § £ p -
(C *  +  C « ) j S f e +
+  £ 4 4 7 ^  +
- P ^ ' - P h
These three equations can be written as a single matrix equation
Car ^  +  C443§r +  ^ 4 4 ^ 2  {Cn  +  C44)
(C12 +  C44) C44| |  +  C n | |  +  <?44| |dxtSx2
 ^ (C'i2 +  C44 ) ^ ^
(C«  +  C« ) t o f e
^44 9x2^ x3
r  &  . r  & r  &  \
/
Uo
V “3 }
= P W
“ 1 
Uo
V “3 /
\  /
~P
(4-19)
V
/ r N 
/2  
h )
(4.20)
The stiffness coefficients are related to the Lam£ constants A and n  by
C n  = A
C44 =
C12 = A
(4-21)
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and we can rewrite equation (4.20) as
f  (x+2ft) a* . * ( a* . a? \  {x+F) a® 
p p  9 x j  J  p  8x18x7
f  a2 j .  J L \(x+p) a2
p  f l lr f lz j
(x+p) a2
p dxidx3
Ei 
(Vi-g)
p  022^ X3
r* » v -5\*-rnt o~ 
p  8x18x3
(X+p) a® 
p 8x28x3
+  ( A ± M J |
. (A+2<i) a2 
+  i- T a 3  y 
/
_ a®“ at*
«i 
«2 
\  «3 )
u2
V “ 3 y  
/
(4.22)
/ t  
/2  
v / » y
where we have divided through by p. The longitudinal and transverse wave speeds in an 
isotropic solid are given by
^  =
/A +  2 fx
°r - J j
so that we may write equation (4.22) in terms of the wave speeds as
 ^4 l |+4 ( l |+l |)  (4“4)s^ 5iJ 
( 4 - 4 ) ^ j  4 ( * | + J | ) + 4 | |
8® r_2 _ ^2 V a®dx*dxa
(4.23)
(4.24)
V (4 ~4)^ fe (4-4) 32
(4-4) 32dxidxs 
&
\
(CL ~ 4) &E2&E3 
4 ( ^ + § ) + 4 §  >
“2 
V  “ 3  y
(4-25)
_  a2
— a t5
(  \ /  f  \
«I f l
“2 — h
V «3 \ h )
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If we divide this equation by d^t we obtain.
1 R 2£ *  + 1 |  + 1 |  (R l ~  l ) 
a2
dxidx2
(R2 — I) ——ikr\ihrz
a2
V ( * 2 - i ) ! s f e
+  8^  ^  R 2fe f  ( r !  “  4  3 5 3 5  
a2 a2 , a2 . r»2 a2(iJ2 — l )  ——
( \  u t
u2 
V «S /
/ \
r
M_  i a2 I«2 /2
V U3 U 3 /
(4.26)
where R  is the ratio of the wave speeds
R
ct
We wish to End the solution of this equation in response to an impulse point source forcing 
function
f { x ,y ,  z , t )  =  Q6  ( x t ) 6 ( x 2) 6  ( x 3 ) 6(t) (4.27)
where Q is the points source strength and 6 is the Dirac delta function so that equation 
(4.26) becomes
^ + s | + J |  (r 2  ~
(R2 ~  i )  r f k
a“
(r 2 - i )3 K 5 5
(R 2- ! ) ^ f e  £ ^ + & , + r 7£ i  )
\  t  \  «!
tt2
_  i a2— c* at2
(  \
u2 
\ “3 }
I
\  « 3  /
Qxtf(n)ff(*a)ff(*3)«(0
Q r f f o )  «(**)* (* s W )
Q3<5(*i)6(x2)5(x3)6(t)
(4'28)
To solve this system of coupled partial differential equations, we begin by applying a  one­
sided Laplace transform in time according to
£  {/(*)} =  /(p ) =  j H e - p£/( t )  * (4.29)
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and then a  three-dimensional spatial Fourier transform defined by 
5  { / ( x t ,x 2,x3Tp)} =  /(?,*?, C,P) =
/*00 AOQ eQO
I  f(xi,X2,X3,p}e~tteXl+nX2'*X3)dxidxzdx3 
J —CO J  —OO J —OQ
(4.30)
with the inverse transform given by
S_1 {/C6*h*»P)} = f ( * u X 2 ,x 3,p) =
( i ^ j 5  / I  / I  / I  ^ ’?’p) et(£xi+T,I2+" I3)^ ^ ^  (4-31)
The Laplace transform of the n  th  order derivative of a function with respect to its argument 
is given by [262J
£  { ^ d P ' }  =  P" /(p )  "  pn_I ^ {0) ”  Pn~2^ (I)(°>---------- / (n~l)(0) (4.32)
=  ( ^ ) rt f iO  (4.33)
Similarly, the Fourier transform of the n  th  order derivative of a  function with respect to 
its argument is
1 * /
We apply these rules and assume that all functions are zero a t time t =  0. Then, noting 
that
£  (5 (xt) 8(x2)8 (x 3 )  8{t)} =  8 (xi) 8(x2)8 (x3)
and that
^ { 8 { x l )8(x2)8(xz) 8 ( t ) } ^ l
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equation. (4.28) reduces to an algebraic system of equations in the form
(1 - R 2) ^
( 1 - R 2) £ ti - C 2  -  c 2  -  R2rr ( 1 - R z) v c
{  (1 - R 2) f  C (1 — ft2) 77c  - ? - ■ ? -  R2e
=  ( Z
\ ( - \  Ul 1
u2
/ I  “ 3 /
Uo i
V «3 y
f  \
Qi
Qi
\ Q > J
(4.34)
The first term in the right hand side of equation (4.34) can be combined with the left hand 
side and we can write
f  _ ^ 2 _ 772 _ ^ _ ^ 2 { l . R 2H r j
(1 -  r2) er? ~ e - e - i z v  -  (
V ( i - * 2K < (1 - R 2) 77c
(1 -  Jl2) ' (  * \
(1 -  R2)  TJC Uo
\  “ 3 /
I Qi \
(4.35)
= ~rfr Q i  
\ Q z
We solve the m atrix equation in (4.35) with Mathematica to obtain solutions for the dis­
placement components in the Laplace-Fourier transform domain
t t i  =
_  Q1P2 +C% [(c2 -f v2) Q1R2  ~  (Q3C +  Qzy) {Rz - 1) £ + <2i£2]
fe* +  C £ ( ^  +  i|*+<*)] [p2 +  C2 R2 ( e ^  +  ^ ) }
. _  Q2Pl + C 2 [(<2 + e ) Q i R 2 -  {Q & + Q lO (fi2 - l ) r i  + Q2V2]
“2 [ ^ + c j ( e 2 H - ^ + ^ ) ] [ P2 + c ? j p ( e 2 + T ! +c2)]
. Q3P2 c f . [(t?2 -f- g2) Qz R2 -  (QjTt - r  QtQ (R2 - 1) <r-F Q3«rl 
_  [p2 +  C ^ (f2 +  T! +  c2)][p2 +  C ? .^ (?2 + ^ + ^ ) l
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In this case, the inverse Laplace transform can be found analytically with Mathematica and 
we have the Fourier transformed displacement components
-  _  R  (fc2 +  7 1) Q i ~ (^3 +  VQ2 ) € ) sin (t Cr A )-f £B sin(t RC TA)
Ul G r R A 3 1 ' ]
_  R  ((£2 +  ^ 2) Q* ~  +  ZQi) rj) sin (t GrA)-hrjBsin (t R C TA )
Ct R A 3
R ( ( T ?  + ? ) Q z -(riQ 2 +£Q i)<;)sm (tG rA)+< ;Bsm (t R C tA )
“3 “  ------------------------------------ c w 0 5 ------------------------------------  {4'41)
with
A =  \ / c2 +  J72 +  c2
i? S r/^ 2 + C^ 3 +
As expected, each displacement component is composed of one wave propagating at the 
longitudinal wave speed and another propagating at the transverse wave speed. Unless 
otherwise noted, we set
Q t —Q2 = Q3 = -^= 
so that the impulse forcing function was general and had unity magnitude.
4.1.3 N um erically Inverting th e T hree-D im ensional Fourier Transform
The three-dimensional Fourier transform defined in equation (4.30) can be inverted 
with, three consecutive one-dimensional inverse transform operations. Therefore, we can 
invert equations (4.39), (4.40), and (4.41) by inverting each spatial dimension separately 
with the discrete inverse transform. We use the technique described above with some slight 
modifications to the definition of the sampling frequencies and to equation (3.74) to account 
for differences in the definitions of the Fourier transform.
First, the spatial frequencies are obtained by evaluating equations (4.39), (4.40), and
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(4.41) along the grid points
& =  (z — nx — I) x <££, i  =  1 . . . 2nx
T}j =  (j — ny — 1) x dqy j  =  1 . . . 2ny
Cfc == (fc — Qz — 1) x dc, Ar =  1 . . .  2nx
with the sampling firequendes defined by
d£ =
2 7T X
2nxAx nxAx
2x X
2nyAy nyAy
2x X
2nyAy nyAy
drf = — A =  - (4-42)
<K =
where 2nx, 2nyr and 2nz are the desired number of sampling points in real space and Ax, 
Ay, and Az are the desired spatial resolutions. Compared to the definitions in our earlier 
discussion, there is an extra factor of 2x  in the numerator of these sampling firequendes 
because the earlier results were based on the Fourier transform pair defined by
m  =  rJ —CO
/(£) = /7—00
with the extra factor of 2ir explicitly appearing in the exponents. Another difference is an 
extra factor of 2x that appears in equation (3.74) as
/ ( t ') = ^ a ‘ ‘ t{F(i)>1 (443) 
Next, we inverse transform with respect to the z-dimension. At each (£ ,7/^) grid point we 
have a  sequence with length 2nx. We rotate the sequence to the left by n* bins and the 
discrete inverse Fourier transform is applied to the rotated sequence. Then, equation (4.43) 
is used to compute the inverse transform in the z-direction and the resulting sequence is
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o.1s ■
(0.5 -
Figure 4.1: One-dimensional Gaussian exp I with a =  5 .
rotated by n* -t- 1 bins to the left and reversed. This set of operations is repeated in the y- 
and x-dimensions. As an example and verification of this procedure, consider the Gaussian 
function
f (x )  =  exp [“ " ? “] C4-44)
with, the Fourier transform given by
/CO =  J ° °  / ( r ) e -<€ldx =  aexp (4-45)
These two functions are plotted in figures (4JL) and (4.2)the three-dimensional equivalent 
is given by
/(x ) =  exp + + ^ ) j  (4.46)
/(& T}t<i) = abcexp (a2f 2 +  b2rj2 -f- c V )J  (4-47)
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'0.25
-40 -30 -20 30-10
Figure 4.2: Fourier transform of one-dimensional Gaussian.
Our problem is to regain equation (4.46) from equation (4.47) with the discrete inverse 
Fourier transform. We sample equation (4.47) at the frequencies defined in equations(4.42) 
with
,  1 a = b = c  =  -
nx =  %  =  nz =  32
Ax =  Ay =  Az =  0.025
to obtain
F ^ i r r j j ^ k )  =  / ( ( * - n * - I ) i i £ r(7 - n y -! )«&/,  ( f c - n « - l ) t i f )
( t\ jTfc) =  (1 — 2nXjI — 2nyrl  — 2nz) (4.48)
We first invert in the z-dimension a t every point (Ctr^j)- Figure 4.3 shows the frequency
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Figure 4.3: Sampled Fourier transform of three-dimensional Gaussian function at the point 
x  =  y  =  0.
sequence at (^n.+t^ny+i) generated from equation (4.48). At each point (ft,fy) we rotate 
the sequence by n* bins to the left. The resulting sequence a t (^rtl+t-T7nr -f-t) is illustrated 
in Figure 4.4. The inverse Fourier transform is computed from this sequence with equation 
(4.43) and the discrete inverse transform. At each { ^ V j )  point the sequence is rotated 
n * T l  bins to the left and then reversed. The result is shown a t +1, ^ + 1) Figure 
4.5. Next, we invert in the y-dimension at every point (£ ,,2fc) and then the procedure is 
repeated in the x-direction at every point (yj,2fe).
Figure 4.6 shows a  surface plot of the resulting solution at x  =  0. We have reproduced 
the original Gaussian function given by equation (4.46) and illustrated in Figure 4.7. The 
agreement between the numerical technique and the exact solution is seen in Figure 4.8 
which shows a  plot in the x-direction of the numerically computed result and of equation
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Figure 4.4: Rotated sampled Fourier transform of the three-dimensional Gaussian function.
0 .25
0 . 2
0 .15
0 .1
0 .05
10 20 30 40 50 50
Figure 4.5: Result after inverse tranfonning, rotating, and reversing in the z-direction
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Figure 4.6: Surface plot a t x = 0 computed by the discrete inverse Fourier transform.
Figure 4.7: Exact solution. Surface plot of equation 4.46 calculated at x  — 0.
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Figure 4.8: Comparison of numerical inverse Fourier transform and analytic solution. 
Curves are identical.
(4.46) at the point (xry) — (0,0). As further examples, consider the functions
and
(4.50)
where s2 =  £2 +  tj2 -F c2. From Bracewell [259], the inverse Fourier transform of these 
functions are, respectively
3II(r,p ,z ) =  U(x)U{y)U(z) (4.51)
and
where II is defined by
n (^ ) (4.52)
fo, \ x \ > \  
\ l r | x [ < £
D (r) =
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Figure 4.9: Numerically computed inverse transform of equation (4.49).
Figure 4.10: Numerically computed inverse transform of equation (4.50).
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and r2 =  x2+ y 2-t-22. Equation (4.51) is zero everywhere except within a  unit cube where it 
has a  value of one. Similarly, equation (4.52) is zero everywhere except within a  unit sphere 
( te  radius is equal to one) where it has a  value of one. The numerically inverted Fourier 
transforms of equations (4.49) and (4.50) are illustrated in Figures 4.9 and 4.10. These are 
three-dimensional contour plots showing all contours with, a  value of one. The functions 
are zero everywhere else. We see that the results agree with equations (4.51) and (4.52) as 
desired. We note that these examples have all been even functions. The inversion technique 
has also been successfully implemented with odd functions and with test functions that do 
not exhibit any symmetry.
4 .1 .4  R esults: Isotrop ic C ase w ith  Exact Inverse Laplace Transform
We use this numerical inversion technique to obtain the displacements given in equa­
tions (4.39), (4.40), and (4.41) for an isotropic aluminum sample. The material parameters 
for isotropic aluminum are given by [263{
From equations (4.23), (4.24) and (4.21) the longitudinal and transverse wave speeds are, 
respectively
C12 5.459 x 1010 [ 4 r ||m 2J
(4.53)
(4.54)
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so that,
=  ^  =  2.016 
o r
We are most interested in the out-of-plane or z-component displacement since this is the 
quantity measured in our experiments and we first consider equation (4.41). We use the 
values for op and R  given above and use discretization values given by
= 16
ny = 16
dt = 32
nt = 32
Ax = 0.25 [cmj
Ay = 0.25 [cmj
Az = 0.0625 [cmj
At = 0.4 {/isj
The resulting numerically inverted function is illustrated in Figures 4.11, 4.12, and 4.13. 
Figures 4.11 and 4.12 show a  series of surface plots of the z-component displacement mag­
nitude in the x-y plane (z =  0) as a  function of time. The plots range from 0 to 12.8 ps 
with each plot separated by 0.8 (is. The magnitude of the displacement is given in units of 
meters and the spatial units for the x-y plane are given in centimeters. Figure 4.13 shows 
the corresponding contour plots in the x-y plane for the first fifteen surface plots. We see 
that an initial impulse spike decays into a  circular wave which propagates out to the end 
of the computational space and reflects at the boundaries. Since we are considering the 
^-displacem ent in the x-y plane, we expect tha t the wave should correspond to the pure 
transverse wave mode. To verify that this is the transverse wave we compute the wave speed
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from Figure 4.13. The wave reaches the edge of the computational space in approximately 
32 time steps or 12.8 (js.  The distance travelled is
(nx) Ax =  4.00 [cmj
so that the computed wave speed is
=3125 .0— (4.55)12.8 [fjs\ s
The percent error between the numerically computed wave speed in equation (4.55) and the 
exact wave speed given in equation (4.54) is
|3125.0 — 3130.2|J-------— — -----!■ x 100 =  0.17%3130.2
This agreement is very good and the small error is dependent on the determination of the 
arrival time of the wave from the figures. An even better result could be obtained if the 
time steps were smaller so th a t the wave arrival could be determined more accurately.
4.1 .5  N um erically In vertin g  the Laplace Transform
Although we could analytically invert the Laplace transforms in equations (4.36).
(4.37), and (4.38), we need a  numerical technique for more general problems in the next 
section. There are several methods for numerically inverting the Laplace transform [264]. 
For example, the inversion can be computed with polynomial interpolation schemes or by 
expansions in terms of special functions (e.g. Chebyshev or Legendre polynomials). How­
ever. we expect our solutions to consist of propagating waves so tha t we used a  method 
based on the Fourier transform. We found that this technique was much more efficient than 
polynomial interpolation for inverting Laplace transformed sinusoidal functions. Further­
more, this method allows us to  use the numerical Fourier transform techniques that we have 
already developed in the previous sections.
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Figure 4.11: Surface plots of z-component displacement in isotropic aluminum numerically 
computed from exact inverse Laplace transform. 0.0-G.4 fjs in steps of 0.8 fJS-
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Figure 4.12: Surface plots of z-component displacement in isotropic aluminum numerically 
computed from exact inverse Laplace transform. 6.8-12.8 fis in steps of 0.8 / s .
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Figure 4.13: Contour plots in the x-y plane of the z-component displacement in isotropic 
aluminum numerically computed from the exact inverse Laplace transform. 0.0-12.0 (is in 
steps of 0.8 (is. y-axis is vertical.
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Following Krylov [264{, the Laplace transform is numericaUy inverted by converting 
the Bromwich inversion integral to a  Fourier transform. The inverse Laplace transform is 
given by the Bromwich integral
c+too
/(<) =  J  e * fe ) d p  (4.56)
c—too
We change the variable of integration to tr by setting
p =  c -F ia , —oo <  tr <  oo (4.57)
Then, equation (4.56) can be written as
OC
/ ( 0 - f ^  J  e“ /(c+toV to-
Next, we introduce the notation
(4.58)
g{t) =  (4.59)
g{a) =  /(c  -i- ia) (4.60)
so that equation (4.58) becomes
OO
9(t) = 7£  J  edgier) da  (4.61)
With this notation, the forward Laplace transform given in equation (4.29) and rewritten 
here for clarity
f ( p ) =  J ^ e - P 'n Q d t  (4.62)
becomes
e~urtg(t)d t (4.63)
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If we assume that /  (£) and. therefore g(t) is not identically zero in a  finite interval (0,T) 
but either vanishes or becomes negligibly small outside of this interval we can write
9(<r)= r °  e~UTtg(t)d t (4.64)
7—00
since there is no contribution to the integral along ( —00  <  t  < 0). This assumption is 
satisfied in physical problems like ours where we demand zero response until an impulse 
generates a  wave that decays to zero amplitude in some finite time period. Equations 
(4.64) and (4.61) are recognized as a  Fourier transform pair so that we see that the Laplace 
transform relating the functions /  (t) and /  (p) is the same as the Fourier transform relating 
the functions
g(t) =  /(£)e_rf and g (a) =  / ( c  +  ia)
Now, we expand g(t), defined in the interval (0,T ), in a  complex Fourier series
OO
g(t) = Y , c ne ™ t (4.65)
—OO
where
0/ =  ^  (4.66)
and the coefficient Cn are given by
T
UJ
Cn ' Z7T
0
Since we have assumed tha t g(t) is negligible outside of the interval (0,T) we can rewrite 
this as
Cn = ^ J  g(t)e~mu>t&  =  (4.68)
0
where we have used equation (4.63). Then, plugging equation (4.68) into equation (4.65)
we can write
LJ
• W - 5 k=l
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(4.69)
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We separate the function g(nu) into real and imaginary parts according to
g(nu) = f(c-b inu)  =  A (nu)  +  iB (nu) (4.70)
From equation (4.63) we have
OO
g(nu) — j e ~ in^ lg(t)dt 
o
OO
=  J  [cos (nut) — ism (nu t)\g (t)d t
o
OO
=  J  cos (nut) g(t)dt — i  J  sin (nut) g(t)dt
o o
=  A(nu) +■ iB(nu) (4.71)
so that
OO
g (-n u )  = j  e%nutg(t)dt 
o
OO= J [cos (nut) +  i  sin (nut)\ g(t)dt
o
OO— J cos (nut) g(t)d t-t-i J  sin (nut) g(t)dt
o o
— A(nu) — iB (nu) (4.72)
We substitute equations (4.71) and (4.72) into equation (4.69) to obtain
(jJ
A(0) +  iS(0) -5- Y .  ( W ^ )  +  iB (nu)\ e™ 1 + [A(nu;) -  iB (nu)\ e '™ 1)
n = I
(4.73)
From equation (4.72) it follows that B(0) =  0 and after simplifying, we can write equation
(4.73) as
u
m - -
* /ftV w
——^  +■ Y ,  A(nu) cos (nut) — B(nu) sin (nut)
2  n = I
(4-74)
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Then, from equation (4.59) we obtain the function f(t) as
eau
y ]  A(nu) c o s  (nuxt) — ^  B(nu) sin (nut) (4.75)
n = l  n = l
Equation (4.75) expresses the desired function f ( t )  as a  Fourier series, in terms of equidistant 
values of the transform /(p ) along the straight line Re [pi =  c. The value of c is chosen so 
that all of the singular points of /(p ) lie to the left of the line Refpj =  c  in the complex 
plane. In practice, the summations in equation (4.75) cannot be carried out to  infinity and 
instead we use the equation
M M
/ « «
eau A(0) + y  A(nu) cos (nut) — B(nu) sin (nuit) (4-76)
n = I  n = I
where M  is the maximum number of summations. According to equation (4.66) u  is the 
angular frequency of a  wave with period T. Therefore, we chose M  large enough so that we 
reproduce the highest frequencies that we expect to see in our result. For example, if we 
use the same discretization values as before
we have
nt =  32 
A t — 0.4 [ps{
T  =  nt A t =  12.8 x I0-6 [s]
v  = — =  78.125 KHz
2tt2ir
w =  Y  “  12.8 x 10-6 [s| =  4.908 x 10s—  s
and if we chose M  — 100 the maximum frequency component that we can reproduce is
m u  =  4.908 x 107^ ^  =  7.8 MHz
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Equation (4.75) was used to  numerically invert the Laplace transform in equation
(4.38) and the three-dimensional Fourier transform was numerically inverted as in the pre­
vious section. The same discretization values and material parameters were used in both 
cases. The maximum number o f summations in equation (4.76) was m  =  100 and the value 
of c was set to u//2. The results are presented in Figures 4.14 through 4.19. Figures 4.14 
and 4.15 correspond to Figures 4.11 and 4.12. We see that the numerically inverted Laplace 
transform agrees qualitatively and quantitatively with the analytically determined inverse 
transform until the next to last time step when a  sharp spike develops at the center of the 
plot. Figures 4.16 shows the numerical and analytical results plotted as a  function of y at 
the x-z point (0,0) horn 0.0 to  5.6 fis with each successive plots separated by 0.4 fjs. The 
analytic solution is represented by the solid line while the numerical solution is drawn as 
a  dashed line. We see that the two curves are indistinguishable at each time step. Figure 
4.18 shows an enlargement at time step 6.0 ps. We see that the analytic and numeric solu­
tions agree very well here. Figure 4.17 shows the same comparison as Figure 4.16 for the 
time steps 6.0 to 11.6 fts. We see that the agreement between the analytic and numerical 
solutions remains good during these later times except for the sharp spike that begins to 
develop a t the center of the graphs. Figure 4.19 shows an enlargement of the time step
12.0 fjs. Here, we clearly see th a t the analytic and numeric solutions are only significantly 
different a t the location of the spike. This spike may be due to an accumulation of arti­
facts during the numerical inversions. We also note that the analytically Laplace inverted 
equations (4.39), (4.40), and (4.41) are singular at the point (C,7,C) =  (0,0,0) and a  small 
offset had to be introduced to  numerically invert the Fourier transform at this point. It 
may be that the numerical inversion of equations (4.36), (4.37), and (4.38) did not take this 
singularity into account and the spike is a  result. Figure 4.20 shows contour plots of the 
z-component displacement in the  y-z plane computed from the analytical inversion. Here,
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Figure 4.14: Surface plots of z-component displacement in isotropic aluminum numerically 
computed from numerical inverse Laplace transform. 0.0-2.8 [ts in steps of 0.4 [is.
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Figure 4.15: Surface plots of z-component displacement in isotropic aluminum numerically 
computed from numerical inverse Laplace transform. 3.2-6.0 /is in steps of 0.4 /is.
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Figure 4-16: Comparison of solutions with, exact inverse Laplace transform (solid) and 
numerical inverse Laplace transform (dashed)- Time intervals of 0-4 jus.
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Figure 4.17: Comparison of solutions with, exact inverse Laplace transform (solid) and 
num erical inverse Laplace t r a n s form  (dashed). Time intervals of 0.4  /xs.
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Figure 4.18: Comparison of solutions with exact inverse Laplace transform (solid) and 
numerical inverse Laplace transform (dashed) at 6.0 /j s .
O.fr o.a
Figure 4.19: Comparison of solutions with exact inverse Laplace transform (solid) and 
numerical inverse Laplace transform (dashed) at 12.0 fjs.
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Figure 4.20: Contour plots of the z-component displacement in the y-z plane in aluminum. 
Computed from analytical inversion of the Laplace transform.
the time interval between plots is 0.4 ps. In this plane, the z-component displacement con­
tributes to both the longitudinal and transverse waves so that the transverse wave is not 
the only visible wave and we can see the longitudinal wave. As expected, we see that the 
longitudinal wave travels approximately twice as fast as the shear wave. As a  final exam­
ple. we consider the y-component displacement in the x-z plane computed by numerically 
inverting equation (4.37). In this plane, the y-component displacement should correspond 
to the pure transverse wave mode and since the material is isotropic, we expect to see a  
single circular wave as in Figure 4.13. This is illustrated in Figure 4.21.
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Figure 4.21: Contour plots of the y-component displacement in the x-z plane in isotropic 
aluminum, z-axis is vertical.
4.1.6 A n isotrop ic Solutions
In this sectionT we use the numerical techniques described above to solve equations 
(4.I2)-(4.14) with an impulse forcing function for various anisotropic materials. We compare 
our results with slowness surfaces given by Auld [33{ to verify our solutions. These slowness 
surfaces are reproduced for convenience.
Just as in th e  isotropic problem we, consider equations (4.12)-(4.14) with an impulse 
forcing function
f ( x Tyrz , t )  =  Q6  (xi) 6{x 2)S ( x 3 ) S(t) (4.77)
After applying the  Laplace transform in time and the three-dimensional Fourier transform
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in space, we obtain an algebraic system of equations tha t we can write as
f  iQ l  K 12 KIZ  X 
K12 K 22 K23 
K IZ K2Z KZZ
with
( .  \ (  n  \Ui Q*i
«2 =  — Q**
{U3 ) j
i f  11  =  —C n i*  — CmT)2 — C ss^  — 2Ci6^t7 — 2 C is f t  — 2Cs6tj<: — pp2 
K 22 = —Ces^2 — CrzV2 — C44C2 — 2C26&I — — 2C24*7<J — pp2
KZZ =  - C 5 5 C 2  —  C 4 4 7 7 2  —  C 33C 2  — 2 C ^ V  —  2 C 3 5 $ c  — 2 C 3 4 J 7 ?  ~  PP2
K12 = —Cie^2 -  C-v&T — C45C2 — (C12 + C66) £*7 
— (C14 +  Cse) f t  — (C46 4- Q25) *?<;
(4.78)
(4.79)
(4.80)
(4.81)
(4-82)
K IZ  =  —Cis£2 — CisTj2 — C 3 5 C 2  — (Cm 4- C 5 6 )  ft? 
—  (C 1 3  +  C 5 5 )  f t  —  ( C 3 6  4 - C 4 5 )  P S (4.83)
1C23 =  —Css^2 — C24J72 — C34?2 — (C46 4 . C25) ft? 
— (C35 4- C45) f t  — (C23 4- C44) Tfi (4.84)
We use Mathematica to solve this system for the transformed displacement components. 
These solutions are very long and we omit them here in the interest of space. These general 
solutions are too complicated to be analytically inverted and we must apply the numerical 
techniques described previously. We note that numerical results presented in the previous 
section for isotropic aluminum were obtained by numerically inverting these equations with 
appropriate material parameters.
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Stiffness 1( c 1
M ate ria l O n C22 C33 C44 C55 C12 On P
BaNaNb
C dS
rutile
23.9
9.07
26.60
24.7 13.5
9.38
46.99
6.5
1.504
12.39
6.6 7.6
18.86
10.4
5.81
17.33
5.0
5.1 
13.62
5300
4820
4260
Table 4.1: Material parameters used to compute the elastic Green's function.
We first consider displacement solutions in barium sodium niobate which is in the 
orthotropic 2mm  crystal symmetry class. The stiffness coefficient matrix in this class has 
nine independent constants and has the form [33]
/  _ _ _ . . \
O n Cl 2 C13 0 0 0
C 12 On. C23 0 0 0
Ciz C23 C33 0 0 0
0 0 0 C44 0 0
0 0 0 0 Css 0
0 0 0 0 0 C&
(4.85)
V
The material parameters used for barium sodium niobate (BaNaNb) and the other materials 
considered here are from Auld [33] and are listed in Table 4.1. Figure 4.23 shows contour 
plots of the z-component displacement in the x-y plane with each plot separated by two 
time steps equal to 0.8 ps. In these plots, the darker contours represent larger amplitude. 
By solving the Christoffei equations, it can be shown tha t three wave modes are possible in 
this plane. There exists a  pure shear wave polarized along the z-axis with inverse velocity
P1' 2(i),- y /  C 4 4  COS2  0 - r  C 5 5  s i n 2  0 (4.86)
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a  quasishear wave with inverse velocity
_______________  (2P)l/2ex- i1/2yjCee +  C u  cos2 <f> +  C22 sin2 <f> — |  (Cre t C u  co s2 <t> +- C n  sin2 <f>)2 — 4 C |
(4.87)
and a quasiloneitudinal wave with inverse velocity
(2p)1/2
1/2
yjCffi 4-Cix cos2 <f> -F C22 sin.2 d 4- ^(Cg6 +  C u  cos2 o  4- Cxz sin.2 <£)2 — 4C?|
(4.88)
with
C  =  (Cu cos2 <f> + Cee sin2 <p) (C156 cos2 0  +  C22 sin2 0 ) -  (C12 -r C^ ) 2 cos2 p  sin2 <j
and where <f> is the polar angle [33{. The slowness surfaces defined by these equations are 
shown in Figure 4.22. In Figure 4.23, we see a  wave which propagate outward from the 
origin. This wave reaches the edges of the computational space along the z-axis (horizontal) 
in approximately 29 time steps or 11.6 /is. The distance travelled is 4.0 cm so that the wave 
velocity is 3448.28^-. From the slowness surfaces presented in Figure 4.22, and equation
(4.86) the theoretical wave speed of the pure transverse wave mode along the y-axis is given
as 1
4  = . £ a  = , / 6 '5  x 1010 =  3502.0- 
^  V p V 5300
so that the percent error is
13448.28 -  350_M|x 10q =
3502.0
Figure 4.24 shows surface plots of the first eight time steps of Figure 4.23. Figure 4.25 
shows contour plots of the z-component displacement in the x-z plane. From Auld, the 
three possible wave modes in this plane are a  quasishear wave, a  quasilongitudinal wave,
lThe superscript in the wave speed notation matches AuIcTs designations.
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0.0002
0.0001
0.00020.0001
Figure 4.22: Slowness surfaces in Barium Sodium Niobate for the x-y plane.
and a  pure shear wave polarized along the y-axis. The quasilongitudinal wave propagates 
with a  wave speed of
046.9=y p V 5300 s
along the z-axis. hi Figure 4.25 two wave fronts are visible. The faster wave reaches the the 
edge of the computational space along the z-direction in 20  time steps or 8  ps and therefore 
has a  wave speed of 5000 j -  This represents a percent error of
|5Q4 6 - l - 5°°°-01 ,  100 =0.93%
5046.9
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Figure 4.23: Contour plots of the z-component displacement in the x-y plane for BaNaNb 
at time intervals of 0 .8  fts. y-axis is vertical.
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Figure 4.24: Surface plots of the z-component dispalcement In the x-y plane computed for 
BaNaNb at tim e intervals of 0.8 /is.
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The pare shear wave propagates with a  wave speed of
4  =  ,/12S  =  ' / 6-5. l 1.° ‘° =  3528.9—
5300 s
along both the x- and z-axis. The quasishear wave propagates along the x-axis with speed
a _ fCea /7.6 x I010 0 -m
4 - y  T " V ^ 3 oo— 3786-8t
and along the z-axis with the same speed as the pure transverse wave
4 = c r
We calculate that the speed of the slower wave in our plots along the x-axis as
c =  3333.33- 
s
giving a  percent errors of
|3333.33 -  3528.9|
3528.9
|3333.33 -  3786.8|
x 100 =  5.54% 
x 100 =  11.98%3786.8
relative to the pure shear wave and quasishear wave, respectively. From these values we 
suggest that the second wave in our plots corresponds to the pure transverse wave. Finally, 
Figure 4.27 shows contour plots of the y-component displacement in the x-z plane. In this 
plane, there easts a  pure shear wave polarized along the y-axis with inverse velocity
pi/2
*2 \JCee sin2 9 + Cm cos29
a quasishear wave with inverse velocity
(2  p) I/2
(4.89)
(5),- yjC55 -F C u  sin.2 9 4- C33 cos^ & — ^  (C55 "F sin2  & -F C33 cos^ 0) —
(4.90)
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Figure 4.25: Contour plots o£ the z-component displacement in the x-z plane for BaNaNb
at time intervals o f 0.8 fjs. z-axis is vertical.
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Figure 4.26: Slowness surfaces in Barium Sodium Niobate for the x-z plane.
and a  quasilongitudinal wave with inverse velocity
( k \  (2p)l/2
]jCsg +  C n sin2 9 +  C 3 3 cos2 9 +  {(Cm +  Cn sin2 9 +  C 3 3 cos2 ff)2 -  4c } 1 /2
(4.91)
with
C =  (Ct l sin2 0 -f-C 5 5 cos2 0 ) (C55sin2 6 -f-C 3 3 cos2 0 ) — (C13 + C ss)2 cos2 ^srn2fl
The slowness surfaces described by these equations are presented in Figure 4.26. Now. the 
pure transverse wave is the dominant wave since it is polarized along the y-direction and it 
is the only wave visible in our plots. From Figure 4.27. we calculate that the wave speed
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of this wave along the  x-axis is 3571.43^ which gives a percent error of 1.98 percent with 
respect to the theoretical value for the pure shear wave.
Next, we consider wave propagation in the material cadmium sulfide (CdS) which 
belongs to the hexagonal 6 mm crystal symmetry class. The stiffness coefficient matrix in 
this class has five independent constants and has the form
\
with
Car C n C13 0 0 0
C 12 C n C n 0 0 0
C13 C n C33 0 0 0
0 0 0 C44 0 0
0 0 0 0 C44 0
0 0 0 0 0 C 56
C<56 1<-4
gII C 12)
(4.92)
(4.93)
Figure 4.29 shows contour plots of the z-component displacement in the x-y plane. From 
Auld, we expect a  pure shear wave polarized parallel to the z-axis. a pure shear wave 
polarized perpendicular to the z-axis, and a  pure longitudinal wave to propagate in this 
plane. The inverse velocity of these waves are simply
1/2
0 , - G f e  
(9,-te
t/2
1/2
(4.94)
(4.95)
(4.96)
2 W l l /
The inverse velocity surfaces for these waves are show in Figure 4.28. Since we are looking 
at the z-component displacement, we only see the pure shear wave polarized parallel to the
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Figure 4.27: Contour plots of the y-component displacement in the x-z plane for BaNaNb
at time intervals of 0.8 fis~ z-axis is vertical.
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Figure 4.28: Slowness surfaces in CdS for the x-y plane.
z-axis in Figure 4.29. We calculate that the shear wave speed is 1757.81^ which represents 
an error of 0.49 percent from the theoretical value
l c , 7  /1.504 x 10l° ,m
^  “  f T  ~  V ~ S ac-  “  1766' 47
As a final example, we consider wave propagation in rutile which belongs to the tetragonal 
3/mmm  crystal symmetry class. The stiffness matrix for this class has six independent
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Figure 4.29: Contour plots of the z-component displacement in the x-y plane for CDS. at 
time intervals of 0 .8  ps. y-axis is vertical.
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constants and is of the form
f
C u C i2 C i 3 0 0 0
C l 2 C n C i 3 0 0 0
C 1 3 C i 3 C 3 3 0 0 0
0 0 0 C 4 4 0 0
0 0 0 0 C 4 4 0
0 0 0 0 0 C (56
(4.97)
V
Figure 4.31 shows contour plots of the z-component displacement in the x-y plane. Again, 
darker regions represent larger positive amplitude. In this plane, solutions of the Christoffel 
equations permit a  pure shear wave polarized along the z-axis, with inverse velocity
(=H&f (4.98)
a quasishear wave with inverse velocity
(2P ) 1/2 (4.99)
(4.100)
y  Cn  -(-C66 — {(C n -  C66)2 cos2 20 +  (Cn -f-C<56)2sin22 d j 
and a  quasilongitudinal wave with inverse velocity
( - )  {2p)l/2
y J c u + C n  +  {{Cn  - C66)2 cos*2<f> +  (Cl2 -FC66)2 sin2 2 0 } 1/2
where p  is the polar angle. The slowness surfaces are illustrated in Figure 4.30. Again, the 
shear wave polarized along the z-axis is the dominant wave in this representation since we 
are looking a t the z-component of displacement. From Figure 4.31. we calculate that the 
wave speed of the transverse wave is 5263.16®. The theoretical value is given as
/ q 7  /12.39 x 10w
Y p V 4260c r =  5393.0— s
which gives a  percent error of 2.4 percent. The quasilongitudmal wave is visible when we
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Figure 4.30: Slowness surfaces in rutile for the x-y plane.
look at the y-component displacement in the x-y plane which is shown as contour plots in 
Figure 4.32. Here, we can clearly see th a t the quasilongitudinal wave does not propagate in 
the circular shape of previous examples. From Auld, the quasilongitudinal wave propagates 
along the diagonal with a  speed given by
4 / C u  +  2C56 -F C12 n>TOn
4  = V Tp = 9789-457
From Figure 4.32 we calculate the quasilongitudinal wave speed along the diagonal bewtween 
the y and x-axes as 9428.09^ which represents a 3.7 percent error.
Figure 4.34 shows the y-component displacement in the x-z plane. A pure transverse 
wave polarized along the y-axis propagates in this plane with inverse velocity
(&-
pi/2
P   (4.101)
\ / C$s sin2 8 -7- C44 cos2 8  
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Figure 4.31: Contour plots of the z-component displacement in the x-y plane for rutile at 
time intervals of 0 .8  /is. y-axis is vertical.
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Figure 4.32: Contour plots of the y-component displacement in the x-y plane for rutile at 
time intervals of 0 .8  /*s. y-axis is vertical.
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There is also a  quasishear and quasilongitudinal wave described respectively by
(2P) 1' 2
and
with
(£).-
( ; ) , =
y / A - ( B 2 +- o 1/2
(2P ) i n
}Ja + (b 2 ± c )1/2
(4.102)
(4.103)
A  = C n  sin2 6 4- C33 cos2 6 -i- C44 
B  =  (Ci 1 — C44) sin2 9 -i- (C44 — C33) cos2 9 
C  =  (C13 — C44)2 sin2 25
Figure 4.33 presents these slowness surfaces. Along the z-axis the pure shear wave velocity 
given by equation (4.101) is
* woo /18.86 x 1010 .m
cr =  d —  = \ l  4260  =6653.7—
The speed computed from Figure 4.34 for the first wave arrival is 6666.67^ or 0.19 percent 
error. The computed speed for the second wave arrival along the z-axis is 4 5 4 5 .4 5 which 
represents a  15 percent error realtive to the quasishear wave. We note that the two waves 
in our plots travel with the same velocity along the z-axis as expected from the slowness 
surface in Figure 4.33.
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Figure 4.33: Slowness surfaces in rutile for the x-z plane.
4.2 Computing th e Therm oelastic Strain. Displacem ent
In  this section, we describe how we model the thermoelastic displacement horn the 
thermal fields computed in Chapter 3 and the elastic Green's function which were computed 
in the previous sections. Calculating the thermoelastic displacement is accompished in two 
steps. First, we determine the force generated by the thermal fields. Second, we convolve 
this force with the elastodynamic Green’s function.
To calculate the force generated by the thermoelastic source, we consider equation 
(3.1). Ignoring body forces, equation (3.1) indicates that the thermal field is related to  the
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Figure 4.34: Contour plots of the ^-component displacement in the x-z plane for rutile at 
time intervals of 0 .8  fJS- z-axis is vertical.
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elastic displacement according to.
fri* -  Cijki Ufc.i j  = Pi j  0,3 (4.104)
The right hand side of equation (4.104) represents the thermal forcing function and is 
composed of the thermal moduli tensor, 0 ij  and the gradient of the thermal field. 9 ,. Since 
we have assumed that our materials are thermally isotropic we may rewrite the thermal force 
as [91}
<4J05>
where a  is the thermal linear expansion coefficient and u  is the Poission's ratio. We are 
most interested in the out of plane or z-component displacement since that is the quantity 
measured in our experiments. We see from the subscripts in equation (4.104) that the z- 
component displacement depends upon the derivative of the thermal field with respect to 
the z-direction. Accordingly, we compute the thermal force given by equation (4.105) as
2a ( I +  v )d 6 (x ,y ,z ,t)
(1 -  2u) dz  1 '
In the previous chapter we described how we computed the thermal field 0 (x ,yy z ,t) . This 
field was computed along the grid points
Xi = (t — nx — I) x A x , t  =  1 ...2 n x 
Vi -  (j — ny — 1) x Ayr j  =  I . . .2 n y 
Zfc =  k  x A zr k  — l . . . n x -5- 1  
tk =  h x A t, h =  l . . . n t
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We then use a  simple forward difference approximation
d0(xty ,z ,t)  6 (xirV i,2M ,th) - 0 ( x iyyj t zk, t k) 
d z  Az ’
i = I . . .  2nx
j  =  1 . . . 2nv
y (4.107)
Ar =  1 . . .  nz 
h  =  1 . . .n t
to numerically compute the derivative of the thermal field a t each point (Xi,yj, Zj, t/»). Then, 
we can compute the force according to equation (4.106) with the appropriate values for the 
thermal expansion coefficient and the Poisson’s ratio.
Once the force has been computed, we convolve the four-dimensional force matrix 
with the four-dimensional elastic Green’s function matrix. We use Mathematica to  perform 
this convolution. Mathematica 4-0 has a  routine called “ListConvolve” which performs 
the cyclic convolution of two lists. This routine works for nested lists with any number of 
dimensions. We tested the Mathematica routines with three-dimensional Gaussian functions 
as well as with other three-dimensional functions that exhibited no symmetry to  ensure 
that the routines produced the expected results. To do this, we computed the numerical 
Fourier transforms of the functions and then used the convolution rule in equation (3.65) 
to obtain the convolution. We compared this convolution to  the convolution generated by 
the Mathematica routines and found them to be identical.
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Chapter 5
Experimental Results
In this chapter we describe our experiments to study laser and material parameter 
effects on the generation of ultrasound waves and present an analysis of the data. We used 
a  modular laser system that allowed us to vary the pulse width and wavelength of the 
generation laser. Ultrasound was generated in four materials with each laser configuration 
and the ultrasonic waveforms were analyzed in both the time and frequency domain. Emm 
this analysis, we make conclusions about the relationship between the varied parameters 
and the generated ultrasound.
5.1 Experim ental Setup
Figure 5.1 illustrates a  schematic of our experimental setup. An SEO 1-2-3 laser 
was used as the generation laser. This laser can accommodate different laser crystals and 
Q-switching m echanism s so that both the wavelength and pulse width can be varied. The 
five different laser crystals used in our experiments were Alexandrite (0.720-0.790 /an). 
NcfrYAG (1.064 fan), NdrYAG (1.32pm), CTHrYAG (Chromium, Thulium. HonuumrYAG 
a t 2.10 pm), and ErrYAG (2-94 pm). Three Q-switching mechanisms were available to vary
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W avelength. Q -Sw itch P u lse  W id th  [nsj
Alexandrite 
0.720-0.790 fan
EO
AO
RM
80-120
100-150
150-250
NdrYAG 
1.064 fan
EO 20-60
AO
RM
70-150
50-250
NdrYAG 
1.320 fan RM 150-250
CTHrYAG EO 100-150
2 .1  fan RM 150—250
ErrYAG 
2.94 fan RM 150-250
Table 5.1: Theoretical wavelengths and pulse widths available for experiments.
the pulse width. These included an electro-optic (EO) Q-switch, an acousto-optic (AO) 
Q-switch. and a rotary mirror (RM) Q-switch. Table 5.1 lists the different laser wavelength 
and pulse width configurations that were available for our experiments. This experimental 
phase space of pulse width versus wavelength is shown graphically in Figure 5.2.
The generation beam from the SEO was passed through a  Coherent VARM attenu­
ator and was normally incident on one of four different samples. The first sample was an 
aluminum plate approximately 7.5 cm by 7.5 cm and 1.255 cm thick (0.494 inches). The 
second sample was a  0.452 cm (0.178 inch) thick woven graphite/epaxy composite sample 
approximately 10 cm by 10 cm. The third sample was a  0.699 cm (0.275 inch) thick epoxy 
plate of Hercules 3501-6 Amine-cured epoxy approximately 15 cm by 15 cm. This epoxy 
was the binder materials used in the fourth sample which was a  woven graphite/epoxy 
composite with translaminar Kevlar stitches. This fourth sample was 1.473 cm (0.58 inch) 
thick and consisted of ten stacks of [45/-45/02/90/02/-45/45J AS-4-3501-6 graphite epoxv 
material stitched together with. Kevlar reinforcements in rows spaced 0.5 to 1.0 cm apart
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Figure 5.1: Schematic of experimental setup.
with stitch spacing approximately 0.254 cm. A piece of masking tape was used to mark the 
generation spot on the two graphite/epoxy samples so that the measurements were made at 
the same place in all experiments. These samples are shown in Figure 5.3 and the masking 
tape marker is visible on the woven graphite/epoxy sample. With the sample removed, the 
power of the laser was measured with a  Moiectron model Power MAX 5100 power meter and 
PV10VI energy detector. The laser beam profile was also measured with an Electrophysics 
model 7290 CCD camera and Coherent Beamview™ software.
The pulse width of the generation beam was measured by observing the backscattered 
light from the sample with a  PIN diode photodetector. For the Alexandrite and first
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Figure 5.2: Theoretical experimental phase space of pulse width versus wavelength.
NdrYAG wavelength (1.064 pm), a Newport Model 875 silicon PIN diode detector was 
used. For the second NdrYAG line (1.32 /im) and the CTHrYAG line, a  Thor model DET310 
Germanium PIN detector had to be used. The Er:YAG line required a EG&G Judson J12 
series IN AS detector. The response time of this detector was not fast enough to resolve 
pulses less than 0.5 microseconds wide. In most cases, the photodetector response was used 
to trigger the data acquisition. In some cases, the response was too small and the laser 
lamp discharge was used as a  trigger.
An UltraOptec LISOR Fabry-Perot interferometer was used to measure epicentral 
ultrasonic displacement on the opposite side of the sample. The inteferometer was operated 
in the “reflection” mode which is more sensitive to the frequencies of interest in our work. 
An Adlas 400 mW frequency doubled NdrYAG (532 nm) laser was used as the detection 
laser. Light from the Adlas was delivered through fiber optics to a  Nikon camera lens which
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Figure 5.3: Samples used in the experiments: Clockwise from the upper left: Aluminum 
plate, woven GR/Epaxy composite, epoxy plate, Kevlar reinforced woven GR/Epaxy com­
posite.
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focused the light onto a  one mm spot on the sample. This spot was made to coincide with 
the HeNe laser used to align the generation laser cavity. This ensured tha t the detection spot 
was directly opposite the generation spot. A matching Nikon lens collected the reflected 
light which was transferred by fiber optics to the interferometer. The output signal horn 
the inteferometer was amplified by a Metrotek MR106 receiver and recorded by a  Lecroy 
9354 digital oscilloscope. Lecroy “Scope Explorer” software was used to store the recorded 
waveforms on a  PC for further manipulation.
We had difficulties achieving the pulse widths listed in Table 5.2 at power levels 
that were adequate for thermoelastic (nondamaging) ultrasonic generation. We used the 
attenuator and adjustments to the laser power output to obtain power levels that would 
not damage the samples, typically around 10-15 mJ per pulse. However, we found that 
the pulse widths depended strongly upon the cavity alignment and the power settings of 
the laser. In most cases, the pulse widths tabulated in Table 5.2 could only be obtained 
with the laser running a t near maximum power which ranged from 20 to 400 mJ per pulse. 
The lowest attenuation setting on the VARM transmitted ten percent of the light and the 
attenuator steps were coarse enough that it was not always possible to produce the pulse 
width listed in Table 5.2 a t a  nondamaging power level. Furthermore, since the pulse widths 
depended upon the wavelength of the laser, it was not possible to obtain consistent pulse 
widths between each laser wavelength even though the same Q-switching mechanism was 
used. Figure 5.4 shows the average values of the pulse widths that were obtained at each 
wavelength along with the theoretical values presented in Figure 5.2.
As noted above, the photodiode detector could not respond fast enough at the 
ErtYAG wavelength and the pulse width could not be accurately measured. To better 
estimate the pulse width, the Newport 875 photodetector was used to measure the light 
produced when this laser vaporized surface material on one of the samples.
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Figure 5.4: Actual experimental phase space of pulse width versus wavelength.
A final difficulty was the maintenance of the LISOR inteferometer and Adlas laser. 
The sensitivity of the interferometer was very dependent on the alignment of the Fabry- 
Perot cavity and the amount of light collected. Through the course of our experiments, 
we found that it was difficult to optimize the alignment of the cavity. Furthermore, the 
Adlas laser exhibited some variability in its power output. In addition, we discovered in 
later work that a  lens on one of the photodetectors in the LISOR had become damaged and 
consequently the LISOR exhibited a significant loss in sensitivity.
5.2 Results
In this section, we present the ultrasonic waveforms recorded in each material with 
each laser configuration. In addition, a  Panametrics 10 MHz piezoelectic transducer driven 
by a  model MP10I pulser and coupled by a  thin film of vacuum grease was used to generate
151
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ultrasound in each sample. The ultrasound was detected with the  inteferometer on the 
opposite side for comparison with the laser generated signals and to calibrate the interfer­
ometer. We note that the time origin in the presented ultrasonic signals has been adjusted 
so that the most interesting features of the signals can be seen. The frequency spectrum of 
each signal is computed and discussed.
5.2.1 Alum inum  
Transducer
The hist plot in Figure 5.5 shows an average of 200 samples of the transducer signal 
obtained with the aluminum sample. The first arrival represents the longitudinal wave after 
traversing the thickness of sample one time. The second arrival represents the round-trip 
journey of the wave. The time interval between these two wave arrivals is approximately four 
microseconds. The round-trip distance through the sample is 2.51 cm giving a longitudinal 
wave velocity of 6275 which agrees with the value presented in the last chapter. In this 
plot, we also see the characteristic ringing associated with contact transducers and a  viscous 
physical couplant. The second plot in Figure 5.5 shows the frequency content of the first 
wave arrival normalized to  unity. We see th a t most of the energy is present in a  frequency 
range of 10 MHz centered about 5 MHz.
Alexandrite (720-790 f a n )
Electro-O ptic Q -Sw itch  The first plot in Figure 5.6 shows the photodiode response 
for the Alexandrite laser operated with the electro-optic Q-switch. The fiill-width-half 
maximum (FWHM) of the pulse was approximately 125 ns. The second plot shows the 
intensity profile of the laser beam spot measured with the CCD camera. The beam spot 
radius was about 1.5 mm. The curves on the left and bottom edges show the intensity
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Figure 5.5: 10 MHz transducer response and frequency spectrum of the first wave arrival 
in the aluminum sample.
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profile, and an ideal Gaussian function, a t the point indicated by the cross-hair in the y  and 
x-directions, respectively. We see th a t the beam was nearly a TEMoo mode. The first plot 
in Figure 5.7 shows an average of 200 samples of the ultrasonic waveform generated w ith 
8  mJ per pulse reaching the aluminum sample. The negative spike near 2 (is represents 
the first arrival o f the longitudinal wave. The second positive spike is the first arrival of 
the shear wave, which travels approximately twice as slowly. The round trip arrival o f the 
longitudinal wave is barely visible just past 6  (is. The frequency spectrum  of the signal is 
shown in the second plot. The thicker line represents the frequency content obtained by 
windowing 512 points centered about the first longitudinal wave arrival. The thinner line 
represents frequencies obtained from the same window centered around the first arrival of 
the shear wave. In  both spectra, we see the strongest contributions from frequencies below 
10 MHz. The longitudinal wave frequency is centered about 5 MHz and has a  bandwidth 
of a  few megahertz. The shear wave has a  similar frequency bandwidth. Figure 5.9 shows a 
second average waveform and frequency spectrum obtained with the same settings except 
that a  lens was used to expand the radius of the beam to approximately 2.5 mm. The 
intensity profile of th is beam is shown in Figure 5.8. We see the same general features 
as in Figure 5.7 bu t the magnitude of the displacement has been reduced slightly because 
the energy density is smaller. Figure 5.10 shows another average waveform and frequency 
spectra of the longitudinal and shear wave arrivals. In this case, a  thin film of vacuum 
grease was applied to the surface of the aluminum. The pulse w idth was also slightly 
longer at approximately 160 ns. We see th a t the longitudinal ultrasonic displacement is 
larger than in the  previous examples. This is because the grease acts as a constraining 
layer and enhances the longitudinal wave mode. The shear wave has also been enhanced 
but its frequency content is simila r  to the previous examples. We also see some ring ing  in 
the longitudinal waves simila r  to the ringing found in the transducer signal. This is due
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Figure 5.6: EO Q-swtiched Alexandrite (0-755 fan) laser. Top: Photodiode measurement 
of pulsewidtfa. Bottom: CCD measurement of beam  profile.
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Figure 5.7: Epicentral displacement in aluminum generated by the  EO Q-switched Alexan­
drite laser.
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Figure 5.8: Beam profile of EO Q-switched Alexandrite laser expanded with a lens.
to the ultrasound reflecting within, the grease layer. This ringing produces slightly higher 
frequency components similar to the transducer frequency spectrum.
A cousto-O ptic Q -Sw itch Figure 5.11 shows the pulse width and intensity profile ob­
tained with the Alexandrite laser using the acousto-optic Q-switch. Here, the pulse width 
was approximately 150 ns and the beam radius was about 2.5 m m . Figure 5.12 shows the 
average ultrasonic signal and corresponding frequency spectrum generated in the aluminum 
sample. The power reaching the sample surface was approximately 10 mJ per pulse. The 
waveform is similar to  the signal generated with the electro-optic Q-switch in Figure 5.7 
except that the displacements are larger. In particular, the amplitude of the shear wave is 
slightly larger relative to  the amplitude of the first longitudinal wave arrival. This may be
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Figure 5.11: AO Q-swtiched Alexandrite (0.755 fim) laser. Top: Photodiode measurement 
of pulsewidth. Bottom: CCD measurement of beam profile.
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because the  generation energy was slightly larger o r because o f the larger pulse width. The 
frequency spectrum does no t show a  clear component around 1 MHz but there is a  broad 
range o f contributions around 1 MHz. The shear wave has a  sharper frequency content 
centered around 2 MHz.
R o ta tin g  M irro r Q -Sw itch Figure 5.13 shows the pulse width and intensity profile of 
the A lexandrite laser Q-switched with the rotary mirror. The pulse width was approxi­
m ately 115 ns and the spot radius was about 2.0 mm with a  lens used to expand the spot. 
Figure 5.14 shows the average ultrasonic signal and its frequency spectrum produced in 
aluminum. Approximately 7 m j per pulse reached the aluminum surface and an extremely 
thin layer of grease approximately 200 microns thick had to be applied to get any signal at 
all. T he ultrasonic signal is similar to previous examples where no grease was used except 
that the  displacement amplitude is smaller. The lack of signal without grease may be be­
cause the energy level was lower. It is also possible that even though the sample surface 
had been cleaned with alcohol in the previous experiments, a  very thin layer of grease or 
other contaminant was present. We see in the second plot tha t the frequency content of 
both th e  first longitudinal and shear wave arrival is almost obscured by noise but there is a 
contribution from a small band between 1 and 5  MHz. Figure 5.15 shows another averaged 
signal and frequency spectrum . The settings were the same as in the previous experiment 
except th a t the layer of grease was thicker. We see the longitudinal modes have been greatly 
enhanced and the shear wave mode is almost not visible. We also see the ringing of the 
ultrasound in the layer of grease. This ringing appears as a  relatively sharp spike in the 
frequency spectrum around 2 MHz.
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Figure 5.12: Epicentre! displacement in aluminum generated by the AO Q-switched Alexan­
drite laser.
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Figure 5.13: RM Q-swtiched Alexandrite (0.755 fan) laser. Top: Photodiode measurement 
of pulsewidth. Bottom: CCD measurement of beam profile.
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Figure 5.15: Epicentral displacement in aluminum generated by the RM Q-switched Alexan­
drite laser with a  thicker layer of grease.
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NdrYAG (1.064 fan)
E lectro -O ptic  Q -S w itch  The first plot in Figure 5.16 shows the pulse width of the 
NdrYAG laser operated with the electro-optic Q-switch. We see that the  FWHM of the 
pulse was approximately 25 ns. The intensity profile in the second plot indicates that the 
beam radius was approximately 2 mm. Figure 5.17 shows the average ultrasonic signal 
generated in the aluminum sample and the corresponding frequency spectrum . The energy 
delivered to the sample was approximately 8  mJ per pulse. We can compare this signal 
with the signal generated by the Alexandrite laser w ith the electro-optic Q-switch. The 
time scale has been expanded from the scale in Figure 5.7 but we see th a t the waveform 
has the similar features except that the amplitude is larger and the signal to noise ratio 
is much better. However, we also see that the longitudinal wave arrivals have a  higher 
frequency than the waves due to the Alexandrite laser. This is because the pulse width of 
the NdrYAG laser is so much smaller than the pulse width of the Alexandrite laser. We 
can explain the amplitude difference by considering the instantaneous power density in each 
pulse. Assuming th a t the laser power was absorbed a t the surface, which is appropriate 
for the aluminum sample [1], the instantaneous power density- of the Alexandrite pulse was 
approximately
8  m J/Pulse x (l25 J j O  1 MW
---------------------------- i —  —  Qn 5 d _ TR -, ----------- =  90 4.15 ,
7t ( 1.5  mm) m.z
and the power density of the NdrYAG pulse was
8  m J/Pulse x (25 1 MW
------------------ — L—  =  25464.79
7r (2 .0  mm) m2
The instantaneous power density of the NdrYAG pulse was 2.81 times greater than the 
power density of the Alexandrite pulse. Figure 5.18 shows both waveforms on the same 
scale with the Alexandrite signal multiplied by th is factor. We see th a t the shear waves
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Figure 5.16: EO Q-swtiched NdrYAG (1.064 fan) laser. Top: Photodiode measurement of 
pulsewidth. Bottom: CCD measurement of beam profile.
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are nearly the same amplitude. The amplitudes o f the longitudinal waves are close but 
the Alexandrite waveform does not have the initial positive spike. The frequency spectrum 
in Figure 5.17 shows a broad range of frequencies below 10 MHz. The higher frequency 
components caused by the noise in Figure 5.7 are less prominent. A thin layer of grease 
was applied to  the aluminum sample and the same laser settings were used. The results arc 
shown in Figure 5.19. As with the  Alexandrite laser, we see a  much larger signal compared 
to the signal generated without the  layer of grease. We also see the ringing in the layer of 
grease which dominates the frequency spectrum.
A cousto-O ptic Q -Sw itch The pulse width and intensity profile of the acousto-optic Q- 
switched NdrYAG laser are shown in Figure 5.20. T he pulse width was approximately 125 
ns, the energy output was 12 m J per pulse, and the  beam radius was about 2.5 mm. We 
see that the mode structure of th is beam was not as close to the TEMoo mode as we had 
obtained in the  previous examples. Figure 5.21 shows the averaged ultrasonic signal and 
associated frequency spectrum when the laser was applied to the aluminum sample with 
a layer of grease. A signal could not be obtained w ithout the layer of grease even though 
the laser parameters were simila r to  previous examples where grease was not necessary. We 
attribute this to  the poor stability o f the AO Q-switching mechanism. As before, we see 
the ringing of the longitudinal wave in the layer o f grease. The frequency spectrum looks 
similar to the spectrum produced by the 10 MHz transducer in Figure 5.5.
R o tating  M irro r Q -Sw itch The plots in Figure 5 .2 2  show the pulse width and intensity 
profile produced with the rotating mirror Q-switch. The pulse width was about 40 ns and 
the beam radius was about 2.5 mm. Figure 523 shows the averaged ultrasonic signal and 
corresponding frequency spectrum with 8  mJ per pulse applied to the aluminum sample.
We see the same features as in previous examples. This signal has a  high level of noise
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Figure 5.17: Epicentral displacement in aluminum generated by the EO Q-switched NdrYAG 
(1.064 /un) laser.
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Figure 5.18: Comparison o£ the EO Q-switched NdrYAG (1.064 /an) and theoretically 
modified Alexandrite and lasers.
and consequently the frequency spectrum is broader and has more contributions from the 
higher frequencies.
Nd:YAG (1.32 fjxa) R otating Mirror Q-Switch
Figure 5.24 shows the pulse width and intensity profile of the second NdrYAG wave­
length, Q-switched with the rotating m irror mechanism. The pulse width was measured 
with a  Thor model DET310 Germanium PIN photodiode and was approximately 125 ns. 
The beam spot radius was about 3 mm. The first plot in Figure 5.25 shows the average 
ultrasonic signal generated by 10 mJ per pulse and a  thin layer of grease on the aluminum 
sample. A signal could not be obtained without the grease. The waveform resembles pre­
vious examples where no grease was used except that the longitudinal wave amplitudes are 
still slightly enhanced relative to the shear wave amplitude. The amplitude of the signal as
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Figure 5.19: Epicentral displacement in aluminum. generated by the EO Q-switched NdrYAG 
(1.064 ^m) laser with a  constraining layer o f vacuum grease.
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Figure 5.20: AO Q-swtiched NdrYAG (1.064 fan) laser. Top: Photodiode measurement of 
pulsewidth. Bottom: CCD measurement of beam  profile.
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Figure 5.21: Epicentral displacement in aluminum generated by the AO Q-switched NdrYAG 
(1.064 fan) laser with a constraining layer of vacuum grease.
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Figure 5.22: RM Q-swtiched Nd:YAG (1.064 /an) laser. Top: Photodiode measurement of 
pulsewidth. Bottom : CCD measurement o f beam profile.
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Figure 5.23: Epicentral displacement in aluminum generated by the RM Q-switched 
NdrYAG (1.064 /im) laser.
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Figure 5.24: RM Q-swtiched NdrYAG (1.32 ftm) laser. Top: Photodiode measurement of 
pulsewidth. Bottom: CCD measurement of beam profile.
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a  whole is larger and the signal to noise ratio is better than in those previous examples. The 
second plot shows the frequency content of the waveform and th is more closely resembles 
the frequency spectra of the examples where grease was used.
CTH rY A G  (2.10 fan)
E lec tro -O p tic  Q -Sw itch Figure 5.26 shows the pulse width and intensity profile of the 
CTHrYAG line with the electro-optic Q-switch. The pulse width was measured w ith a  Thor 
model DET310 Germanium PIN model detector and was about 100 ns. The beam spot 
radius was approximately 1.0 mm. Figure 5.27 shows the averaged ultrasonic signal and 
frequency spectrum with 8  m J per pulse applied to the aluminum surface. Only the first 
longitudinal wave arrival is visible and the remainder of the signal is buried in noise. The 
frequency spectrum has a  contribution around 2 MHz but there is significant contribution 
from the high frequency noise.
R o ta tin g  M irro r Q -Sw itch Figure 5.28 shows the pulse width and intensity profile of 
the CTHrYAG line Q-switched with the rotating mirror Q-switch. The pulse width was 
measured w ith a Thor model DET310 Germanium PIN model detector and was about 200 
ns. The beam spot radius was approximately 2.0 mm. An ultrasonic signal could not be 
measured in the aluminum without a  thin layer of grease applied to the surface. Figure 
5.29 shows the average signal and the corresponding frequency spectrum with 12 m J per 
pulse reaching the sample surface. As with the second NdrYAG wavelength (1.32 ftm)t the 
signal is s im ila r  to previous examples where there was no layer o f grease but the frequency 
spectrum is similar to examples where the constraining grease layer was applied.
ErtY A G  (2.94 fan) R o ta tin g  M irro r Q -Sw itch Figure 5.30 illustrates the pulse width 
and intensity profile of the ErrYAG wavelength Q-switched w ith the rotating m irror Q-
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Figure 5.25: Epicentral displacement in aluminum generated by the RM Q-switched 
NdrYAG (1.32 fan) laser.
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Figure 5.26: EO Q-swtiched CTHrYAG (2.10 pm) laser. Top: Photodiode measurement of 
pulsewidth- Bottom: CCD measurement of beam profile.
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Figure 5.27: Epicentral displacement in aluminum generated by the EO Q-switched 
CTHrYAG (2.10 jan).
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Figure 5.28: RM Q-swtiched CTH:YAG (2.10 ^m) laser. Tbp: Photodiode measurement of 
pulsewidth. Bottom: CCD measurement of beam profile.
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Figure 5.29: Epicentral displacement in aluminum generated by the RM Q-switched 
CTHrYAG (2.10 jan) laser with a  constraining layer of vacuum grease.
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switch. The generation power was 30 m J per pulse. The attenuator could not be used 
with this wavelength and we had less control over the output power. The pulse width was 
measured with a  EG&G Judson J12 series IN AS model detector and was about 500 ns. By 
checking the frequency content of this photodetector to white noise, we determined that 
its response time was too slow to resolve pulses shorter than 500 ns. Consequently, this is 
probably not an accurate measure of the pulse width. To more accurately measure the pulse 
width, we used the model Newport model 875 PIN detector to observe the fluorescence 
caused by vaporizing surface material on the woven composite sample. The photodiode 
response is shown in Figure 5.32 and we get a  more realistic estimate of 180 ns. The beam 
spot radius was approximately 2.5 mm. The first plot in Figure 5.31 shows the average 
ultrasonic signal with 30 mJ per pulse incident on the aluminum sample. The signal is 
similar to the waveforms generated in the previous examples. The second plot shows the 
corresponding frequency spectrum. We see a  broad contribution around 2 MHz and another 
smaller component around 5 MHz.
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Figure 5.30: EO Q-swtiched EnYAG (2.94 pm) laser. Top: Photodiode measurement of 
pulsewidth. Bottom: CCD measurement of beam profile.
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Figure 5.31: Epicentral displacement in aluminum generated by the RM Q-switched EnYAG 
(2.94 fan) laser.
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Summary o f  Aluminum D ata
In this section, we summarize experimental results with the aluminum sample. From 
Scruby [I] we can estimate the reflectivity of a  clean metal surface as a  function of wave­
length. The skin depth of a  metal, 6, is defined as the depth such that the amplitude of an 
incident electromagnetic wave falls to I /e  of its initial value. For longer wavelengths, (i.e. 
in the infrared) we can calculate the skin depth according to
5 =  (ittrftrftQu)~l/2 (5.1)
where a  and p*. are the conductivity and relative permeability of the metal respectively, 
fiQ — Ait x  I0~7H m-1is the permeability of free space, and v  is the frequency of radiation. 
The reflectivity of the surface can be expressed in terms of the skin depth by
2  +  2^ +  C
where £ =  iitfjcb and c  is the speed of light. For aluminum, we substitute er =  4.0 x 107 
(£1 m)” 1 and /q. =  1. Table 5.2 lists the skin depths and the corresponding reflectivities for 
the wavelengths used in our experiments. We use equation (5.1) to estimate the skin depth 
for the Alexandrite laser even though an accurate value requires a  quantum mechanical 
treatment for this wavelength. Our computed value for the Alexandrite wavelength agrees 
with a  value presented by Heeht [257j. The absorbed power densities are computed from 
the incident power densities by multiplying by the factor (I — iJ). Table 5.3 lists the pulse 
widths, energy levels, beam radius, and the instantaneous incident and absorbed power 
densities obtained for each laser configuration where no or very little vacuum grease was 
used. The maximum peak-to-peak displacement measurement for the first longitudinal and 
shear wave arrivals is also listed.
Figure 5.33 shows plots of the displacement magnitude versus absorbed power density 
for both the longitudinal and shear wave. It is difficult to  see any trend in the top plot but
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Figure 5.32: Approximate puisewidth. measurement of the RM Q-Switched Er:YAG laser 
obtained by observing flourescence during vaporization.
Wavelength
fcnnj
S  [nm| R
0.755 3.99 0.936
1.064 4.74 0.946
1.320 5.28 0.951
2.10 6.66 0.961
2.940 7.88 0.967
Table 5.2: Computed skin depth, and reflectivity for aluminum.
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Table 5.3: Summary of experiments with the aluminum sample.
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when we remove the first data  point as shown in the bottom plot, the general trend is that 
the displacement increases with absorbed power. The abnormally large displacement at the 
lower power density is probably due to a  thicker layer of grease on the surface. O ther factors 
that could have effected these measurement were the inconsistency of the interferometer and 
the detection laser power. As mentioned above, the interferometer was difficult to  maintain 
at an optimal IeveL In addition, the output power of the detection laser varied slightly 
between tests and this affected the signal levels. Except for the one measurement made with 
the Nd:YAG laser a t 1.32 fim  where too much grease may have been present, the greatest 
displacement was obtained with the EO Q-switched Nd:YAG laser at 1.064 y.m which had 
the shortest pulse width of 25 ns. The laser produced the greatest absorbed power density 
because of the wavtength and the short pulse width. Qualitatively, we observed the same 
general features in each ultrasonic waveform. A typical waveform is presented in Figure 
5.34. As expected, we found that a  constraining layer of grease enhanced the ultrasonic 
signal.
In general, the frequency content of the signals was dominated by contributions below 
10 MHz with peaks around 2 and 5 MHz. the frequency content was relatively independent 
of the absorbed power density and pulse widths of the laser source.
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Figure 5.33: A. plot of displacement magnitude versus absorbed power density for the alu­
minum sample. Bottom: First data point omitted.
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Figure 5.34: Typical laser generated ultrasound signal in alum inum  without a constraining 
layer of grease.
5 .2 .2  W o v e n  G r a p h ite /E p o x y  
T ran sd u cer
Figure 5.35 shows the average ultrasonic waveform and frequency spectrum of the 
transducer signal obtained with the woven graphite/epoxy composite sample. Here, we see 
three echoes in the ultrasonic signal because the plate was thin enough that the wave was still 
visible after two round trips. The time interval between the wave arrivals is approximately 
three microseconds and the round trip distance is 0.904 cm so tha t the wave speed is 3013 
j-. W e again see tha t the  frequency content of the signal has a  range of 10 MHz and is 
centered about 5 MHz.
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Figure 5.35: 10 MHz transducer response and frequency' spectrum of the first wave arrival 
in the woven GR/Epoxy sample.
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A lexandrite (0.720-0.790 £cm)
E lec tro -O p tic  Q-Switch Figure 5.36 shows the averaged ultrasonic signal and frequency 
spectrum produced in the woven composite sample by the EO Q-switched Alexandrite laser. 
Approximately 10 mJ per pulse was delivered to the sample surface and the pulse width 
and intensity profile were the same as in Figure 5.6. The generation spot was marked on 
the sample so that data could be taken at the same location in subsequent experiments. 
We see that the ultrasonic signal is very small but a  round trip arrival is visible around 4.5 
fis. The frequency spectrum was computed by windowing the first arrival at 1.5 fjs. It is 
noisy because the signal-to-nose ratio in the waveform is low. However, there does appear 
to be some contribution around 1 and 3 MHz. Some slight surface damage was noted at 
this power level.
A cousto-O ptic  Q-Sw itch The first plot in Figure 5.37 presents the average ultrasonic 
signal generated in the woven composite sample by a  10 mJ pulse from the acousto-optically 
Q-switched Alexandrite laser. The pulse width was approximately 160 ns and the intensity 
profile was similar to that shown in Figure 5.11. We see the first wave arrival around 1.75 f*s 
and the can barely see the round trip arrival at approximately 4.75 ps. The second plot in 
Figure 5.37 shows the corresponding frequency spectrum. As in the previous example, the 
low SNR produces a  noisy spectrum. However, we again see relatively large contributions 
around 1 and 5 MHz.
R o ta tin g  M irro r Q -Sw itch Figure 5.38 shows the average ultrasonic signal and fre­
quency spectrum generated using the rotating mirror Q-switch a t 10 mJ per pulse. The 
pulse width was approximately 105 ns and a  lens was used to  expand the beam radius so 
that the intensity profile was similar to the profile given in Figure 5.13. A thin layer of
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Figure 5.36: Epicentral displacement in woven GR/Epaxy generated by the EO Q-switched 
Alexandrite laser.
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Figure 5.37: Epicentral displacement in woven GR/Epoxy generated by the AO Q-switched 
Alexandrite laser.
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grease bad to be applied to the surface to obtain any signal. We see three wave arrivals 
in the first plot of Figure 5.38. These three arrivals correlate well with the three arrivals 
generated in the transducer signal in Figure 5.38. The frequency spectrum was computed 
by windowing the first arrival at 1.75 fjs (thick line) and by windowing the second arrival 
at 4.5 fjs (thin line). We again see some relatively strong components around 3 and 4 MHz 
and we note that the frequency content of the two wave arrivals is similar. We also see some 
similarity to the frequency spectrum generated by the transducer.
Nd:YAG (1.064 fJ-m)
E lectro-O ptic  Q -Sw itch Figure 5.39 shows the average ultrasonic signal and corre­
sponding frequency spectrum generated in the woven composite sample with 12 mJ per 
pulse from the EO Q-switched Nd:YAG laser. The pulse width is displayed in Figure 5.40 
and we see that the FWHM is about 25 ns. The intensity profile was similar to the profile 
illustrated in Figure 5.16. In Figure 5.39r the three wave arrivals observed in the last exam­
ple and in the signal generated by the transducer are clearly visible. The amplitude of the 
displacements are significantly larger than the amplitude of the displacements generated 
by the Alexandrite laser. The frequency spectrum was generated by windowing the second 
reverberation a t 5.0 [xs so that the transient noise appearing between 1.0 and 1.5 fis was 
not included. The frequency spectrum shows a broad response around 5 MHz extending to 
about 15 MHz.
A cousto-O ptic Q -Sw itch Figure 5.41 gives the averaged ultrasonic signal and frequency 
spectrum generated in the woven composite with the AO Q-switched laser a t 12 mJ per 
pulse. The pulse width was approximately 100 ns and the intensity profile similar to the 
profile in Figure 5.20. A thin layer of grease was applied to obtain a  measurable signal.
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Figure 5.38: Epicentral displacement in woven. GR/Epaxy generated by the RM Q-switched 
Alexandrite laser with a  constraining layer of vacuum grease.
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Figure 5.39: Epicentral displacement in woven GR/Epaxy generated by the EO Q-switched 
NdrYAG (1.064 fun).
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Figure 5.40: Photodiode measurement of EO Q-Switched Nd:YAG (1.064 fim) pulse width 
with woven GR/Epoxy sample.
The pulse width was approximately 100 ns and the intensity profile was similar to the 
profile presented in Figure 5.20. We again see three wave arrivals but their amplitude is 
much smaller than the amplitude of the waves generated by the EO Q-switched laser. The 
frequency response computed from the first wave arrival is more localized and indicates a 
strong contribution arround 3-5 MHz.
R o ta tin g  M irro r Q -Sw itch Figure 5.42 shows the average ultrasonic signal and fre­
quency spectrum generated in the composite sample with 10 mJ per pulse from the NdrYAG 
laser with the rotating mirror Q-switch. The pulse width was 50 ns and the intensity pro­
file was sim ila r  to the profile given in Figure 5.22. The three wave arrivals present in the 
previous examples are visible at 1.5* 4.5 and 7.5 /ts. The frequency spectrum has significant 
contributions around 5 MHz.
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Figure 5.41: Epicentral displacement in woven GR/Epaxy generated by the AO Q-switched 
NdrYAG (1.064 ftm) with a  constraining layer of vacuum grease.
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Figure 5.42: Epicentral displacement in woven GR/Epaxy generated by the RM Q-switched 
NdrYAG (1.064 ^m ).
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NdrYAG (1.32 ^m ) R otatin g  M irror Q -Sw itch
Figure 5.43 represents the averaged ultrasonic signal and corresponding frequency 
spectrum, produced in the composite with 15 m J per pulse from the Nd:YAG (1.32 /xm) 
Q-switched with the rotating mirror. The pulse width was approximately 130 ns and the 
intensify profile was similar to the profile given in Figure 5.24. As with the first Nd:YAG 
wavelength, we see three wave arrivals but the amplitude is significantly smaller. Here, the 
frequency spectrum shows strong contributions around 1-3 MHz.
CTHrYAG (2.10 fan)
Electro-O ptic Q -Sw itch  Figure 5.44 shows the averaged ultrasonic displacement and 
frequency spectrum generated in the composite sample with 8 mJ per pulse from the EO 
Q-switched CTHrYAG laser. The pulse width was 200 ns and the intensity profile was 
similar to the profile in Figure 5.26. There may be a  wave arrival just before 2 fjs but the 
SNR is too poor to be certain.
R ota ting  M irro r  Q -Sw itch Figure 5.45 shows the average ultrasonic signal and fre­
quency spectrum generated with 12 mJ per pulse from the CTHrYAG laser Q-switched 
with the rotating mirror. The pulse width was approximately 250 ns and the intensify pro­
file was similar to the profile given in Figure 5.28. We see that the displacement of the first 
wave arrival is barely visible. The frequency spectrum is dominated by the noise. Figure 
5.46 shows the ultrasonic signal and frequency spectrum with the same laser and setting 
with the addition of a  thin layer of grease on the sample surface. We see that the amplitude 
of the first wave arrival has been enhanced and the second wave arrival is barely visible at
4.5 fis. The frequency spectrum of this signal shows contributions from components around 
2 MHz.
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Figure 5.43: Epicentral displacement in woven GR/Epaxy generated by the RM Q-switched 
Nd:YAG (1.320 fan).
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Figure 5-44: Epicentral displacement in GR/Epaxy generated by the EO Q-switched 
(2 .10  pm).
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Figure 5.46: Epicentrai displacement in woven Gr/Epoxy generated by the RM Q-switched 
CTH:YAG (2.10 fim) with constraining layer of vacuum grease.
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ErtYAG (2.94 pm) R otating Mirror Q-Switch
Figure 5.47 shows the averaged ultrasonic signal and corresponding frequency spec­
trum generated in the woven composite sample with 30 mJ per pulse from the ErrYAG 
laser Q-switched with the rotating mirror. The pulse width could not be measured but we 
assume tha t it was similar to the pulse width given in Figure 5.32 so that it was about 
180 ns. The first wave arrival appears at 4.0 (is and a  second arrival occurs at 7 (is. The 
third arrival is cut off at the 10 (is mark. We see that the displacement amplitude is larger 
than the displacement generated by the CTH:YAG. We also see that the frequency content 
copmuted from the first wave arrival is again dominated by frequencies around 2 MHz.
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Figure 5.47: Epiceatral displacement in woven GR/Epaxy generated by the RM Q-switched 
ErrYAG (2.94 ftni)
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Summary o f W oven G raphite/Epoxy D ata
To determine the absorbed instantaneous absorbed power density in the Graphite/Epoxy 
sample we make the approximation that the reflectivity of the sample is similar to the re­
flectivity of graphite. From the Fresnel equations we find that for normal incidence at the 
interface between two materials the reflection coefficient is given by [257J
r  =  (5.3)*12+71!
where niand 712 are the indices of refraction of the first and second materials, respectively. 
Then, the reflectance is given by
R  =  rr* (5.4)
where the superscript star denotes complex conjugation. For air, n i  =  1 so that we have
R =  ( — f )  ( (5-5)
\ n 2 " F l  /  \T * 2  t 1 /
Now, we write out JI2 in complex form as
n i  =  «2 -t- ikz  (5.6)
so that
=  / '"a -  l ’N ( n i - l V  f  (n2 -  1) + ikz \  f  (n2 -  1)
\ n 2 -M y  \ r i 2  +  l )  \ ( t i2  + 1 )  + i k i }  \ (r i2  +  1) — ifc j/
_ f  ( n z - l f  +  l g ' 
V(n2 +  l)2 -i-fc§y
(5.7)
The values for Ti2 and ki  have been determined and tabulated for a  wide range of wave­
lengths [265] and Table 5.4 lists these values extrapolated for the wavelengths used in our 
experiments along with the corresponding reflectance. The absorbed power densities are 
computed from the incident power densities by multiplying by the factor (1 — R). Table
5.5 lists the pulse widths, energy levels, beam radius, and the instantaneous incident and
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W avelength
\funl n2 &2 R
0.755 3.01 1.84 0.38
1.064 3.19 2.07 0.42
1.320 3.39 2.70 0.49
2.10 4.24 3.25 0.55
2.940 4.75 3.71 0.59
Table 5.4: Computed skin depth and reflectivity for graphite.
absorbed power densities obtained for each laser configuration where no or very little vac­
uum grease was used. The maximum peak to peak displacement measurement for the first 
longitudinal wave arrival is also listed.
Figure 5.48 shows plots of the displacement magnitude versus incident and absorbed 
power density for the first longitudinal arrival. Linear trend lines are also shown and in 
the first plot it appears that the displacement magnitude increases linearly with absorbed 
power. However, if we omit the displacement produced by the EO Q-switched N'drYAG 
(1.064 ^m) laser, we see in the second graph that this trend is less clear. The frequency 
content of the ultrasonic signals exhibited relatively strong contributions from around the 
2-5 MHz range. As with the aluminum sample, the frequency content was independent of 
the laser parameters.
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Table 5.5: Summary of experiments with the woven composite Gr/Epoxy sample.
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Figure 5.48: Displacement magnitude of the first arrival as a function of incident and 
absorbed power densities in the woven Gr/Epoxy composite sample. Bottom: Last data 
point omitted.
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5.2 .3  Epoxy 
Transducer
Figure 5.49 illustrates the average ultrasonic waveform and frequency spectrum pro­
duced by the transducer in the epoxy sample. The time interval between the two wave 
arrivals in the first plot is about six microseconds. The round trip distance is 1.398 cm so 
that the wave speed is 2330 ™. As before, the frequency content of the waveform has a 
range of 10 MHz centered about 5 MHz.
Alexandrite (0.720-0.790 pm)
Electro-O ptic  Q-Switch Figure 5.50 shows the average ultrasonic waveform and fre­
quency spectrum generated in the epoxy sample with 10 mJ per pulse from the Alexandrite 
laser with the electro-optic Q-switch. Since this sample was translucent, the power trans­
mitted through the sample was also measured. In this case, the transmitted power was
2.5 mJ per pulse. The pulse width was approximately 125 ns and the intensity profile was 
sim ila r to the profile given in Figure 5.6. We see from in the first plot of Figure 5.50 that 
there are two wave arrivals corresponding to the two arrivals in the transducer generated 
signal in Figure 5.49. The first arrival occurs a t 1 /is and the second around 8 ps. The 
frequency content has strong contributions around 0.5 and 1.5 MHz and all of the energy 
is contained in a frequency range below 5 MHz.
A cousto-O ptic Q -Sw itch Figure 5.51 shows the averaged ultrasonic waveform and fre­
quency spectrum produced in the epoxy sample with 12 mJ per pulse from the AO Q- 
switched Alexandrite laser. The pulse width was approximately 160 ns and the intensity 
profile was similar to the profile given in Figure 5.11. After the data was taken, the trans­
mitted power through the sample was initially measured as 5 m J  per pulse. However, during
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Figure 5.49: 10 MHz transducer response and frequency spectrum of the second wave arrival 
in the epoxy sample.
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Figure 5.50: Epicentral displacement in epoxy generated by the EO Q-switched Alexandrite 
laser.
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the data collection, the detection laser had damaged the sample. The damage appeared as 
a  black spot near the surface (on the detection side) of the sample. The damage was severe 
enough tha t the amount of reflected detection light was reduced and the interferometer lost 
stability. The transmitted power was again measured in a new location where there was no 
damage from the detection laser. In this case, the measured transmitted power was 7 mJ 
per pulse. We see in Figure 5.51 that the signal amplitude is smaller than the signal due 
to the EO Q-switched laser and that the second wave arrival is not visible. The frequency 
spectrum, however, is similar to the spectrum produced by the EO Q-switched laser. There 
is a  peak around 1.5 MHz and the energy is contained in a  frequency range below 5 MHz.
R o ta tin g  M irro r  Q -Sw itch Figure 5.52 shows the average ultrasonic signal and cor­
responding frequency spectrum generated in the epoxy sample with 10 mJ per pulse from 
the Alexandrite laser Q-switched with the rotating mirror. The pulse width was measured 
as 105 ns and a  lens was used to expand the beam radius so that the intensity profile was 
similar to the profile shown in Figure 5.13. The transmitted power was measured as 5 mJ 
per pulse. In comparison to  the previous waveforms generated with the Alexandrite laser, 
we see a  significantly different waveform. Instead of one or two arrivals, three wave arrivals 
are visible at 0.5, 4.0, and 7.5 fts but the overall amplitude is much smaller than in the 
previous waveforms. The arrival at 4.0 fts may be a  shear wave arrival or it may be due to 
a  void, crack or other inclusion. Although we consider the epoxy sample isotropic, it was 
not homogeneous and had slightly different thicknesses and features at different locations. 
Since the detection laser damaged the sample during each test, the experiment could not 
be repeated at the same location for each different laser configuration. Consequently, these 
difference could be due to slightly different features at the different locations. The frequency 
spectrum is noiser than in the previous examples because of the lower SNR but there is still
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Figure 5.51: Epicentre! displacement In epoxy generated by the AO Q-switched Alexandrite 
laser.
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a  strong contribution around 1.5 MHz and the energy dies out after 5 MHz.
Nd:YAG (1.064 fan)
E lectro-O ptic  Q -Sw itch Figure 5.53 illustrates the averaged ultrasonic signal and fre­
quency spectrum produced in the epcccy sample with 80 mJ per pulse from the EO Q- 
switched NdrYAG laser. The pulse width was approximately 25 ns and the intensity profile 
was similar to the profile indicated in Figure 5.16. The transmitted power was initially 30 
mJ per pulse but this dropped as the sample was damaged and scarred. No signal could 
be obtained without causing some damage probably because most of the light transmitted 
through the sample until some damage developed to stop the transmission. A higher power 
level was used in this experiment because the transmission was high and no signal was visi­
ble at lower powers. We see two wave arrivals separated by 6.0 fts in the first plot of Figure
5.53 corresponding to two arrivals in Figure 5.49 generated with the transducer at 1.5 and 
T.5 fts. We also see a  very high frequency ringing throughout the signal. This is most likely 
due to electrical interference but may be due to nonlinear effects as the epoxy was melted 
and damaged. It may also be due to damage caused by the detection laser. This high 
frequency ringing appears as a  sharp spike in the frequency spectrum around 7 MHz. There 
are still contributions around 1 MHz as in the previous examples with the epoxy sample. 
Also, besides the  high frequency spike, most of the energy is contained below 5 MHz. Figure
5.54 shows the results of using the same laser at 70 m J  per pulse with a  thin layer of grease 
applied to the surface. We see tha t the waveform is similar except that the amplitude of 
the two wave arrivals has been significantly enhanced. The frequency spectrum still shows 
the peak due to  the ringing at 7 MHz but now is dominated by the lower frequency signals 
around 1.0 MHz.
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Figure 5.52: Epicentral displacement in epoxy generated by the RM Q-switched Alexandrite 
laser.
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Figure 5.53: Epicentre! displacement in epoxy generated by the EO Q-switched N'drYAG 
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Figure 5.54: Epicentral displacement in epoxy generated by the EO Q-switched NdrYAG 
(1.064 /m i) laser with a  constraining layer of vacuum grease.
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83
A cousto-O ptic  Q-Switch Figure 5.55 shows the average ultrasonic signal and corre­
sponding frequency spectrum generated in the epoxy sample by the AO Q-switched Nd:YAG 
laser with 12 m J  per pulse. The pulse width was approximately 90 ns and the intensity pro­
file was similar to the profile given in Figure 5.20. The transmitted power was measured at 
10 mJ per pulse. We see that the amplitude of the ultrasonic signal is significantly smaller 
than the previous signals with the EO Q-switch. The is expected because of the reduced 
power. We see also that the high frequency ringing is absent probably because the sample 
was not damaged at this low power level. The frequency spectrum is noisy because of the 
low SNR but there are still contributions around 1 MHz.
R o ta ting  M irro r  Q-Switch Figure 5.56 illustrates the average ultrasonic signal and 
corresponding frequency spectrum obtained with 8 mJ per pulse from the NdrYAG laser 
Q-switched with the rotating mirror. The pulse width was approximately 40 ns and the 
intensity profile was similar to  the profile in Figure 5.22. The transmitted power was not 
measured in this case. We see two prominent wave arrivals in the first plot of Figure 5.56 
corresponding to the two arrivals generated by the transducer in Figure 5.49. The two 
waveforms are very similar except that the displacements generated by the transducer have 
a higher frequency than the displacements generated by the laser. This is clear in the 
frequency spectra of the two signals. We see in Figure 5.56 that the frequency content is 
dominated by components around 1 to 2 MHz in the laser generated signal whereas the 
transducer signal has components from 1 to 10 MHz.
Nd:YAG (1.32 fan) R otating Mirror Q-Switch
Figure 5.57 shows the averaged ultrasonic signal and frequency spectrum generated 
in the epoxy sample by 15 m J per pulse from the second NdrYAG wavelength Q-switched
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Figure 5.55: Epicentrai displacement in epoxy generated by the AO Q-switched NcfcYAG 
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with the rotating mirror. The pulse width was approximately 130 ns and the intensity profile 
was similar to the profile shown, in Figure 5.24. The transmitted power was measured as 11 
mJ per pulse and a  th in  layer of grease was applied to the sample surface. We see that no 
real ultrasonic signal is visible and that the frequency spectrum is dominated by noise.
CTHrYAG (2.10 /an)
Electro-O ptic Q -Sw itch Figure 5.58 illustrates the average ultrasonic signal and cor­
responding frequency spectrum generated by 7 mJ per pulse from the EO Q-switched 
CTH:YAG laser. The pulse width was approximately 200 ns and the intensity profile was 
similar to the profile indicated in Figure 5.26. Here, all of the power was absorbed in the 
sample and no power was observed to transmit through the sample. We see that despite 
the relatively low power density, there are still two wave arrivals separated by 6.0 /us in 
Figure 5.58. This suggests that this wavelength is more efficient at generating ultrasound in 
this material. As in some of the previous examples, the frequency spectrum shows a strong 
contribution around 1 MHz.
R ota ting  M irro r Q -Sw itch Figure 5.59 shows the average ultrasonic signal and fre­
quency spectrum produced in the epoxy sample with 12 mJ per pulse from the CTHrYAG 
laser Q-switched with the rotating mirror. The pulse width was approximately 250 ns and 
the intensity profile was similar to the profile shown in Figure 5.28. Once again, no power 
transmitted through the sample. We see two clear wave arrivals separated by 6.0 /xs as in 
the signal generated by he transducer. Similar to previous examples, the frequency content 
shows strong contributions from frequency components around 1 MHz.
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Figure 5.57: Epicentral displacement in epoxy generated by the RM Q-switched NcfcYAG 
(1.320 /on) laser.
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Figure 5.59: Epicentral displacement in epoxy generated, by the RM Q-switched 
CTHrYAG (2.10 pm) laser.
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ErrYAG (2 .94  f a n ) R o ta tin g  M irro r Q -Sw itch
Figure 5.60 shows the averaged ultrasonic signal and corresponding frequency spec­
trum generated in the  epoxy sample with 24 mJ per pulse from the ErrYAG laser Q-switched 
with the rotating m irro r. The pulse width was estimated to be 180 ns. No power was mea­
sured transmitted through the sample As in the last example, we see two clear wave arrivals 
separated by 6.0  /zs. The amplitude of these arrivals is larger than the amplitude of the 
waves produced by the CTHrYAG laser in Figure 5.59. However, the frequency spectra are 
simila r  and we once again see strong contribution around 1 MHz.
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Figure 5.60: Epicentral displacement in epoxy generated by the RM Q-switched ErrYAG 
(2.94 /an) laser.
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Summary o f  Epcocy Data
This sample is unique among the samples because it was translucent and a  consider­
able amount of the laser energy transmitted through the sample. This transmitted energy 
was measured for each laser configuration. The reflected energy was also measured but was 
neglibly small for our wavelengths so that we can estim ate the absorbed energy by sub­
tracting the transmitted energy from the incident energy. Table 5.6 lists the pulse widths, 
energy levels, beam radius, measured transmitted energy, and the instantaneous incident 
and absorbed power densities obtained for each laser configuration where no or very little 
vacuum grease was used. The maximum peak-to-peak displacement measurement for the 
first longitudinal wave arrival is also listed. Figure 5.61 shows plots of the displacement 
magnitude versus incident power density for the first longitudinal arrival on two different 
scales. Figure 5.62 illustrates the displacement magnitude versus incident power density for 
the first longitudinal arrival. By comparing the second plot in Figure 5.61 with the values 
in Table 5.6 we see that the m axim um  displacement was generated by the ErrYAG laser at a 
relatively lower instantaneous incident power density. This is because the the ErrYAG wave­
length was absorbed better so that the instantaneous absorbed power density was higher. 
The CTHrYAG wavelength was also absorbed more easily so that a  higher absorbed power 
density was obtained. Consequently, a  larger displacement was generated with this wave­
length and the RM Q-switch. However, the EO Q-switched CTHrYAG, which had an even 
higher instantaneous absorbed power density, did not generate a  large displacement. The 
Alexandrite laser was also able to generate larger amplitude displacements even though it 
was not absorbed as well and produced lower absorbed power densities. We note that the 
RM Q-switched Alexandrite laser generated almost the same absorbed density as the RM 
Q-switched CTHrYAG laser but generated a  much smaller displacement. However, the EO 
Q-switched Alexandrite actually produced a  relatively high abosrbed power density and a
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Table 5.6: Summary of experiments with the Epoxy sample.
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correspondingly large displacement. We suggest th a t these inconsitendes can be attributed 
to experimental difficulties with this sample. Specifically, the detection laser would damage 
the sample during each test. This damage changed the transmission properties of the sam­
ple and therefore changed the absorbed power. The greatest inddent power and absorbed 
was obtained with the EO Q-switched NdrYAG (1.064 fxin) laser and a large displacement 
was generated. However, the laser had to be operated at significantly higher power levels 
since a  high percentage of the light was transmitted. Furthermore, the generated waveform 
exhibits a  high frequency ringing probably due to nonlinear effects caused by damage to the 
sample. The frequency content of the ultrasonic signals generally shows strong contributions 
around 1-3 MHz and appears relatively insensitive to the laser parameters.
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Figure 5.61: Displacment magnitude of the first arrival as a function of incident power 
densities in the  epoxy sample. Bottom: Magnified scale for smaller densities.
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Figure 5.62: A plot of displacement magnitude versus absorbed power density for the epoxy 
sample.
5.2.4 W oven G rap h ite/E p oxy w ith  K evlar Stitches 
Transducer
Figure 5.63 shows the average ultrasonic waveform and frequency spectrum gener­
ated by the transducer in the Kevlar stitched woven graphite/epoxy sample. This sample 
attenuates and scatters ultrasound so severely that it is difficult to image with conventional 
contact ultrasound techniques. We see that the sample was too thick to observe a  round 
trip arrival and we cannot estimate the wave speed. We also see that the frequency content 
of the signal is dominated by lower frequency components around 1 and 2 MHz. This is 
expected because higher frequencies are attenuated faster so that only the lower frequency 
components arrive through the thickness of the sample.
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Figure 5.63: 10 MHz transducer response and frequency spectrum of the first wave arrival 
in the stitched woven GR/Epoxy sample.
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A lex an d rite  (0.720-0.790 /im )
E lectro -O ptic  Q -Sw itch Figure 5.64 shows the averaged ultrasonic signal and corre­
sponding frequency spectrum generated in the stitched woven composite with 10 mJ per 
pulse from the EO Q-switched Alexandrite laser. The pulse width was approximately 125 
ns and the intensity profile was similar to the profile given in Figure 5.6. The generation 
spot was chosen to lie between two row’s of translaminar stitching, pictorially shown in 
Figure 5.65. As with the other composite sample, the generation spot was marked so that 
data could be taken at the same location in the subsequent experiments. We see in Figure 
5.64, only the first wave arrival is clearly visible. Similar to the unstitched composite, the 
frequency spectrum shows significant contributions around 1-2 MHz. Figure 5.66 shows the 
data taken with the same laser settings except that the generation power was only 8 mJ per 
pulse and a lens was used to expand the beam so that the intensity profile was similar to 
the profile given in Figure 5.8. We see the same general features as in the previous figure, 
except that the amplitude of the wave arrival is larger.
A cousto-O ptic  Q-Switch Figure 5.67 shows the average ultrasonic signal and corre­
sponding frequency spectrum produced in the stitched composite sample with 10 mJ per 
pulse from the AO Q-switched Alexandrite laser. The pulse width was approximately 160 
ns and the intensity profile was similar to the profile indicated in Figure 5.11. Just like with 
the EO Q-switch results, we see a single clear wave. The amplitude of this wave is slightly 
larger than the amplitude of the wave generated by the EO Q-switched laser. There may be 
a  disturbance around 6.0 /is, but the noise is too high to be certain. The frequency spectrum 
is also similar to the spectrum of the EO Q-switched laser with strong contributions around 
1 and 2 MHz.
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Figure 5.64: Epicentral displacement in stitched woven GR/Epoxv generated by the EO 
Q-switched Alexandrite laser.
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Figure 5.65: Schematic showing the generation spot with the stitched woven Gr/Epaxy 
sample.
R o ta tin g  M irro r Q -Sw itch Figure 5.68 shows the averaged ultrasonic signal and cor­
responding frequency spectrum obtained in the stitched composite sample with 12 m J per 
pulse from the Alexandrite laser Q-switched with the rotating mirror. The pulse width 
was 105 ns and the intensity profile was similar to the profile given in Figure 5.13. We see 
one clear wave arrival and its amplitude is larger than the wave amplitudes generated with 
the other Q-switches a t this wavelength. The frequency spectrum once again shows strong 
contributions around 1 and 2 MHz.
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Figure 5.66: Epicentral displacement in stitched woven GR/Epoxy generated by the EO 
Q-switched Alexandrite laser with, expanded beam radius.
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Figure 5.67: Epicentral displacement in stitched woven GR/Epoxy generated by the AO 
Q-switched Alexandrite laser.
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Figure 5.68: Epicentral displacement in stitched woven GR/Epaxy generated by the RM 
Q-switched Alexandrite laser.
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NdrYAG (1.064 fan)
Electro-Optic Q-Switch Figure 5.69 indicates the average ultrasonic signal and corre­
sponding frequency spectrum generated in the stitched composite sample with 11 mJ per 
pulse from the EO Q-switched NdrYAG laser. The pulse width was 25 ns and the intensity 
profile was similar to the profile show in Figure 5.16. We can still only see one wave arrival 
but it’s amplitude is significantly larger than in previous examples. The frequency content 
is similar to the spectra in the previous examples is dominated by contributions around 1 
and 2 MHz.
Acousto-Optic Q-Switch Figure 5.70 illustrates the average ultrasonic signal and cor­
responding frequency spectrum generated in the stitched composite sample by 12 mJ per 
pulse from he AO Q-switched Nd:YAG laser. The pulse width was approximately 125 ns 
and the intensity profile was similar to the profile given in Figure 5.22. There is one wave 
arrival at 1.0 ps. The frequency content is similar to the previous examples with strong 
contributions around 1 and 2 MHz.
Rotating Mirror Q-Switch Figure 5.71 shows the averaged ultrasonic signal and fre­
quency spectrum generated in the stitched composite sample with 11 mJ per pulse from 
the NdrYAG laser Q-switched with the rotating mirror. The pulse width was 35 ns and 
the intensity profile was similar to the profile given in Figure 5.22. Similar to the previous 
waveforms, one wave arrival is clearly visible and the frequency content is dominated by 
contributions around 1 and 2 MHz.
N drY A G  (1 .3 2  fan) R o ta tin g  M irror Q -S w itch
Figure 5.72 shows the averaged ultrasonic signal and corresponding frequency spec­
trum generated in the stitched composite sample with 15 mJ per pulse from the second
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Figure 5.69: Epicentral displacement in stitched woven GR/Epaxy generated by the EO 
Q-switched NdrYAG (1.064 [an).
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Figure 5.70: Epicentral displacement in stitched woven GR/Epoxy generated by the AO 
Q-switched NdrYAG (1.064 fim).
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Figure 5.71: Epicentral displacement in stitched woven GR/Epoxy generated by the RM 
Q-switched NdrYAG (1.064 /an).
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wavelength (1.32 pm) of the NdrYAG laser Q-switched with the rotating mirror. The pulse 
width was 130 ns and the intensity profile was similar to the profile depicted in Figure 5.24. 
The ultrasonic waveform is similar to the waveform generated in the previous examples. 
Once again only one wave arrival is clearly visible and the frequency content is dominated 
by contributions around 1 and 2 MHz. Figure 5.73 shows the signal generated with the 
same setting except that the generation spot was shifted slightly so that it was partially 
coincident with one of the stitches. We see that waveform is slightly different in that wave 
takes longer to decay. The frequency spectrum is also slightly shifted towards the lower 
frequencies so that the 1 MHz frequency component is more dominate than in the last 
example.
CTHrYAG (2.10 pm)
Electro-Optic Q-Switch Figure 5.74 shows the averaged ultrasonic response and corre­
sponding frequency spectrum generated in the stitched composite with 8 m J per pulse from 
the EO Q-switched CTHrYAG laser. The pulse width was approximately 180 ns and the 
intensity profile was similar to the profile given in Figure 5.26. We see that the generated 
waveform is significantly different than the waveforms in the previous examples. The initial 
wave arrival at 2.0 ps is similar to the wave arrivals in the earlier experiments, but there 
is stiff a detectable signal beyond this time. There may also be a distinct arrival near 9.0 
ps, but the noise is too high to be certain. The frequency content is also different than the 
frequencies obtained in the previous experiments. Here there is are strong contributions 
around 0.5 and 3 MHz. Furthermore, these two frequency components are more distinct 
and separated than the 1 and 2 MHz contributions in the other experiments.
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Figure 5.72: Epicentral displacement in stitched woven GR/Epoxy generated by the RM 
Q-switched NdrYAG (1.320 /im).
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Figure 5.73: Epicentral displacement in stitched woven GR/Epoxy generated by the RM 
Q-switched NdrYAG (1.320 fim) with generation spot partially coincident with a stitch.
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Figure 5.74: Epicentral displacement in stitched woven GR/Epoxy generated by the EO 
Q-switched CTHrYAG (2.10 /mi).
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Rotating Mirror Q-Switch Figure 5.75 shows the averaged ultrasonic response and 
corresponding frequency spectrum generated in the stitched composite with 12 mJ per 
pulse from the CTH:YAG laser Q-switched with the rotating mirror. The pulse width was 
approximately 250 ns and the intensity proBle was similar to the profile shown, in Figure 
5.28. Like the signal generated by the electro-optic Q-switch, there is a relatively large initial 
displacement which does not decay immediately. The frequency content is also similar in 
that the dominate contributions at 1 and 2 MHz are relatively separate.
E rrY A G  (2 .9 4  pm ) R o ta tin g  M irror Q -S w itch
Finally, Figure 5.76 shows the average ultrasonic signal and corresponding waveform 
generated in the stitched composite sample with 24 mJ per pulse from the ErrYAG laser 
Q-switched with the rotating mirror. The pulse width was estimated to be 180 ns and the 
intensity profile was similar to the profile presented in Figure 5.30. In Figure 5.76 we see 
only one clear wave arrival with a relatively small amplitude. The frequency spectrum is 
dominated by noise but there are visible contributions around 1 and 1.5 MHz.
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Figure 5.75: Epicentral displacement in stitched woven GR/Epaxy generated by the RM 
Q-switched CTHrYAG (2.10 pm).
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Figure 5.76: Epicentral displacement in stitched woven GR/Epaxy generated fay the RM 
Q-switched ErrYAG (2.94 /on).
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Sum m ary o f  S titc h e d  W oven. G ra p h ite /E p o x y  D a ta
As with, the other composite sample, we make the approximation that the reflectivity 
of this sample is similar to the reflectivity of graphite. We use the values listed in Table 
5.4 for the reflectance at each wavlength. The absorbed power densities are computed from 
the incident power densities by multiplying by the factor (1 — R). This is less accurate than 
with the other composite sample because of the layer of epoxy on the surface of the sample. 
From our experience with the epoxy sample, we expect that for most of our wavelengths, 
the laser light will penetrate through the epoxy layer and interact mostly with the first layer 
of graphite fibers. We expect that the longer wavelengths (i.e. 2.1 and 2.94 pan) will be 
mostly absorbed in the epoxy layer. Table 5.7 lists the pulse widths, energy levels, beam 
radius, and the instantaneous incident and absorbed power densities obtained for each laser 
configuration where no or very little vacuum grease was used. The maximum peak to peak 
displacement measurement for the first longitudinal wave arrival is also listed. Figure 5.77 
shows a plot of the displacement magnitude versus incident and absorbed power density 
for the first longitudinal arrival. There does not seem to be a general trend in the results. 
The maximum displacement occurs at the lowest power density with the RM Q-switched 
CTHrYAG laser. Here, we expect that the laser light was absorbed in the epoxy layer. 
A displacement with similar magnitude was generated with the EO Q-switched NdrYAG 
(1.064 pan) laser. In this case, we expect that the laser light would be mostly absorbed in the 
first layer of graphite fibers and the epoxy layer would have then behaved as a constraining 
layer. Therefore, we would expect a larger amplitude displacement.
The frequency content of the ultrasonic signals for the different laser configurations 
was more consist ant than in the other samples. The frequency spectrum of every signal is 
similar with a 5 MHz bandwidth centered around 2-3 MHz. As with the other samples, the 
frequency content was independent of the laser parameters.
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Table 5.7: Summary of experiments with the stitched woven composite Gr/Epoxy sample.
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Figure 5.77: Displacment magnitude of the first arrival as a function of incident and ab­
sorbed power densities in the stitched woven Gr/Epcocy composite sample.
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5.3 Sum m ary
Here, we summarize the main features of the experimental data. In the aluminum 
sample, we found that each laser configuration generated an ultrasonic waveform with sim­
ilar qualitative features. The reflectivity for a clean aluminum surface was calculated and 
the instantaneous absorbed power density was computed from the measured incident power 
density. We compared the ultrasonic displacement to the absorbed power and the results 
were summarized in Figure 5.33. The largest displacement was generated by the EO Q- 
switched Nd:YAG (1.064 ^m) laser which had a pulse width of 25 ns at 8 mJ/puIse. This 
produced the highest instanteous power density because of the short pulse width and be­
cause the reflectivity of the aluminum was lower at this wavelength. A general trend in 
the data was not obvious but the displacement magnitude increased with the instantaneous 
absorbed power density. We found that the frequency content of the ultrasonic signals was 
insensitive to the laser parameters and had contributions from 2-5 MHz. As expected, a 
constraining layer of grease enhanced the ultrasonic signal.
For the woven graphite/epaxy composite, we used the Fresnel equations to estimate 
the reflectance from tabulated values of the index of refraction of graphite. We computed 
the instantaneous absorbed power density from the measured incident power density and 
compared both the incident and absorbed power densities to the displacement amplitude. 
An initial evaluation of the data in Figure 5.48 suggested that the displacement magni­
tude increased somewhat linearly with the instantaneous absorbed power. However, this 
trend was less clear when we omitted the last data point which corresponded to the largest 
absorbed power density. Once again, the frequency content of the ultrasonic signals was 
independent of the laser parameters and had strong components around 2-5 MHz.
In the epoxy sample, we measured the transmitted energy through the sample and 
subtracted this from the incident energy to compute the instantaneous absorbed power
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density. We compared this absorbed power to the displacement amplitude. We found that 
the longer wavelength lasers (t-e. 2.10 /an and 2.94 (an) were absorbed better in the epoxy 
and produced greater instantaneous power densities. The ErrYAG laser at 2.94 fan produced 
the largest displacement. However, the results were not consistent. The CTHrYAG laser at 
2.10 fan produced a relatively high power density with the EO Q-switch but did not generate 
a large signal. Conversely, the RM Q-switched CTHrYAG generated a large signal but not 
a large absorbed power density. Furthermore, we found that the Alexandrite laser with the 
shortest wavelength (0.720-0.790 fan) could generate large displacements even though the 
absorbed power density was smaller. We suggested that the difficulties were caused by the 
detection laser which damaged the sample during each test.
As with the first composite sample, we used the Fresnei equations to estimate the 
reflectance from tabulated values of the index of refraction of graphite. We computed 
instantaneous absorbed power density from the measured incident power density and com­
pared both the incident and absorbed power densities to the displacement amplitude. There 
did not seem to be a general trend in the results. The maximum displacement occurred 
at the lowest power density with the RM Q-switched CTHrYAG laser at 2.10 fim. From 
our experience with the epoxy sample, we suggested that this wavelength was absorbed 
in the epoxy layer. A displacement with similar magnitude was generated with the EO 
Q-switched NdrYAG (1.064 (an) laser. Since this wavelength easily transmitted though the 
epoxy sample, we suggested that the laser light was mostly absorbed in the first layer of 
graphite fibers and that the epoxy layer then behaved as a constraining layer and generated 
a larger amplitude displacement. The frequency content of the ultrasonic signals for the 
different laser configurations was more consist ant than in the other samples. The frequency 
spectrum of every signal was similar with a 5 MHz bandwidth centered around 2-3 MHz. 
As with the other samples, the frequency content was independent of the laser parameters.
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Chapter 6
Analysis
In this chapter we compare our mathematical model to the experimental data pre­
sented in the previous chapter. Specifically, we consider the ultrasonic generation in the 
aluminum sample and the woven graphite/epoxy sample. We present computed waveforms 
for some of the laser parameters used in our experiments and compare features in these 
waveforms to the corresponding features in experimentally obtained waveforms.
6.1 A lum inum  Sample
6 .1 .1  A p p r o x im a tio n s  fo r  t h e  M o d e l
We had to make approximations to mathematically model the laser generated ther­
moelastic displacement in the aluminum sample due to limitations in the available computer 
resources. A 450 MHz Pentium XEON II with 512 megabytes of RAM was used in all of 
the mathematical modeling. The main problem encountered was that the time and spatial 
scales of the thermal and elastic problems are very different. For example, the thermal fields 
calculated in aluminum and presented in Chapter 3 were generated with the discretization
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Parameter Units Value
nx =  number of steps m x-direction - 16
% =  number of steps in y-direction - 16
n* =  number of steps in z-direction - 20
nt =  number of time steps - 128
Ax =  x-increment m 0.0025
Ay =  y-increment m 0.0025
Az =  z-increment m 1.0 x 10~7
At =  t-increment s 0.5 x 10~a
Table 6.1: Aluminum disertization values for the thermal problem
values listed in Table 6.1.
To adequately reproduce the thermal field we required a high resolution. Az, in the 
z-direction which represented depth into the sample. Our aluminum sample was 1.255 cm 
thick so that we would require 125,500 steps with the Az listed in Table 6.1 to model the full 
thirlmpss of the sample. Similarly, we required a high resolution in time. At, to accurately 
reproduce the thermal fields. In our experimental waveforms, we observed two longitudinal 
reverberations. The first corresponded to the first arrival of the wave through the sample, 
and the second corresponded to a subsequent round trip wave arrival through the sample. 
Therefore, to compare our model with the experiments, we needed enough time for the 
ultrasonic wave to traverse the thictmwss of the sample three times. For a longitudinal wave 
velocity of 6301.0 — and a distance of 3 x 1.255 =  3.765 cm, this corresponds to a total 
time of approximately 6.0 microseconds which would require 12,000 time steps with the At 
listed in Table 6.1.
It was not possible to create or convolve two four-dimensional arrays with these 
dimensions in depth and time. Instead, we made the approximation that the thermal forcing 
function was instantaneous and acted only at the surface of the sample. To implement this 
approximation, we used the following technique. First, we computed the thermal field with
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the discretization values in depth and. time required to accurately reproduce the thermal 
field. The discretization values for the x  and y dimensions were determined by the elastic 
problem and the requirements for the convolution explained below. We took the numerical 
derivative of the thermal field with respect to the z-direction and computed the thermal force 
as described in Chapter 3. Then, at each spatial point, we extracted the maximum value of 
the force with respect to time and created an instantaneous force computed for the entire 
computational space. At each point (x,y) we then extracted the maximum value of this 
force with respect to the z-direction. This array of values is shown as a three-dimensional 
surface plot in Figure 6.1 except that the x and y dimensions of the array are different than 
those used in the actual convolutions. We note that the force is negative as expected because 
the thermoelastic expansion is towards the unconstrained surface, which is the negative z- 
direction in the thermal problem. We used these values as the approximate surface force 
and created a new four-dimensional array where the only nonzero values occurred at z =  0 
and t =  0. The dimensions of this new array were determined by the elastic problem and 
the requirements of the convolution.
Memory requirements for the convolution also restricted the size of the arrays that 
we could use. We wanted maximum resolution in time and in the z-direction. Although the 
Mathematics convolution routines were very convenient, they were not memory efficient. 
Furthermore, to implement the Mathematica routines properly, we had to make the arrays 
symmetric so that we had to have “negative time” and “negative depth" even though this did 
not correspond to the physical problem. With 512 megabytes of RAM and 512 megabytes 
of swap space, we found that the largest arrays we could convolve had dimensions
rix =  8, ny — 8, Tijj — 64, nt =  128 
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Figure 6.1: Approximate instantaneous surface force.
for a total array size of:
27*x x 27iy x 2n* x 2n{ =  8,388,608 cells
We found that the optimal array dimensions and resolutions depended upon the specific 
problem that we were trying to model. If more memory resources were available, we suggest 
that an adequate array size would have had minimum dimensions of
ra* — 32, riy =  32, % =  64, nt =  128
or 16 times the available memory which was approximately one gigabyte. We also suggest 
that much more memory efficient convolution routines could be implemented to greatly 
increase the array dimensions
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6.1.2 Results
In this section, we present the comparison of oar mathematical model to the ex­
perimental results. We list the numerical parameters used in the model and compare the 
computed waveforms to the experimental waveforms. We compare results from the numeri­
cal solution of the exact inverse Laplace transform as well as from numerically inverting the 
transform. For aluminum, we used the values 2.31 x I0-5 K-1 and 0.345 for the thermal 
linear expansion coefficient a  and the Poisson's ratio, u, respectively in all of the mathe­
matical models. Unless otherwise noted, we used the following discretization values in our 
thermal held calculations
rix =  8 Ax =  0.46875 cm
Tty =  8 Ay =  0.46875 cm
ti*  = 64 Az =  0.25 x 10-7 m 
nt =  128 At =  0.25 x 10"9 s
We then created a surface force and an elastic Green's function with discretization values
Tix =  8 Ax =  0.46875 cm 
% =  8 Ay =  0.46875 cm 
tig — 64 Az =  0.019609375 cm 
nt =128 At =  0.75 x 10~7 s
Unless otherwise noted, the elastic Green's function was computed using the exact inverse 
Laplace transform.
The displacement measurements made by the interferometer were not absolutely 
calibrated so that we had to approximate the vertical scale when comparing the theoreti­
cal waveforms to the experimental waveforms. The procedure for this approximation is as 
follows. For each modeled laser, we found the maximum peak-to-peak displacement in the
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computed waveforms, Rrheom- We then found the same maximum peak-to-peak displace­
ment in the corresponding experimental data, Pooto* We then took the ratio of these two 
numbers, R  =  and averaged these ratios from each modeled laser. We then used
this as a multiplication factor, R&vg =  267.0 by which we multiplied the experimental data. 
We used this same factor in each case so that the scale would be consistent between the 
different lasers modeled.
EO Q -sw itch ed  A lex a n d r ite  (0 .7 5 5  ya.n ) L aser
We first consider the electro-optic Q-switched Alexandrite laser. From Table 5.3 
we see that in our experiments, we had a pulse width of 125 ns, a 1.5 mm radius, and 
an absorbed power flux of 582 MW/m2. We found that a pulse rise time of r  =  50 ns 
approximated the laser pulse time dependence. We used these parameters in our thermal 
field calculations with the discretization values listed above. We convolved the surface force 
and elastic Green's function arrays together to compute the thermoelastic displacement. 
The first plot in Figure 6.2 shows the theoretically computed z-component epicentral dis­
placement in the aluminum sample on the opposite side of the generation spot. We see the 
two longitudinal wave arrivals and their separation correspond to the correct wave velocity 
for the fcHrfmass of the sample. We see a slight displacement half-way between the two 
arrivals which may correspond to the mode conversion of the first shear wave arrival. The 
shear wave travels at approximately one-half the longitudinal wave speed so that this dis­
placement occurs at the correct time for the shear wave arrival. The second plot shows the 
experimentally measured values on the same scale. In Figure 6.2 we see that the computed 
longitudinal wave arrivals, Pi and P2 , coincide with the experimental wave arrivals and 
that the possible shear wave arrival, Si correlates with the experimental shear wave arrival. 
We see that the magnitudes of the displacement are the same order of magnitude. The
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resolution of our computed waveforms was too low to compare the Fourier transforms of 
the modeled waveforms to the experimental data. However, we see in Figure 6.2 that the 
frequency of the computed longitudinal wave arrivals (Pi and P2 ) appear to have similar 
frequencies to the experimental data. The shear wave arrivals have different frequencies. 
We attribute this to the extremely low resolution of our model in the z-y plane so that the 
shear wave could not be adequately resolved.
EO Q-Switched Nd:YAG (1.064 ftm) Laser
Here we consider the electro optic Q-switched Nd:YAG (1.064 pm) laser. From Table 
5.3 we see that in our experiments, we had a pulse width of 25 ns, a 2.0 mm radius, and 
an absorbed power flux of 1390.0 MW/m2. We found that a pulse rise time of r =  10 ns 
approximated the laser pulse time dependence. We used these parameters in our thermal 
field calculations with the discretization values listed above. We convolved the surface force 
and elastic Green's function arrays together to compute the thermoelastic displacement. 
The first plot in Figure 6.3 shows the theoretically computed z-component epicentral dis­
placement in the aluminum sample. As with the previous example, we clearly see the two 
longitudinal wave arrivals and a possible shear wave arrival. The second plot in Figure 6.3 
shows the experimental data on the same scale. Again, we see that the longitudinal wave 
arrivals in the two waveforms are coincident and the possible shear wave arrival in the com­
puted waveform correlates with the experimental data. The magnitude of the computed 
displacements corresponds well to the magnitude of the experimental displacements. The 
frequency of the experimental longitudinal waves appears to be significantly higher than 
the frequency of the computed longitudinal waves. We attribute this to the relatively low 
resolution of our computational space.
To examine the effect of changing the resolution of the computational space, we
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Figure 6.2: Computed epicentre! displacement compared with experimental data for the 
EO Q-Switched Alexandrite laser on the aluminum sample.
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Figure 6.3: Computed epicentral displacement compared with experimental data for the 
EO Q-Switched NdrYAG (1.064 fjtm) laser on the aluminum sample.
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modeled this laser in two additional cases. We reduced the resolution in the z-direction 
(depth) and increased the resolution in the x- and -^dimensions and computed the epicentral 
displacement. The discretization values used were
= 16 Ax =  0.234375 cm
ny = 16 Ay =  0.234375 cm
n* =  16 Az =  0.0784375 cm
% = 128 At =  0.75 x 10“7 s
so that the entire sample was modeled. The computed epicentral waveform is shown in 
the first plot of Figure 6.4. We see that the toss of resolution in the z-dimension has 
significantly altered the appearance of the longitudinal wave arrivals at 2.0 and 6.0 /is. 
The longitudinal wave corresponds to displacement in the z-dimension so that we expect 
the tower spatial resolution to degrade the longitudinal wave arrivals. We note also that 
there is a more distinct shear wave arrival at 4.0 ys than in the previous examples. The
shear wave corresponds to displacement in the x-y plane so that we expect the increased
resolution to clarify the shear wave arrival. Finally, we see that the magnitude and shape 
of the entire waveform is much different from the previous examples and does not fit the 
experimental data as well.
The second plot in Figure 6.4 shows the computed epicentral displacement with 
discretization values:
rix =  8 Ax =  0.25 cm 
Tiy =  8 Ay =  0.25 cm
= 64 Az =  0.019609375 cm 
nt =  128 At =  0.75 x I0-T s 
In this case, the resolution in the x- and ^dimensions is higher than in our first model 
(see Page 265) but the resolution in the z-dimension is unchanged. The entire aluminum
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sample was not modeled with, these values since the spatial extent in the x- and ^ -dimensions 
was only 4.0 cm. We see that the computed waveform again resembles the experimentally 
observed waveforms and the two longitudinal wave arrivals are clearly visible. However, 
the shear wave arrival is not more distinct than in our first model despite the increased 
resolution. This may be because the same number of grid points was used in both models.
RM Q-Switched ErrYAG (2.940 fun) Laser
Here we consider the ErrYAG laser Q-switched with the rotating mirror. From 
Table 5.3 we see that in our experiments, we had a pulse width of 180 ns, a 2.5 nun 
radius, and an absorbed power flux of 281.0 MW/m2. We found that a pulse rise time 
of t =  75 ns approximated the laser pulse time dependence. We used these parameters 
in our thermal field calculations with the discretization values listed above. We convolved 
the surface force and elastic Green's function arrays together to compute the thermoelastic 
displacement. The first plot in Figure 6.5 shows the theoretically computed z-component 
epicentral displacement in the aluminum sample. As with the previous examples, we clearly 
see the two longitudinal wave arrivals and a possible shear wave arrival. The second plot 
in Figure 6.5 shows the experimental data on the same scale. Again, we see that the 
longitudinal wave arrivals in the two waveforms are coincident and the possible shear wave 
arrival in the computed waveform correlates with the experimental data. The displacement 
magnitudes of the two waveforms have the same order of magnitude but do not correlate as 
well as with the previous examples. However, the frequency content of the two waveforms 
appears very similar.
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Figure 6.4: The effects of the computational space resolution on the epicentral displacements 
computed for the EO Q-switched NdrYAG (1.064 fjm) laser. Top: Increased resolution in 
the x-y plane. Decreased Resolution in the z-direction. Bottom: Increase resolution in the 
x-y plane without changing z-direction resolution.
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RM Q-Switched ErrYAG laser on the aluminum sample.
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Numerical Inversion o f Laplace Transform for th e EO Q-Switched NdrYAG 
(1.064 pm) Laser
In this section we discuss results of modeling the electro optic Q-switched Nd:YAG 
(1.064pm) laser with the numerically computed inverse Laplace transform. The first plot 
in Figure 6.6 shows the computed waveform with M  =  100 in equation (4.76). The second 
plot in Figure 6.6 shows the computed waveform with M  =  500 in equation (4.76). We 
see that although both waveforms agree well with the exact inversion depicted in Figure 
6.3t the greater number of summations makes a  significant difference in the accuracy of the 
inversion at later times.
6.1.3 Sum m ar y  o f  th e  A lum inum  M odel
Here we summarize the results of modeling the thermoelastic response in the alu­
minum sample. In general, we found that regardless of the laser parameters, the same 
general features were observed. Specifically, we saw two clear longitudinal wave arrivals 
and a possible shear wave arrival. This was consistent with the experimental data where 
we observed similar features with all of the laser configurations.
Our mathematical model generated waveforms that were qualitatively and quanti­
tatively sim ita r to  the experimental waveforms. Qualitatively, the shapes of the computed 
waveforms were sim ila r  to the experimental data. Quantitatively, the separation of the lon­
gitudinal wave arrivals was extremely consistent with the experimentally measured data. 
The magnitude of the computed waveforms was also consistent with the experimental data. 
Except for the NdrYAG laser, the frequency content of the computed waveforms appeared 
sim itar to the frequency content of the experimental waveforms. We attribute the differences 
in the waveforms to  the relatively low resolution of our computational space, specifically 
in the x-y dimensions. We found that changing the resolution of the computational space
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Figure 6.6: Comparison of waveforms computed for the EO Q-Switched NdrYAG (1.064 pm) 
laser with the numerical inverse Laplace transform. Top: M  = 100 summations. Bottom: 
M  =  500 summations.
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significantly affected the computed waveforms.
Our numerical Laplace Inversion technique produced waveforms th at agreed with 
the exact solutions even with the low resolution of the computational space. We did ffndr 
however, that more summations in the numerical inversion were required to accurately 
reproduce the waveforms at longer times.
6.2  Woven. G raphite/E poxy Sam ple
6 .2 .1  A pproxim ations for th e  M odel
As with the aluminum sample, we had to approximate the thermoelastic force. For 
in su la tin g  materials like the Graphite/Epoxy, we initially expected to use the buried thermal 
source described by equation (3.59) and compute the thermal fields on the same scale as 
the Green's function. * However, we found that on this scale, the depth resolution was 
insufficient to accurately model the thermal field. According to Scruby[l], we can neglect 
thermal diffusion into the material if the optical penetration depth is greater than 0.1 fim. 
W ith that in mind, we created a “pseudoburied” source in the following manner: we used 
sufficient depth resolution and solved equation (3.59) to compute the temperature fields 
due to a  buried thermal source in the composite. We then used the procedure described 
above for aluminum to create an instantaneous force acting only within the first surface 
layer. For comparison, we also generated an instantaneous surface force using the surface 
thermal source described by equation (3.58).
6 .2 .2  R esults
Here, we present the comparison of our mathematical model to the experimental 
results. We list the numerical parameters used in the model and compare the computed
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waveforms to the experimental waveforms. For the Graphite/Epoxy sample, we obtained 
the Poisson's ratio, t/, for AS4/3501-6 Carbon/Epoxy as 0.27 from, the ASM Engineered 
Materials Handbook on Composites. We obtained the coefficient of thermal expansion, a , 
the thermal conductivity, the density, and the specific heat of graphite as 3.6 x 10-6 K-1, 
5.7 [ ^ f ] , 2560.0 kg/'m3, and 837 respectively. We used these values to calculate a
thermal diffusivity of 2.66 x 10-6 m2s_I. We used Nayfehrs values for the stiffness coefficient 
matrix of a 65% Graphite, 35% epoxy material which is given in units of xlO10 dynes/cm2 
as [45|:
/  \
155.43 3.72 3.72 0 0 0
3.72 16.34 4.96 0 0 0
3.72 4.96 16.34 0 0 0
0 0 0 3.37 0 0
0 0 0 0 7.48 0
0 0 0 0 0 7.48
We also used the listed value for the density, p — 1.6 g/cm3. For the pseudoburied source, 
we set the optical absorption coefficient to 0.9 x 10~6 m-1. For the surface source, we 
set the optical absorption coefficient to 1.0 x IQ-8 m-1. These material parameters are 
summarized in Table 6.2.
Unless otherwise noted, we used the following discretization values in our thermal 
field calculations for the pseudoburied and surface forces, respectively
C u  =
/
nx =  8 Ax =  0.113 cm
riy =  8 Ay =  0.113 cm
— 64 Az =  1.0 x 10-6 m
nt =  128 At =  6.0 x IQ-8 s
Pseudoburied Thermal Source
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Parameter Value
Poisson Ratio for AS4/3501-6 Carbon/Epoxy, v 0-27
Thermal expansion coefficient, a  for graphite 3.6 x  10~* K "1
Thermal conductivity of graphite 5-7 A
Density of graphite 2560.0 kg/m3
Specific heat of graphite 8 3 7 I A
Density of 65%-35% Graphite/Epoxy, p 1.6 g/cm3
C u As listed, x l0 lu dynes/cm2
Optical absorption coefficient 0.9 x lO-6 m“ l , 1 x 10"tt m-1
Table 6.2: Material paramters for Graphite/Epoxy.
rtx = 8  Ax =  0.113 cm
Tty =  8 Ay =  0.113 cm
Surface Thermal Source
=  64 Az =  1.0 x 10-7  m
nt =  128 At =  0.5 x 10-9 s
The discretization, values for the Green’s function and thermoelastic forces (either pseu­
doburied or surface) were
Tix =  8 Ax =  0.113 cm
riy =  8 Ay =  0.113 cm
rix =  64 Az =  7.0625 x 10“3 m
TH =  128 A t =  6.0 x 10~8 s
The m axim um  number of summations used in the numerical inverse Laplace al­
gorithm was M  — 500 which required approximately nine hours to run on the available 
computer.
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EO Q -Sw itched NdrYAG (1.064 pm ) Laser
Here we consider the electro optic Q-switched NdrYAG (1.064 pm) laser. From Table 
5.5 we see th at in our experiments, we had a pulse width of 25 ns, a 2.0 mm radius, and an 
absorbed power flux of 22,316.0 MW/m2. We used these parameters and a pulse rise time of 
r  =  10 ns and in our thermal field calculations with the discretization values listed above for 
both a  pseudoburied and surface thermal source. We convolved the thermal force and elastic 
Green's function arrays together to compute the thermoelastic displacement. The first plot 
in Figure 6.7 shows the theoretically computed z-component epicentral displacement in the 
graphite/epoxy composite sample with the pseudoburied thermal source. We clearly see 
three longitudinal wave arrivals. The second plot in Figure 6.7 shows the experimental 
data on the same scale. As with the computed waveform, we see three longitudinal wave 
arrivals. From Figure 6.7 we see that the wave arrivals in the waveforms are nearly coincident 
indicating a  slight difference between the computed and measured longitudinal wave speed. 
This is because the values used for the stiffness matrix are not specific to our sample. We also 
see that the magnitude of the last two arrivals of the computed displacements corresponds 
well to the magnitude of the experimental displacements. The magnitude of the first wave 
arrivals are significantly different but are still within the same order of magnitude of each 
other. The frequency of the experimental longitudinal waves appears to be significantly 
higher than the frequency of the computed longitudinal waves. We attribute this to the 
relatively low resolution of our computational space. We observed with the aluminum 
sample that the resolution of the convolution significantly affected the results. We expect 
that these effect are more serious here with the anisotropic material. Figure 6.8 shows 
the same representation except that the surface thermal source was used to calculate the 
thermoelastic forcing function. Once again we see the three longitudinal wave arrivals that 
correlate well to the three arrivals observed experimentally. However, the magnitude of the
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Figure 6.7: Computed epicentral displacement using the pseudoburied thermal source com­
pared with experimental data for the EO Q-Switched Nd:YAG (1.064 ftm) laser on the 
woven GR/Epoxy sample.
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7
computed waveform is approximately two orders of magnitude larger than the experimental 
data.
RM Q-Switched Nd:YAG (1.320 fan) Laser
Here we consider the Nd:YAG laser (1.320 /un) Q-switched with the rotating mirror. 
From Table 5.5 we see that in our experiments, we had a  pulse width of 130 ns, a 3.0 mm 
radius, and an absorbed power flux of 2083.0 MW/m2. We found that a  pulse rise time 
of r  =  65 ns approximated the laser pulse time dependence. We used these parameters in 
our thermal field calculations with the discretization values listed above. We convolved the 
thermal force and elastic Green's function arrays together to compute the thermoelastic 
displacement. The first plot in Figure 6.9 shows the theoretically computed z-component 
epicentral displacement in the graphite/epoxy sample with the pseudoburied thermal source. 
As with the previous examples, we clearly see the three longitudinal wave arrivals. The 
second plot in Figure 6.9 shows the experimental data on the same scale. Again, we see that 
the longitudinal wave arrivals in the two waveforms are nearly coincident. The displacement 
magnitudes of the two waveforms in Figure 6.9 do not correlate as well as the waveforms 
for the EO Q-switched Nd:YAG (1.064 ftm) presented in Figure 6.7.
Figure 6.10 shows the same representation except that the surface thermal source 
was used to calculate the thermoelastic forcing function. Once again we see the three lon­
gitudinal wave arrivals that correlate well to the three arrivals observed experimentally. In 
this case, the magnitude of the computed waveform is approximately one order of magnitude 
larger than the experimental data.
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Figure 6.8: Computed epicentral displacement using the surface thermal source compared 
with experimental data for the EO Q-Switched NdrYAG (1.064 fita) laser on the woven 
GR/Epaxy sample.
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Figure 6.9: Computed epicentral displacement using the pseudoburied thermal source com­
pared with experimental data for the RM Q-Switched Nd:YAG (1.32 pm) laser on the woven 
GR/Epaxy sample.
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Figure 6.10: Computed epicentral displacement using the surface thermal source compared 
with experimental data for the RM Q-Switched NdrYAG (1.32 fim) laser on the woven 
GR/Epaxy sample.
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Green’s Function
Here we consider the unconvolved Green’s function for the graphite/epoxy composite 
sample. The first plot in Figure 6.11 shows the epicentral displacement due to the uncon­
volved Green’s function. The second plot shows the experimental data obtained with the 
EO-Q-switched NcbYAG (1.064 fan.) laser. We see that the waveform generated by the pure 
Green’s function qualitatively matches the experimental data better than the convolution 
solutions presented earlier. The magnitude is several orders of magnitude larger, but the 
general shape of the waveform more closely matches the d a ta  We suggest that this is due 
to the relatively poor time resolution of our convolution model. Our “instantaneous" ther­
moelastic sources were essentially one time unit (At) in duration, or 6.0 x 10-8 s. In reality, 
the thermal source should be modeled on the time scale of the laser pulse which is much 
smaller than this. We suggest that the broadening of the wave arrivals in the convolution 
solutions is a result.
6.2 .3  Sum m ary o f  th e  W oven G rap h ite/E p oxy  m odel
Here we summarize the results of modeling the thermoelastic response in the woven 
Graphite/Epoxy sample. We generated epicentral displacement waveforms with both a 
pseudoburied and surface thermoelastic source for two different laser configurations. In 
general, we found that regardless of the laser parameters, the same general features were 
observed. Specifically, we saw three dear longitudinal wave arrivals with amplitudes and 
arrival times that correlated with the wave arrivals in the experimental data. We suggested 
that the slight discrepancy between the computed and measured wave speed was due to our 
choice of material parameters for the stiffness coefficient matrix.
Our m a them atica l model generated waveforms that were qualitatively and quanti­
tatively sim ila r to the experimental waveforms. Qualitatively, the shapes of the computed
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Figure 6-11: Computed, epicentral displacement in the graphite/epoxy sample due to the 
unconvolved Green’s function compared with experimental data for the EO Q-Switched 
Nd:YAG (1.064 pm) laser on the woven GR/Epoxy sample.
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2
waveforms were somewhat similar to the experimental data. However, we found that the 
shape of the Green's function was more similar to the data than the convolution solutions. 
We suggested that the poor time resolution caused the broadening of the wave arrivals in 
the convolution solutions. Quantitatively, the magnitude of the computed waveforms was 
consistent with the experimental data when we used the pseudoburied thermal source.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
In this chapter we review the motivation for this research and discuss our theoretical 
model in relation to our experimental data. Finally, we suggest directions for future work.
7.1 M otivation
Nondestructive evaluation (NDE) to investigate material integrity and for process 
control has become increasingly important. There is a strong incentive to develop techniques 
that allow rapid and accurate inspection of materials without interfering with the function 
or operation of the product. Laser based ultrasonic NDE is a  technique that has many 
attractive characteristics for NDE and process control.
Laser based ultrasonic NDE offers significant advantages over conventional ultra­
sonic NDE methods because it is a  completely non-contact technique and does not require 
close proximity  to the sample. Laser based ultrasound can remotely measure samples in 
environments that are inaccessible to contact techniques because physical couplants are 
undesirable or impossible. Furthermore, laser based ultrasound can be used to remotely 
examine structures in hostile environments that are hazardous to human operators and
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equipment. Laser based ultrasound can be used during experiments where other methods 
might interfere with the experiment. Samples with complex geometries or confined spaces 
can be inspected more easily with laser based ultrasound. Similarly, delicate samples can 
be investigated since no physical contact is required. Laser ultrasound can inspect samples 
with sensitive surfaces or surfaces that must be kept clean and free of scratches. Laser 
ultrasound can also be used for area inspections at speeds that cannot be obtained by me­
chanical techniques. Furthermore, any type of ultrasonic wave can be generated with a  laser 
source. Finally, laser based ultrasound solves difficulties encountered by other non-contact 
ultrasound techniques.
However, contact techniques currently have some advantages over laser based ul­
trasound. Contact techniques are considerably less expensive than laser based ultrasonics. 
Also, special safety precautions like eye protection which are not required for contact tech­
niques, are required to use laser based ultrasonics. Most significantly, contact ultrasound 
techniques currently provide a superior signal-to-noise ratio than laser based ultrasound.
To be competitive with contact techniques and to fully realize its potential, laser 
based ultrasonics must be better understood. Work has been done to improve the sensitivity 
of laser detection of ultrasound but less attention has been devoted to optimizing the laser 
ultrasound source. This research has been an effort to more fully understand generation 
mechanisms so that ultrasonic generation can be optimized for a  given laser/sample system.
Finally, in our efforts to  implement laser ultrasound in the COLTS structures labo­
ratory, we found that practical considerations further reduce the efficiency of the technique. 
In general, there will always be design constraints when trying to implement laser based ul­
trasound outside of a laser laboratory. Furthermore, the nature of the advanced composite 
materials of interest makes laser ultrasonic inspection difficult. Our research is an attempt 
to mitigate these obstacles.
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7.2 M athem atical M odel and Experim ental D ata
7.2.1 M athem atical M odel
In Chapter 3, we derived analytical equations describing the thermal fields produced 
by a surface and buried laser source in a thermally isotropic material. We described bow  
we numerically evaluated these equations and computed thermal fields for a surface source 
in aluminum and a buried source in Pyrex. We showed that the buried source equation 
analytically and numerically reduced to the surface source equation when the appropriate 
parameters were used.
In Chapter 4, we computed the Green’s function for the elastodynamic equations 
of motion for a  general anisotropic half-space. We first Laplace transformed the equations 
of motion in time and subsequently Fourier transformed the equations of motion in space. 
We solved the resulting algebraic system of equations for the displacement amplitudes in 
the transform domain. For isotropic materials, we were able to analytically invert the 
Laplace transform and numerically invert the Fourier transform to compute the Green’s 
function. For general anisotropic materials, we described a  technique to numerically invert 
the Laplace transform. We showed that the numerical method produced results that were 
almost identical to the analytic Laplace inversion for isotropic materials.
Also in Chapter 4, we numerically computed Green’s functions for three different 
anisotropic materials with three different crystal symmetry classes. Specifically, we ex­
amined barium sodium niobate (BSN) in the orthotropic 2mm symmetry class, cadmium 
sulfide (CdS) in the hexagonal 6mm symmetry class, and rutile in the tetragonal 3/mmm 
crystal symmetry class. We compared our numerical solutions for wave propagation in these 
materials to  the slowness surfaces presented by Auld and obtained good agreement. Finally, 
we described how we computed the thermoelastic force and how we convolved this force
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with the Green’s  function to determine the thermoelastic displacements.
7 .2 .2  E xperim ental D ata
In Chapter 5, we presented experimental data to investigate how material and laser 
parameters affected laser generated ultrasound. We considered four different materials 
including an isotropic piece of aluminum, a quasi-isotropic woven Graphite/Epoxy plate, 
an isotropic plate of epoxy, and a  woven Graphite/Epaxy plate with translaminar Kevlar 
stitching. We generated ultrasound in each material with Eve different laser wavelengths: 
0.755 fan, 1.064 fan, 1.320 (an, 2.10 (an, and 2.940 (an. For each laser wavelength, we had 
up to three different Q-switching mechanisms that allowed us to vary the pulse width of 
each laser wavelength..
In the aluminum sample, we found that each laser configuration generated an ultra­
sonic waveform with similar qualitative features. We compared the ultrasonic displacement 
to the absorbed power. The largest displacement was generated by the EO Q-switched 
NdrYAG (1.064 fan) laser which had a  pulse width of 25 ns at 8 mJ/puIse. This produced 
the highest instantaneous power density because of the short pulse width and because the 
reflectivity of the a lum inum  was lower at this wavelength. A general trend in the data was 
not obvious, but it does appear that the displacement magnitude increases with the instan­
taneous absorbed power density. We found that the frequency content of the ultrasonic 
signals was relatively insensitive to the laser parameters and generally had contributions 
from 2-5 MHz. As expected, a  constraining layer of grease greatly enhanced the ultrasonic 
signal.
For the woven graphite/epaxy composite, we used the Fresnel equations to estimate 
the reflectance from tabulated values of the index of refraction of graphite. We computed 
instantaneous absorbed power density from the measured incident power density and com-
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pared both the incident and absorbed power densities to the displacement amplitude. An 
initial evaluation of the data suggested that the displacement magnitude increased some­
what linearly with the instantaneous absorbed power. However, this trend was less clear 
when the last data point was omitted. Once again, the frequency content of the ultrasonic 
signals appeared to be independent of the laser parameters and had strong components 
around 2-5 MHz.
In the resin sample, we measured the transm itted energy through the sample and 
subtracted this from the incident energy to compute the instantaneous absorbed power 
density. We compared this absorbed power to the displacement amplitude. We found that 
the longer wavelength lasers (i.e. 2.1 fan and 2.94 (im) were absorbed better in the resin and 
produced greater instantaneous power densities. However, the results were not consistent. 
Furthermore, we found that the Alexandrite laser with the shortest wavelength (0.720- 
0.790 fan) could generate large displacements even though the absorbed power density was 
smaller. We suggested that this difficulty was caused by the detection laser which damaged 
the sample during each test.
As with the first composite sample, we used the Fresnel equations to estimate the 
reflectance from tabulated values of the index of refraction of graphite. We computed instan­
taneous absorbed power density from the measured incident power density and compared 
both the incident and absorbed power densities to the displacement amplitude. There did 
not seem to be a  general trend in the results. The maximum displacement occurred at the 
lowest power density with the RM Q-switched CTHrYAG laser at 2.1 fan. A displacement 
with sim itar magnitude was generated with the EO Q-switched NclrYAG (1.064 fan) laser. 
Since this wavelength easily transmitted though the resin sample, we suggested that the 
laser light was mostly absorbed in the first layer of graphite fibers and that the resin layer 
then behaved as a  constraining layer and generated a  larger amplitude displacement. The
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frequency content of the ultrasonic signals for the different laser configurations was more 
consistent than in the other samples. The frequency spectrum of every signal was simi­
lar with a  5 MHz bandwidth centered around 2-3 MHz. As with the other samples, the 
frequency content was independent of the laser parameters.
7.2.3 Com parison, o f  th e M athem atical M odel and D ata
In Chapter 6, we compared the mathematical model to the experimental data. We 
presented computed waveforms for the z-component magnitude of the epicentral displace­
ment in the aluminum sample, and the woven graphite/epoxy sample. We compared these 
waveforms to the experimentally obtained waveforms presented in Chapter 5.
In the aluminum sample, we found good qualitative and quantitative agreement be­
tween the computed waveforms and the experimental waveforms. The computed waveforms 
clearly reproduced the first two longitudinal wave arrivals. The magnitude of these waves 
had the same order of magnitude as the experimental data and had the same general shape. 
In general the frequency content of these wave arrivals was consistent with the frequency 
content of the data.
A possible first shear wave arrival was also visible in the computed waveforms. This 
wave did not match the experimental data as accurately as the longitudinal wave arrivals 
had. We attributed this to the poor resolution of our mathematical model in the x-y plane.
In the woven graphite/epoxy sample we obtained some qualitative and quantitative 
agreement between the computed waveforms and the experimentally measured data. The 
computed waveforms showed three longitudinal wave arrivals that correlated with the three 
wave arrivals visible in the data. The slight discrepancy between the computed wave speed 
and the measured wave speed was due to the choice of values for the stiffness coefficient 
matrix.
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The computed wave arrivals were much broader than the experimental data. In 
contrast, the unconvolved Green's function more closely resembled the shape of the exper­
imental data. 'We attributed this to the poor time resolution in the convolution.
The magnitude of the convolution solutions was of the same order of magnitude 
as the experimental data when we used a  pscudoburied thermal source. We compared 
these results to displacements computed for a surface thermal source and found that the 
magnitude of the surface source was too large.
7.3 D irections for Future Work
7.3.1 E xperim ental
Here, we suggest some possible future experiments to improve upon the experiments 
presented in this work. Although our laser source had a variable wavelength and pulsewidth, 
the laser was extremely difficult to work with and it was not possible to reproduce consistent 
laser parameters for our comparison. As technology improves and laser sources become less 
expensive, it would be fruitful to reproduce our experiments with more exact control over 
the laser parameters. Also, because the process of changing the laser parameters involved 
replacing laser cavity elements and realigning the cavity each time, the process was very 
time consuming. Consequently, only one or possibly two data sets were taken for any given 
laser/material system. It would be better if the process could be shortened so that more 
data sets could be taken for a  more representative data set.
7.3.2 T heoretical
There are several directions for future work on the mathematical model both theo­
retically and computationally. Theoretically, analytical and/or numerical solutions could be
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obtained for the thermal fields in anisotropic materials. This would allow- a more accurate 
reproduction of the thermoelastic source. Also, different Green's functions could be derived 
to more accurately represent the physical system. We derived a  point source infinite space 
Green's function for an arbitrary anisotropic material in Cartesian coordinates. Green's 
functions for plates or half-spaces could be considered. Also, line source Green’s functions 
could be used in some cases.
Numerically, more work could be done to optimize the computer algorithms for 
speed and memory conservation. Some of the computer algorithms could be parallelized 
for greatly enhanced performance. By improving the memory management, larger and 
consequently, arrays with better resolution could be computed so that the model could be 
more accurate. Most significantly, a four-dimensional convolution routine could be written 
to replace the Matkematica routines used in our work. This was the biggest limitation in 
speed and memory and prevented us from considering larger, better resolved arrays.
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Appendix A
Computer Code
A .l Thermal Calculations:
PROGRAM thermal 
C 4/9/00
C CACOLATES THE THERMAL FIELD AND RESULTING FORCE
C 2nx BY 2ny BY nz IN SPACE-TOTAL COMPUTATIONAL SPACE, READ FROM FILE.
C SPATIAL STEPS OF dx. dy and, d z . READ FROM FILE.
C nt TIME STEPS OF dr SECONDS, READ FROM FILE
C READS FILE therm al.in  VHICH HAS PARAMETERS FOR A GIVEN MATERIAL:
C CONDUCTIVITY. DIFFUSIVTTY, ABSORPTION,
C EXPANSION, GAUSS, TAG. POWER, nx,ny,nz,at
C MAXIMUM NUMBER OF SPATIAL GRID POINTS IN EACH DIMENSION.
C MAXIHUNN NUMBER OF TIME STEPS.
PARAMETER Cnimaar-IT ,nznax-257,ntmax=257)
Integer m e.n yvnz.n t.i. j.h.t..lc,item p,m ,n
REAL-8 dx .d y .d z .d t.tim e.P I
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REAL* 8 d t2
REAL'S CI1, Cl 2 ,  C13. C14. CIS,. C16. C21. C22, C23.
♦ C24, C25, C2S. C31, C32. C33. C34, C3S. C36.
*- C4I, C42. C43, C44, C45, C46, CSI, CS2, CS3,
*- C54, CSS, CSS. C61, C62„ C63, C64, C65, C66, d en sity
COMPLEX thata<nxmax .moaar. mamx.ntmax)
COMPLEX pulse(ntmax)
REAL'S f  orcefaxxnmx, rrxmax. rmaax.ntmax)
REAL'8 surfaceforceCnxaax. nxmax.nxmax .ntnax)
REAL'S conductiv ity  . d i f f  u s iv ity , absorption, gauss, power, tan  
REAL'S expansion, po isson , peri od.dw.du2
OPEN (UNIT-17,FIL E-'thenaal.di a g n o stic s .o u t')  
OPEN(UNIT-18, FILE-'thermal, in ’ .STATUS-'OLD')
OPEN (tINIT«20, FILE- ’ surf acef orce. ou t’ )
OPEN (UNIT-21, FILE- ’temperature. ou t')
OPEN(UNTT=22, FILE- ’ fo r c e . out ’)
MAIN PROGRAM
P I-3.14159265358979
URITE(6,') *BEGIHHINC> 
wRrrE(i7,o ’becinhinc’
URITEC6.*)'READING IN MATERIAL CONSTANTS AMD PARAMETERS* 
WRITECI7,') 'READINC IN MATERIAL CONSTANTS AND PARAMETERS'
C READ IN MATERIAL CONSTANTS AND PARAMETERS FROM constant s .  in
C nx.ny.nz, and n t CAN RAVE A MAXIMUM VALUE OF (nxm ax-l)/2.
C (nzaax-l)/2  (nt ma x -l ) / 2
CALL READCONST(conductivity, d if fu s n n t y , absorption, expansion .  
♦poisson.gauss.tau.pauerr,
♦nx,dx,ny,dy .n z .d z .n t .d t )
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C CALCULATING THERMAL RESPONSE
WRITEC6,«> ’BEGINNING CALCULATION OF THERMAL RESPONSE* 
WRITEC17.*) ’BEGINNING CALCULATION OF THERMAL RESPONSE’
WRITE(6,«) ’ INITIALIZING ARRAY: n x .n y .n z .n t’ .nx.ny.nz.nt 
WRITE! 1 7 .* ) 'IKTITALIZING ARRAY:nx.ny,nz,nt’ .nx.ny.nz.nt
CALL INITIALIZECtheta,nx.ny.nz.nt)
C DISPLAY VALUES AND OUTPUTS TO d ia g n o s tic s . one
CALL DISPLAY(conducti\rity,di.£fu3ivxty,ahsorption,expan3ion. 
♦poisson,gauas. tan , power,
♦ n x ,d x ,n y ,d y ,n z ,d z ,n t .d t )
penod*REAL(nt)»dt
WRITEC6,*) 'period*' .period 
WRITE! 17, • )  'period*'.period
a*IKT(2* INT(penod/dc))
do*!/ (REAL(n*dt) )
WRITEC6.*)'n * '.n  
WRnECt7.*) 'n * ',n
WRITECS.*)’do*’,do 
WRITEC17.*)'do='.do
WRITECS.*) 'CALCULATING IMPULSE THERMAL RESPONSE’ 
WRITEC17,*) 'CALCULATING IMPULSE THERMAL RESPONSE’
C NOTE THAT a  IS  PASSED INSTEAD OF a t -  a=2nt.
CALL IMPULSE_TEMP (theta ,nx ,ny ,n z  ,n  .  conductiv ity ,
♦ d if fn s iw ity . absorption, gauss .can .dx .dy .dz.
♦ d t.p ooer.P I)
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C BEGINNING CONVOLUTION OF IMPULSE THERMAL FIELD AND PULSE SHAPE
CALL TTHE_CONVOLnTIOH(theta,pulse.tan,PI .nx.ny.nz.n.dt.dw )
C OUTPUTTING THERMAL FIELD TO temperature. out
CALL DATAOUTKtheta.nx.ny.nz.n)
C CALCULATING FORCE
CALL THERMALFORCECtheta.nx.ny .n z .n . expansion,poisson,dz,
♦ force,surfaceforce)
C OUTPUTTING FORCE
CALL DATA0UT2(force.nx,ny.nz.n)
CALL DATA0UT3(aurfacef orce.nx.ny ,n x ,n )
CL0SEC17)
CL0SEC18)
CLOSE(20)
CL0SEC21)
CL0SEC22)
END
SUBROOTIHE READCONSTCconductivity.diffusivity,absorption, 
♦expansion, poisson,
♦gauss, tau..power,
+nx,dx.nyrdy,nz,dz,n t,d t)
REAL«8 conductivity .d if fu s iv ity .  absorption, expansion, 
♦poisson. gauss, tan, power, dx.dy, dm. d t ,  PI
INTEGER nx.ny.nz.nt
READCI8,»,END”10) conductivity. d iffu siv ity ,ab sorp tion . expansion, 
♦poisson, gauss, tau, power.
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+nx.dx .ny ,dy .nz.d z,n t,d t 
10 CONTINUE.
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE DISPLAYCconductivity ,d if fu s iw ity ,absorption, expansion, 
+poisson ,gau ss, tau , power,
♦nx.dx.ny ,d y ,n z ,d z ,n t,d t)
C DISPLAY PARAMETERS USED AND WRITES TO d iagn ostics.ou t
REAL* 8 co n d u ctiv ity .d iffu sx v ity , absorption, expansion,
♦poisson, gauss, tau , power, d x ,dy ,dz,d t
INTEGER nx.ny.nz.nt
WRITECS.*)'THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY, k -' .conductivity  
WRITEC17.*)'THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY. k-'.condnctiT ity
WRITEC6,*) 'THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY. K*’ .d ifiu siw ity  
WRITECIT.*) 'THERMAL DIFEUSIVITY, K»* ,d if fu s iv ity
WRITEC6 ,* ) 'ABSORPTION, alpha*'.absorption  
WRITEC17.*) 'ABSORPTION, alpha*' .absorption
WRITEC6.*) 'COEFFICIENT OF EXPANSION-' .expansion 
WRITECIT.*)'COEFFICIENT OF EXPANSION-*,expansion
WRITE(6.*)'POSSION*'.expansion 
WRITECIT.* ) 'POISSON*' .expansion
WRITEC6.*) 'ARRAY DIMENSIONS'
WRITECI7.*)'ARRAY DIMENSIONS'
W RriEC6,*)'nx=*.nx:
WRITECS.*) 'ny*',ny  
WRHEC6.«)'nz=*.nz 
WRITEC6.*)'nt«* .n t
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WRITECIT.*)*nx*' ,nx  
WRITEC17,*)*ny«',ny 
W RITECIT,*)'nz=',nz 
WRITECIT,*) ' « * '  ,n t
WRXIEC6.*)'ARRAY SPACING' 
WRITECIT,*)'ARRAY SPACING'
WRITEC6.*)>d**',dx 
WRITEC6,*)'dy—' ,dy 
W R ITEC6.*)'dz-'.dz 
W RITEC 6,*)'dt= ',dt
WRITEC17.*)'dx*',dx 
WRITEU7,*) 'd y - '  ,dy 
WRITEC17.*) 'd * * ',d z  
WRTIEC17,*) ' d t - '  ,d t
WRITECIT,*)'GAUSSIAN RADIUS OF SPOT*'.gauss 
WRITECIT,*) 'USER PULSE RISE TIME** ,tau  
WRITECIT,*)'LASER PULSE POWER CW)*' .power
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE IHPULSE.TEMPC th e ta  ,n x , ny , n z , a , c o n d u c tiv ity ,
* d i f f u s i v i t y , ab so rp tio n , g a u ss , t a u , dx, dy, d z ,
d t,p o w er,P I)
C NOTE THAT a=2nt
PARAHEIFR(nrmar*17.n2BUUC*2S7.ntgax*257)
EXTERNAL d a r f c
COMPLEX theta(nzBax.nxBax.nznax,Bt«»jc)
REAL*8 c o n d u c tiv ity , d i f f u s iv i ty ,ab so rp tion .gauss 
REAL*8 t  a u . eps i l  on , tim e ,x , y .z .d x .d y .d z .d t ,  power, PI
REAL'S te s t,teo p ,ten p 2 .tem p 3
INTEGER nz .n y ,n z ,n ,i.J .ii.t,tw o _ n x .tu o _ n y ,tw o _ n z
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t»o_nx*2*nr
tvo_ny»2«ny
«pailon“ l-D-20
WRITECS.*) 'IK  IHPULSEJTEMP. nx ,ny ,nz ,n*  .n x .n y .n z .n  
WRITEC17,*) 'IN  IHPULSE_TEHP- n x .n y .n z .n .' .n x .n y .n z .n
C SETTING TEMPERATURE TO ZERO FOR THE FIRST HALF OF THE TOTAL TIME.
C KITE THAT WE OVERSHOOT ONE BIH IN THE Z-DIMEHSION SO THAT WE CAN
C TAKE THE FORWARD DIFFERENCE DERIVATIVE LATER.
DO t = l ,n / 2 - l  
DO i>*T.tvo_nx 
DO j “ l,tvo_ny  
DO L“ l,nz+T
th a ta ( i ,j ,l i ,t)* C H P U (0 .0 ,0 .0 )
ENDDO
ENDDO
ENDDO
ENDDO
C DECIDIHC WHETHER TO OSE SURFACE SOURCE OR BURIED SOURCE EQUATIONS
IF  (absarption.G E.l-D 6) THEN
C SURFACE SOURCE
WRITECS,*) 'USING SURFACE SOURCE EQUATION*
WRITECIT,*) ‘USING SURFACE SOURCE EQUATION*
C CALCULATING SURFACE SOURCE TEMPERATURE FOR THE ENTIRE SPACE
C 2nx X 2ny X nz*l AND THE SECOND HALF OF THE TOTAL TIME.
DO t* n /2 .n
DO i* l,tu o _ n x  
DO j* t ,ta o jq r  
DO h* l ,nz+l
d o c *  (t-n /2+ *p*iloa) «d t 
x*(i-(nx-*T))*dx 
y»Cj-(ny*l))*dy 
z=h*dz
th a taC i. J  ,b.,e)«(DEXP 
C-CCx**2 *■ y*«2)/
(gausa**2 *■
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4 « d if fu s iv ity *  
t i n s ) )  -  
z**2/
(4  - * d if fu s iv ity *  
tim e) ) *gauss**2* 
DSQRTCdiffusivity /P I ) • 
pow er)/
(conduc tiv ity*
DS52X(ti=c>*
(gausa**2 * 
4 * d iffu s rv ity * tim e ))
ENDDO
ENDDO
ENDDO
ENDDO
C BURRIED SOURCE
VRITEC6,*) 'USING BURRIED SOURCE EqUmON’
HRITEC17,*)'USING BURRIED SOURCE EQUATION'
C CALCULATING BURIED SOURCE TEMPERATURE FOR THE ENTIRE SPACE
C 2nx X 2ny X nz+1 FOR THE SECOND HALF OF THE TOTAL TIME.
DO t* n /2 .n
DO i* l,tw o .n x  
DQ j* l,tw o_ny 
DO h * t,n z* t
tim e* (t-n /2 * « p silo n ) *dt 
x*(i-C nx*i))*dx 
y“ (J-C ny*l))*dy 
z* (h -l*epo iloo ) *dz
th e ta C i.j  ,h . t ) «  (ab so rp tio a* d iffu s iv ity *
□EXP
(absorption**2* 
d i f  fu s iv ity * ttm e  -  
(x**2 *• y**2)/
(gauss**2 *
4«d iffusiv icy* tim e)
-  -  a b s o rp t io n s )*
-  gauss**2*pover*
□ERFCCabsorptiou*
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DStJRT (d i f  fu s iB ity » tis e )  
-  z /
(2.«
DSQRTCdiffuaivity«time)
> » /
(conductiv ity*  
(gauas**2 +• 
4 » d if fu s i \n ty » tia e ) )
ENDDO
E8DD0
ENDDO
ENDDO
ENDIF
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE TIME_COKVQUJnaNCtheta.pulae,tau.PI, 
♦nx ,ny ,nz ,n .d t,dw )
C CONVOLVES THE THERMAL IMPULSE WITH THE LASER PULSE TIKE
C DEPENDENCE.
C NOTE THAT n*2at
PARAMETER (uxaai* IT , nznaT-257, ntaai»257)
COMPLEX pulaeCntmax) .thatuCnxnax.nxaiax.nznax,ntmax)
REAL*8 r_ th e ti(n tm a x ), c_th«ta(ntm ax) ,d t ,d t2 ,p e r io d
REAL'S r.pulseC ntm ax) ,c_puli*Cntmax) .dB .dv2 .P I.ta ti
INTEGER n x .n y .n z . i .  j  .h .t,m ,tt,t«o_nx ,tvo jny
tvo_nx=2*nx
tvo_ny*2*ny
C FOURIER TRANSFORK THERMAL FIELD
VRITE(6.*}'IH nMEjCOHVOLtmaKt n x .n y .n z .n '.n x .n y .n z .n  
WRITE(1T .» ) 'IK  TIMELCOKVOL0TION: nx .n y .n z .n ' .n x .n y .n z .n
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WRITECS,*) ’FOURIER TRAHSFORMINC THERMAL FIELD IN TIME* 
URITEQ7.*) 'FOURIER TRAHSFORMINC THERMAL FIELD IN TIME'
B»IKTttOGCREALCn) ) /LOCC2.) )
DO h * t,n z - 't
DO i* I ,tv o _ n x  
DO j “ l,tw o_ny
CALL SEPERA7E_T C theta. i ,  j , h , u . r_ there ., c_ th e te )
C USING 'INVERSE TRANFORM' SFETEU BECAUSE SFFTEU HAS OPPOSITE
C SIGN CONVENTION THAN MATHEHATICA
CALL s f f ttu C r_ th e re , c _ th e ta . a ,  b . - t )
CALL TOCETHER_tCi. )  ,h ,B ,d t,r_ th e ta .c _ th e ta ,th e ta .O )
ENDDO
ENDDO
ENDDO
WRITECS,*) 'CALCULATING LASER PULSE SHAPE FOR CONVOLUTION* 
WRITECIT, O ’CALCULATING LASER POISE SHAPE FOR CONVOLUTION *
CALL PULSESHAPECn.tau.dt .pu lse )
C FOURIER TRANSFORM PULSE SHAPE
WRITEC6,*) 'FOURIER TRAHSFORMINC PULSE Dt TIME'
WRITECIT.*)'FOURIER TRAHFORHIHC PULSE Dt TIME'
DO t* L ,n
r_pulseC t)=puIseC t)
c_pu lseC t)*0 .0  
ENDDO
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C USING ’INVERSE TRANFURK* SFFTEU BECAUSE SFFTEU HAS OPPOSITE
C SIGN COHVENTIOH THAR KATHEHATICA
C SqRTCnJ * CSQRTCn) ) «dt*FOURIER
CALL a ff teu C r_ p u lae , c_pulse» a .  s .  - I )
00 t « l , n
pulseCt)=n»dt:*CMPLXCr_fralseCt) »c_pul««Ct)) 
ENDDO
C USE COHVOUmON RULE: MULTIPLY TERM BY TERM
WRITECS , • )  ’MULTIPLYING TERK BY TERM'
WRITEC17 .« ) * MULTIPLYING TERM BY TERM'
DO i* I ,tv o _ n x  
DO j “ l.tw o_ny 
DO h*l.nz*T
CALL MULTIPLY_tCth«ca,ptilse,i.J.h.n)
ENDDO
ENDDO
ENDDO
C INVERSE FOURIER TO GET RESULT
WRITECS.*) 'INVERSE FOURIER IK TIME TO GET RESULT* 
WRITECIT,*)'INVERSE FOURIER Dt TIME TO GET RESULT*
do2*2*Pi*dtr 
d t2 * I /  CREALCn) «dw2)
VRITEC6.*)rd«2=’ ,du2 
WRITECIT,*) ’dv2*’ ,ds2
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VRITEC6,*>'dt2«‘ ,d t2  
VRITEC17.*) *dt2»* ,d t2
DO i« l ,ta o _ n x  
DO j* I ,tw o ja y  
DO h*l,nz-*-l
CALL SEPERATE_T ( th e ta , i . j , h , n , r_ th e ta , c_ th e ta )
C USING 'FORWARD TRAHSFORM’ SFFTEU TO HATCH SICK CONVENTION
C OF MATHEHATICA
C I/SqRTCiO •SQRTCn) «d t • IHVERSEFOORIER
CALL s f f te u ( r_  th e ta ,  c_ th e t a .  a ,  n , t)
CALL TOGETHER.tCi.j,h ,n ,d w .r_  th e ta ,  e_ th e ta .
♦ th e ta ,1)
ENDDO
ENDDO
ENDDO
RETORN
END
SUBROUTINE MDLTIPLY.tCf ,g , i . J ,h ,a )  
Wlt.TTPr.TES TERM BY TERM IK TINE 
PARAMETERCn»aax»17 .nzaar-257,ataax»257) 
COMPLEX f  (mcmax.nzmax.nzBaz.ntaax) .gCntaax) 
REAL»8 d
INTEGER n . i . J . h . t
DO t= l ,n
£ ( i .  j  .h , t ) « £ C i , j  
ENDDO
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HHIURK
END
SDHRODTTNE POLSESRAPECn.tsu.dt.pulse) 
CALCULATES LASER riiLSH TINE DEPENDENCE 
PARAK£IER(Trmax»17 ,nzaiax«257, ntaax*257) 
COMPLEX pulse (ntaiex)
REAL«8 tsu .d e  
INTEGER u . t
URITE(17»*) 'ta u .d t*  . t a u .d t  
DO t- t .n /2 - 1  
p u lse (t)« 0 .0  
ENDDO
DO t« n /2 ,u
t ia e « ( t-n /2 )* d t
p u lse ( t)«  ( t i a e / t s u )  *DEXP(1 .- t i a e / t s u )  
ENDDO 
RETORN 
END
SUBROOTINE nTCTTALIZECirrsy.nx.ny.nx.iO 
C INITIALIZES ARRAY
PAHAKEIERCmmax3 IT . nzmax«257, ntoax=257)
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COMPLEX a r r a y  (raraax. rcxmax. nnaaT. n taax ) 
INTEGER n x ,n y ,n z ,n .,i . j .h .t ,tH o _ n x (tvo_ny
tvo_nx=2»mc
tvo_ny*2«ny
WRTIEC6,*) ’ INITIALIZING ARRAf'  
WRTTEC17,*) ’INITIALIZING ARRAY’
DO t= I ,n
DO i= l.tv o _ n x  
DO j= l.tu o _ n y  
DO h = l.n z * l
a rra y  Ct, j  ,h ,t)= 0 .0
ENDDO
ENDDO
ENDDO
ENDDO
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE SE PE R A T E jr(axxay,i,j,h ,B .real't,laage) 
PARAMETER Orxnax» 17 ,nzmax»2S7 .ntmax-257)
INTEGER i , j . h , t , B
COMPLEX array(BAaax.irmax ,ir7n »x.Btma«)
REAL«8 rca ltC aco ax ). iBagtCataax)
DO t = l , a
realcCc)=REALC*rray(i,j ,h , t )  ) 
imagrCc)«AIMAC(arrayCt,j,itrt> )
ENDDO
RETURN
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SUBROUTINE TOG E T H E R _ t( l , j ,h .n .d t .re a lt . i maip n a ry c .a rra y .s ig n )
C SETUP So THAT SSDT TCo CATE THE INVERSE SFFTEu YOU CET THE
C FORWARD TRANSFORK
C SQRT (n) * (SQRT(n) ) »dt»F0URIER
PARAMETER [m w i»  17 .n7aaT»257.ntmax»257)
INTEGER i , j  ,b ,t ,n ,« ig n .
COMPLEX a rray  (nxnax. ramax, n raax . n taax )
REAL*8 r e a l t ( n ta a x ) , im aginaryt(n taax) . tamp, d t .c o e f f
IF (sign.EQ.O) THEN
DO t« l ,n
array  (1 , j,b,t)*n»dt*C M PLX C reaIt(t),
♦ imagin a r y tC t))
ENDDO
ELSE
DO t« t ,n
a rra y C i.j .h .tW te O lP L IC re a ltC t) ,
+ ia a g in a ry t ( t ) )
ENDDO
ENDIF
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE THERMALFORCECarrayl.nx,ny,nz.nt. expansion.
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p o isso n .d z .a rray 2 .a rra .y 4 )
C HOTE THAT n  HAS BEEN PASSED IK AS a t  SO THAT n r  IS TWICE THE
C VALUE INITIALLY EMTEHED.
PARAMETER(nxmax«17 ,nzaar»257,ntanr=257)
INTEGER h ..j,i,t,ic .n x ,n y ,n z ,n t.tv o _ n x .tw o _ n y .tw o _ n z
COMPLEX a rra y  l(nxmax.nxm ax.nzaax.ntaax)
REAL«8 array2(nxm ax.nxnax.nzaax. n ta a x ) ,
+• array3  (nxaax.nxm ax.nzaax.ntaax).
♦ array4Cnxm ax,axaax.nzaax, n ta a x ) ,
♦ deriv_z(nxaax.nxnax,n7aax. n taax ) .d z .c o e f f .
♦ p o issan .expansion .aax fo rce .tem p .sgn
two_nx=2*nx
tuo_ny=2«ny
two_nz*2*nz
WRITE(6,»)’ IK THEKMALFORCE: n x .n y .n z .n t’ .n x .n y .n z .n t 
WRITECI7,*) ’IN THERMALFORCE: n x .n y .n z .n t ' .n x .n y .n z .n t
WRITEC6,• ) ’CALCUALTINC DERIVATIVE OF TEMPERATURE FIELD' 
VRITEC1 7 ,•) ’CALCUALTINC DERIVATIVE OF TEMPERATURE FIELD’
VRITEC6,*) '2nx .2ny  ,2 n z ,n t ' . tw o.nx, two_ny, two_nz ,n t  
WRITE (17, • )  *2nz.2ny .2 n z .n t‘ ,tw o_nx,tvo_ny.tvo_nz,nt
C FOR THE FIRST HALF OF THE TIME AMD THE FIRST HALF OF THE
C Z-DIMENSIOH, WE COMPUTE THE DERIVATIVE OF THE TEMPERATURE
C IX THE Z-DIRECTIOH. AT THE SAME TIME. WE SET THE VALUE
C OF ARRAY3(x,y,z,t)-0.0 FOR THIS PORTION OF THE COMPUTATIONAL 
C SPACE
DO i«l.tw o_nx  
DQ J« l.tu o _ n y  
DO t= l , j r t / 2  
DO h“ l ,n z
d e r iv _ z ( r . j
* Carray iC i .j  , l i+ l . t ) - a r r a y lC i . j . l i . t ) ) / d z
a r r a y 3 ( i . j  ,h,t)«Q.O
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ENDDO
ENDDO
ENDDO
ENDDO
C HERE, HE MULTIPLY THE DERIVIATIVE OF THE TEMPERATURE
C FIELD BY THE THERMAL EXPANSION COEFFICIENT TO GET A FORCE
C THIS IS THE FORCE FOR ALL SPACE AND TIME BUT IT DOES NOT INCLUDE
C THE ’NEFGATIVE' TIME WHEN THERE IS  NO FORCE. ARRAY2 IS PASSED OUT
C AS THE FORCE.
WRITE(6,«)’MULTIPLYING BY THERMAL EXPANSION'
URITE(17,») ’MULTIPLYING BY THEMAL EXPANSION'
coeff « 2 » expansion* ( l+poisaon.)/ C l-2*po isaan)
WRITEC6,*) 'c o e f f * '.c o e f f  
WRTIECir,*) 'c o e f f * ’ .c o e ff
HRrtE(6,*) ’dz*’ .d z  
WRITEC17,*)'dz** ,d z
DO i«t,cvo_ffic 
DO j* l.tw o_ny 
DO h * l.n z
DO t * t . n t / 2
e m y 2 ( i  . J  ,h ,t)* co e ff* d e riv _ zC i.j ,R .O  
ENDDO 
ENDDO 
ENDDO 
ENDDO
C HERE. HE CREATE AN INSTANTANEOUS SOURCE
C APPROPRIATE FOR ALUMINUM. AT EACH POINT (X.Y.Z)
C HE PICK OUT THE MAXIMUM VALUE OF THE
C FORCE IN TIME COMPUTED ABOVE AND SET ARRAY3 (X.Y.Z. i)-MAXFORCE.
C FROM BEFORE, ARRAY3>0 FOR ALL OTHER TIMES SO THIS IS AN
C INSTANTANEOUS FORCE COMPUTED FOR THE ENTIRE SPATIAL DOMAIN
C BUT DOES NOT INCLUDE THE ’ NEGATIVE' TIME.
WRITECS,») 'CREATING INSTANTANEOUS SURFACE SOURCE'
HRITECtT.*) 'CREATING INSTANTANEOUS SURFACE SOURCE'
aexfarce = 0 .0  
sgn=t
DO i« I,tvo_ax  
DO j=I,tB o_ny
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DO h « t.n z
DO t= I ,o t / 2
temp»DABS(amy2Ci.j rh . , t ) )
IF  (temp.GE.maxforce) THEH 
maxforce^temp
sgs=SIGSCl..arraySCi , j  J i . t i )
C V/RITE(6,*)’B axforce .sgn’ ,oaxforce,3ga
ELSE
CONTINUE
EKDIF
ENDDO
naxforce=sgn*naxforce 
ax ray 3 (i,j ,h .l)« m ax fo rce
ENDDO
ENDDO
ENDDO
n a rfo rc e  > 0 .0  
sgn-I
C NOW AT EACH I„Y POINT WE PICK DOT THE HAXIKUH
C FORCE IK THE Z-DIRECTIOK AND SET ARRAY3(X.Y,l.l)*HAXF0RCE.
C HOW, WE HAVE AH INSTANTANEOUS FORCE WITH THE HAXIKUH VALUE
C IK THE Z-DIRECTIOK MOVED TO THE SURFACE.
DO i« l,w io_nx  
DO j= I,tu o _ n y  
DO hM.,nz
remp“DABS(array3(r,j
IF  (temp.GE.aaxforce) THEH
aaxforce - temp 
sgn=SIGK(I. ,a rray 3 C i,i
C WRXEECS.*} ’aax fo rce .sg n ’ .aaxforce.agn
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ELSE
CONTINUE
ENDIF
ENDDO
naxiorce^sgn*oaxforee 
a r ra y 3 ( i .j , l . l )= m a x fo rc e
ENDDO
ENDDO
C HERE. HE SET THE FORCE EQUAL TO ZERO FOR ALL POINTS BELOW THE SURFACE
DO i« l,tvo_nx  
DO j “ I.tuo_ny 
DO h«2,nz
DO t« t .n t / 2
* rr» y 3 C i.j ,h .t )» 0 .0
ENDDO
ENDDO
ENDDO
ENDDO
C HERE. WE SET ARRAY4CX,Y.Z,T)-0 FOR THE FIRST HALF OF THE TIME
C AND FOR THE FIRST HALF OF THE Z-DIRECTIOK. OTHERWISE. ARRAY4
C IS  EQUAL TO THE VALUES OF ARRAY3. NOTE: ARRAY* HAS TWICE THE
C LENGTH IK THE TIME DOMAIN COMPARED TO ARRAY3. THIS IS  THE PERIOD
C OF ZERO FORCE NEEDED FOR THE CONVOLUTION.
DO i»!,tw o_nx 
DO j 't . t v o .n y
DO h=l,two_nz .
DO t= I,n c
IF  ((c .L E .a t/2 )  -OR. Ch.LE.nz] ) THEN
array4C i,J  J i , t )= 0 .0
ELSE
a rra y 4 C i.j ,h ..t)= a rray 3 (r. j .h - n z . t -n t /2 >
ENDIF
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ENDDO
ENDDO
ENDDO
ENDDO
RETURN
END
cccctxccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
SUBROUTINE DATAOUT1 (a rray  ,n r  ,ny .a z .n t )
C OUTPUTS RESULTS TO FILE te a p e ra ru re .o u t 
PARAHETER(nxmax« 17,nzmax;I257,ntaax«257)
INTEGER. h» j» i.t.fc .n r.n y ,n z .n t.n z2 .tv o _ n x ,tw o _ z iy  
COMPLEX a rray  (ram ax.nm ax.nzaax. n taax )
two_nx»2»nx
tvo_ny*2*ny
C CHANCE COMMENT STATUS WHEN CALCULATING TEMPERATURE FIELDS
C CURRENTLY SET FOR FORCE CALCUALXIONS
WRITEC6,*) 'OUTPUTTING TEMPERATURE FIELD TO'
VRITE(6,») 't« s p « ra ti ire .o u t:  n r ’ ,n t  
C URITEC6,») 'ENTER NUMBER OF Z  LAYERS TO OUTPUT FOR THERMAL'
C URITE(6.»)'FIELD ttz « ',n z
HRITEC1T,*) 'OUTPUn iNC TEMPERATURE FIELD TO'
WRITE(17,») 'te m p e ra tu re .o u t: a t*  ,n t  
C WRITEC1 7 .• ) 'ENTER NUMBER OF Z  LAYERS TO OUTPUT FOR THERMAL'
C WRITEC1T.-)'FIELD n z - '.n z
C READ(5.*)nz2
az2«nz
HRITEC6.*) '0 2 2 = ' ,az2  
HRITE(IT,«) 'nz2=* ,nz2
DO i  = l,tw o_nx 
DO j  = l,c« o _ ay
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DO & *  I .n z 2
WRITEC21,130) (
+■ R E A L (arrayC i.,j.h ,t)), 
+ t  = 1 ,n t/2 >
130 FURHATCE20.8)
ENDDO
EHDDO
ENDDO
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE DATA0UI2(array,nx.ny,nz.at)
C OUTPUTS FORCE TO FILE fo re* .o u t
PARAHETER(nxm*x«l7 ,nz3ax-257(nt»ajc”257)
INTEGER h , j  ,i,t.S c ,n x ,y ,iiz ,n t.tu o _ n x ,tv o _ iiy  ,tva_nz
REAL»8 arayOumax.mcBax.nzmax.ncaax)
REAL'S teBpCnzBax.nzBBX.imnx.atBaz}
tvo_nx«2«nx
tvo_ny«2«uy
two_u2=2*nz
DO t  *  I .n t / 2
DO h. « 1 . two_nr 
DO i  = I,tuo_nx 
DO j  « 1 .tuo_ny
tearpC l.j.h ,t> »0 .0
ENDDO
ENDDO
ENDDO
ENDDO
DO t  = nt/2-*-l ,n t
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DO h. - l . n z
DO i  *  1 .two_nx 
DO j  «  I . tuo_ny
tempCi,J ,h + n r.c )= a rray C i. j  .h . t - u t /2 )
ENDDO
ENDDO
ENDDO
ENDDO
WRITE(6,») ’OUTPUTTING FORCE TO fo rc e  .o u t ' 
WRTTEClT,*) 'OUTPUT! INC FORCE TO fo r c e .o u t '
DO t  * l , n t
DO h  * I . tu o .n z  
DO i  * l .tu o .n x  
DO
ENDDO
ENDDO
RETORK
END
SUBROUTINE DATAaUT3Carray .n x .u y .n z .n t)
C OUTPUTS FORCE TO FILE su rf  * ce fo rce  . ou t 
PARAMETERCiucBax=tT,nznax«2 S T ,,n tn a x * 2 5 7 )
INTEGER h . j . i . t . l t . n x .y .n z .n t r tu o_m .t«o_ny (tuo_n2: 
REAL«8 arrayC nrm ax.axoar.nzaax.ntaax)
WRTTEC6.*) 'OUIPUITINC FORCE TO su r fa c e !a rc e .o u t’
WRITEC22.150) R E R L C tenpfi.j.li.t))
150 F0RMATCE10.4)
ENDDO
ENDDO
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WRTTECIT..) ’OUTPUlliNG FORCE TO su r fa c e fo rc e .o u t '
tuo_nx” 2*nx
tao_ny*2»ny
tuo_nz=2*nx
DO t  = I ,  a t
DG n  -  1,cwo_nz 
DO i  = I,tvo_nx
WRITE(20.2S0) (
*  R E A L (array C i.j.h .t))»
* j  “  I,rwo_ny)
250 F0RHATCE10.4)
ENDDO
ENDDO
ENDDO
RETURN
END
c c
c Subroutine s f f te u (  x , y . n , m, lty p e  ) c
c  c
c  T h is  ro u tin e  i s  a s l i g h t  m od ifica tion  of a  COMPLEX s p l i t  c
c  r a d ix  FFT ro u tin e  p re se n te d  by C.S. B u n s .  The o r ig in a l  c
c  program header i s  ahoon below. c
c  c
c  Arguments: c
c  x  -  r e a l  a rray  c o n ta in in g  r e a l  p a r ts  o f  transform  c
c  sequence ( in /o u t )  c
c  y -  r e a l  a rray  co n ta in in g  imag p a r ts  of transform  c
c  sequence ( in /o u t)  c
c n  -  in te g e r  le n g th  o f  transform  (in ) c
c  m -  in te g e r  such t h a t  n  = 2«*m (in )  c
c  lty p e  -  in te g e r  jo b  s p e c i f ie r  ( in )  c
c  ltype  ,n e .  - t  —> fouard transfo rm  c
c  lty p e  . e q . -1  —> backward transfo rm  c
c  c
c  The forward transform  computes c
c  XOt) = stim_{j«0>~{N-I} x { j) •exp(-2 ijk»pi/N ) c
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c  c
c  The backward tran sfo rm  computes c
c  xCj) * (l/N ) » stmi_Oc=0>~{N-I} XCk)«exp(2ijk*pi/K) c
c  c
c  c
c  R equires standard  FORTRAN fu n c tio n s  -  s in ,  co s c
c  c
c  S tave K ifo s it. 9 Ju ly  1997 c
C------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ C
C A Duhanel-Hollnan S p li t-R a d ix  DIF FFT C
C Reference; E le c tro n ic s  L e t t e r s ,  January S , 1984 C
C COMPLEX input and o u tp u t i n  d a ta  a rray s  X and Y C
C Length i s  R « 2««M C
C C
C C .S. B u m s R ice  U niversity  Dec 1984 C
C------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ C
c
SUBROUTINE SFFTEUC X, Y, H, M. ITYPE )
PARAMETER (ntmax=2S7)
INTEGER K. M, ITYPE 
REAL«8 X(ntmax), Y(nt a ax )
INTEGER I ,  J ,  K. H I, N2, N4, IS . ID. 10. I I .  12. 13 
REAL*8 TWOPI, E. A, A3, CC1. SSI, CC3, SS3 
REAL*8 R l. R2. S I .  S 2 , S3. XT 
INTRINSIC SIN, COS
PARAMETER ( TWOPI “ 6.2831853071795864769 )
c
IF  C R .EQ. 1 ) RETURN
c
IF  C ITYPE .EQ. - I  )  THEN 
DO 1. I  *  I .  N 
YCI) -  -  YCI)
I  CONTINUE
ENDIF
c
N2 = 2 •  N 
DO 10. K = 1. K -l 
N2 -  N2 /  2 
N4 = N2 f  4  
E -  TWOPI /  N2 
A * 0 .0
DO 20, J  = I .  N4 
A3 «  3 •  A 
CCI -  co st A )
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SSI = SINC A )
CC3 = COSC A3 )
SS3 = SINC A3 )
A = J  « E 
IS -  J 
ID = 2  •  N2 
40 DO 30, 10 « IS ,  K -I, ID
I t  « 10 ♦ 84
12 - I t  ♦ 34
13 « 12 ♦ 84
Rt « XCIO) -  XCI2)
X(IO) = XCIO) ♦ 1(12)
R2 « X (II) -  X(I3)
X (It) = XCI1) * XCI3)
S t -  YCIO) -  YCI2) 
m o )  = YCIO) * YCI2)
52 * YCIt) -  YCI3)
YCIt) = YCIt) + YCI3)
53 -  Rl -  S2 
R1 » R1 * S2 
S2 * R2 -  S I 
R2 « R2 S t
XCI2) » Rt •  CCt -  S2 •  SSI
YCI2) * -  S2 •  CCt -  Rt • SSt
XCI3) * S3 • CC3 * R2 • SS3
YCI3) -  R2 •  CC3 -  S3 • SS3
30 CONTINUE
I S » 2 » I D - N 2  + .I 
ID * 4 * ID
IF C IS -LT- 8  ) GOTO 40 
20 CONTINUE
10 CONTINUE
c
C----------- CAST STAGE, LENGTH-2  BUTTERFLY ---------------------------------- C
c
IS * t
ID « 4
50 DC 60, 10 « IS , 8 .  ID 
I t  « 10 ♦ t  
R1 « XCIO)
XCIO) = R1 ♦ XCIt)
XCI1) * R1 -  XCIt)
R1 « YCIO)
YCIO) = Rt ♦ YCIt)
YCIt) -  R1 -  YCIt)
60 CONTINUE
IS * 2 « ID -  I  
ID -  4 * ID
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IF C IS  X T . K ) GOTO SO
c
C---------- BIT REVERSE COUNTER----------
c
100 J  « I
HI = H -  1
DO 104. I  * 1 . HI
IF  C I  -CE. J  ) GOTO 101
XT « X(J)
XCJ) «  XCI)
XCI) “  XT 
XT « YU)
YCJ) *  YCI)
YCI) = XT
101 K = N /  2
102 IF  C K -GE. J  ) GOTO 103
J  « J  -  K
K = K /  2
GOTO 102
103 J = J  ♦- K
104 CONTIHUE
c
IF C ITYPE -Ep. - I  ) THEH
DO 2 .  I  « 1. K
XCI) = XCI) f  H 
YCI) » -  YCI) /  H 
2 CONTINUE
ENDIF
c
RETURN
c
c . . .  End o f  su b rou tine  SFFTED —  
c
END
SUBROUTINE CALERFCARC,RESULT.JINT)
C
C This packe t ev a lu a te s  erfC x). e rfcC x ). and axpCx«x)«erfcCx)
C fo r  a  r e a l  argument  z .  I t  co n ta in s  th r e e  FUNCTION type
C subprograms: ERF. ERFC. and ERFCX Cor DERF. DERFC. and DERFCX) .
C and one SUBROUTINE type  subprogram. CALERF. The c a ll in g
C s ta tem en ts  f o r  th e  primary e n tr ie s  a r e :
C
C Y=ERFCX) Cor Y=DERFCX)).
C
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C Y=ERFCCX> Cor Y-DERFCCX)).
C and
C Y=ERFCX(X) Cor Y-DERFCXCX)) .
C
C The ro u tin e  CALERF i s  intended f o r  in te r n a l  packet u se  o n ly ,
C a l l  computations w ith in  th e  packet b e in g  concentrated  in  t h i s
C ro u tin e . The fu n c t io n  subprograms invoke CALERF w ith  th e  
C statem ent
C
C CALL CALERFCARG.RESULT. JIKT)
C
C where the  param eter usage i s  as  fo llow s
C
C Function Param eters fo r  CALERF
C c a l l  ARC R esult JDtT
C
C ERFCARC) AKY REAL ARGUMENT ERFCARG) 0
C ERFCCARG) ABSCARC) .LT. XBIC ERFCCARG) 1
C ERFCXCARG) XNEC .LT. ARC .LT. XHAX ERFCXCARC) 2
C
C The main com putation eva lua tes  n ea r-s in u sax  approxim ations
C from ’R ational Chebyshev approxim ations fo r  th e  e r r o r  fu n c tio n *
C by W. J .  Cody. Math. Comp.. 1963. PP. 631-638. This
C tran sp o rtab le  program uses r a t io n a l  fu n c tio n s  th a t  th e o r e t i c a l l y
C approximate e r f  (x ) and erfcCx) to  a t  le a s t  18 s ig n i f i c a n t
C decimal d ig i t s .  The accuracy achieved depends on the  a r i th m e tic
C system, th e  co m p ile r, th e  in t r i n s ic  fu n c tio n s , and p ro p e r
C se le c tio n  o f th e  machine-dependent c o n s ta n ts .
C
( > • • • • • • • • • « • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ■ • • • <
C
C Explanation of machine-dependent co n stan ts
C
C XHIN « th e  sm a lle s t p o s itiv e  f lo a tin g -p o in t number.
C XINF *  th e  l a r g e s t  p o s i t iv e  f i n i t e  f lo a tin g -p o in t number.
C XNEC * th e  l a r g e s t  negative  argument accep tab le  to  ERFCX;
C th e  n eg a tiv e  o f  th e  so lu tio n  to  th e  equation
C 2«exp(x*x) -  XINF.
C XSKALL = argument below which e r f  Cx) may be rep resen ted  by 
C 2 * x /s q r t(p i)  and above which x*x w ill  n o t underflow .
C A co n se rv a tiv e  value i s  th e  la r g e s t  machine number X
C such t h a t  1 .0  » X = 1.0 to  machine p re c is io n .
C XBIC •  la r g e s t  argument accep tab le  to  ERFC; so lu tio n  to
C th e  eq u a tio n : V(x) * Ct-0.5/x»»2J = XMIN. where
C tf(x) = e x p (-x » x )/[x * sq rt(p i)]  .
C XHUCE. -  argument above which 1.0 -  l/(2*x*x> “  1.0 to
C machine p re c is io n . A conserva tive  value i s
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C t/[2*sqrtCXSHALL)J
C XMAX « la rg e s t  a c c e p ta b le  argument to  ERFCX; th e  minimum
C of XINF and I/[sqrtC pi)*X H IN ].
C
C Approximate v a lues f o r  some im portant machines a re ;
C
c
#*
XHIN XINF XNEC XSMALL
U
CSC 7SCC CS.P.) 3-13E-294 1.2SE*222 -27.220 T  H C . I C
c CRAY-1 CS.P.) 4 . 58E-2467 5.46E+2465 -75.345 7 . HE—15
c IEEE CIBK/XT,
c SUN. e tc .) (S .P .) 1 .I8E -38 3.40E+38 -9 .382 5.96E-8
c IEEE CIBH/XT,
c SUN. e tc .) (D .P.) 2.23D-308 1.790+308 -26.628 1.110-16
c IBM 195 CD.P.) 5.40D-79 7.23E+75 -13.190 1.390-17
c UNIYAC 1108 CD.P.) 2.78D-309 8.980*307 -26.615 1.730-18
c VAX D-Format CD.P.) 2.94D-39 1.70D+38 -9 .345 1.390-17
c
c
VAX C-Format CD.P.) 5.S6D-309 8.980*307 -26.615 1 .110-16
c
c
f*
XBIC XHUCE XHAX
c COC 7600 CS.P.) 25 .922 8.39E+6 1.80X*293
c CRAY-1 CS.P.) 75 .326 8.39E*6 5.45E*2465
c IEEE (IBM/XT.
c SUN, e tc .) CS.P.) 9.194 2.90E*3 4.79E+37
c IEEE (IBM/XT.
c SUN, e tc .) CD.P.) 26.543 6.710*7 2.530*307
c IBM 195 CD.P.) 13.306 1.90D+8 7.23E*75
c tINIVAC 1108 CD.P.) 26.582 5.37D+8 8.980*307
c VAX D-Format CD.P.) 9.269 1.900*8 1.700*38
c VAX C-Format CD.P.) 26.569 6.710*7 8.980*307
C
C INITIAL VALUES 
C
C DATA XINF,XNEC,XSKALL/1 -79D308.-26.628DO ,1 .1  ID-1 6 /.
C I XBIC.XHUGE,XHAX/26.54300,6.7107,2.530307/
C
C
c
C E rro r re tu rn s 
c
C The program re tu rn s  ERFC * 0 fo r  ARC -CE. XBIC;
C
C ERFCX -  XINF fo r  ARC .LT. XNEC;
C and
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C ERFCX ~ 0 f o r  ARC .CE. XHAX.
C
C
C In t r in s ic  fu n c tio n s  requ ired  a r e ;
C
C ABS. AIHT. EXP
C
c
C Asrharr V. J . Cody
C Mathematics and Computer Science D iv is ion
C Argonne N ational lab o ra to ry
C Argonne, IL 60439
C
C L atest m o d ifica tio n : March 19, 1990 
C
C--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
INTEGER I.JIN T
DOUBLE PRECISION
1 A,ARC.B.C.D.DEL,FOUR.HALF.P,ONE,Q,RESULT.SIXTEN.SQRPI.
2 TWO.THRESH.X.XHIC.XDEN.XHUCE.XINF.XKAX.XNEC.XNUM.XSMALL.
3 lf.7SQ.ZER0
DIMENSION A(5) ,B(4) ,C(9) .0 (8 ) ,P (6) .0(5)
C-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
C Mathematical constan ts
C-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
DATA FOUR.ONE.RALF.TWO,ZERO/4.ODO.l.ODO.0 .5 0 0 ,2 .0 0 0 .0 .0 0 0 /.
1 SQRPI/S .64189583547756286950-1/ .THRESH/0.4687500/.
2  SXXTEN/16.000/
C  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- - --------
C Machine-dependent constan ts
C-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
DATA XINF.XHEC.XSHALL/1.79D308.-26 .62800 .1 .110-16/,
1 XBIC.XHUCE.XHAX/26.54300.6.T1D7.2.530307/
C -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
C C o e ffic ien ts  f o r  approximation to  e r f  in  f i r s t  in te rv a l
C------------------------------------------------------------------------ -------------- — — — ~
DATA A/3.16112374387056560DOO,1.13864154151050156002,
1 3.77485237685302021002.3.20937758913846947003,
2 1.857777061846031530-1/
DATA B/2-36012909523441209001,2.44024637934444173002,
1 1.28261652607737228003,2.84423683343917062003/
C ---------------------------------------------------------------------------  —
C C o e ffic ien ts  f o r  approxim ation to  e r f c  in  second in te r v a l  
C--------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -----------
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DATA C/5.641B8496983670089D-I,8.8831497943883759400,
1 S.6I191906371416295D0I.2-98635138I9740013ID02,
2  8.819522212417S9090D02.1-712047612634070S8D03.
3 2.05107837782607147003.1-23033935479799725003.
4 2.153115354744038460-8/
DATA D /1 .57449261107098347001.1.17693950891312499002.
1 5.37181101862009858002.1.62138957456669019003.
2 3.29079923573345963003.4.36261909014324716003.
3 3.43936767414372164003.1.23033935480374942003/
0-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
C C o e ff ic ie n ts  f o r  approximation to  e r f c  in  t h i r d  in te rv a l  
C-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
DATA P/3.053266349612323440-1,3.603448999498044390-1.
1 1.257817261112292460-1,1.608378514874227660-2.
2  6.587491615298378030-4.1.631538713730209780-2/ 
DATA Q/2.56852019228982242000.1.87295284992346047000.
1 5.279051029514284120-1.6.051834131244131910-2.
2 2.335204976268691850-3/
C-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
I  = ARC 
T = ABS(X)
IF  (Y -LE. THRESH) THEN
C-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
C E valuate  e r f  f o r  tXI <* 0.46875
C-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
YSQ = ZERO
IF  Of .CT. XSHALL) YSQ * T * Y 
XNUH -  A(5)*YSQ 
IDEM = YSQ 
DO 20 I  -  1, 3
XNOK » CXHUH ♦ A ( I ) )  •  YSQ
IDEM -  CXDEH » B (I)) * YSQ
20 CONTINUE
RESULT -  X * (XNUH <- A (4)) /  (XDEH 4- BC4))
IF  (JIHT -HE- 0) RESULT = ONE -  RESULT
IF  CJIKT .EQ. 2) RESULT -  EXFCYSQ) •  RESULT
CO TO 800
C------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------
C E valuate  e r f c  fo r  0.46875 <= IXt <* 4 .0
C --------------- ------------ -------------------------------------------------------------
ELSE IF  CY .LE. FOUR) THEN 
XNUH = CC9) »Y 
XDEM = Y 
DO 120 I  *  I ,  7
XNUH = (XNUH ♦ CCD) •  Y
XDEM * (XDEM * D (I)) •  Y
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120 CONTINUE
RESULT = (XNUH + C(8)) /  (XDEN + 0 (8 ))
IF  (J IK r -HE. 2) THEN
YSQ « AINT CY»SHTEN) /SIXTEN 
DEL « (Y-YSQ) •CY+YSQ)
RESULT -  EXP(-YSq»YSq) •  EXP (-DEL) * RESULT 
END IF
C-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Z  Evaluate e r f c  f o r  !Xt > 4 .0
C------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
ELSE
RESULT -  ZERO
IF  (Y -CE. XBIC) THEN
IF  ((JIK T .HE. 2) .OR. CY -CE- XHAX)) CO TO 300 
IF  CY .CE. XHUCE) THEN 
RESULT * SQRPI /  Y 
CO TO 300 
END IF  
END IF
YSQ « ONE /  CY « Y)
XNUH « P(6)*YSQ 
XDEN = YSQ 
DO 240 I  ■ I .  4
XNUH * (XNUH ♦ P (I))  • YSQ 
XDEN * (XDEN +■ Q (I)) •  YSQ 
240 CONTINUE
RESULT -  YSQ •(XNUH * P(5)) /  (XDEN * Q(S))
RESULT * (SQRPI -  RESULT) /  Y 
IF  (JINT .HE. 2) THEN
YSQ -  AINT (Y'SIXTEN)/SIXTEN 
DEL * (Y-YSQ)•(Y+YSq)
RESULT = EXP(-YSQ*YSQ) •  EXP(-DEL) •  RESULT 
END IF  
END IF
C.................... .........................................................................................................
C Fix op fo r  n eg a tiv e  argum ent, e r f .  e tc .
C —  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
300 IF (JINT .EQ. 0) THEH
RESULT » (HALF -  RESULT) * HALF 
IF  t t  .LT. ZERO) RESULT » -RESULT 
PT-STT IF  (JINT .EQ. 1) THEN
IF  (X -LT- ZERO) RESULT « TWO -  RESULT
PTSP
IF  (X .LT. ZERO) THEN 
IF  a  .LT. XNEC) THEN 
RESULT = XINF 
ELSE
YSQ = AINT (X*SIXTEN) /SIXTEN
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DEL = (X-YSQ)• CX+YSQ)
Y = EXPCYSQ-YSQ) » EXP(DEL)
RESULT -  CY+Y) -  RESULT 
END IF  
END IF  
END IF  
800 RETURN
C---------------L a s t c a rd  of CALERF-----------------
END
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION DERFC(X)
C------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c
C This subprogram computes approximate v a lu es  fo r  e r f c ( x ) . 
C (see  comments heading CALERF) .
C
C A uthor/date : V. J .  Cody. January 8 . 1985 
C
C------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
INTEGER JINT
DOUBLE PRECISION X, RESULT
C------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
JINT » I
CALL CALERF(X,RESULT.JINT)
DERFC -  RESULT 
RETURN
C--------------- L as t c a rd  of DERFC----------------
END
A.2 E lastic Calculations
PROCRAM e l a s t i c  
C 4/17/00
C INVERSE LAPLACE TRANSFORK OF THE Z-DISPLACEMENT COMPONENT
C GIVING THE FOURIER TRANSFORMED VALUES IN 3 DIMENSIONS FOR
C A GENERAL ANISOTROPIC MATERIAL.
C INVERSE FOURIER TRANSFORM IN ALL THREE SPATIAL DIMENSIONS
C 2nx X 2ny X 2nz IN SPACE-TOTAL COMPUTATIONAL SPACE. READ FROM FILE. 
C SPATIAL STEPS OF dx . dy and. d r .  READ FROM FILE.
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C n t  TIKE STEPS OF dc SECONDS. READ FROM FILE
C kmax STEPS IK DIVERSE LAPLACE SOHMATIOK, READ FROM FILE.
C OMECA « 2 'P I / ( to ta I_ t ja e )
C INVERSE LAPLACE FROM U 3 ffl .tx t GENERATED FROK KATBEHATICA NOTEBOOK
C ALLOWS ARBITRAY IMPULSE VECTOR. ENTERED.
C READS FILE c o n s ta n ts .in  VHICR RAS a l l  PARAMETERS FOR A GIVEN MATERIAL:
C STIFFNESS. DENSITY, ax . ay, n z . n t
C HAHHUH HUMBER OF SPATIAL GRID POINTS IK EACH DIMENSION.
C MAXIMUNN NUMBER OF TIME STEPS.
PARAMETER U m ax= 17, nzmax=257. ntaax=257)
INTEGER n x .n y .n z .n t ,a , n s.nn .na . cho ice , conponent
COMPLEX a rra y  (nxmax.nxaax.nTaaT, n taax)
REAL'S dx.dy ,d z ,d t  ,time,A3,B3,A3_0,B3_0,PI 
REAL'S ds,dn ,da,c ,w .Q l,Q 2,Q 3.to taX _tiae 
REAL'8 dx2.dy2.dz2.dt2.dw
REAL'8 C H . C12. CI3. Ct4. CIS. C16. C21. C22. C23.
♦ C24. C2S. C26, C31. C32. C33. C34.
* C41. C42, C43, C44, CAS. C46. C51.
+ CS4, CSS. CS6. C61, C62. C63. CS4,
C REAL PART OF DISPLACEMENT COMPONENTS
OPEN CUKIT*14.FILE»'uI.out')
OPEN CUNir-15.FILE-'u2.out')
OPEN(UNIT'I6,FILE'‘u3. o u t’)
C DIAGNOSTICS
OPEN (UNIT'I7 ,FILE= ‘diagnostics .o u t ’ )
C INPUT
OPEN CUNIT= 18. FILE ''  constan ts. i n ' . STATUS''  OLD *)
C IMAGINARY PART OF DISPLACEMENT COMPONENTS
QPEN(UNrr«51, F IL E ''u l_c . o u t’ )
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OPEN(UHIT=52,FILE” *u2_c .ou t')
OPEN CUHIT-53.FILE** u3_c. o u t * >
C BEAL PART OF FOURIER TRAHSFORMED DISPLACEMENT COMPONENTS
c  0PEN(UN1T*54. F I L E * 'f f tu l .r .o u t ')
c  OPEN (UNIT-55, FILE*'  f  f  tu 2 _ r .o u t ')
c  OPEN(ONIT*56, FILE* ' f f t u l . r . o a t  *)
C IMAGINARY PART OF FOURIER TRANSFORMED DISPLACEMENT COMPONENTS
c  OPEN (U NTT-ST.FILE-'fftttl.c. o u t ')
c  OPEN(UNIT-58, FILE** f f tu 2 _ c -o u t ')
c  0PEN(UNIT=59.FILE*’f f tu l_ c . o u t ')
C MAIN PROGRAM
P I-3 .14159265358979
WRITEC6,*)'BEGINNING'
WRITECI7,*) 'BEGINNING'
VRTCEC6, * ) ' READING IN MATERIAL CONSTANTS AND PARAMETERS' 
WRITEU7,*) 'READING IK MATERIAL CONSTANTS AND PARAMETERS'
C READ IN MATERIAL CONSTANTS AND PARAMETERS FROM c o n s ta n ts .la
CALL READC0NST(CU,Ct2,C13.Ct4,C15,C16,C22,C23. 
♦C24,C25,C26.C33,C34,C35,C36,C44,C45,C46,C55,CS6,C66,density, 
+ n x ,d r .n y ,d y .n z .d z ,n t,d t,to ta l_ tia e ,lm ia x ,P I ,u ,c , 
♦qi,q2.Q3.C2I.C31.C32.C4I.C42,C43,CSt.C52,CS3.CS4.C6I.C62. 
♦C63.C64.C65)
C DISPLAY VALUES AND OUTPUTS TO d iag n o s tic s .o u t
CALL DISPLAYCC11 .C12.C13 .CI4 .CIS,CI6.C22,C23.
♦C24.C2S .C26.C33 .C34.C35 .C36.C44 ,C45,C46,CS5 ,C56 ,C66 .d e n s ity , 
♦ nx ,dx .ay .dy ,n z ,d r,n c ,d t,cac» l_ tlm e .Jm ax ,P r.u .c ,
♦Q1 .Q2.Q3.C21 ,C3t .C32.C4I.C42.C43 .CSI.CS2.CS3 .CS4 ,C6I ,C62, 
♦C63.C64.C6S)
C CALCULATING ELASTIC GREEN'S FUNCTION
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C CALCULATE SAMPLING FREQUENCY
WRITEC6,*) 'CALCULATING SAMPLING FREQUENCY'
WRITEC17,*) 'CALCULATING SAMPLING FREQUENCY’
CALL SAMPLECnx.ny.nz.n.dx.dy .d z .d t .d s .d n .d a ,
* dx2 .dy2 .dz2 .P I ,n s .nn .nal
C INITIALIZE ARRAY
CALL INITIALIZECarray .n s .n n .n a .n )
C CHOICE OF SOLVING EXACT INVERSE LAPLACE QR NUMERICAL INVERSE
WRITEC6.*) ’SOLVE EXACT EQUATTONS(l) OR NUMERICALLY IKVERTC2)'
WRITECS.*) 'OR INVERSE FOURIER CAUSSIAN(3)?'
C READC5.*)choice
choice»2
IF Cchoi.ce.aq.2} THEN
URITEC6.*) 'NUMERIC'
WRITEClT.*) 'NUMERIC'
URITECS,*) 'WHICH COMPONENT’
C READ C5,*) component
com ponents
WRITEC6,*) 'COMPONENT*' .component 
WRITEC17,*) 'COMPONENT*', component
C CALCULATE INVERSE LAPLACE TRANSFORM
CALL INVERSE_LAPLACECns.nn.na.a ,d t.o .c .to aax .Q l,
* Q2, Q3,PI, ds.dn.da,com ponent.
* CII.CI2.CI3.C14,CIS,C16.C2I .C22.C23,
* C24. C25, C2S. C 3I. C32, C33, C34. C35. C36.
* C41, C42. C43, C44.  045. C46, C5I. CS2. CS3.
* CS4. CSS. CSS. C61.  C62. C63. CS4. CSS. C66.
*■ d en s ity  .a rray )
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ELSEIF C cho ice .eq .I) THEH
WRITEC6,*) ’SOLVING EXACT FOR Z-COKPONENT’ 
WRITECtT,*) 'SOLYIHC EXACT FOR Z-COHPONENT’
CALL EXACTCns.nn.na.n.dt.ds.dn.da.Q l .Q 2.03,
* C tl.C 4 4 .C 12 .densicy .a rra ;)
ELSE
C TEST FUNCTION
component*I 
n«l
URHEC6.*) ’GAUSSIAN TEST FUNCTION. component*I' 
WRITEClT.*) ’GAUSSIAN TEST FUNCTION, component*t’
CALL CAUSSIA NCns.nn.na.n.dt.ds.dn.da.PI.
♦ nx .ny .nz .dx .dy , d r .  a rray )
ENDIF
C CALCULATE INVERSE FOURIER TRANSFORM
C CHANCE COMMENT STATUS FOR CHOICE OF WINDOWING
C CHANGE COMMENT IF  YOU WANT THE CHOICE TO MULTIPLY BY A SUPERCAUSSIAN
C WINDOW
C WRITECS.*) ’MULTIPLY BY SUPERCAUSS(l) OR DO NOT WINDOWC2) '
C READCS.*)choice
choice=2
IF  C ch o ice .eq .l)  THEN
WRITEC6.*) ’SUPERCAUSS WINDOW’
WRITEClT.*) 'SUPERGAUSS WINDOW’
CALL SUPERGAUSS(ns .n a .n a .n .d x .d y .d n . a rra y )
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CALL INVERSE_FOURIER_x_y_z(array ,n s ,n n ,n a ,n ,d s ,d n ,d a ,P I)
ELSEIF ( ch o ice .eq .2) THEN 
WRITECS,*)'HO WINDOW'
wurrECiT.O'MO window*
CALL INVERSE_FOURIER_x_y_z(array .n s .n n .n a .n .d s .d n .d a .P I)  
ENDIF
WRITE OUT ELASTIC GREEK'S FUNCTION TO FILE
CALL DATAOUTCarray, component, n s .n n .n a .n )
CL0SECI4)
CLOSE(IS)
CL0SEC16)
CL0SEC17)
CL0SEC18)
CL0SEC5L)
CL0SEC52)
CL0SEC53)
CL0SECS4)
CL0SECS5)
CL0SEC56)
CL0SEC57)
CL0SECS8)
CL0SECS9)
END
SUBROUTINE READCONSTCCU .C12.C13.C14,C15,C1S,C22,C23. 
♦C24.C2S.C26.C33.C34 ,C35 ,C36 .C44.C45.C46, C55,CSS ,C66, d e n s ity  , 
♦ n x ,d x ,n y ,d y ,n z ,d z ,n t,d t,to ta l_ tiiB e ,k m ax .P r.« ,c ,
♦Q1,Q2,Q3,C21 ,C31.C32,C4I,C42,C43,CS1,CS2,CS3,CS4.C6I .C62, 
♦CS3.CS4.C6S)
REAL'S C I1 , CI2. CI3, C14. CIS. C I6 . C21, C22, C23.
C24, CSS. C26. C31. C32. C33. C34. C3S. C36.
C41. C42. C43. C44. C45. C46. CSI. CS2. C53.
C54. CS5. CS6, C 6I. C62. C63, C64. C65. C66. d en s ity
REAL'S dx.dy,dz:,dt,C otaI_cim e.PI.«.e:.Q l,Q 2,G 3
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INTEGER n x .n y .n z .a t . lma x
READU8.«.END=10> CI1. Cl2 .  C I3. CI4, CIS, CI6. C22. C23.
+ C24, C2S, C26, C33, C34. C3S, C36. C44. C45.
* C46, CS5, C56. C66. d en sity ,
♦ ax .dx .ay  ,dy .a z .d z .a t  .d t.lnnax .
‘QI.Q2.Q3
10 CONTINUE
C21-C12
C31=C13
C32-C23
C41=C14
C42-C24
C43=C34
CS1=C1S
CS2-C25
C53»C35
C54-C45
CS1»C16
C62-C26
C63-C36
CS4«C46
C65-CS6
URTTEC6,*) ’DEFINING OMECA AND C' 
WRITEC17,*) ’DEFINING OMECA AND C*
to ta I_ tim e« d t« n t
w » 2 .* P I/( to ta I_ tin e )
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE DISPUYCCII .C12.CI3 ,CI4 .CIS.C16.C22.C23 . 
+C24.C25.C26.C33.C34.C3S,C36.C44.C45,C46.CS5.CS6.C66.density. 
+ n x ,d x .o y .d y .n z .d z .a t .d £ .ta ta l_ t is e .k s a x ,P I ,tr ,c .
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*qi,Q2,C)3,C2I,C31.C32,C41,C42.C43,C51,CS2.CS3,C54.C6I.C62,
♦C63,C64,C65)
C DISPLAY PARAMETERS USED AND WRITES TO d ia g n o s tic s .o u t
REAL*8 C l l ,  C12. C13, C14, CIS, C16, C21, C22, C23,
* C24, C25, C26. C31, C32. C33, C34, C35, C36,
C41. C42. C43. C44. C45. C46. CSl. CS2. C53.
* CS4. CSS. CS6. C61, C62, C63, C64. C65. C66, density
REAL'S d x ,d y ,d z ,d t.to ta l_ tin e .P I ,? .c .Q l,Q 2 .Q 3
INTEGER m c.ny.nz.nt.km ax
C WRITE OUT MATERIAL CONSTANTS
WRITECS,*)'MATERIAL CONSTANTS’
WRITEC6.*) C ll ,  C12. C13, C14. CIS. CI6
WRITEC6,') C21, C22, C23, C24, C2S, C26
WRITEC6,*) C31, C32. C33, C34, C35, C36
WRITEC6.*) C41, C42, C43, C44. C4S, C46
WRITEC6,*) CSl, CS2. CS3. CS4, CSS. CS6
WRITEC6.*) C61. CG2. C63, C64. C65. C66
WRITECS,*) d en s ity
WRITEC17,«) ’MATERIAL CONSTANTS'
WRITEC17,*) C l l ,  C12. C13, C14. CIS, C16
WRITE(17,.) C21, C22, C23. C24. C25. C26
WRITEC 17,«) C31, C32. C33, C34. C3S, C36
WRITEC 1 7 , ')  C41. C42. C43. C44, C4S. C46
WRITEC17.*) C Sl, C52, C53, CS4. CSS. CS6
WRITEC17,*) C Sl. C62, C63, C64. C6S. C66
WRITEC17.*) d e n s ity
WRITEC6,*) 'ARRAY DIMENSIONS’ 
WRITEC1 7 ,• ) 'ARRAY DIMENSIONS’
WRITECS.*)*nx=*,nx 
WRITEC 6 .* ) 'n y * ',n y  
WRITEC6.*)'nz=*,nz 
WRITECS,*)*nt=’ ,n t
WRITEC1T,*) ’me*’ ,nx
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WRITEC17.*)'ay=',ay 
WRITEC17.* ) 'bz* ' . bz 
WRITEC1 7 ,* ) 'a t= ',a t
WRITEC6.*) 'ARRAY SPACINC' 
WRITEC 1 7 .•) ’ARRAY SPACING’
WRITEC6.*)’O x-’ .d x  
WRITEC6.«)'dy*',dy 
WRITEC6,*)'dz*',dz 
WRITEC 6 . •) 'd t= ',d t
WRITEC17 ,* )’dx-*.dx 
WRITECl7,*)’dy«’ ,dy 
WRITEC17,*) >dz*’ .dz 
WRITEC17,*) 'd t= '.d t
WRITEC6,*) ’to ta I_ tim ««’ ,to ta l_ tim e  
WRITEC6,*)'« = ',«
WRITECS,*)'c*' ,c
WRITEC17,*) ’to ta l . t im e * ' .c o ta l .e ia *  
WRITEC17,*) ’« = ',»
WRITEC17,*) >c«* ,c
WRITEC6.*) ’SUMMATIONS Ck) IN INVERSE LAPLACE’ 
WRITEC 17,*) ’SUMMATIONS Ck) IN INVERSE LAPLACE’
WRITECS,*) ’k*’ .kaax 
WRITEC 17 ,* )'k*',km ax
WRITECS,*) ’IMPULSE VECTOR' 
WRITEC6.*) Ql, 02. 03 
WRITEC17.*) 'IMPULSE VECTOR' 
WRITEC 17.*) 01, 02. 03
RETURN
END
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ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
SUBROUTINE SAMPLECnx.ny .n z .n t .d x .d y .d z .d t . to .d n .to ,  
♦dx2.dy2.dz2.PI ,ns .n n .n a )
C COMPUTES THE SAMPLING FREQUENCY.
INTEGER nx .ny .nz.ns.m i.na.
REAL'S ds,dn,da,dt.,S_lengtii,N _length.A _lengtli,A _i,A _n,A _a 
REAL'S dx ,dy ,dz ,dz2 ,dy2 .dz2 .P I
C SAMPLE FREQUENCIES
ds-2.'PI/CDBLEC2'nx)'dx> 
da=2.'PI/CDBLEC2uy)'dy) 
to«2.'PT/CDBLEC2-nz) «dz)
ns-nz
n n n y
ua-nz
dx2-t/CDBL£Cns)'to) 
dy2=l/(DBLECnn)'dn) 
dz2-l/(DBLE(na) «da)
WRITEC6.')-da-’ .to 
WRITECS.') *dn='.dn 
WRITEC6,*) 'to -*  . t o
WRITE(6,') ’n . u s  
WRITECS.') ’nn«’ .on 
WRITECS,') *na*’ ,na.
WRITECS,') ’dz2=' ,dx2 
WRITECS,') *dy2-* ,dy2 
WRITECS.')*dz2*'.dz2 
WRITEC6.') *dt2-* ,d t2
WRITEC1T,') *ds=* . t o  
WRITEC1T.') 'd n - '.d n  
WRITEC17.') *to=* .to
WRHEC17,') 'dz2»* ,dx2 
WRHECI7.') *dy2-* ,dy2
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URITEC1T.»> ’dz2«’ ,dz2
WRITECIT,*) *ns=* ,o s  
W RrrE(17.»)’nit=, .ntt 
WRITEC17,*) 'n a - ' ,n a
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE INITIALIZECarray .n s .n a .n a .tt)
C INITIALIZES ARRAY
PARXMETER(nxmax«17,nzaax«257,nCBAi«257)
COMPLEX a rray  ( nxnuix. n r a a i . riTmax. atmax)
INTEGER a s ,n n ,n a ,n , i . j  ,h ..t
VRITEC6.*) '  INITIALIZING ARRAY,n,aa,an,aa’ ,a ,a a ,a a .a a  
HRITE(I7.»)'INITIALIZING ARRAY'
DO t= l,2»n.
DO i« l,2 » n s  
DO j« t.2 * n n  
DO b*l,2»iut
a rray  (x  ,N .t)« 0 .0
ENDDO
ENDDO
ENDDO
ENDDO
URXTEC6.• )  'DONE INITIALIZING'
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE INVERSE_LAPLACECns.nn.na.a.dt,«,c,kaax.OL. 
*■ 0 2 ,Q 3.PI.da. da,da,com ponent.
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ClX.C12.Ct3 .C14.C15 .C16.C21.C22.C23.
C24. C25, C26, C31. C32. C33. C34. C35. C36.
C41. C42. C43. C44. C4S. C46. CSl. CS2. C53.
CS4. CS5. CSS. CSl. C62. C63. CS4, C6S. C66.
d e n s ity , a rray )
PARAMETER(njnnax*17 ,nzmax=257,ntBax=257)
COMPLEX a m y ( a c a x , r.xBax.n7snx^ tS3X? ,te = p .s s=
REAL»8 d t.w ,c ,Q l,Q 2 .Q 3 .P I,d s ,d n .d a ,tim e ,
C11.C12.C13.C14.C1S.C16.C21.C22.C23,
C24. C25, C26. C31. C32. C33. C34. C3S. C36.
C41, C42, C43, C44. C45, C46, CSl, CS2. CS3.
CS4. CS5. CS6, C61. C62. C63. C64, C6S. C66.
d e n s i ty ,A3,A3.0 ,B3 ,B3_0 .rvnX, cval
INTEGER 1, j.h .t.n s .n n .n a .n .k m ax ,co m p o n en t, two _nn,two _ns.two _na. 
* tw o.n
two_ns=2*ns
two_nn=2«nn
two_na-2»na
two_n-2*n
WRITECS.*) 'BEGIN INVERSE LAPLACE'
WRITEC 1 7 ,* ) 'BEGIN INVERSE LAPLACE’
IF  (com ponent.eq. 1) THEN
WRITECS.*)'COMPONENT*!' 
WRHEC17,*) ’ COMPONENT-1’
C FOR TIME tESs THAN ZERO. THE ARRAY IS  SET TO ZERO
DO t« l,tw o_n
tim e*C t-n-1) *dt
IF  (tiae .L E .O .) THEN
DO i* l.tw o_ns 
DO j*L.twa_jm.
DO h*l,two_na
y C i.j .h .O -O .O
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ENDDO
ENDDO
ENDDO
ELSE
URITE(6,»)’t im e = '. t in e
DO 1= 1,two_ns 
DO j=  l.tuo_nn  
DO b> l.tv o .n a .
CALL CALC1CC11,C12,C13.C14.C15,C16.C2I.C22,C23.
C24. C25. C26, C31. C32. C33. C34. C35. C36,
C41, C42, C43, C44. C45. C46, CSl, CS2, CS3.
CS4, CSS. C56. C61. C62, C63, CS4, C6S. C66.
d en s ity  ,d s ,d n .d a ,a s .n n .n a .Q l,02 ,Q 3 ,c .u . i . j ,h .O . 
A3_0,B3_0)
teap 'O .
sum«0.
DO feBl.kmax
CALL CALC1 (C ll ,C12,C13,CI4 ,C15,C16,C2l ,C22 ,C23,
C24, C2S, C26, C31. C32, C33. C34, C3S, C36,
C41. C42, C43, C44. C45, C46, CSl, CS2. C53.
C54, CSS. CSS. C61, C62, C63. CS4. C65. CSS.
d en sity  .d s ,dB .d* ,n s,nn ,n s .Q 1 .02 .0 3 ,c . v , i . j . l i .  
k.A3,B3>
reap «(A3 * COS(k»v«tine)) -  
(B3 * SIN Ck*v« t in e ) )
«un=tenp»sga
ENDDO
a r r a y C i . j .h . t )  =
DSQRT(DBLE(2.0) ) •vD EX PC ftine) /  
OSQHT(PI)* (A3_0/2+sust)
rval«REA L(array(i,  j  , b , t )  ) 
cval«AIMAC(arrayCi.j , t c , t »
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U RITE(54.*)rval 
WRTTEC57, • ) cval
ENDDO
ENDDO
ENDDO
ENDIF
ENDDO
ELSEIF (component.eq.2) THEN
WRITECS,*) 'COMPONENTS*
WRITEC 1 7 .0  'COMPONENTS*
DO t= l,tuo_n
tin e « ( t -n - l )« d t
C FOR TIME LESS THAN ZERO. THE ARRAY IS SET TO ZERO
IF C tine.L E .0 .) THEN
DO 1*1.tao_ns 
DO J« t,tu o _ n n  
DO h > l.tu o _ n a
a r r a y ( i . j ,h , t ) * 0 .0
ENDDO
ENDDO
ENDDO
PT<y
WRITEC6.*)'tiBe=*.tin*
DO i* l,tu o _ n a  
DO j=l.two_nn.
DO ,tuo_na
CALL CALC2CC1I.C12.C13.C14.C15.C16.C21 .C22.C23.
* C24. C25. C26. C3I. C32. C33. C34. C35. C3S.
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* cut. C42, C43, C44. C45. C4S, CSl, CS2, C53.
C54, CSS, CSS, C 6I, C62, C63, C54. C65. CSS.
+ d e n s i ty ,d s .d n .d a ,n s .n n .n a ,q i ,Q 2 ,q 3 ,c ,w ,i , j ,h ,0 ,
* A3_0,B3_0)
temp«0.
sms>0.
DO k=l»kmax
CALL CALC2(Cll.C12.C13,C14,C15.C16,C2t,C22,C23.
* C24, C25, C2S, C Sl, C32, C33, C34. C35. C36.
*- C41, C42, C43, C44, C45, C46, CSl, C52, CS3,
* CS4, CSS, CS6, C 6I, C62. C63, C64, C6S, C66,
» den sity , d s ,d n .d a ,n s ,n n .n a .Q l.Q 2 .Q 3 .c .v ,i .j  ,b .
* lc.A3.B3)
temp «(A3 •  COS(ic»v*tine)) -  
CB3 • SIN(k*u*time))
jum=temp+stait
ENDDO
a r r a y C i . j .b . t )  »
DSQRT(DBLE(2.0) ) •vDEXPCc«time)/ 
OSqRT(PT) •  CA3_0/2»snm)
r v » l“R£A L(array(i,j ,h , t ) )  
cval*AIMAC (array  ( i .  j  , b . t ) )
WBXTEC55 . * )rval 
WRITEC58,»)cval
ENDDO
ENDDO
ENDDO
ENDIF
ENDDO
ELSE
WRITEC6.*) 'COMPONENT^' 
URITECI7.-) 'COMPONENTS'
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t im e = (t-n - l)* d t
C FOR TIME LESS THAN ZERO. THE ARRAY IS  SET TO ZERO
IF  (tim e.LE .O .) THEK
DO i= l.ty o _ n s  
DO j« l.tvo_nn  
DO h-I,tyo_na
array ( i . j,M .t)= 0 .0
ENDDO
ENDDO
ENDDO
ELSE
WRITECS.-) ’tim e -’ .tim e
DO l - l  ,two_na 
DO j- l . tv o .n a  
DO h - l , two_na
CALL CALC3CCXI.C12.CX3 ,CI4 .CIS.CI6.C21.C22.C23.
♦ C24. C2S. C26, C31. C32. C33. C34. C3S. C36.
♦ C4I. C42, C43. C44. C45, C46. CSl. CS2. CS3.
♦ C54, CSS. CS6. C 6I, C62. CSS, CM. C6S. CS6.
4- density  .d s .d n .d a  .ns.na.na.Q X ,02,Q 3 .c ,v . i , j  .It.O ,
+ A3.0.B3.0)
temp-O.
S U ffsO .
DO k=l.knax
CALL CALC3(C1I.CI2,CI3»CI4.C15.CIS,C21 .C22.C23,
4- C24. C2S. C2S. C 3I. C32. C33. C34, C35. C36.
4- C41. C42. C43. C44, C45. C4S. CSl, CS2. CS3,
4. CS4, CSS. CSS, C Sl. C62. C63. CM. CSS. C66.
» density  .d s .d n .d a .n s .n a ,n a .q i .0 2 .0 3 .c . y . r . j . h . .
4- lc.A3.B3)
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temp =CA3 • COSCi«u»time)) -  
(B3 •  SISCk*«-tiase))
ENDDO
« *» * * /  V»»J M**
DSQRT(DBLEC2.0))*w«DEXP(c*time)/ 
DSQRT(PI) •  (A3_0/2+sum)
rval=REA L(array(i.  j  ,k . t )  ) 
cv»I«AIMAC(array C i. j  J l . t )  )
c WRITEC56.«)rval
c U RITEfSS.'feral
ENDDO
ENDDO
ENDDO
ENDIF
ENDDO
ENDIF
WRITE(6,') ’DONE COMPUTING NUMERICAL INVERSE LAPLACE’ 
WRITEC 1 7 ,')  'DONE COMPUTING NUMERICAL INVERSE UPUCE’ 
VRITECt7..)'c. 9 .  P t '.c .w .P I
RETURN
END
C
c
SUBROUTINE EXACTCns, on , n a .n t .d t .d s .d n .  d a , 01 ,02.03.
* C tt.C 44.C t2 , d e n s ity  .a rra y )
USES EXACT INVERSE UPUCE TRANSFORK AND COMPUTES THE 
E-COMPONENT DISPUCEMENT
PARAHETERCmaaax-lT .nTBax'257, ntmax-257)
COMPLEX arrayCnxmax.nxmax.nzmar.atmax)
REAL'S d t.w .c .ax ,Q 2 .Q 3 .d s.d n .d a .tim e .
► CI1.C12, C44.
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♦ d en s ity .e p s ilo n x ,
*■ e p s ilo n y .e p s i lo n z .R .C t.s .a .a
IHTECER i .  j  ,h .,t.n s ,nn .na ,n t,tw o_ns,tw o_nn ,tvo_na,tH o_n t
WRITECS..• )  'BEGIN EXACT'
WRITEC17.«) 'BECIS EXACT’
two_os-2*ns
tvo_nn«2»nn
tvo_na=2»na
tBo_nt=2*nt
epsilonx  « 0.00001 
epailony  * 0.00001 
e p s ilo n z  » 0.00001
CI*DSQRTCC11/density)
Ct«DSQRT(C44/density)
R«Cl/Ct
W R IT E C 6.»)'c l.c t'.C l.C t 
W R IT E C I7 ,» ) 'c l.c t'.C l.C t
DO t» l ,tw o _ a t
t im e * ( t - a t - l ) " d t
C FOR TIME LESS THAK ZERO. THE ARRAY IS  SET TO ZERO
IF  (tim e.LE .O .) THEM
DO i= t.tv o _ n s  
DO j “ l.tv o _ n n  
DO h«l,tvo_na
a rra y C i ,j ,h .t )« 0 .0
ENDDO
ENDDO
ENDDO
ELSE
WRITEC6,«) 'TIME' . t i a e
DO i=I.two_®s 
DO
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s=DBLE((i-n3-I+epsiloax) ) v is  
a=OBLE( (j-n n -l* « p s ilo a y )  ) »dn 
a=DBLH( (h.-na-1+apsi.lonz) > *da
arrayC i.j.M .t.)*  C-(R»(a*(a*Q2 ♦ QI«s)
* -  Q3*(a«*2 * s*»2))»
-  DSIK(Ct»DSpRT(a»«2 * n«»2 *• «<*2)* U m ) )  *
* a»Cn«Q2 a«Q3 ♦ Ot«s)«
* 0SIK(Ct*R*DSQRT(a«*2 * a - *2 * s» « 2 )» tu n e )) /
(Ct«R*(a«*2 ♦ a* *2 ♦ s*»2)»«l-5)
ENDDO
ENDDO
ENDDO
ENDIF
ENDDO
WRTTEC6.*) 'DONE COMPOTING INVERSE LAPLACE’
RETURN
END
ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc cc cccccc
SUBROUTINE GAUSSIANCas.an.aa.a.dt.ds.dn.da.PI,
+■ n x .n y .az .d x .d y .d z , a rra y )
C SUBROUTINE TO TEST INVERSE FOURIER. COMPUTES VALUES FOR
C t/8*EX P[-(u‘ 2*v-2*v'2)/C l6 PI>] WHICH IS  THE INVERSE TRANSFORM
C OF EXP[-PI(x~2/a'2<y"2/b*2+z*2/c~2)] WITH a«b»c=l/2
PARAMETER Cnxnax* 17, ozaax=257. atanax~257)
COMPLEX array(m raax,m m ax>nznax,ntaax)
REAL»8 P I,d s ,d n .d a ,tim e .d t,x ,.y  .z .a rg .te n p .d x .d y .d z
INTEGER r.j.k .t.a s .tia ,aa .n x .ay .n z .cao _ n x ,c« o _ an ..tH o _ aa
dx=-2 
dy= -2
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d z * .2
ds=PI/Cnx*dx)
da=PI/Cay»dy)
da«PI/Caz*dz)
two_as»2«as
tuo_an*2*an
tv*_n*«2«n»
WRITEC6.-)'BEGIN GAUSSIAN’ 
WRITEC6.0 ’ax ,ay ,B Z ,d x .d y .d z .d s ' 
W RITEC6,«)nx.ny.nz.dx.dy.dr.ds 
WRITEC 6 .  • )  'd u .d a .n a .a n .o a .a ' 
URITEC6 .O d n .d a .n s .n n .n a .n
WRITEC17.*)‘BEGIN GAUSSIAN' 
WRITEC17,*) 'n x .a y .a z .d x .d y .d z .d s ' 
WRITEC17. «>nx.ay .tts .dx  .d y .d z .d s  
WRITEC 1 7 ,•)  'd a .d a .a s .a a .a a .a ' 
WRITEC 17, •  ) dn. da , a s , a n , a a  .  a
DO t « l , a
tx a e » C t-l)* d t
DO 1=1,tuo_os 
DO J= l,t«o_na 
DO h*I.tvo_aa
x * C i-as -l)« d s 
y~ C j-aa-l)*da 
z* Ch-na-1) «da
arg— Cx»» (2) /C16»PI)+
♦ y»«C2)/Cl6»PI)+z»»C2)/Ct6»PI)>
a rray C i. j  .h..t)«l/8.»EXPCarg)
ENDDO
ENDDO
ENDDO
ENDDO
WRITEC6.*) ‘DONE COMPUTING GAUSSIAN'
WRITEC 1 7 ,•) 'DONE COMPBTINC GAUSSIAN'
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RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE SUP ERGAUSSCns.na.na.n.dx.dy.dz, a rray )
C HULTIPLIES ARRAY IK BY SUPERCAUSSIAN WINDOW EXPC-ABSCt/A)*N) IN
C THREE DIMENSIONS WITH REDUCTION OF IOOO DESCRIBED IK WEAVER P .287
PARAMETER Cnxiaax* 17, nzaax=257, ntmax*257)
COMPLEX arrayCnnnaT.nxaax.nznax.ntmax)
REAL'S TT.AA, e x p o n e n t,d x .d y ,d r ,x ,y .z .a rg l .a rg 2 .a rg 3
INTEGER b in a .i .j ,h ,t ,n s ,n n .n a ,tu o _ n s ,t« o _ n n .tv o _ n a
two_ns*2*us
tuo.na*2*nn
tuo_na*2*na
WRITEC6,') ’dx ,dy ,d2’ ,dx ,dy ,dz  
W R IT EC 6,*)'ns.nn.na.t’ ,n s ,n n .n a ,n
WRITECS,*) 'ENTER NUMBER OF BINS FROM EDGE TO CUT OFF' 
READC5,*)bin*
WRITECS,*)'ENTER EXPONENT, K'
READ (5 ,* ) exponent
TT*Cns-binx)*dx
AA*TT*(0.1448**(I/exponen t))
WRITECS,*) 'T , K, A* .TT.exponent,AA 
WRITECI7,*) ’T , N, A’ ,TT,exponent,AA
DO t * I , a
DO i= l.tw o_ns 
DO J= l,tv o _ n n  
DO h * I . tvo_na
x=C i-ns-I)*dx
y»C j-nn-I)*dy
x=O x-na.-l)*dz
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a rg l—ABSCx/AA) «*exponent 
arg2=-ABSCy/AA)••exponent 
arg3=-ABSCz/AA)• • exponent
a rray  C i, j  ,h» c) » a rra y C i,j  t )  •
EXPCargl)*EXP(arg2>*EXP(arg3)
ENDDO
ENDDO
ENDDO
ENDDO
WRITECS.*) ’DONE HULTIPLYINC BY SOPER GAUSSIAN' 
WRITEC 1 7 ,* )’DONE HULTIPLPYING BY SUPER GAUSSIAN’
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE CALCICCII.C t2.C 13.C l4,CIS.CI6.C2I.C22.C23.
* C24.C25.C26.C31.C32.C33.C34.C35.C36.
* C41.C42.C43.C44.C4S.C46.CS1.CS2.C53.
*- C54.CS5.CS6,C61.C62,C63.C64.C65,C66.
* d en sity ,da ,da .da .n s ,nn ,na ,Q t,Q 2 ,Q 3 ,c .w , i ,  J .
* k.k.A3,B3)
COMPUTES THE REAL AND IMAGINARY VALUE OF X-COMPONENT
INTEGER i . j .h .k .n s .n n .n a  
COMPLEX temp
REAL*8 A 3 ,B 3 ,ds.dn .da ,s,n .a .q t,Q 2 .Q 3 ,c .w
REAL*8 C l l .  C12. C13. C14. C15. C16. C21. C22. C23.
* C24, C25. C26. C31. C32. C33. C34, C3S. C36.
* C 4I. C42, C43, C44. C45, C46, CSl, CS2, CS3.
+ CS4. CSS. CS6, C6I. C62. C63. C64. C65, CSS, (ten sity
s “ ( i-n s - t> * d s
n * (j-n n -t)* d n
a=Clt-na-I)*da
tem p*(0 ..0 .)
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temp** -CQI/
C-Ca**2*CS5) -  2»a*C56*a -  C66*a**2 -  
2*a*CI5*s -  2*CI6*a*s -  C ll*s**2 -  
d e n s ity * (c  * CO. X)*k*u)**2)) -  
CC-Ca**2*C35) -  a*CC36 * C4S)*a -  C46*n**2 - 
a*(CI3 ♦ CS5)*s -  (Ct4 ♦ CS6)*n*s - 
CXS»s»*2J»
C- C CQI• C-Ca**2*C45) -  a*CC25 * C46)*n -  
C26*a*»2 -  a*CC14 * CS6)*s - 
CC12 * C66)*n*s -  CX6*s**2) -  
Q2*C-Ca**2*C55) -  2*a*C56*n -  
C66«n**2 -  2*a*C15*s - 
2*CX6*a*s -  CII*s**2 -  
density*Cc ♦ C0,I)*k*vr)**2) 
)*C-CC-Ca**2*C3S) -
a*CC36 ♦ C4S)*a -  C46*a**2 -  
a*CCI3 * CS5)*s - 
CCI4 ♦ CS6)*a*s -  CX5*s**2)* 
C-Ca**2*C4S) -  a*CC2S * C46)*a -  
C26*a**2 -  a*CC14 * CS6)*s - 
(CI2 * C66)*a*s -  C16*s**2)) * 
C-Ca**2*C34) -  a*CC23 * C44)*a - 
C24*n**2 -  a*CC36 * C45)*s - 
CC25 ♦ C46)*a*s -  CS6*s**2)* 
C-Ca**2*CS5) -  2*a*CS6*n. -  
C66*n**2 -  2*a*CX5*s -  
2*C16*n*s -  C ll*a**2 -  
d ensity* (c  ♦ C0.I)*k*w)«*2)
) )  *
C0I*C-Ca**2*C3S) -  a*CC36 ♦ C4S)*a - 
C46*a**2 -  a*CCI3 + CS5)*s -  
CC14 ♦ C56)*n*s -  CI5*s**2) -  
Q3*C-Ca«*2*C55) -  2*a*CS6*n -
C66*n**2 -  2*a*CI5*s -  2*C16*n*s -  
Ctl*s**2 -
density*Cc ♦ C0.1)*k*«>**2))* 
C-C-Ca**2*C4S) -  a*CC25 ♦ C46)*a - 
C26m**2 -  a*CCX4 C56)*s -
-  CC12 * C66)*n*s -  CI6*s*«2)**2 *
C-Ca**2*CSS) -  2*a*CS6*a -  C66*a**2 -
2*a*CXS*s -  2*CX6*n*s -  CII*s**2 - 
density* (c  +- C0„t)*k*w)**2)* 
C-(a*»2*C44> -  2*a*C24*a -
-  C22*a**2 -  2*a*C46*s -  2*C26*n*s -
-  C66*s**2 -
density* (c  *■ C0,I>*lt*»)**2>))
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) /
CC-Ca**2*C55) -  2*a*C56*n -  C66*n**2 -  
2*a*CI5*s -  2*Cl6*n*s -  C tt*s**2 -  
density*C c ♦ (0,l)*fc*v)*«2)* 
C-C-CC-Ca**2*C3S> -  a*(C36 ♦  C45>*n -
C46*n**2 -  a*(C13 * C55)*s -  
(C14 * CS6)*a«s -  Cl5*s**2>* 
C-(a**2*C45) -  a*(C25 ♦ C46)*n -  
C26*n**2 -  a* (C14 ♦ CS6)*s -  
(C12 ♦ C66)*n*s -  Cl6*s**2)) * 
C-Ca**2*C34) -  a*CC23 * C44)*n -  
C24*n**2 -  a*(C36 * C45)«s -  
CC25 C46)*n*s -  C56*s**2)* 
C-(a**2*CS5> -  2*a*CS6*n -  
C66*n**2 -  2*a*C15*s -  
2*C16*n*s -  C1I*«**2 -  
d en sity * (c  * ( 0 , I)*k*w)**2))
• •2
C-C-Ca**2*C35) -  a*(C36 * C45)*n -  
C46*n—2 -  a*(CI3 * C55)*s -  
CCI4 * C56)*n*s -  C15*s**2)**2 * 
<-(a**2*CS5) -  2*a*CS6*n -  C66*n**2 -  
2*a*C15*s -  2*C16*n*s -  C lt*s**2 -  
d en sity * (c  * ( 0 , I)*k*u)**2>* 
C-(a*«2*C33) -  2*a*C34*n -  
C44*n**2 -  2*a*C35*s -  2*C45«n*s -  
CS5*s**2 -
d en sity * (c  * C 0.l)*k*v)**2))* 
(-C-(a**2*C45) -  a*(C25 ♦  C46)*n -  
C26*n**2 -  a*(C l4 ♦ CS6)*s -  
(C12 ♦ C66) *n»s -  C16*s**2)**2 ♦ 
C-(a**2*CS5) -  2*a*CS6*n -  C66*n**2 -  
2*a*CI5*s -  2*C16*n*s -  C tt*s**2 -  
d en sity * (c  ♦ (0 .1)*k*u)**2)*  
C-(a**2*C44) -  2*a«C24*n -  
C22*n**2 -  2*a*C46»a -  2*C26*n*s -  
C66*s**2 -
density*  (c  CO , I )  *k*w) *«2) ) )
) -  CC-Ca**2*C4S) -  a*(C25 «• C46)»n -  
C26*n**2 -  a«(C14 ♦ CS6)*s -  
(C12 C66)*n*s -  ClS*s*»2>*
CCQI«C-Ca**2*C45) -  a*CC2S ♦  C46)*n -  
C26*n**2 -  a*(C14 +■ C56)»s -  
CC12 * C66)*n*s -  C16*s**2) -  
(J2* C- Ca* «2*CS5J -  2*a*CS6*n -
C66*n**2 -  2*a*Cl5*s -  2*CI6*n*s -  
C lt*s**2 -
d en sity * (c  * C0.1)*k*w )**2))/
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<-C-(a**2*C45) -  a*(C25 ♦ C46)«n -  
C26*n**2 -  a*(C14 CS6)*s -  
(C12 *■ C66)*n*s -  Ci6*s**2)**2 » 
C-fa**2*C55) -  2*a*C56*n -  C66*n**2 -  
2*a*C15*s -  2*C16*n*s -  C ll*s**2 -  
d e n s ity * (c  ♦ C0,I)*k*a)**2)« 
(-Ca**2*C44) -  2*a*C24*n -  
C22*n**2 -  2*a*C46*s -  2*C26*a*s -  
cse*s**2 -
d en sity * (c  ♦ (O.I)*k*w)*«2))
-  Ct-<C-(a**2*C35) -  a*(C36 * C45)*a -  
C46*n**2 -  a*(C13 ♦ CS5)*s -  
CC14 ♦ CS6)*n*s -  C15*s**2)« 
(-(a**2*C4S) -  a»(C2S ♦ C46)*n -  
C26*n**2 -  a*CC14 ♦ CS6)*s -  
(CX2 C66)*n*s -  Ci6*s**2)) * 
C-(a**2*C34) -  a*(C23 ♦ C44)*n -  
C24*n**2 -  a*CC36 * C45)*s -  
(C2S * C46)*n*s -  C56*s**2}* 
(-Ca**2*CS5) -  2*a*CS6*n - 
C66*n**2 -  2*a*CI5*s - 
2*CX6*n*s -  CIl*s**2 -  
d en sity * (c  * C0,i)*k*w)**2) 
)*C-((Qi*
C-(a**2*C4S) -
a»CC25 ♦ C46)*n -  C26*n**2 -
a*(C14 * C56)*s -
(C12 * C66)*n*s -  C16*s**2)
-  Q2*
(~(a**2*CSS) -  2*a*CS6*n -  
C66*n**2 -  2*a*ClS*s -  
2*C16»n*s -  C ll*s**2 -  
density*
(c  ♦ (0 ,I)*k*v)**2))*  
(-(C-Ca**2*C35) -
a*(C36 ♦ C4S)*n -  C46*n**2 -  
a*CCI3 *■ CS5)*s -  
CCX4 CSS)*n*s -  CI5*s**2)* 
(-(a**2*C4S) -
a*(C2S ♦ C46)*n -  C26*n**2 -  
a*(C14 * CS6)*s -  
{CI2 * C66)*n*s -  C16*s**2)) 
*• C-(a**2*C34) -  
a*(C23 *- C44) *n -  C24*n**2 -  
a*CC36 *■ C45)*s -  
CC2S * C46)«n*s -  CS6*s**2)* 
C-Ca**2*C55) -  2*a*CS6*n -  
C66*n**2 -  2*a*C15*s -
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2*C16»n*s -  C ll*s*»2 -  
density*
Cc (O.X)*k*w}*«2)>)
♦ (QX*
C-(a«*2»C35) -  
a»(C36 «■ C45)*n -  C46»n**2 -  
a*(CX3 «• CS5)*s -  
(C14 ♦ CS6)*n*s -  CI5*s**2) -
n j .
C-Ca**2*CS5) -  2«a*C56*n -  
C66«n»»2 -  2*a*CXS*s -  
2*C16«n»s -  CXI*s**2 - 
density*
(c  ♦ (0 ,l)«k*u)*»2))*  
(-C-Ca**2*C4S) -  a*(C2S ♦ C46)«n -  
C26*n**2 -  a*(C14 * C56)«s -  
(CX2 + C66)*n*s -  C16*s**2)** 
2 *
C-Ca**2*CS5) -  2*a*CS6*n -  
C66*n**2 -  2*a*CXS*s -  
2*CI6*n*s -  C li*s**2 -  
density*
(c  ♦ (0 ,1 ) •k*v)*«2)« 
C-Ca**2*C44) -  2«a*C24*n -  
C22*n**2 -  2*a*C46«s -  
2*C26*n*s -  C66*s«*2 -  
density*
(c  ♦ (0 ,l)*k*v)«*2))> ) 
/((-(-(a**2*C 45) -  a*(C25 ♦ C46)*n -  
C26*n**2 -  a*(C14 * C56)*s -  
CCX2 C66)*n*s -  CX6*s**2)**2
* (-(a**2*CSS) -  2*a*CS6*n -  
C66*n*«2 -  2«a«CX5*s -  
2*CI6*n*s -  CU*s**2 -  
d ensity* (c  ♦ (0,X)*k*»)**2)
*(-(a**2«C44) -  2*a*C24*n -  
C22*n**2 -  2*a*C46*s -  
2»C26*n*s -  C66*s**2 -  
density* (c  * (0 ,I)*k*«)«*2) 
)»C-(-CC-(a**2*C35) -
a«(C36 * C45)*n -  C46*n**2 -  
a*(CI3 * CS5)*s -  
(CX4 ♦ C56)*n*s -  CI5*s**2)« 
C-(a**2*C45) -
a*(C25 *• C46)*n -  C26«n**2 -  
a*(C14 * C56)*s -  
(CI2 ♦ C66)*n*s -  C16*s*«2» 
* C-Ca**2*C34> -
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&«(C23 C44)*n -  C24*a«*2 -
a*(C36 + C4S)*s -  
CC25 + C46)*a*s -  C56*s**2>* 
(-Ca»»2»CS5) -  2*a*C56»n -  
C66*n**2 -  2»a*C15«s -  
2«C16*n*s -  C ll*s*«2 -  
density*
Cc ♦ C0.1)*k*«)**2))**
2 ♦
C-C-(a«*2«C3S) -  a*(C36 * C45)*n - 
C46*n**2 -  a*(C13 * CS5)*s -  
(C14 CS6)*n*s -  ClS*s**2)** 
2 *
(-(a«*2*CS5) -  2*a*CS6*n -  
C66*n**2 -  2*a*C15*s -  
2*C16*a*s -  CXl*s**2 -  
density*
(c  * (0,l)*k*w )**2)« 
C-(»**2*C33) -  2*a*C34*n -  
C44*n**2 -  2*a*C3S*s -  
2*C4S*n*s -  CSS*s**2 -  
density*
(c  ♦ C0.1)*k*w)**2))* 
C-(-Ca**2*C4S) -  a*(C2S * C46)*n -  
C26*n**2 -  a*(C14 ♦ CS6)*s -  
(C12 ♦ C66)*n*s -  C16*s**2>** 
2 *
(-(a**2*CSS) -  2*a«CS6*n -  
C66*n**2 -  2*a*C15*s -  
2»Ci6*n*s -  C Ii*s**2 -  
density*
(c  ♦ (O.I)*k*w)**2)* 
C-Ca**2*C44) -  2*a*C24*n -  
C22*n**2 -  2*a*C46*s -  
2»C26*n*s -  C66*s**2 -  
density*
Cc * (0 ,l)*k*w )**2))))
) ) /
C-Ca**2*C5S) -  2*a*C56*n -  C66*n**2 -  
2*a*CtS«s -  2*CI6*n*s -  C ll*s**2 -  
density*C c ♦ (0,I)*k*v)**2)
A3=REALCtemp)
B3*AXMACCtenp>
REXURK
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SUBROUTINE CALC2CC1I,C12,C13.CI4.CI5,CI6,C2I,C22,C23.
+ C24 ,C25,C26,C31 ,C32,C33,C34,C35,C36,
+ C41.C42,C43,C44,C45.C46,C51.C52.C53,
♦ 054.055.056,061,062.063.064.065.066.
♦ d e n s i ty ,d s .c ta ,d a ,a s ,n n ,n a ,Q l,Q 2 .Q 3 ,c ,u .i .j .
♦ b,k,A 3,S3)
C COMPUTES THE REAL AND IMAGINARY VALUE OF Y-COMPONENT
INTEGER i,j ,h .k .n s , im ,n a .
COMPLEX temp
R£AL*8 A 3 ,B 3 ,d s ,dn .da .s .n ,a ,()l.Q 2 .Q 3 ,c ,v
REAL*8 C l l .  CX2. 013, 014 . CIS. 016, 021, 022, 023,
♦ 024, 025. 026, 031. 032. 033. 034. 035. 036.
♦ 041, 042. 043, 044 . 045. 046. CSl. 052. 053.
♦ CS4. 055, CSS, 061 , 062. 063. 064. 065, 066. d en s ity
s « ( i-n s - l)* d s  
n»( j-n a -1 )  *dn 
a -(h -n a -l)* d a
temp^CO.,0 .)
temp“ (Ql«(-(a**2*C45) -  a*(C25 ♦ C46)*n -  
C26*n*«2 -  a*(C I4 «• CS6)*s -  
(012 ♦ C66)*n*s -  C16*s**2) -  
£)2*(-(a**2*C55) -  2*a*CS6*n -  C66*n**2 -  
2*a*C15*s -  2*C16*n*s -  Cll*s**2 -  
d en sity * (c  (0 ,l)* k * v )* * 2 ))/
-  C-C-(a«»2*C45) -  a* (025 + C46)«n -
C26*a*»2 -  a*(C14 CS6)*s -  
(012 C66)*n*s -  C16*«»*2)»«2 *
C-(a**2*C55) -  2»a*C56*n -  C66*n**2 -  
2*a*C15*s -  2«C16«n«s -  Cll*s«*2 -  
d en sity * (c  (0,I)*!c*w)**2)*
(~(a**2*C44) -  2*a*C24*n -  C22*n*«2 -  
2*a*C46*s -  2*C26»a»s -  C66*s*»2 -  
d en sity * (c + (0.1)*k*tf)**2)) -
-  (C-((-(a**2*C35) -  a* (036 » C45)*n -
C46*n**2 -  a*(CI3 CS5)*s -
-  (C14 ♦ C56) *n*s — C15*s**2)*
(- (a * *2*045) -  a*(C25 C46)*n -
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C26»n**2 -  a«CCX4 * C56)«s -  
(C12 + C66)*n*s -  C16»s*»2)) ♦ 
C-Ca**2*C34) -  a*(C23 + C44) *n -  
C24*n**2 -  a*(C36 +■ C4S)*s -  
(C25 ♦ C46)*n*s -  CS6*a»*2)* 
(-Ca*»2*CS5) -  2*a*C56*n -  C66*n**2 -  
2«a*C15*s -  2*C16*u*a -  C ll*s*»2 -  
density*C c +• CO,l)*k*u)**2)>* 
C-CCQX*C-Ca**2*C4S) -  a*CC25 * C45)*n -  
C26*n«*2 -  a*CCI4 ♦ C56)*s -  
(C12 ♦ C66> *n*a -  CX6*s«*2) -  
Q2«C-Ca**2*CS5) -  2*a*CS6*n -  
C66*n**2 -  2*a*C15*s -  
2*C16*n*s -  C ll*s**2 -  
density*Cc ♦ C0,I)*k*w)**2) 
)*C-CC-Ca**2*C3S) -
a»(C36 * C45)*n -  C46*n**2 -  
a* CCI3 ♦ CSS)*s -  
CCX4 * CS6)*n*s -  CXS*s*«2)* 
C-Ca**2«C4S) -  a*(C2S * C46)*n -  
C26*n**2 -  a* (Cl4 * CS6)*a -  
(CX2 * C66)*n*s -  C16*s*»2)) * 
(-(a**2*C34) -  a*(C23 * C44)*n -  
C24*n**2 -  a*(C36 ♦ C4S)*s -  
CC2S ♦ C46)*n*s -  C56*a**2)* 
C-Ca**2*CS5) -  2*a*CS6*n -  
C66*n**2 -  2*a*C15*s -  
2*C16*n*a -  Cll*a**2 -  
density*(c  * (0„I)*lt»«)*«2)
) )  *•
CQX«C-Ca«2*C3S) -  a*CC36 * C45)*n -  
C46»n**2 -  a*(C13 ♦ C55)*s -  
CCX4 ♦ C56)*n*a -  CI5*s**2) -  
Q3*(-Ca**2*CSS) -  2*a*CS6*n -
C66*n**2 -  2*a*CX5*s -  2*C16*n*s -  
CXX*a**2 -
density*Cc *• C0.I)«k*w)**2)>» 
C-C-Ca**2*C45) -  a*CC25 ♦ C46)*n -  
C26*n**2 -  a*CCX4 ♦ CS6)*s -  
CCI2 ♦ C66)*n*s -  C16*s**2>**2 *- 
(-(a**2*CS5) -  2*a*C56*n -  C66*n«*2 -  
2*a*C15*s -  2*C16*n*a -  C ll*a**2 -  
den sity * (c  CO.I)*k*«)**2)*
C-(a**2*C44) -  2*a*C24*n -
C22*n**2 -  2*a*C46*s -  2*C26*n«s -  
C66*s**2 -
density*Cc * C0»X)*k*w)**2)))
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-  (C-(-(a**2*C4S) -  a*(C25 + C46)*n -
-  C26*n**2 -  a*CC14 ♦ CSS) *s -
-  (C12 + C66) *n*s — C16*s**2)**2 +-
-  (-(a**2*C55) -  2*a«C56*n -  C66*n**2 -
2«a*C15*s -  2*C16*n*s -  C ll*s**2 -  
density*  (c  + (0,l)*lt*w)**2)* 
(-(a**2*C44) -  2*a*C24*n -  C22*n**2 -  
2*a*C46*s -  2*C26*n*s -  C66*s**2 -  
density* (c  ► C 0 ,I)* i* -/*»2 /)*  
(-(-((-(a**2*C 3S) -  a*(C36 * C4S)*n -
C46*n**2 -  a* (C13 * C55)*s -  
(C14 + C56)*n*s -  C15*s**2)* 
C-(a**2*C45) -  a«CC2S + C46)*n -  
C2S*n**2 -  a* (CM +■ CS6)*s -  
(C12 +• C66)*n*s -  C16*s**2)) * 
C-(a**2*C34) -  a«(C23 * C44)*u -  
C24*a**2 -  a*(C36 *■ C45)*s -  
(C25 * C46)*n*s -  C56*s**2)* 
(-(a**2*CSS) -  2*a*C56*n -  
C66*n**2 -  2*a*C15*s -  
2*CI6*n»s -  C ll*s**2 -  
density*(c * (0,.i>*k*u)**2))
-  ««2 ♦
(-(-(a**2»C3S) -  a*(C36 * C4S)*a -  
C46*n**2 -  a*(C13 *• CS5)*s -  
(CM * CS6)*n*s -  CiS*s**2)**2 ♦ 
(-(a*»2*CSS) -  2*a*CS6*n -  C66*n**2 -  
2*a*ClS«s -  2*C16*n»« -  Cli*a**2 -  
density*(c (0,l)*k*w )**2)« 
(-(a**2*C33) -  2*a*C34*n -  
C44*n**2 -  2*a*C35*s -  2*C4S*n*s -  
CSS*«**2 -
density*(c *■ (0»l)*k*w)**2))« 
(-(-(a**2*C4S) -  a*(C2S ♦ C46)*n -  
C26*n**2 -  a*(CI4 ♦ CS6)*s -  
(Ci2 *■ C66)*a*s -  C16*s**2)**2 «• 
(-(a**2*C55) -  2*a*C56*n -  C66*a«*2 -  
2*a*ClS*s -  2*C16*n*a -  C ll*s**2 -  
density*(c  ♦ (0„t)*lc*v)**2)* 
(-(a**2*C44) -  2*a*C24*n -  
C22*n**2 -  2*a*C46*s -  2*C26*n*s -  
C66*s**2 -
density*(c ♦ (0 .1)*k««)**2)))
)
A3=REALCtenp)
B3*/lIMAC(t«mp)
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RETURN
END
ccccccccecccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
SUBROUTINE CALC3CC11.C12.C13 .C14 .CIS .C16 .C21 .C22.C23.
+ C24.C25.C26.C31.C32.C33.C34.C35.C36.
+ C41.C42.C43.C44.C45.C46.C5t.C52.C53.
«• CS4.C55.CS6.C6I.C62.C63.CS4.CS5.C66,
*  d e n s i ty ,d s ,d n ,d a ,n s .n n .n a .Q l,02,03 . c .w . i , j .
* N.1C.A3.B3)
C COMPUTES THE REAL AND IMAGINARY VALUE OF 2-COMPONENT
INTEGER i . j . t t .k .n s .n n .n a  
COMPLEX teap
REAL*8 A 3 ,B 3,ds,dn ,da,s.n ,a .Q t,Q 2,Q 3,c ,w
REAL*8 C t l ,  C12, C13, C14. CIS. C16, C21, C22. C23.
* C24. C25, C26. C31. C32. C33. C34. C35. C36,
* C41. C42. C43, C44. C4S, C46. C51. CS2. CS3,
V CS4. CSS, CS6, C61, C62. C63, C64. C65. C66, d ensity
s» C i-n s-t)» d s 
a=( j-n a - t)* d n  
a* (h -n a-t)* d a
tem p=(0.,0 .)
t«mp= C-(CQt«C-Ca**2*C45) -  a*CC2S + C46)*n -  
C26*n**2 -  a*(C14 ♦ CS6)*s -  
(C12 +■ C66)«n*s -  C16*s«»2) -  
Q2*C-(a**2*C55) -  2«a*C56«n -
C66*n*»2 -  2*a*ClS*s -  2*C16«a*s -  
C ll*s»»2 -
density*C c CQ.l)*k«tr)*«2))*
C-((-Ca**2*C35) -  a*(C36 * C45J«n. -  
C46*n**2 -  a*(CI3 * C55)*s -  
CC14 CS6)*n*s -  CI5*s**2)*
C-Ca«2*C45) -  a«(C2S ♦ C46)*n -  
C26*n**2 -  a*(C14 ♦ C56)*s -  
(C12 C66) *n*s -  CI6*s**2)) *
(-(a**2*C34> -  a*(C23 ♦ C44)*n -  
C24»n**2 -  a*(C36 ♦ C45)»s -  
(C2S C46)*n*s -  CS6*s**2J«
(-Ca**2*C55> -  2*a*C56*tt -  C66*n*»2 -
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2*a«C15*s -  2*C16»n*s -  C ll*s**2 -  
density*Cc (0»l)*k*u)**2)})
*  CQl«C-(a**2*C35) -  a*CC36 *  C45)*n -  
C46*n**2 -  a*(C13 +- C5S)*s -  
(C14 +■ C56)*n*s -  C15*s**2) -  
Q3*(-(a**2*C55) -  2*a*C56«n -  C66*n**2 -  
2*a*Cl5*s -  2*C16*n*s -  C ll*s*»2 -  
density*Cc + C0.t)*k*v)**2))* 
C-(-Ca**2*C4S) -  a-(C25 * C4S)*s -  
C26*a**2 -  a*(C14 ♦ CS6)*s -  
CC12 +■ C66)*n»s -  C16*s»*2)**2 * 
(-(a**2*CS5) -  2*a*C56»n -  C66*n**2 -  
2*a*Cl5*s -  2*Cl6*n*s -  C ll*s**2 -  
d en sity * (c  +■ (0,l)*k*w )**2)* 
C-(a**2*C44) -  2*a*C24*n -  C22*ti**2 -  
2*a*C46«s -  2*C26*n*s -  C66*s**2 -  
density*Cc ♦ (0 .1)«k«w )**2)))/
-  C-(-(C-(a**2*C35) -  a*CC36 * C45)*a -
C46*n**2 -  a*(C13 * CS5)*s -  
CC14 * C56)*n*s -  ClS*a**2)* 
C-Ca**2*C4S) -  a*(C25 * C 46)m  -  
C26*n**2 -  a*(C14 + CS6)*s -  
CC12 *■ C66)*n*s -  &6*s**2)> *• 
C-Ca«*2*C34) -  a*CC23 ♦ C44)*n -  
C24*n**2 -  a*(C36 * C45)*s -  
CC2S + C46)*n*s -  CS6*s**2)* 
C-Ca**2*CSS) -  2*«*CS6*n -  C66*n**2 -  
2*a*C15*s -  2*C16*n*B -  C tt*a**2 -  
density*  (c  (0 ,1 )  *k*w) **2) ) **2 
* C-C-Ca**2*C3S) -  a*CC36 * C4S)*n -  
C46*n**2 -  a*(C l3 CSS)*s -
(C14 *■ CS6)*n*s -  C15*s*«2)**2 ♦
-  (-(a**2*CS5) -  2*a*C56»n -  C66*n**2 -
2*»*C15*s -  2*C16*n*s -  C tl*s**2 -  
density*Cc ♦ (0 ,l)*k*«)«*2)*  
(-(a**2*C33) -  2*a*C34*n -  C44*n**2 -  
2*a*C3S*s -  2*C45*n*s -  CSS*s**2 -  
d en sity * (c  *- (0,l)*k*w )**2))*
( - ( - (a**2*C4S) -  a*(C2S «- C46)*n -
-  C26*n**2 -  a*(C14 CS6) *s -
(C12 C66)»n*s -  C16*s**2)*»2
C-(a**2*CS5) -  2*a*C56*n -  C66*n**2 -  
2*a*ClS*s -  2*C16*n*s -  CIt*s**2 -  
density*Cc + (0,l)*k*w )**2)* 
C-Ca**2*C44) -  2*a*C24*n -  C22*n**2 -
-  2*a*C46»s -  2*C26»n*s -  C66*s»»2 -
d en sity * (c  (0 ,l)«k*»)**2)>)
A3=REALCtemp)
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B3=AIHAG(temp)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE IN V E R S E _ F O U R I E R ,x _ y _ z ( a r r a y .n s .n i i .n a .n .d s .d a .d a .P I )
P A R A K E T E R (nazax= 17 ,nzaax= 2S 7 .n tm ax= 257)
COMPLEX a r r a y O n tn a x .n x B a x .n z m a x .n tm a x )
REAL*8 z (n z m a x ) ,  y ( n z m a x ) . d s . d n . d a . P I
INTEGER n s . m x . n a . n . i . j . h . t . m . s r o t , n r o t . a r o t . t u o . n a .
* t u o . n n , t u o . n a , tv o _ n
tw o _ n s^ 2 « n a
tw o_nn= 2»nn
tw o _ n a = 2 » n a
tv o _ a - 2 » n
C PERFORMS INVERSE FOURIER ROUTINES TO CALCULATE THE
C  ELASTIC IMPULSE RESPONSE.
C ROTATE LEFT nz BINS IN THE Z-DIRECTION
W RITEC6,*) 'ROTATING LEFT n z  IK  Z-DIRECTION*
W RITE C I7.*) 'ROTATINC LEFT n z  IK  Z-DIRECTION'
CALL ROTATE,Z C a x ra y .  tw o _ n s ,  tw o .n n .  tw o_na. , n . n a )
C  INVERSE FOURIER IK  THE Z-DIRECTION
W RITEC6.*)'INVERSE FOURIER IK  Z-DIRECTIOK*
W R IT E (t7 ,« ) 'INVERSE FOURIER IB  Z-DIRECTIOK'
a-IKTCLOC(BEALCt»o_na) ) /L O C ( 2 . ) )
DO t- l ,C U Q _ n  
DO i = t . t u o _ n s  
DO j “ t , tw o _ n n
CALL S E P E R A T E ^ Z C a r r a y . i . j . c . tw o _ n a .z .y )
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C USING 'FORWARD TRANSFORM' SFFTEff TO MATCH SICK COHVESTXOH
C OF MATHEKATICA
CALL sffEeuCx. y , two_na, s .  I )
CALL TOGETHER_Z(i,j.E.da.xwo_na.x.y,arra7 , t .P I )
ENDDO
E9DDQ
ENDDO
WRITEC6. •) '  ROTATING LEFT nz IK Z-DIRECTIOK' 
WRITEC17,*) 'ROTATING LEFT nz IN Z-DIRECTIOK'
CALL ROTATE_Z(array,tvo_ns,Evo_nn.ttro_na.Ewo_n,na)
WRITEC6,*) 'REVERSING IK Z-DIRECTIOK'
WRITEClX.O 'REVERSING IK Z-DIRECTIOK’
DO E=t.EWO_tt 
DO i * t , cuo.na 
DO J= t.E w ojm
CALL REVERSE_Z(array.i,j.E.na)
ENDDO
ENDOO
ENDDO
C ROTATE LEFT ny BINS IK THE Y-DIRECXIOH
WRITEC6.*) 'ROTATING LEFT ny IK Y-DIRECTION’ 
WRTTEdT.O’ROTATING LEFT ny IK Y-DIRECTION’
CALL ROTATE_Y(array,Evo_ns,Evo_nn,Evo_na,EHo_n.im)
C DIVERSE FOURIER IK THE Y-DIRECTIOH
WRITEC6.*)'INVERSE FOURIER IK Y-DIRECTIOK’ 
WRITECI7.*) 'DIVERSE FOURIER IK Y-DIRECTIOK'
z*IHTCLOCCREAL(t»o_nn) > /LOC(2. })
DO c*I,tHO_n 
DO i=t,Ewo_ns
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DO h.«L,tvo_na.
CALL SEPERATE_Y(array,i..h.t..t«o_nii,x.y)
C OSINC ‘FORWARD TRANSFORM' SFETEtJ TO HATCH SIGH CONVENTION
C OF HATHEHATICA
CALL r i l t m i f  t ,  y , tuo .nn , a , t )
CALL TO C EIH ER _Y (i.li.t.< in.t»o_iiii,x.y.array.l,PI)
ENDDO
ENDDO
ENDDO
WRITEC6. • ) ' ROTATING LEFT ay IN Y-DIRECTION' 
VRnEClT,*) ‘ROTATINC LEFT ay IN Y-DIRECTION'
CALL RDTATE_Y(array.cvo_as.CBO_an.cao_na.tvo.a.an)
WRITEC6. •) • REVERSING IN Y-DIRECTION'
WRITE(17,«) ’REVERSING IN T-DIRECTIOK'
DO t* l.t» o _ o  
DO i<*l.tuo_as 
DO N «t,tuo_aa
CALL REVERSE_Y(array.i.h..c.Bn)
ENDDO
ENDDO
ENDDO
C ROTATE LEFT nx BINS IN THE E-DIRECTION
WRITEC6.*) 'ROTATINC LEFT ax IN I-DIRECTION' 
WRITECIT,*) 'ROTATING LEFT nx IN X-DIRECTTON'
CALL ROTATE_XCarray»ewo_n*.tvo_nn.wo_na.tuo_n,n«)
C INVERSE FOURIER IK THE x-DIRECTIOK
WRTIECS,*) 'INVERSE FOURIER IK x-DIRECTIOK' 
VRITECIT.*) 'INVERSE FOURIER IK x-DIRECTION'
n=IKTCLOG(REALCtBo_ns) ) /LQCC2-) )
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DO t= l,tw o_n 
DO j = t r C B O _ n u  
DO h.-l.two_na.
CALL SEPERATE_X(array, j  .h , t . t v o _ n s , i ,y )
C US INC 'FORWARD TRANSFORM’ SFFTEU TO HATCH SICK CONVENTION
C OF HATHEHATICA
CALL sffte u C  z .  y . tv o .n s , m, 1 >
CALL TOGETHER.XCj,h .C ,d a ,tira _ a a .x .y .a rra y .1 ,P I)
ENDDO
ENDDO
ENDDO
WRITEC6,*) 'ROTATING LEFT nx IN X-DIRECTIOK'
WRITECt7,.)'ROTATING LEFT nx IK X-DIRECTIOK'
CALL ROTATE_X(array ..tv o .n s . two, on, tw o_na,t«o_n.ns)
WRITE(6,«) 'REVERSING IN X-DIRECTIOK'
WRITE! 17,«) 'REVERSING IN X-DIRECTION'
DO t= I,tv o _ a  
DO j* l,tv o _ n n  
DO .tv o .n a
CALL REVERSE_X(amy,j,h,c,ns)
ENDDO
ENDDO
ENDDO
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE REV ERSE_Z(am y,z.j,c,n3)
PARAMETER(nxaax= 17 ,rmraT«2S7,ataax=2S7)
INTEGER i . j ,l t , . t ,a 3 ,tw o _ a 3
COMPLEX array(nxziax .mmax .nznax,n ts a x ) , temp(nzaax)
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two_n3=2»n3 
DO R*t.tvo_n3
te m p (h )= a rra y £ i,j ,h ,t)
ENDDO
DO h=tuo_u3,1 ,-1
a rray C i,j,h .t)= rem p (h )
ENDDO 
RETURN 
END
SUBROUTINE REVERSE_Y(array.i,h,e.n2) 
PARAHEXER(mnnax» 17 ,nrmax*257,ataax«257)
INTEGER i . j  ,h ,t,i i2 ,tw o .ii2
COMPLEX a r r a y C m m a x ,im a a x ,n z n a x ,n tn a x )  . t« m p (n z n a r )
tvo_n2«2*n2 
DO j= l.tv o _ n 2
t« m p ( j)* a r r a y ( r , j ,h .t )
ENDDO
DO j= tw o _ a2 .1 .-t
arrayC i. j  ,h.,t)=eempC j)
ENDDO
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE REVERSE_X(array , j  ,h , t ,n l )  
PARAHETERCnxmax«l7,nzmax*257,Btmax=257)
INTEGER 1 .  j  , h ,  t  . n l ,  t t f o . n l
COMPLEX array(nxs»x.nxm ax,nziiiax,ntinax> ,t« p fn Z B a x )
DO i= t,w o _ n l
- a r r a y ( i .  j  , b , t )
ENDDO
DO .1 ,-1
a r r a y ( i , j , h . t ) « x e o p C i )
ENDDO
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE SEPER A TE.ZC array.i.j.t.n.z.y) 
PARAMETER(nxnax”  17 ,nza*x«257,at!sax«257) 
INTEGER
COMPLEX a rray  (nxmax.axna i . riTaax .a tmaT) 
REAL'S xCazmax). yCazmax)
DO h= t,a
x(W=R£ALCarray(i. j  ,b.c)> 
yOO-AIHACCarrayCi.j.li.t))
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ENDDO
RETURN 
END
SUBROUTINE TDGEIHER_Z(i„j , t ,d a » n .x .y ,a r ra y ,s ig tt .P I )
C SETUP SO THAT WHEN YOU CALL THE INVERSE SFFTEU YOU GET THE
C FORWARD TRANSFORK AND VISE VERSA
C SIGN»0->SQRT(u) •  (SQRTCn) ) "da* FOURIER
C SIGN«l->SQRT(n) • (l/SQRT(n) ) *da*INVERSEFOURIER
PARAMET ER(nxmax= 17, nz2iax»257, n taax-257)
INTEGER t , j , h , t , n (s lg n
COMPLEX array  ( m e  .ntmax .nmiiT .ntmax)
REAL-8 x(nzoax) , yCnzmax), d a ,P I
IF  (aign.EQ.O) THEN 
DO h - l .n .
a r ra y  ( i , j  , t i , 0 “ l/(2-PI)*ii-da*CMPLX(x(h),
*■ y th ))
ENDDO
ELSE
DO h * l ,n
a rra y  C i . j . h.. 0 - 1 / (2-PI)-da-CMPLXCxCh) ,
-  y<h»
ENDDO
END IF
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE SEPERATE_Y(array(i , h . t , n , r , y )  
PARAKETER(nxBax*17 ,nzaax*257,ntmax=257) 
INTEGER t . j . h . t . n
COMPLEX a rray (n m ax .nxnax . rmiuiT.ntmax) 
REAL«8 xCnzmax), y(nzaax)
DO j « l , n
x(j)«REALCarrayCl. j  , h . t ) )  
y(j)«AIMAC(arrayCi»j.M»t))
ENDDO
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE TO G ETH ERJfC i.h.t,da.tt.x,y,array.sigtt.PI)
C SETUP SO THAT WHEN YOU CALL THE INVERSE SFFTEU YOU GET THE
C FORWARD TRANSFORM AND VISE VERSA
C SIGN«0->SQRT(n) * (SQRX(n) ) »da«FOURIER
C SIGN«l->SQRTCn) • (1/SQRTCn) ) »da» INVERSEFOURIER
PARAMETER Cnxnax”  17, nzmaT»257, ntear=257)
INTEGER i , j , h . t , a . s i g a
COMPLEX array  CmnrniT.mrmaT.nTmaT.ntmax) 
REAL«8 xCnzaax), y (n7ntax) ,dn ,P I
IF  Csign.EQ.O) THEN 
DO j « l . n
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array (i,j,h ,t)= l/(2»P I)»n«dn«C H PL X C x(j), 
* yCj»
ENDDO
ELSE
DO
a rra y  ( i ,  j  .h .t)«l/(2*PD «dn»C H PLX (x(j), 
+ yCj))
ENDDO
ENDIF
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE SEPERATE_X(array,j , h , t ,n ,x ,y )  
PARAMETERCnxBax” 17,nzmax«257,xitnax“257) 
INTEGER l . j . t r . t . a
COMPLEX a rra y  (nxmax.nxmax,n7maT.ntaax) 
REAL»8 xCnzaax), y(nzmax)
DO i « t ,n
x(i)=R EA L(array(i, j  
y (1) *AIMAG(array ( i , j  , l i ,c »
ENDDO
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE TQCETH ERJCCj.h.t.ds.n.x.y.array.sign.PI)
C SETUP SO THAT WHEN YOU CALL THE INVERSE SFFTEU YOU GET THE
C FORWARD TRANSFORM AND VISE VERSA
C SICN«0->SQRTCn) «(SQRTCn) ) •da»FOURIER
C SIGN«t->SQRTCn) «U/SQRT(n) )*da«INVERSEFOURIER
PARAhHhK(iuGnax*17 .nzmax«257 ,atmax=257)
INTEGER i . j .h .c .a . s ig n .
COMPLEX a rra y  ( m m i . nxmax. nnnaT. nrmaT) 
REAL«8 i(n z a a x ) . yCnrmax) .d s .P I
IF  (sign.EQ.O) THEN 
DO i » l , a
array(i.j,R .t)»X /(2»PI)*tt»d»»C M PtX C *(i). 
* yC i))
ENDDO
ELSE
DO i « l , a
a rra y C i,j  ,h ,t)« t/(2 » P I)  •ds»CMPLXCx(i.). 
+ y ( i »
ENDDO
ENDIF
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE ROTATE_Z(array,iiI,n2,n3,ii4.ii3ror) 
PARAMETERCmmax=t7.irz*ax=257,nnnax«2S7)
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COMPLEX a r r a y  Cgxaax .nxnai . iraaax .a tmax)
COMPLEX tenp(nxmax,nxnax,nzaax,irtmax)
IHTEGER ,n i.n 2 .n 3 ,n 4 ,ii3 ro t
INTEGER itemp,temp2
00 c « l , n4
DO
DO j« l ,n 2  
DO h=l,n3
ta m p C i.j .h .tJ - a r ra y C i.J .^ 't J
ENDDO
ENDOC
ENDDO
ENDDO
t«np2*n3-n3roC
MRITE(17,«) ’n3rot,t«m p2’ ,n3 ro t.teo p 2  
DO t= l ,n 4  
DO i « l , n l  
DO j« l .n 2
it«mp=0
DO h«l.n3
IF (Ch-n3rac) -le.O) THEN 
itemp“iten p * t
a rray  Ci , j  ,h ,t)* tam pC i . j  » t« o p a » it« p ,t)  
ELSE
arrayC i. j  ,h ,t)«tem pC i ,  j  Jt-tt3 ro t» t)
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EHDIF 
ENDDO 
ENDDO 
ENDDO 
ENDDO 
RETURN 
END
SQBROtJTINE ROTATE_XCaimiy(n l ,n 2 ,i^ ,n 4 ,a i r o t )
PARAMETER Cnxmax» 17 ,nzmax=257 ,ntajix«257)
COMPLEX • ■ m j t imm, imur ihmt hbwtI 
COMPLEX campOrzmax.asaax.nzaax.atBax)
INTEGER i . j  . h . t . n l  .n 2 .B3..a4,ixlrot 
INTEGER itamp
DO t« l ,n 4
DO
DO j “ l.n 2  
D 0-h»l,n3
tampCx. J  ,h .O = a r r a y ( i , j  ,h , t )
ENDDO
ENDDO
ENDDO
ENDDO
teop2*ixl-nlxo'C 
DO t* I ,a 4
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DO h= l,n3  
DO j=L,n2 
itunpeO 
DO i - l . n l
IF  C C i-n lro t) -le.O ) THEM 
itemp=itenip+1
a rra y C i>j,h ,t)« tem p(t«np2+ ttem p( j  ,h .e )  
ELSE
a rra y  ( i . j  ,h .c )« ta m p ( i-a iro t, j  
EHDIF
ENDDO
ENDDO
ENDDO
ENDDO
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE RDTATE_YCarray(n I.n 2 .a3 .n 4 >n2ro t)
PARAMETER(nrmax»l7 ,nzaax»2S7 ,ntnax*257)
COMPLEX arrayCmmax. mraax.nTmaT.ataax) 
COMPLEX cenpCnxnax.nraar.n7aar.atfflaxJ
INTEGER i . j  . h . t . n l  .n2 .n3 ,n4 ,n2ro t 
INTEGER Itemp.t«sp2
DO t=t l,n 4
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DO i « t , a l  
DO j« l .n 2  
DO h= l,n3
te o p ( i .  j .h ,t )= a r ra y C i.  j  , h . t )
ENDDO
ENDDO
ENDDO
ENDDO
t«mp2=n2-ii2rot
DO t» t .a 4
DO i « t , n l  
DO h.*ltn3
rcemp«0
DO j ” l  ,a2
IF  (C j-n2roc).le .O ) THEN
lt«mp«iteap * i
» rray (t.j,lr ,t)« tB iB p (i,teo p 2 + it« n p ,li.t3
ELSE
am y(i.J,li»t)«t«np(i>j-n2rot,h,t) 
END IF
ENDDO
ENDDO
ENDDO
ENDDO
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE DATAOUTCarray, component ,nx  ,ny ,n z  ,n )
C OUTPUTS RESULTS TO FILE
PAKAMEXER(nxmax*17 ,nzntax=257,ntmax=257)
INTEGER h , j  ,i,t ,k ,n x ,y ,n z ,n ,c o m p o n e n t ,tw o_nx,tuo_ny,tuo_nz 
INTEGER tvo_a
COHPLEX array(nrm ax, mnnaT, rmmT .n taax)
tvo_nx«2*nx
tvo_ny«2«ny
cso_nz^2*nz
ewo_a«2«tt
IF  (com ponent.eq.I) THEN
WRITE(6 ,« ) ’OUTPUT I INC TO u l .o u t  and til.c .o u t*  
WRITECI7,*) ’OUTPUTTING TO u l .o u t  and u l . c .o u t ’
DO t  -  l . t s o _ n  
DO It •  l.tw o_nz 
DO i  * 1 ,two_nx 
DO j  * l,tv o _ n y
WRITEC14,100) REAL(array(i,j , h . t )  )
100 F0RMATC(E2O.S))
C WRTTE(51r101) AIMAGCarrayCt,j,h,t))
C 101 FORMATC(E20.8))
ENDDO
ENDDO
EHDDQ
ENDDO
ELSEIF (component. e«q. 2) THEN
WRITE (S .•) ’QUTPUTTIKG TO u 2 .o u t and. ti2_c.out’ 
URITE(17,«) * OUTPUTTING TO u 2 .ou t and u2_c.orat'
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DO t  *  l»two_n.
DO it *  I,CVO_BZ 
DO i  «  l.ctro_nx 
DO j  = 1.tvo .ny
WRITEC15.110) R £ A L (a r ra y (i .j,h .t) )
110 FORMATCCE20.8))
C URITEC52.111) AIHAGCarrayCi.j ,h ..t) )
C l i t  FORMAT((E2Q.8))
ENDDO
ENDDO
ENDDO
ENDDO
ELSE
WRITEC6.«) ’OUTPtmiNC TO uS.ottt and u3_c.ont* 
WMTEC17,*) •OOTPOTTINC TO u3 .ou t and u 3 _ c .o u t’ 
WRITE(6,») *nx ,ny ,nz,it’ ,nx ,ny ,nz ,n  
«RTTEC17,») ‘n x .n y .n z .n ',nx .ny .nz.it
DO t  * l .tw o .n  
DO h. -  1 ,t«o_nz 
DO i  *  l.cuo_nz 
DO j  *  1, t»o_ny
HRITE(16.120) REAL (a rray  C i . j  , h . t ) )
120 F0RMATCCE10.4))
C WRITEC53.121) AIHAGCarrayU.j.h.c))
C 121 F0R H A T((E20.a))
ENDDO
ENDDO
ENDDO
ENDDO
ENDIF
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RETURH
END
c------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------c
c  c
c  Subroutine s f f te u (  x , y , a .  s .  i ty p e  ) c
c  c
c  T his ro u tin e  i s  a s l ig h t M odification, o f  a  cnnpr.PT s p l i t  c
c  ra d ix  FFT ro u tin e  p resen ted  by C .S . B u rras . The o r ig in a l  c
c  program header i s  shown below. c
c  c
c Arguments: c
c  x  -  r e a l  a rray  contain ing  r e a l  p a r t s  o f transform  c
c  sequence (in /o u t)  c
e y  -  r e a l  a rray  contain ing  imag p a r t s  o f transform  c
c  sequence (in /o u t)  c
c  n  -  in te g e r  length, of transfo rm  ( in )  c
c  m -  in te g e r  such th a t  n  = 2**m ( in )  c
c  ity p e  -  in te g e r  job s p e c if ie r  ( in )  c
e  itype  .ne. -1 — > foward transform  c
c  ity p e  .aq. - I  —> backward transform  c
c  c
c  The forw ard transform  computes c
c X(k) ■ sum_{j*0>*(H-t> x ( j ) *exp(-2ijk*pi/N ) c
c  c
c  The backward transform  computes c
c  x ( j )  « (t/K ) * sum_{k“0}~{N-l} I(k )»exp(2 ijk«pi/N ) c
c  c
c  c
c  R equires s tandard  FORTRAN fu n c tio n s  -  s in .  cos e
c  c
c  S teve K ifow it, 9 July 1997 c
c  c
C- -----------------------  C
C A Duhamel-Hollman Split-R adix  DIF FFT C
C R eference: E lec tron ics  L e t te r s .  January  S . 1984 C
C cnnPT.PT in p u t and output in  d a ta  a r ra y s  X and Y C
C Length. I s  H * 2««H C
C C
C C .S. Burma  Rice Unive r s i ty  Dec 1984 C
C----------------------------------------------------------_ _ _ _ _ ------------ C
c
SUBROUTINE SFFTEU( X. Y, N. K. ITYPE )
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PARAHETER(ntmax=257)
INTEGER K, H, ITYPE
REAL»8 XCntoax), YCntmax)
DTTECER I .  I ,  K. HI, H2. N4. IS , ID , 10, I I ,  12, 13 
REAL'S TWOPI, E. A. A3, CCI. SSI, CC3, SS3 
REAL'S R t. S2, S I , S2, S3, XI 
INTRINSIC SIN, COS
PARAMETER ( TWOPI -  6.283185307179586(769 )
IF  C H .EQ. I  ) RETURN
IF  C ITYPE .EQ. - I  ) THEN 
DO I ,  I  * I ,  I  
YCI) = -  TCI)
I CONTINUE
ENDIF
N2 = 2 •  N 
DO 10. K = I ,  M-I 
H2 = H2 /  2 
N4 = N2 /  4 
E « TWOPI /  N2 
A « 0 .0
DO 20 . J  * I ,  N4 
A3 = 3 •  A 
CCI « COSC A )
SSI -  SINC A )
CC3 •  COSC A3 )
SS3 « SINC A3 )
A. * J  •  E 
IS  = J 
ID = 2 * H2 
40 DO 30 . 10 •  IS . N -t. ID
11 = 10 «- N4
12 « I I  + N4
13 -  12 «- N4
R1 -  XCIO) -  XCI2)
XCIO) = XCIO) * XCI2)
R2 « XCII) -  XCI3)
XCII) = XCH) * XCI3)
S t  = YCIO) -  YCI2)
YCIO) « YCIO) * YCI2)
52 = YCU) -  YCI3)
YCI1) = YCU) ♦ YCI3)
53 = Rt -  S2 
R1 ■ RI *- S2
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S2 = R2 -  SI 
R2 = R2 •*- SI
XCI2) « Rl •  CCI -  S2 •  SSI
Y(I2) « -  S2 •  CCI -  Rl •  SSI
1(13) * S3 * CC3 + R2 * SS3
YCI3) = R2 * CC3 -  S3 » SS3
30 CONTINUE
IS  ■ 2 •  ID -  H2 + J 
ID « 4 « ID
I F  C IS .L X . H ) GOTO 40 
20 CONTINUE 
10 CONTINUE
c
C------------LAST STACK, LENGTH-2 BUTTERFLY ---------------------------------- C
c
IS  * 1 
ID « 4
SO DO 60 . 10 * IS . H. ID 
I I  « 10 +■ I  
Rt = X(IO)
XCIO) * Rl * XCII)
XCII) * Rl -  XCII)
Rl = YCIO)
YCIO) » Rl * YCU)
YCU) -  Rl -  YCI1)
60 CONTINUE
IS = 2 •  ID -  1 
ID * 4 * ID
IF C IS  .LT. K ) GOTO 50
e
C BIT REVERSE COUNTER------------------------------------------------------ C
c
100 J  « I
HI = N -  1
DO 104. I  -  1. HI
IF  C I  -GE. J  ) GOTO 101
XT = XCJ)
XCJ) -  XCI)
XCI) = XT 
XT -  YCJ)
YCJ) = YCI)
YCI) -  XT
101 K * N /  2
102 IF  C fC -GE. I  ) CtnO 103
J  « J  -  K
K = K /  2 
GOTO 102
103 J  = I  *  K
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104 CtUITIMtlE 
c
IF  C ITYPE .HQ. -1  ) THEH 
DO 2 , I  * 1, H 
XCI) = XCI) /  It 
YCI) « -  YCI) /  H 
2 COHTIHOE
ENDIF
c
BETORN
c
c  . . .  Did of subrou tine  SFFTHD —  
c
EHD
A.3 Example M athematica Convolution:
«  D t i l i t i e s ' MemoryConserve'
n x  *  8
n y  a  8
02 a 64
n t  a 128
D irectory  □
S etD irecto ryC "/data /convo lu tion /quasi/«p riI23 /I064eo"] 
force = T ab le [0 . C t, 2nt> , <2. 2nzK  Cx, 2nx>. Cy. 2ny>J; 
fo rcefu n c tio n  a  O penR ead["aurfaceforce.ouf]
F o rtt a  i ,  t  < 2 n t I ,  t++.
ForCr ■ t» z  < 2  nz I ,  z->-+.
F o r t x  a  i .  *  < 2 n x  ♦  1 ,  r * » ,
For[y  a  t r y < 2ny ♦ 1 . y*-*-.
f o r c e [ [ t ,  z> x , y l)  •  Reed [fo rcef un c tio n , H u m berlllll;
C lose[fo rcefunction ]
SetD irec to ryC V data /convo lu tion /quaai/g reen l"]
green a  T ab le [0 . { t ,  2nt> , C x , 2 n z), C x, 2nx). £y, 2ny> l;
zout > 0penRead["u3.aut*]
F o r[ t a  t ,  t. < 2 n t *■ i ,  **-►,
F or[z  » 1 , r  < 2nz ♦ 1, z++.
ForCx * t , r c 2 K * t ,  r*-*-,
ForCy = 1, y < 2ny +■ I ,  y « - .
g reen  [ [ t ,  z ,  i ,  y j]  * Read [zou t, H a a b e r l l l l l ;
C lose[zoutl
Off [KemoryConservel
SetD irectory  [■ /data /convo lu tion /quasi/ap ril23 /1064eo“l  
dx = .113 
dy a  .113
d r  = T.0625alO~-3
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dc « 6.*10~-8
r e s u l t l  = dx: dy d z  d t  L is t Convolve[  fo rc e , g reen , C -l} ]; 
re s u lt2  -
Table [R o ta teL eft [ r e s u l t ! [ [ t , z , x l]  . ny + t l .  -Cc, 2nt>, {z. 2nz>, Cx, 
2nxH ; 
r e s u l t l  -
T a b le [ re su lt2 C [t, z ,  x . y l l ,  C t. 2 n t} . Cz. 2nz>. Cy. 2ny>, Cx, 2nx>]; 
re s u lt2  =
T ab le [R o ta teL eftC resu lc i[ [ t , z ,  y l]  , nx +• l i .  i t ,  2nt> , i z ,  2nz>, Cy,
2ny}l; 
r e s u l t  1 «
Table [re su lt2 C C t. z ,  y ,  x l l ,  C t. 2 a t> . Cx, 2nx>. Cy. 2ny>, Cz, 2 nz> I; 
r e s u lt2  •
Table [R otateL ef t  [ r e s u l t !  [ [ t ,  x , y l l ,  nz  +■ 1 ], { t ,  2nt>, Cx. 2nx>, Cy, 
2a y H ;
r e s u l t l  =
Table £ re su lt2 [C t, x , y ,  z l l , Cx, 2nx>, Cy, 2ny>, {z, 2nz}, C t, 2nc> l; 
re s u lt2  «
T a b le [R o ta te L e f t[ re su ltl[ [x , y . z l l .  n t  ♦ 1 ] , Cx. 2nx>. Cy, 2ny>, Cz. 
2nz>l; 
r e s u l t l  3
T a b le [ re s u l t2 [ [x . y . z ,  t i l ,  Cc. 2n t> , Cz, 2nz>, Cx, 2nxl, Cy, 2 sy > l; 
t in e s e r ie s 4  «  T ab le[0 , C t, n t} l ;
D o [ tio e se r ie s4 [[ t] ]  * r e s u l t l  [ [ t  ♦ n t ,  2nz , nx * 1, ny ♦ 111. C t, n t } ] ; 
E xport[*sql064eo.out* . tim e se n e s4 . "L is t" I  
a  •  H in [re su lt l]  
b * Max [ r e s u l t l ]  
a l  « Hin [green] 
b l  * Hax[green]
t in e s e r ie s l  •  TableCO, C t, n t} ] ;
D oC tiaeserieslC C tll = r e s u l t l [ [ t  + n t ,  nz ♦ 1 . nx * I .  ny * i l l , C t, n t } ] ;
L is tP lo t[ t im e s e r ie s l ,  P lo tJo ined  ->  T rue. PlotRange -> Ca, b}I;
tin e s e r ie s 2  = T ab le [0 , C t, n t} ] ;
D o [tia e se rie s2 C [t]l * g re e n [[ t * n t ,  nz  +■ 1 , nx ♦ t ,  ny *• 111, C t. n t } ] ; 
L is tP lo t [ t in e s e n e s 2 . P lo tJo ined  ->  T rue. PlotRange -> A ll] ; 
t in e s e r ie s 3  * T ab le[0 , C t, n t} ] ;
D o [tia e se rie s3 C [t]l = g re e n [[ t ♦ n t .  2nz. nx 1, ny t i l , C t. n t} ] ;
L is tP lo t [ t in e s e r ie s 3 . P lo tJo ined  ->  T rue. PlotRange •> A ll] ;
L is tP lo t [ - t ia e s e n e s 4 , P lo tJo ined  ->  T rue, PlotRange -»  A U l;
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Appendix B
Laser Based Ultrasound NDE for 
COLTS
The laser based ultrasound system is schematically illustrated in Figure B .l. A Q- 
switched NcfcYAG operating at 1064 nm with a variable pulse energy up to  200 mJ per 
pulse and a  12 ns pulse width is used to generate the ultrasound. A 400 mW continuous 
wave NdrYAG laser operating at 532 nm is used to detect the ultrasonic signals. Both 
lasers are delivered to an enclosed scanning head through fiber optics for eye safety. The 
scanning head consists of optics to focus the laser light onto the sample surface and collect 
the reflected detection light. The detection light is delivered through an optical fiber to a 
1/2 meter cavity confocal Fabry-Perot interferometer. A translation stage is used to move 
the scanning head assembly across the sample surface. The user defined scanning area can 
have a  maximum width of 24 inches and length of 36 inches with a spatial resolution of 
0.05 inches to 1.00 inch. The translation stage can also be shrouded for eye safety. RF 
waveforms from the Fabry-Perot interferometer sue digitized by an eight bit resolution A/D 
board with a  m axim um  sampling rate of 100 MHz and stored on a  PC computer- Both
37S
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FIBER OPTICS
SCANNING HEAD
DETECTION LASER: NdrYAG 532nm
GENERATION LASER: N iY A G  I064nm
TRANSLATION STAGE
«—
ULTRASONIC DETECTION: 
FABRY-PEROT INTERFEROMETER
A/D BOARD
TRANSLATION STAGE COMPUTER
CONTROLLER
Figure B .l: Schematic of laser based ultrasound system for the COLTS facility.
the translation stage and data acquisition system are controlled by a  PC-based virtual 
instrument controller.
Two complex composite samples were obtained from a composite wing stub box that 
had been structurally tested to failure. T he first sample is a  fiat plate from a  section of the 
wing box skin. A drop weight test machine was used to impact damage this specimen and 
create internal delaminations. A one inch diameter impact head weighing 25.25 lb. was 
dropped from a  height of 3 ft 11.5 inches to  generate an  impact energy of 100 ft-Ib. This
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produced a  dent approximately 1 mm deep on the front surface and small localized cracks on 
the back surface. The second sample has bi-directional T-stiffeners that are attached tothe 
skin w ith through-the-thickness stitches. These stiffeners are constructed from the same 
m aterial as the skin. This sample had interlaminar failure along the stiffener/slrin interface 
that is not visible from the top skin surface. The wing box skin consists o f ten stacks of 
[45/-45/02/90/02/-45/45] AS-4-3501-6 graphite epoxy m aterial stitched together for a  total 
thickness of 0.58 inches. Through-the-thickness Kevlar stitches are in rows spaced 0.2 to 
0.5 inches apart with a  stitch spacing of approximately 0.1 inches.
These samples were scanned with the laser ultrasound system in the laboratory. The 
samples were positioned approximately 8-10 inches away from the scanning head optics. The 
generation beam spot size was approximately 5 mm with an average pulse energy about 
50 m J/pulse. The detection beam spot size was 2 m m  at approximately 235 mW. The 
scan area of the impact damaged plate was 2.5 inches by 2.5  inches with a  0.05 inch step 
size. The scan area of the stiffened plate was 6.0 inches by 6 .0  inches with a  0.10 inch 
step size. Ultrasonic signals were recorded and processed to produce C-scan images. In all 
experiments, the entire A-scan waveform was recorded a t each point and stored for post 
processing. C-scans were generated by plotting the maximum amplitude of the individual 
A-scan in a  gated section of the waveform. Since the entire A-scan waveforms were recorded, 
this gate could be repositioned to produce C-scans at any depth into the sample.
Figure B.2 illustrates peak detected back wall C-Scan images of the impact dam­
aged plate obtained with a  laser based inspection (top) and an immersion tank inspection 
(bottom ). The extended area of subsurface delamination is apparent in both plots as a 
dark circular region approximately 5.7 cm (2.25 inches) in diam eter. The circular shape of 
the dam age  region is characteristic of impact damage in stitched composites. The rows of 
stitching are also visible in both C-scan representations as light horizontal bands. These
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bands occur because the ultrasonic velocity in the stitches is greater than in the surrounding 
material. Consequently, there is a  phase-distorted wavefront at the stitch surface which is 
observed as a reduced signal. Some light spots appear in the damaged region in the laser 
ultrasonic scan but not in the immersion tank scan. These spots may be due to  stitches in 
the damaged region that did not break and acted as an ultrasonic waveguide, transm itting 
the ultrasound to the back wall. This illustrates the advantage of the point source detection 
in the laser ultrasound system. The results from the laser and immersion tank ultrasonic 
inspections of the bi-directionally T-stiffened plate are also similar. In both scans, the 
thickness variation due to the T-stiffeners is visible and the rows of stitching are evident.
A time-of-flight C-scan contour plot of the T-stiffened plate represented in Figure B.3 
reveals more detailed information about internal structure. Two dark bands are apparent in 
the vertical direction corresponding to the increased thickness of the vertical T-stiffener. The 
light vertical band in the middle o f these dark bands corresponds to the extreme thickness of 
the T-stiffener where the back wall signal could not be detected. Similar features are present 
in the horizontal direction. However, the circled region shows a region along the horizontal 
T-stiffener/intercostal-clip where the thickness is equal to the skin thickness. This indicates 
a delamination along the stiffener/skin interface in this region. This delamination was 
visible from the edge of the sample. The C-scan reveals that this damage extends across 
most of the interface.
Laser based ultrasonic NDE has promising possibilities for many applications. Specif­
ically, it is desired to  use laser based ultrasound to monitor samples during loading in a 
structures laboratory. We have found that it is difficult to  implement laser ultrasound out­
side of a laser laboratory, especially on complex composite materials. However, we have 
constructed a  prototype field deployable laser based NDE system for use in the COLTS facil­
ity and have imaged thick stitched composite samples w ith it. To maximize the usefullness
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Figure B.2r U ltrasonic C-scans of impact damaged sam ple. Top: Laser based scan. Bottom: 
Immersion  tank scan.
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Figure B.3: A time-of-flight C-scan contour plot of the T-stiffened plate revealing interlam- 
inar failure.
of this technique, its signal-to-noise ratio must be improved.
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